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1.01 Ashland’s History &
Historical Resources
There were settlements in the Willamette Valley, and 
gold was being mined in northern California, when, 
during the winter of 1851-1852 two pack train oper-
ators who were passing through this southernmost 
part of the Oregon Territory discovered gold at Rich 
Gulch, a tributary of Jackson Creek. News of the 
strike spread, and soon there was a tent city, the 
place we know today as Jacksonville, on the banks of 
Jackson Creek.

Up until this time, the Bear Creek Valley, a flat fertile 
valley protected on the west by the Siskiyou Moun-
tains and on the east by the Cascades, had been 
inhabited only by small, scattered bands of Takelma 
Indians. They found this a hospitable place, with 
abundant fish, game and edible vegetation. The Indian 
bands moved from place to place in the valley gather-
ing food and materials for their livelihood.

Their peace was disturbed by the miners who flocked 
to the Jacksonville/Applegate area, and then by the 
farmers, who were either newcomers or discouraged 
miners who found a new wealth in the rich fields and 
creek valleys. Families from all parts of the country, 
encouraged by the Donation Land Claim Act of 1850, 
came to make their free claim up to 320 acres, build 
homes and till the land. Many of Ashlandʼs earliest 

settlers came for this reason, the Walkers, Dunns, and 
Hills among them.

Jackson County was so designated by the Oregon Ter-
ritorial Legislature on January 12, 1852. Six days ear-
lier, Robert Hargadine, and his partner, a man named 
Pease, had taken up a Donation Land Claim and built 
a log cabin in the narrowing end of the Bear Creek 
Valley, about where the railroad Station is now in 
Ashland. They were soon joined by Abel Helman, 
Eber Emery, Jacob Emery, James Cardwell, Dowd 
Farley and A.M. Rogers who also decided to stay. 
Helman filed on a Donation Land Claim adjacent to 
Hargadineʼs.

There was need for sawed lumber in the valley, so 
the men built a water-power sawmill on the banks of 
Ashland Creek. Then they built a flour mill in what is 
now the entrance Lithia Park. Business grew around 
the open space in front of the mills and people began 
to call it the Plaza.

Settlers came to the Plaza from neighboring farms 
to trade wheat for flour, or to purchase lumber for 
improved cabins and homes. The California-Oregon 
Trail route passed through the little community and 
travelers bumped over ruts in the summer and tracked 
through mud in the winter. Gradually stores and small 
businesses appeared on the Plaza and some individ-

Gradually stores and 
small businesses 
appeared on the Plaza 
and some individuals, 
who made their living 
by them, built homes 
nearby.
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uals, who made their living by them, built homes 
nearby. The earliest homes were built on Main Street, 
then on Granite and Church Streets.

Ashland developed gradually during this time, and, 
perhaps then, got its roots as a solid community where 
people came to stay, to live their lives. Unlike neigh-
boring Jacksonville, which began as a boom town, and 
later Medford, which developed with the coming of 
the railroad, Ashland grew slowly as people moved 
into the area or as generations of families grew up.

1.02 The First Twenty Years
Ashland was named after either Ashland, Ohio, or 
Ashland, Kentucky, in both of which the early settlers 
had ties. The Ashland Mills Post Office was estab-
lished in 1855—it took six months to get mail from 
the east—and the town became official. In 1871, the 
word “Mills” was dropped.

Ashland, a growing community of 50 by 1859, was 
a stopping point on the California-Oregon Stage Com-
panyʼs route. A hotel was built to accommodate travel-
ers, then a school on East Main Street near where 
Gresham Street now intersects. A sawmill and shop 
were set up, then a planing mill and cabinet shop. 
In 1867, the Ashland Woolen Mills were built on the 
banks of Ashland Creek where B Street now intersects 
with Water Street. Underwear, hosiery, shawls and 

blankets were all made from wool produced locally. 
Nursery stock, brought to Jackson County by Orlando 
Coolidge and his wife, Mary Jane, and planted on 
“Knob Hill” is credited by many as stimulating the 
fruit industry of Southern Oregon. W.C. Myer brought 
imported stock to his farm just north of town. The 
barn still stands in a field near the railroad overpass 
on North Main Street.

The Methodist Episcopal church, organized in 1864, 
held a conference here in 1869 and it was suggested 
that Ashland would be a “remarkably fine” place for 
an institution of higher learning. The Ashland College 
and Normal School that was housed in a building 
on the site where Briscoe Elementary School now 
stands was the forerunner of todayʼs Southern Oregon 
University.

1.03 Growth and Incorporation
Ashland grew faster than any other Oregon town 
south of Portland during the 1870s and 1880s. As the 
shallower mines in Jackson County were worked out 
and abandoned, agriculture became the main industry. 
The production of wheat and oats, corn and hogs, 
sheep, hay, honey and potatoes made farming profit-
able and this in turn brought more people.

Ashland, population 300, was incorporated on Octo-
ber 13, 1874.
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In the first issue of The Tidings, published June 17, 
1876, the editor remarked, “There is no church and no 
saloon, but whiskey is sold by the bottle and preach-
ing is done in the schoolhouse; and therefore, the 
people are generally happy.”

The Methodist Church was built on the corner of 
North Main and Laurel Streets, then the Presbyterian 
Church on North Main and Helman Streets. Land for 
a Catholic Church was purchased, and a First Baptist 
Church was organized.

Fire destroyed many of the wooden business buildings 
on the Plaza in March, 1879. That summer they were 
replaced by a number of brick structures, including 
the Masonic Hall and the IOOF building. The Ashland 
Library and Reading Room Association was estab-
lished, and in 1880, Alpha Chapter, Order of Eastern 
Star, was established in Ashland. It was the first East-
ern Star chapter in Oregon.

There were 854 people living in Ashland on Septem-
ber 28, 1880, when President Rutherford B. Hayes, 
Mrs. Hayes, General Tecumseh Sherman and their 
entourage made a brief stop here. They were greeted 
by a crowd of some 2000. A platform was built 
on the Plaza and an arch was made of evergreen 
boughs. Under the greeting “Welcome to Oregon” 
was Ashlandʼs motto, “Industry, Education, Temper-

ance—Ashland honors those who foster these.” There 
were speakers, and four little girls presented President 
and Mrs. Hayes with a tray of peaches, pears, apples, 
plums, grapes, blackberries, almonds and figs, all 
grown in Ashland. The stage coaches then rolled on 
to Jacksonville where the presidential party spent the 
night in the U.S. Hotel.

1.04 The Coming of the Railroad
For two decades, Oregon had been relatively isolated 
from the rest of the world and wanted the opportunity 
to ship goods in and out. Ashland had bountiful crops, 
products of mills, and a desire for growth, but no 
practical way to carry on trade outside the local area.

One of the most important events in the development 
of Ashland, therefore, was the coming of the railroad.

Track was being laid south from Portland north from 
Sacramento. On May 4, 1884, the first train rolled 
into the Ashland station from the north pulling a short 
string of mail, express and passenger cars. Shouting 
and waving from the windows was a group of people 
in high spirits who had gone as far north as five 
miles to ride the train into town. Waiting at the station 
were the Ashland Brass Band, predecessor of todayʼs 
Ashland City Band, and a number of dignitaries with 
speeches and congratulations.

Fire destroyed many 
of the wooden busi-
ness buildings on the 
Plaza in March, 1879. 
That summer they 
were replaced by a 
number of brick struc-
tures, including the 
Masonic Hall and the 
IOOF building.
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Ashland was the southern terminus of the railroad 
for three years. Merchandise and passengers were car-
ried on south over the Siskiyou Mountains by freight 
wagons and stagecoaches. The Golden Spike that con-
nected the Southern Pacificʼs San Francisco-Portland 
line was driven in Ashland on December 17, 1887. 
This completed the circle of railroad tracks around the 
United States.

Ashland was a railroad division point. Already 
twenty-one employees lived here, and more were to 
come to build homes, rear families and participate in 
the development of the community.

1.05 Development & Growth
The coming of the railroad meant fruit could be 
exported. Apple, pear and peach orchards were 
well established. Thousands of fruit trees had been 
planted and a number of five-and ten-acre tracts near 
town had been cleared of brush and turned into fruit 
farms. South of the Plaza were orchards planted by 
S. B. Galey, who planted the first peach orchard for 
commercial purposes. The Galeys and the Henry 
B. Carters (Mrs. Galeyʼs parents) were prominent 
in local affairs. They felt every self-respecting city 
should have one wide, main street, a thorough-fare 
that would provide a sense of dignity, so they laid out, 
right through the middle of their orchards, a boule-
vard 60 feet wide. The grand new avenue led nowhere 

until U.S. Highway 99 joined it late in the 1930s. 
All travel through the city then was along East 
Main Street.

Ashlandʼs entire street system got attention in 1888. 
The city spent $3,000 grading, putting in culverts 
and crossings, and improving, somewhat, the muddy 
mess that was the Plaza. In response to a petition, the 
city council ordered construction of one and one-half 
miles of solid planking sidewalks.

By the late 1880s, Ashland had a bank, two schools—
South School and North School—a small college, the 
Ashland Electric Power and Light Co. (which pro-
duced enough electricity to light the city streets and 
homes), the Ashland Hotel (a beautiful brick building 
that stood on Main Street between Oak and Pioneer 
Streets), the Depot Hotel (at the railroad station, this 
hotel had forty sleeping room.q and a large dining 
room). There were stores and shops, a real estate 
and insurance office, several livery stables, a laundry, 
bakery, doctor, dentist... and a swimming pool called 
Helman Baths that had been opened to the public by 
Grant Helman who enjoyed swimming in the sulphur 
springs on the Helman property. By now, Ashland also 
had five saloons.

The Ashland Gold Mine was discovered in the hills 
west of town in 1891. It tapped a rich mineral 

The Golden Spike 
that connected the 
Southern Pacific s̓ 
San Francisco- 
Portland line was 
driven in Ashland 
on December 17, 
1887.
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belt which was known to extend more than 200 
miles between Yreka, California and Cottage Grove, 
Oregon. The mine, and three ingots of its bullion 
displayed on the Plaza were proclaimed “harbingers 
of a Golden Era.” Plagued with disputes over property 
rights and legal problems, the mine was worked on 
an on-again, off-again basis until 1942 when it was 
closed as a wartime measure. Ashland High Schoolʼs 
first graduating class—Miss Lora Colton, valedicto-
rian; Oley Thornton, salutatorian; and Miss Moody 
Scott, who read an essay—received their diplomas 
on May 22, 1891, before a packed audience in the 
Ganiard Opera House (this stood on Main Street at 
the comer of Pioneer Street and was used for many 
public gatherings).

1.06 Chautauqua Chooses Ashland
Chautauqua, a traveling program of lectures, seminars 
and entertainment that originated in New York, was 
the first mass education entertainment program in
this area.

The Southern Oregon Chautauqua Assembly was 
organized in Central Point in 1892. The plan was to 
hold meetings in a grove near that town, but at the 
encouragement of George F. Billings of Ashland and 
others—they pointed out that Ashland had electric 
lights, city water and a better hotel than did Central 
Point—it was decided that Ashland, where there was 

a small college and a wooded site on a hill above the 
Plaza, would be a more suitable spot.

A bond issue in the amount of $2,500 covered the cost 
of land acquisition, the building, and the first yearʼs 
program. A large beehive-shaped building was built 
and the first Chautauqua program was presented in it 
in 1893.

People came from miles to camp in Roperʼs Grove on 
the banks of Ashland Creek, and indulge themselves 
in the luxury of culture. Admission was low, $1 for 
the ten-day season, in order to keep the support of the 
people and make it possible for all to attend.

ASHLAND COLLEGE AND
NORMAL SCHOOL (1.06.01)
Ashlandʼs “institution of higher learning,” now 
called The Ashland College and Normal School, had 
been approved as a state institution, but allocated no 
money. It closed its doors for lack of funds and the 
school district bought the property on North Main 
Street.

In 1893 Portland University said if the people of Ash-
land would furnish land and provide a building, the 
university would endow the school in Ashland and 
make it a branch.

People came from 
miles to camp in 
Roper s̓ Grove on the 
banks of Ashland 
Creek, and indulge 
themselves in the 
luxury of culture.
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The Carter Land Company made a gift of a campus 
site (about where Beswick Way and Normal Avenue 
now intersect Siskiyou Boulevard) and a building was 
started. Before it was finished, however, Portland Uni-
versity withdrew its offer. Under the leadership of 
Professor W.T. VanScoy, and with funds raised by 
the citizens of Ashland, the building was finished, 
furnished and renamed Southern Oregon State Normal 
School. In 1899, the state accepted the property and 
endowed the school.

1.07 Turn of the Century
January, 1900. There were 3,000 people in Ashland, 
the largest town in Jackson County (population 
15,000). There had been no boom, but steady, contin-
ued growth. Fifty new homes had been built during 
the last year and several business buildings. There 
were no vacant houses to rent. People were coming 
from various parts of the coast and from the middle 
eastern states. Ashland was known as the “home 
town” of Southern Oregon.

It was also a payroll town. The Southern Pacific Rail-
road payroll ran from $7,500 to $10,000 per month. 
The woolen mills, flour mills, creamery (Ashland had 
the only creamery in the county), a sawmill, two 
planing mills, the Ashland Iron Works (doing a brisk 
business with the miners and lumbermen), and the 
Ashland Canning and Evaporating Company all con-

tributed to this payroll. Fruit and vegetables raised 
here were shipped by the thousands of boxes—the 
“Ashland peach” was known all over the Pacific 
Coast, and Max Pracht orchards took a Worldʼs Fair 
premium for peaches in Chicago in 1893. There was 
a noticeable increase in activity in timber harvest, and 
stockraising was an industry of considerable propor-
tions in the foothills near Ashland.

Ashland claimed industry, beauty, charm, culture, 
diversified resources, bright business prospects, and 
the “sweetest flowers and prettiest girls in the world.”

On January 21, 1900, the Ashland Woolen Mills, 
considered one of the most important manufacturing 
industries in the state at that time, burned. Thirty-two 
Ashland workers were without jobs.

In September, 1900, Ashlandʼs first brick school 
building was constructed on Siskiyou Boulevard (on 
the site now occupied by the Safeway store). Haw-
thorne School served as a grade school, then a junior 
high school.

1.08 Main Street Develops
Main Street began to develop during 1904 with brick 
business buildings replacing a number of homes. The 
Fourth Street business section was, by now, well 
established. Many new homes were built, including 

January, 1900. There 
were 3,000 people in 
Ashland, the largest 
town in Jackson 
County.
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the C. C. Chappel residence on Siskiyou Boulevard, 
known today as the Swedenburg House. (Most home 
construction ran between $1,000 and $2,500; the 
Chappel house cost $7500.) Mountain View Cemetery 
was opened, and the city spent $25,000 to install a 
“comprehensive sewer system.”

It was in 1908 that the fire department replaced its two 
hand-pulled hose carts with a hose wagon pulled by 
horses. This was phased out in 1913 with the purchase 
of a gas-powered fire truck.

1.09 Library and Hospital
For seventeen years the ladies of Ashland had main-
tained a library collection. “Although fiction pre-
dominates, it is generally good fiction,” said the state 
librarian. Following a controversy over whether or not 
Ashland should build a library building with “tainted” 
money offered by industrialist Andrew Carnegie, who 
was funding libraries all over the world, a formal 
application for $20,000 of Carnegie money was made. 
The reply was that $15,000 would be given if the 
city would provide a site and a maintenance fund. 
There was so much controversy over the site—on the 
knoll near the Chautauqua building, on Meade Street, 
on Siskiyou Boulevard at Gresham Street—that the 
matter was settled by election. The library was built 
on Gresham Street and ready for use in 1912. The 
total cost, $17,673.

In March, 1909, fire extensively damaged the South-
ern Oregon Hospital that had been operating for 
eighteen months in a converted private residence 
on Main Street. Discussion of the need for a newer, 
larger facility led to the backing of the Commercial 
Club, and the construction of the Granite City Hospi-
tal on the south side of Siskiyou Boulevard, near the 
intersection of Palm Avenue, about where Stevenson 
Student Union now stands.

The Commercial Club worked to promote growth in 
Ashland but was powerless to help when, in 1909, 
the state legislature withdrew all normal school sup-
port. The doors of the Southern Oregon State Normal 
School were closed and nailed shut. Alumni and citi-
zens immediately set to work to get it reopened, but it 
was fifteen years before that goal was achieved.

1.10 Parks for Ashland
“Ashland the beautiful must be deserving of its name,” 
said the members of the Womenʼs Civic Improvement 
Club. They raised money to buy land on Siskiyou 
Boulevard between Liberty and Beach Streets so 
it could be developed into a triangular park, they 
inaugurated a system of small parks in town, and 
they were instrumental in getting the landscaped strip 
down the center of Siskiyou Boulevard and shade 
trees planted in residential park rows.

“Ashland the beautiful 
must be deserving of its 
name,” said the members 
of the Women s̓ Civic 
Improvement Club.
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The Chautauqua grounds had been improved by the 
Ladies Chautauqua Park Club, and now the ladies 
began to press the city council for assistance in an 
expanded program.

The flour mill on the Plaza had been closed and aban-
doned. At the rear of the big building was a pig sty, 
a barn, and mud puddles. The Chautauqua building 
stood on the hill above this unsightly mess that also 
produced flies and gnats.

The ladies talked of razing the mill and making this 
a park entrance. Immediately there was a wail of 
protest from some of the businessmen who felt the 
land was too valuable and should be used for business 
purposes, and from some of the “dear old pioneer 
women” who felt the mill was a landmark and should 
be preserved.

On December 17, 1908, the people of Ashland, by a 
vote of more than five to one, dedicated the old mill 
site for a city park. They also approved a tax levy. 
In 1909, an additional forty-five acres of land south 
of Chautauqua Park, bordering Ashland Creek, was 
purchased.

The mill was torn down, a park board was selected. 
Ashland was soon known not only for the annual 
Chautauqua, but as a town with a park. This first 

park in Southern Oregon was used for all large public 
celebrations.

Although Ashland had just built a new school, class-
rooms were becoming overcrowded again. In 1911, 
the new high school building on Iowa Street, between 
Morse and Mountain Avenue, was opened. Crowded 
conditions were once again alleviated.

1.11 The Lithia Water Era
Following discovery of a Lithia water spring in the 
hills east of town, the idea occurred in 1911 to Bert 
Greer, editor of The Tidings, that Ashland might 
become a famous health spa like Carlsbad, Germany, 
or Saratoga, New York. Meetings were held and there 
was great enthusiasm until it was learned that owners 
of the spring refused to cooperate. Then another 
spring, finer and just as accessible, was found, and the 
project surged forward.

Mass meetings took place, chemists analyzed the 
water, land adjacent to the Chautauqua Grove was 
acquired for additional park development, and a bond 
election was scheduled. The promotion committee 
brought in John McLaren, designer of Golden Gate 
Park in San Francisco, and top-ranking Southern 
Pacific railroad officials. Songs were written and 
slogans such as “Ashland Grows While Lithia 
Flows” were chanted. The election carried, providing 

John McLaren, 
designer of Golden 
Gate Park in San 
Francisco, was 
retained to landscape 
the new Lithia Park.
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$175,000 to pipe the water to town (it cost $50,000 
more by the time it was done), and McLaren was 
retained to landscape the new Lithia Park.

In 1915, the work was completed; the health-giving 
water bubbled from fountains in the park, at the rail-
road station, the hotel, the library and the Plaza, but 
no more was heard of plans to make Ashland a spa 
city. The community enjoyed the park and went on to 
other things.

School grounds were landscaped during the early 
1900s, a “city beautiful” campaign encouraged the 
tearing down of many old barns and outbuildings, 
and Main Street continued to develop. The Vaupel 
Store/Oregon Hotel building was built, as was the 
Elks Temple, the first building in Southern Oregon 
with poured solid cement walls. The Vining Theatre, 
a magnificent theatre that had box stalls and a most 
ornate interior, opened in May, 1914, with the opera 
“Faust.”

The people of Ashland were also enjoying swimming 
in the twin pools of the big, new Ashland Mineral 
Springs Natatorium building. This grand structure was 
expected to help bring visitors to Ashland. Along with 
other features, it had a solid maple dance floor which 
doubled as a skating rink.
 

1.12 Improved Highways
In 1913, there was a “better roads” movement in 
the West. The decision was made to build a Pacific 
Highway over the Siskiyou Mountains, a highway that 
would follow nearly the same route as the Siskiyou 
Mountain Wagon Road which had been operating as a 
toll road. Governor Oswald West, state highway com-
mission members, and about 100 prominent citizens 
joined for a ground-breaking ceremony near Ashland 
and the governor predicted the Pacific Highway link-
ing Oregon and California would be the “scenic bou-
levard” of the west. (In Ashland, East Main and 
North Main Streets would become part of this inter-
state route.) In order to cut costs, however, only an 
eight-foot wide strip was paved.

Several years later engineering began for building 
a highway over Greensprings. The original 
Greensprings Mountain Road was not much more 
than a trail chopped through the trees, a trail that led 
from the settlements in the Rogue River Valley to the 
homesteads in the Klamath Basin. There had been 
increased pressures to lay out a better road because of 
the number of families who were moving between the 
two areas, and because of the movement of freight.

1.13 Troubles for Chautauqua
The 24th annual Southern Oregon Chautauqua season 
of 1916 lasted for twelve days and brought an excel-
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lent program, including a concert by the Marine Band, 
but there was a deficit of $200. Directors felt if the 
building were enlarged to seat more, it would pay 
for itself. The Chautauqua “tabernacle” was replaced 
with a new building—the cement walls enclose the 
Oregon Shakespearean Festivalʼs outdoor Elizabethan 
theatre, but under the combined pressures of the radio, 
the automobile, and poor management which took the 
program planning out of local hands, the Golden Age 
of Chautauqua was coming to an end.

1.14 Ashland Granite
An off-again, on-again industry here for more than 
forty years was the quarrying of granite. In the late 
1880s, a ledge of stone comparable in quality to the 
famous Barre granite in Vermont was discovered on 
Neil Creek and worked spasmodically until about 
1916 when W.M. Blair took it over and decided to 
develop it.

Blair harvested money and bought enough machinery 
to fill small orders. The Lithia water fountain on the 
Plaza was built of Ashland granite. Ashland granite 
was used in the construction of the post office in 
Salem and to build the rotunda and steps of the Wash-
ington State capitol building at Olympia. In 1918, it 
was considered for construction of the First National 
Bank in Portland, but rejected because Blair could not 
get out such a large order promptly.

Later a group of local men tried to sell enough stock 
to form an operating company and finance a larger 
operation, but nothing came of their venture. The 
quarry remains today as it was last worked in the 
1920s, a gash in a canyon, its perpendicular walls 
rising above a streambank strewn with huge chunks of 
glossy, gray granite.

1.15 World War I
April, 1917 America declared war on Germany. 
Young men from Ashland enlisted in the Army and 
the Navy, and the families who stayed behind helped 
by buying war savings stamps and bonds, supporting 
the many war charities, knitting scarves and caps, col-
lecting clothes for war orphans, feeding troops who 
passed through Ashland, and doing whatever they 
could to support the war effort.

December, 1918, World War I was over. The Tid-
ings published an article saying, “Practically all the 
youth of the city answered the call of the country 
and entered into military or naval service and a large 
majority of able-bodied men responded to the call 
for labor at shipyards and war industries... Social life 
of the community was extremely quiet... Merchants 
reported good sales...There was an increase in the 
payroll of railroad employees, crops and fruit brought 
good prices, and the men who left and worked in war 
industries sent money home.”

An off-again, 
on-again industry 
here for more than 
forty years was the 
quarrying of granite.
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1.16 The 1920s
In 1920, the Pacific Highway over the Siskiyou 
Mountains was widened to a sixteen-foot strip, a sur-
face highway was being built over the Greensprings, 
Oregon was growing, and, in Ashland, the mood was 
optimistic.

Ashland businessmen invested money in the develop-
ment of shale oil beds on the back side of Grizzly 
Peak, and they built the nine-story Lithia Springs 
Hotel. When the hotel opened in 1925, it was adver-
tised as the tallest building between San Francisco and 
Portland.

Another distinctive feature of downtown Ashland was 
the Enders Store. On Main Street, extending between 
First and Second Streets, a series of separate buildings 
was opened into one so that there was a corridor—an 
inside shopping mall—running the entire length of the 
block.

It was during the 1920s, however, that many of Ash-
landʼs “great visions of the future” began to fade. 
Little or no more effort was put into the promotion 
of Lithia Water. The Ashland Mineral Springs Natato-
rium failed (this has been attributed to many things, 
including the advent of the bathtub in the home and 
motorized travel, plus the building of outdoor swim-
ming pools), and Chautauqua faded into nothing. The 

tabernacle was abandoned, the dome crumbled, weeds 
grew and the walls flaked off in chunks.

1.17 Train Robbery
The most publicized crime ever to take place on the 
Southern Pacific Railroad lines occurred near Ashland 
on October 11, 1923, when the DeAutremont Broth-
ers blew up Train No. 13 in Tunnel No. 13 on the 
Siskiyou Mountains.

The brothers—Roy, Ray and Hugh—shot and killed 
three trainmen and a postal clerk when they dyna-
mited the mail car, which was so badly damaged that 
they were unable to collect any loot from the smoking, 
steaming tunnel where the attack took place.

One small scrap of evidence, a registry receipt for a 
letter mailed by Roy DeAutremont found in a pocket 
of a pair of overalls left at the scene, put police on the 
track of the brothers.

Four years later, Hugh was arrested in the Philippines, 
Roy and Ray were apprehended in Ohio and returned 
to Jackson County for trial. All were given prison 
sentences for the crime.

1.18 Campus Moved,
School Re–Opens
In 1925, the state legislature appropriated $175,000 

Ashland businessmen 
built the nine-story 
Lithia Springs Hotel. 
When the hotel 
opened in 1925, it was 
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est building between 
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to re-establish Southern Oregon State Normal School. 
Because of a desire to have the campus closer to the 
center of town, the city gave twenty-four acres on 
Siskiyou Boulevard, where Churchill Hall was con-
structed and served as administration and classroom 
building.

Doors opened at this location on June 21, 1926. 
The school since has operated continuously as a 
state-supported institution.

It was also in 1926 that the Ashland School District, 
once again feeling the need for more classrooms, 
enlarged Hawthorne School to serve as the Junior 
High School, and purchased land on Beach Street 
to construct Lincoln School. This project received 
financial assistance from the state because it was used 
as a training school for teachers being trained at the 
college. West Side School was re-named Washington 
School.

Ashland now had a high school, junior high school, 
two elementary schools, and 1,519 children on the 
census rolls.

1.19 Southern Pacific Deals a Blow
In 1927, the Southern Pacific Railroad Company 
opened the Natron cut-off, a straighter, better, newer, 
more efficient and more economic route over which to 

move passengers and freight between California and 
Oregon. The Natron line left the main north-south line 
at Black Butte, just south of Weed, and headed north 
through Klamath Falls, rejoining the main line again 
at Eugene. It eliminated the Siskiyou grade, one of 
the steepest in the nation, and it nearly eliminated 
Ashland.

The railroad company continued to maintain its 
division point, repair shops, etc. at Ashland, but all 
the fast freight and the best passenger service were 
re-routed. There remained only two through trains 
per day. Most of the crews were moved out. Some 
families packed up their things and left for new jobs, 
others were transferred. The economic impact on 
Ashland was nearly disastrous. Businesses lost some 
of their most regular customers, and at least one busi-
ness closed. Landlords lost renters, organizations lost 
members, and the whole area of town now called the 
Railroad District changed character.

During the late 1880s, when the first railroad employ-
ees and their families arrived in Ashland and built 
homes, the Railroad District became a small com-
munity of its own. Fourth Street, where remnants of 
some of the old establishments can still be seen, was 
the center of business activity. People were coming 
and going. There were hotels and rooming houses, 
eating houses, liveries, and stores opened to serve 

During the late 1880s, 
when the first railroad 
employees and their 
families arrived in 
Ashland and built 
homes, the Railroad 
District became a 
small community of 
its own.
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both the passengers and the neighborhood residents. 
After the railroad began using the Natron line, there 
was little activity to keep this district alive.

1.20 The Depression
The 1920s culminated in Ashland, as in the rest of 
the country, with the stock market crash in October, 
1929. The community struggled along to get through 
the Depression years of the 1930s. Most residents 
continued life as usual, finding ways to live and raise 
their families. Many citizens who lived here during 
these years recall that life did not change drastically, 
partly because the size and relative isolation of South-
ern Oregon had fostered a resourcefulness in people 
who had long tried to make a living here.

1.21 Crime & Violence
During 1931, a year of rum-running and violence, 
Ashland was known as “Little Chicago.”

A blast on the fire siren was recognized as an all-out 
call for help and more than once a war-like atmo-
sphere prevailed as heavily armed men combed 
streets and countryside” looking for bandits and kill-
ers, the Tidings reported.

In January, Sam Prescott, a city police officer, was 
shot and killed on Siskiyou Boulevard by a profes-
sional rum-runner. The runnerʼs car carried thirty-five 

cases of liquor, a cargo valued at $3,000.
In April, two men held up the State Bank on the Plaza. 
One was killed by the clerk in a nearby drug store 
who shot him as he attempted to escape carrying $100 
in currency, and the other escaped. “Not long ago we 
observed that with modern highways, it would be only 
a matter of time till bank bandits à la Chicago would 
try their skill in these parts... The incident calls atten-
tion to the fact that Gov. Meier is at least on the right 
track in his efforts to create a state policing system,” 
said The Tidings.

In November, Victor Knott, an Ashland merchant 
police officer, was shot and killed while on night 
patrol in the Railroad District.  

The man who killed Prescott was hanged. The man 
found responsible for Knottʼs death was given a life 
sentence for murder, second degree. In 1945, he was 
granted full commutation of sentence.

1.22 Two Men with Special Talents
A young man named Angus Bowmer arrived in Ash-
land in 1931 to teach English composition and public 
speaking at Southern Oregon Normal School. The 
school at this time had 13 faculty and 250 students.

The abandoned Chautauqua shell caught his attention. 
In it he saw a “peculiar resemblance” to a 17th Cen-

A young man named 
Angus Bowmer arrived 
in Ashland in 1931 to 
teach English composi-
tion and public speak-
ing at Southern Oregon 
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tury sketch of Shakespeareʼs Globe Theatre.
As Ashland prepared to celebrate July 4, 1935, 
Bowmer encouraged the city to include a three-day 
festival of Shakespearean plays produced in the Eliz-
abethan manner. The festival was considered a suc-
cess and more productions were scheduled for the 
next summer. In this rather inauspicious way, the 
Oregon Shakespearean Festival came into being. It 
continued to grow under the leadership of Angus 
Bowmer, founding director.

Another man whose special talents have contributed a 
great deal to Ashland is Chester C. Correy, who came 
in 1935 as assistant park superintendent. In 1937, 
he was named superintendent, a position he held for 
thirty-two years. It was under his direction, and to 
his design, that many sections of Lithia Park were 
developed.

1.23 Southern Pacific
Reduces Service
In 1931, through passenger service between Portland 
and Oakland via Ashland and the Southern Pacific 
Railroadʼs Siskiyou route was reduced to one train a 
day. In 1938, this service was terminated. There was 
one train a day from Portland to Ashland and return, 
and one from San Francisco to Grants Pass and return, 
but no through trains. The “crack” trains were routed 
over the Natron line. Passenger service in and out of 

Ashland was reduced a bit at a time until it was finally 
cut off all together in the 1950s.

At the close of the 1930s, Ashland industry included 
a cannery, an iron foundry, a box factory, creamery, 
granite works, car shops, and a dry ice plant located 
near the Lithia Springs. Sawmills in the mountains 
near town also provided work. And, the importance 
of tourism had been recognized. In a booklet, “Where 
Nature Lavished Her Bounties,” published by the 
county, Ashland was described as the “front door” to 
Oregon. Ashlandʼs clean air, abundance of water and 
scenic beauty were recognized as potential economic 
assets.

1.24 World War II
In 1940, the Oregon Shakespearean Festival, which 
had been gaining each year in quality and in popular-
ity, played its last season for the next seven years. Its 
closure was in response to the new focus of Americaʼs 
energy, World War II. Ashlandʼs young men left to 
join the military, and the community rallied to support 
them. Families left behind participated in war relief 
efforts, and kept track of the war events through let-
ters, the newspapers and radio. As in all small towns, 
most families gave up a loved member or shared the 
grief of their neighbors.

As Ashland prepared 
to celebrate July 4, 
1935, Bowmer 
encouraged the city 
to include a three-day 
festival of Shakespear-
ean plays produced 
in the Elizabethan 
manner.
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Housing was extremely scarce in Ashland during the 
war years because of the large Army training camp 
built on Agate Desert just out of Medford. On week-
ends, the streets were filled with servicemen milling 
around, looking for something to do. Camp White was 
activated in August, 1942. It was a training center for 
between 36,000 and 38,000 troops at any one time. 
Wives and families of the regular post personnel came 
when, and if, they could find a place to stay. Many of 
them made Ashland their temporary, wartime home.

The college declined in population through these 
years and by the end of the war it was at its lowest 
ebb. A new president, Dr. Elmo Stevenson, came to 
the school to try and rescue it from failure. Dr. Steven-
son found enthusiastic, talented and dedicated educa-
tors to welcome the returning servicemen and other 
students. During the next few years, education again 
became a strong part of the Ashland scene. Enroll-
ment climbed from a low of forty-five in 1945 to 782 
in 1949.

1.25 Post War Ashland
The Shakespearean Festival re-opened in 1947 and 
replaced ʻthe old theatre, which had suffered fire 
damage late in 1940. The Festival began to attract 
more participants and a larger audience.

Ashland grew after World War II. To meet a need, 
two new schools, Walker Elementary School and the 
George A. Briscoe Elementary School, were built. 
Briscoe replaced the old Washington School, but 
Walker stimulated the growth of a new residential 
area. Land that had been farmed was subdivided for 
homes.

The demand for lumber immediately following World 
War II saw a proliferation of small, family-owned 
sawmills in and near Ashland. By the early 1950s, 
there were more than a dozen mills in town, many of 
them running three shifts a day. Log ponds, drying 
sheds, and stacks of lumber awaiting shipment meant 
jobs, and jobs meant money. People didnʼt talk about 
air pollution, they simply swept away the soot that 
came from the wigwam burners.

Because railroad access was important to the shipping 
of lumber, most of the mills were located adjacent 
to the tracks, generally from Helman Street to the 
Mistletoe Road area.

The mills substantially contributed to the economy 
of Ashland until the mid to late 1950s when the attri-
tion rate of family-owned operations soared following 
the arrival in Jackson County of the large, diversified 
wood products manufacturers.

The Shakespearean 
Festival re-opened in 
1947 and replaced 
ʻthe old theatre, which 
had suffered fire 
damage late in 1940. 
The Festival began to 
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audience.
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Some Ashland men and women who had retained 
active reserve status following World War II were 
called back into military service in 1950 when Com-
munist North Korea attacked the American-supported 
regime of South Korea and the United States sent 
troops to resist. This was the last military action 
or history-making event that was “remote” from 
Ashland.

In August, 1953, television came to the Rogue 
River Valley through the local broadcasting station, 
KOBI-Television 5M. Ashland, 101 years old, was 
now part of the visual, instant world. A spectacular 
but costly event occurred in August, 1959, when fire 
swept from the hills above Jackson Hot Springs along 
the forested ridges above and toward Ashland. Audi-
ence members at the Shakespearean Festival that 
warm summer night watched “Antony and Cleopatra” 
and could see and hear the fire burning, exploding and 
cresting behind the stage of the theatre. Before the 
blaze was brought under control, nearly 5,000 acres 
were blackened.

1.26 Growth & Expansion
The new Ashland Community Hospital, a 35-bed 
facility, was built on Maple Street in 1961 at a cost of 
$507,180. It has grown substantially in size, and in 
services offered, ever since. The old hospital building 
was taken over by the college, used for a few years, 

then razed as part of the campus expansion program.

In 1963, the city council appointed an airport commit-
tee to study the possibility of acquisition and expan-
sion of Parker Field, the airstrip adjacent to Dead 
Indian Road. Later that year, the site, which had been 
leased, was purchased. In 1968, the airport runway 
was paved and lighted, a small apron was paved, and 
an administration building was built. Ashland now 
had a municipal airport.

Interstate 5 was opened between Ashlandʼs north and 
south interchanges in 1964. This took the heavy traffic 
off Siskiyou Boulevard and North Main Street and out 
of downtown Ashland, which was considered good, 
but at the same time there was concern about the 
effects on business of “being by-passed.”

Ashland grew physically and expanded in several 
directions during the 1960s. A new Junior High 
School was built on Walker Avenue and the old Junior 
High School site on Siskiyou Boulevard was con-
verted to commercial use (Safeway store). Commer-
cial growth continued in the area of the college and 
along Oregon 66.

The Bellview district annexation in 1964, the largest 
annexation in the history of Ashland, stimulated 
growth in this southern section of town and Quiet 

The Mount Ashland 
Ski Lodge and Winter 
Sports Area was built 
during 1963-64.
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Village, a large subdivision, stimulated growth in 
the north end of town. In 1966, Helman Elementary 
School was built to serve this growing neighborhood.

The Mount Ashland Ski Lodge and Winter Sports 
Area was built during 1963-64 because of the enthusi-
asm, backing and dedication of winter sports enthusi-
asts and businessmen who felt there was economic 
potential in an expanded tourist season.

The Shakespearean Festival continued to bring more 
and more visitors to Ashland each summer. The out-
door theatre, completed in 1959, had a seating capac-
ity of 1189 and frequently was filled. Plans were 
started for an indoor theatre. The Angus Bowmer The-
atre, seating 600, opened in the spring of 1970. With 
this facility, the theatre season was extended into the 
spring, fall and winter.

1.27 Planning for the Future
The 1960s brought change to both the face and com-
munity life of Ashland. A new awareness of the neces-
sity for planning for growth resulted in a update to 
the 1946 zoning ordinance in 1964, and the first sign 
code in 1967. There was more concern about the 
appearance of buildings. A project was undertaken in 
1973 to add visual enhancement to the Main Street 
commercial area with trees, planters and decorative 
street lights. Utility lines were buried underground.

Tourism had, by now, become a major recognized 
source of income in Ashland. Artists and craftspeople 
opened studios and shops, motels and restaurants 
were filled with visitors. There was concern, however, 
over lack of a stable economic base. A wood products 
plant, one lumber mill, a tank and steel manufacturing 
plant, a firm that manufactured dental office equip-
ment—this, for the most part, comprised the source of 
Ashlandʼs “industrial” payroll. For “new money” the 
community was heavily dependent upon the college, 
the schools, governmental agencies, and tourists. Eco-
nomic Development Commissions, it seemed, could 
sell livability more easily than they could sell plant 
location.

During the 1960s, through the medium of television, 
the people of Ashland watched with horror the fight-
ing in Vietnam. Never had a war seemed so close, yet 
so far. They knew that some local young men were 
there, and that from time to time some local young 
men completed their tour of duty and returned home. 
They also knew that much of the unrest in the nation 
and on the local college campus was the result of 
this undeclared war. It was also through television that 
Ashland witnessed the assassination of President John 
F. Kennedy in November, 1963, and the landing of 
American astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong 
on the moon in 1969.

In the early 1970s, 
Mayor Archie Fries 
appointed a committee 
of five women to serve 
as Ashland s̓ first official 
Historic Preservation 
Committee.
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1.28 Historic Awareness
In the early 1970s, Mayor Archie Fries appointed a 
committee of five women to serve as Ashlandʼs first 
official Historic Preservation Committee. This step 
echoed an interest growing throughout the country 
in historic architecture and the past it reflected. Aes-
thetic awareness and economic necessity combined 
to encourage interest in the restoration and conserva-
tion of older commercial buildings and homes. Newly 
refurbished building facades brightened the face of 
the community. Historic preservation became a recog-
nized part of Ashlandʼs profile.

The 1960s and 1970s also brought new faces to Ash-
land. The college encouraged foreign students and 
American black students; cultural exchange programs, 
most notably with Guanajuato, Mexico, gave many 
Ashland young people the opportunity to experience 
life in other countries. Ashland began to attract retir-
ees, people whose professions allowed them to live 
wherever they chose, and those who were withdraw-
ing from a kind of lifestyle fostered by larger cities. 
They came because they found Ashland beautiful and, 
for the most part, accepting.

Ashland today is a unique mixture of longtime 
residents, retirees, workers, alternate lifestyle folks, 
students, artists, business people, and others, all tied 
together with an uncommon love and concern for our 

community, continuing Ashlandʼs heritage into
the future.

1.29 Historic Preservation
Many buildings and sites in and around Ashland are 
of historic interest due to age, design and association 
with historic events or people. These resources rep-
resent a unique part of Ashland. The identification, 
protection and preservation of these resources is criti-
cal in maintaining Ashlandʼs cultural integrity and 
attractiveness and enables eligible property owners to 
take advantage of special legislative measures and tax 
benefits. Several adaptive uses have appeared through-
out older districts and the City has strongly supported 
uses and restorations of historic structures, and in the 
decade of the 1980ʼs restored City Hall, the Ashland 
Community Center, Pioneer Hall, the Carter Memo-
rial Statue, the Butler-Perozzi Fountain, and the Abra-
ham Lincoln Statue.

The Downtown Commercial District, the Railroad 
Addition, the Siskiyou-Hargadine District and the 
Skidmore Academy District comprise four historic 
interest areas in Ashland at the present time. Each is 
distinctive, but with the others forms the core of our 
historic resources. The Commercial District extends 
roughly from the Plaza to Gresham Street along East 
Main Street. The Railroad Addition is adjacent on 
the northeast, the Siskiyou-Hargadine District to the 
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southwest, and the Skidmore Academy District to the 
northwest.

The Commercial  ̓District, with resources ranging in 
date from 1879 to 1937, evolved as businesses moved 
out East Main Street from the Plaza. Vernacular brick 
structures, the eclectic former Lithia Springs Hotel, 
the Ashland Public Library, the former First National 
Bank, the Citizens Banking and Trust Company and 
the Varsity Theatre highlight the area. Several build-
ings were designed by prominent Rogue Valley archi-
tect Frank Chamberlain Clark, including the Elks and 
Enders Buildings.

The Railroad Addition developed with the Oregon 
and California Railroadʼs arrival in 1884. Most of the 
extant buildings date from periods of intense growth, 
notably 1884-1890, and 1898-1910, and represent a 
variety of architectural styles. The Railroad Addition 
has particularly significant historic associations with 
the railroad worker and laborer families who occupied 
the area during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

The Siskiyou-Hargadine area is primarily composed 
of several additions platted in 1888, the year the 
final rail link occurred at Ashland. Exceptions are 
the Beach and Hargadine Tracts, laid out before the 
railroadʼs impact. The majority of historic structures 

date between 1888 and 1925, and a wide range of resi-
dence style and scale appears. Siskiyou Boulevard is 
lined with dwellings whose associations with promi-
nent Ashland citizens and architectural diversity lend 
a particular significance.

The Skidmore Academy District, named in honor of 
the early Methodist College which stood on North 
Main Street, contains within its boundaries much 
of the Original Town and some of Ashlandʼs oldest 
resources. Several of Ashlandʼs earliest families, as 
well as citizens prominent in commerce or the profes-
sions, chose this area to live. North Main Street, one 
of the two oldest entrances to Ashland, constitutes a 
highly visible and significant presence in the townʼs 
configuration.

The four historic interest areas were formally delin-
eated in 1984 when the City of Ashland asked the 
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office for an 
opinion regarding its eligibility for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places in preparation 
for an extensive housing rehabilitation project. An 
architectural field survey was conducted that year on 
all properties within the three pertinent residential 
areas. During ensuing years, the Historic Commission 
worked closely with City staff and property owners 
to monitor construction, remodeling or demolition 

The majority of historic 
structures date between 
1888 and 1925, and a 
wide range of residence 
style and scale appears.
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within the districts.

In 1988-1990 the Historic District was surveyed 
and historic research completed for all properties to 
determine their historic significance. Approximately 
800 properties were evaluated for relative significance 
according to National Register criteria. Indexed vol-
umes of inventory sheets and qualitative evaluation 
material are available for City staff and public use.

The Ashland Cultural Resources Inventory is an 
evolving project to which information should 
be added or deleted when necessary. Additional 
resources may emerge and new information may 
require reassessment of a propertyʼs significance. 
While over thirty individual Ashland properties are 
listed in the—National Register of Historic Places, 
more nominations, either singly or in districts, may be 
initiated. New challenges lie ahead. Individual proper-
ties as well as neighborhoods need to be surveyed, 
design guidelines should be explored, and continued 
public education must be pursued. Ashlandʼs rich his-
torical heritage deserves the continued efforts of the 
public, the Historic Commission and City staff to 
ensure that the buildings, landscapes and streetscapes, 
tangible evidence of that heritage, are protected.

The Ashland Historic Commission, a nine-member 
citizen committee appointed by the Mayor, presently 

reviews all demolition, moving, building, and sign 
permits for structures within the districts identified 
as Areas of Historic Interest. These area delineations 
have been formally accepted by the Ashland City 
Council and are depicted on Map I-1. Building and 
sign permits generated in these areas are reviewed by 
the Historic Commission or its hearings board. All 
demolition and moving permits within the pertinent 
areas are subject to a stringent review process by 
the Commission prior to submission to the Planning 
Commission and the City Council. The Historic Com-
mission has eagerly sought cooperation with devel-
opers and property owners to ensure that both new 
construction and renovation compliments the historic 
integrity of the area.

1.30 Goal
To preserve historically significant structures and 
sites in Ashland.

1.31 Policies
1) The City recognizes that the preservation of 

historic sites and buildings provides both tangible 
evidence of our heritage and economic advan-
tages.

2) The Historic Commission shall offer recommen-
dations to the City Council and Planning Com-
mission concerning the alteration or disposition 

Ashland s̓ rich histori-
cal heritage deserves 
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of structures, sites, or neighborhoods within the 
historic interest areas in Ashland.

3) The Historic Commission shall review all build-
ing, sign, demolition, or moving permits occurring 
in the areas of historic interest, using procedures 
established by law, in order to offer its opinion on 
the proposal’s impact on historic preservation.

4) The Historic Commission shall encourage and 
promote educational programs to inform the 
public of the values of historic preservation.

5) The Historic Commission shall seek the official 
designation of important historic buildings and 
districts by national, state and local organizations. 
The Commission shall assist the Planning Staff 
and Planning Commission in exercising appropri-
ate controls on the external appearance and dispo-
sition of such buildings and districts.

6) The City shall identify and inventory its signifi-
cant historic buildings, structures, sites, objects 
and districts employing photographic, written and 
oral documentation, and maps, and shall protect 

those resources identified as significant.

7) The City shall develop and implement through 
law design guidelines for new development as 
well as for alteration of existing structures within 
the historic interest areas for structures and areas 
that are historically significant.

8) The Historic Commission shall take appropriate 
measures to encourage City communication with 
local, state and federal agencies which can supply 
funding, information and political support for 
Ashland’s historic preservation activities.

9) The City shall develop and maintain guidelines 
for analyzing and resolving conflicting uses of its 
historic resources, and shall encourage traditional 
uses of historic resources.
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2.01 Introduction and Definitions
SETTING (2.01.01)
Ashland is located at the southeast end of the Bear 
Creek Valley, nestled between the Siskiyou Mountains 
to the south and the Cascade Range to the northeast. 
Due to the topography of the area and the Cityʼs loca-
tion on two major transportation routes, Ashland has 
developed in a lineal fashion, 41⁄2 miles long and 1 2/3 
miles wide.

Ashland is part of a larger marketing area centered 
around Medford. The City has a diversified economy, 
made up primarily of wood product manufacturing, 
tourism, and Southern Oregon University.

PLAN ASSUMPTION (2.01.02)
Some present residents wish the community to remain 
at its present size and feel the most important planning 
function would be to ensure a constant, stable popula-
tion. But, unless the natural growth inducements of 
the area should disappear or the City adopts restrictive 
growth policies as a result of resource constraints, 
most people realize that some growth is inevitable.

The challenge to the community is to have all 
changes, by growth or any other cause, result in a 
living environment equal to, or better than, the pres-
ent one. That task becomes increasingly difficult as 
human actions become more complicated and inter-

related. An increase of population puts a strain on 
the environment and produces a possibility that tradi-
tional rights may have to be reevaluated when consid-
ering the public good.

The Comprehensive Plan is based on a number of 
premises that should be clarified:
1) There will be continued changes and the City can

and must guide these changes for the best interests
of Ashland residents.

2) There is an obligation to have a livable city for the
future residents of Ashland, and to ensure that the
decisions of today do not eliminate all planning
options for future generations.

3) If long-range goals are to be achieved, some
programs and plans must be activated; delay
often creates a crisis situation which makes
problem-solving more difficult.

4) Though the Plan is based on goals to be in
effect until the year 2000, it is obvious that all
policies and proposals cannot be enacted immedi-
ately. Plan programs, especially those requiring
direct City expenditures, must be selected by
elected officials during capital improvement plan-
ning, with due consideration to available funds
and City priorities.

The challenge to the 
community is to have 
all changes, by growth 
or any other cause, 
result in a living envi-
ronment equal to, or 
better than, the pres-
ent one.
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5) The Plan suggests many programs, some of which
are not immediately feasible with existing City
funding levels. Rather than accepting a do-nothing
philosophy related to a current, funding situation,
the Plan makes some future funding assumptions:
a) That the legislative body can rearrange priori-

ties based on what it thinks is important, actu-
ally changing the funding of some existing
programs.

b) That funding mechanisms may be changed
and altered in the future. (Some changes are
proposed in the Plan.)

c) That the City will receive some funds from
outside sources, i.e., State and Federal govern-
ments.

2.02 Background
This current Plan is a complete revision of the previ-
ous General Plan completed in 1966. The old Plan 
was revised for a number of reasons, some of which 
could be summarized as follows:
1) The 1966 Plan was written in such a way as ʻto

ensure that no matter what population came to
Ashland (up to 69,000 people), the City had plans
to accommodate them.  ̓How this population
could be serviced, and the effect of such increased

population on the environment were, however, not 
researched.

2) The Plan did not address environmental concerns.

The City decided, in 1971, to revise the Plan. The 
actual acceptance of the work schedule for revision 
took place in November, 1974. A number of State 
legislative actions have altered the content and impact 
of any land use plan in the State of Oregon. One of 
the most far-reaching was the establishment of the 
State Land Conservation and Development Commis-
sion (LCDC) in 1973. The Commission has adopted 
19 State Goals, of which 13 apply to Ashland.

The present Comprehensive Plan was adopted April 
18, 1978, and amendments were adopted in January, 
1980. The City submitted its plans and ordinances for 
acknowledgment of compliance from LCDC in July, 
1980. The Commission found the Plan deficient in 11 
of the 13 applicable State Goals.

This latest revision, adopted in 1982, includes those 
amendments necessary to comply with State Goals, 
and, as four years have passed since the original plan 
was adopted, it also has involved a major review and 
revision of the plan reflecting the Cityʼs needs and 
priorities.
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2.03 Plan Text
SCOPE (2.03.01)
The basic purpose of a city general plan is to have 
a document to refer to in making city decisions. The 
hope is that decisions will then have long-term con-
sistency. The Council and Planning Commission and 
other City commissions and committees would refer 
to the plan in making decisions, and citizens would be 
aware of the policies of the City before making a spe-
cific request to the City. Therefore, a Comprehensive 
Plan should attempt to deal with the same problems 
that face the City.

Because the Plan cannot answer all questions specifi-
cally, it must be general in nature. General statements 
can apply to a variety of problems, and can be rel-
evant over a long period of time. Neither should the 
Plan map be considered a specific document. The Plan 
map does not always follow lot lines, but rather serves 
as a guide for a more specific land use document.

FORMAT (2.03.02)
An attempt is made in this Plan to include the reasons 
for goals, policies, and implementing measures. Both 
findings (current information) and assumptions (sup-
positions about future events and trends) are included 
in the Plan document.

The Plan attempts to proceed from the very general 
(goal statements) to the fairly specific (implementing 
measures). This progression accomplishes the objec-
tive of further refining a goal by a number of state-
ments, making it easier to understand.

DEFINITION OF TERMS (2.03.03)
It is extremely important to understand the different 
statements in the Plan and how they affect City deci-
sions. There are four types of Plan statements: find-
ings, assumptions, goals, and policies.

Findings illustrate either specific facts or specific atti-
tudes of the residents of the City. They help show 
the background of a subject section of the Plan and 
in some part explain why certain goals, policies, and 
proposals were adopted.

Assumptions are suppositions about what will happen 
in the future. Most plans assume an extension of 
existing trends, but, unless this assumption is clearly 
stated, there is no assurance that plan statements were 
based on existing trends.

A goal statement is an attempt to illustrate what the 
City is striving for, i.e., it sets City direction. It has a 
direct effect on future planning as a city cannot legally 
be in opposition to its own goals. Programs should be 
directed toward achieving those goals.

The basic purpose of 
a city general plan is 
to have a document to 
refer to in making city 
decisions. The hope 
is that decisions will 
then have long-term 
consistency.
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Policies are statements supportive of the goals, as 
they are to aid in achieving listed goals. They have a 
strong effect on a city, because city decisions and pro-
grams cannot directly contradict the policies. Policies 
do not have to be implemented if they require funds 
that are not available, since funding is dependent on 
Council priorities and available money. When deci-
sions are being made, and policies are directly or indi-
rectly applicable to such decisions, the policies must 
be followed unless it can be shown and recorded that 
a different decision supports the goal statement better 
than a decision based on the applicable plan policies.

PLAN MAP (2.03.04)
The purpose of the Comprehensive Plan Map is to 
guide development of the City to ensure the best use 
of financial, natural, and energy resources. The map is 
intended as a guide for City planning, in conjunction 
with Plan goals and policies, until the year 2000, or 
until the City reaches a population of about 21,000. 
It is assumed that there may be changes in the map 
during this time, but those changes must be made with 
attention to the best long-term interest of the City, and 
must be in agreement with Plan goals and policies and 
State planning goals.

According to State law, zoning decisions must be in 
agreement with the Plan map, meaning they cannot 

be of greater density or intensity than allowed on the 
Plan map. They may, of course, be of lesser intensity.

The Comprehensive Plan map is not intended to be a 
zoning map. Its boundaries are expected to be more 
flexible, with classifications meant to guide uses, not 
to specify permitted and non-permitted uses. But it 
is similar to a zoning map in the way it divides the 
City into a number of districts, each with its own dis-
tinctive color or patterns. These districts can then be 
incorporated into implementing ordinances (e.g., there 
may be examples of a variety of uses which would fit 
into a given area on the map). Any implementing ordi-
nance should attempt to enforce the designated pur-
pose of a district by incorporating development and 
performance standards rather than by relying solely 
on permitted and non-permitted uses. There should 
be a continuing transition from strict use zoning to a 
more flexible performance and impact zoning.

2.04 Land Use Classifications
RESIDENTIAL—GENERAL (2.04.01)
The residential categories are for the purpose of estab-
lishing land use intensities by assigning different den-
sities to different areas. Densities are not intended 
to specify types of uses, but rather the suggested 
number of units per gross acre (gross acres include 
streets, parks and open space). Thus, housing clusters 

The residential cate-
gories are for the pur-
pose of establishing 
land use intensities 
by assigning different 
densities to different 
areas.
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are allowed and can even be encouraged within the 
overall allowed density. The actual density would be 
established, with some specified exceptions, by imple-
menting ordinances. It is possible for ordinances to 
specify densities less than that shown on the Plan, 
which would constitute an interim use.

It is often desirable to establish density regulations 
that are somewhere in the mid- range of those pro-
posed, with density bonuses provided as an incentive 
for the achievement of certain desirable results (e.g., 
housing for the low-income aged, or energy-efficient 
housing). Specific densities established by regulations 
can also take into account topographical features 
which would limit development.

LOW-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (2.04.02)
These areas are meant to be a fairly low density—up 
to two units per acre—with a predominance of 
single-family homes. The lower density designation is 
necessary for several reasons, which are:
a) Slopes of 30-50% in areas which are well-

dissected, containing gullies and drainage areas
which are steeper.

b) Access problems; the inability to vent an area
using existing road networks without creating
undue traffic congestion on residential streets in
other existing neighborhoods.

c) The necessity to have lower density housing
developments at the urban-woodland interface,
especially to prevent forest fires.

d) Limited public facilities which cannot be
improved in the foreseeable planning future.
These public facilities may include paved access,
sewer, and water service, as well as other neces-
sary public facilities.

SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (2.04.03)
This designation allows single-family residential 
uses with some mixture of attached units. Lot sizes 
are generally sensitive to topography in that greater 
slopes should have lower densities. The zoning 
designations for areas designated as Single-Family 
Residential generally range from 10,000 sq. ft. lots, 
or areas which are from 3 to 5 dwelling units per acre, 
to areas with a minimum lot size of 5000 sq. ft., or 
which are from 5 to 8 dwelling units per acre. The 
zoning shall be varied, based on adjacent develop-
ment densities, topography and access to collector 
and arterial streets.

TOWNHOUSE RESIDENTIAL (2.04.04)
This designation allows multiple-family residen-
tial uses at a density of up to 12 units per acre. This 
designation would encourage innovative residential 
housing to provide low-cost, owner-occupied housing 

Lot sizes are generally 
sensitive to topogra-
phy in that greater 
slopes should have 
lower densities.
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in addition to lower density rental units.

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (2.04.05)
This is intended to be a higher density area, up to 20 
units per acre, for multiple-family units, single-fam-
ily homes, small professional offices, and small, 
home-oriented, light retail commercial uses in the 
historic Railroad District. Implementing codes should 
not encourage the removal of structurally sound hous-
ing for new units. They could allow, however, for 
older homes to be converted to multiple-family use.

HI DENSITY, MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
(2.04.06)
This is for a higher density residential area, with up to 
34 units per acre. The densities allow for large mul-
tiple-unit structures with greater consideration being 
given to street capacities and the quality of exist-
ing neighborhoods. High-density areas are grouped 
around commercial facilities, the College and the 
hospital to lessen the dependence on auto transporta-
tion for residents using those facilities. Professional 
offices would also be appropriate under this 
designation.

SINGLE-FAMILY RESERVE (2.04.07)
These lands are included in the Urban Growth Bound-
ary because they either already have some City ser-

vices (sewer and/or water), are in a rural area in the 
existing City limits, or are in an area that may be 
needed to be included in a future assessment district 
for needed sewer and water lines. These lands are 
committed to eventual urbanization due to the small 
lot sizes (averaging less than 1-acre generally). They 
are a low priority for development in this planning 
period, but will become more readily available in a 
longer time frame for urban development.

COMMERCIAL (2.04.08)
These areas are designed for commercial activities. 
They are designated on the map to encourage retail 
businesses to locate close to each other, with mini-
mum traffic disruption on adjacent streets. Private 
off-street parking facilities are required, but joint use 
of facilities is encouraged. In the Downtown Overlay 
area, off-street parking is not required.

EMPLOYMENT (2.04.09)
These areas are for a variety of office, retailing, manu-
facturing, storage, repair, and wholesale operations. 
Uses should be compatible with any adjacent residen-
tial areas, and would need to be attractive, especially 
when located on major streets. Development stan-
dards should be strict and emphasize appearance and 
mitigation of adverse effects. Performance standards 
will be the main regulatory mechanism in this area.
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INDUSTRIAL (2.04.10)
This area is for manufacturing, processing, or related 
establishments that are possibly incompatible with 
other uses. These areas are best separated from 
residential areas and adjacent to railroad facilities. 
Appearance is still an important consideration in 
these areas.

PARKS (2.04.11)
Park areas are to be controlled by the City for active 
or passive recreation. The City should attempt to 
obtain park property or the desired easements before 
other development is imminent. There is no require-
ment or Plan intention to have all such areas highly 
developed or maintained. Some areas could well serve 
community needs by remaining in a natural state.

OPEN SPACE (2.04.12)
These areas are to remain in a natural state, but need 
not be in public ownership. Uses are allowed which 
do not destroy this naturalness, such as recreation 
or some type of agriculture. Open spaces could be 
utilized for public or semi-private trails and paths, 
thus encouraging non-automotive travel and connect-
ing recreation facilities.

WOODLAND RESIDENTIAL (2.04.13)
These areas are located on the steep, forested slopes 
in the southern portion of the City. They are generally 
defined as lands which are more than 300 ft. from 
the closest City services, have little opportunity for 
development, generally are greater than 40% slope, 
with areas of greater than 100% slope, although there 
may be some plateaux of 20%-30% slope in areas 
generally designated Woodland Residential. They are 
usually fairly well dissected by gullies and drainage 
areas, and some isolated gullies and drainage areas 
which are exceptionally steep (over 40%-50% slope) 
may be designated Woodland Residential in localized 
areas. These lands are generally not available for 
urbanization. They should be retained for their forest, 
environmental water quality, erosion control and 
scenic value. They also provide a buffer between 
urban uses within the City and forested areas of the 
County. Developments of these areas must be of low 
density to ensure that the value of these areas not be 
compromised by the residential areas. As commercial 
logging in these areas could also be detrimental, there 
should be special regulations for commercial logging. 
The maximum density is 0.5 dwelling units per acre, 
which may be reduced as the slope increases.

Open spaces could be 
utilized for public or 
semi-private trails and 
paths, thus encour-
aging non-automotive 
travel and connecting 
recreation facilities.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND FACILITIES (2.04.14)
These are areas needed for existing or future public uses, such as 
schools, treatment plants, airport, and so forth. These areas 
should be programmed into the City or school system budgets 
and purchased prior to projected development. In cases of 
possible combined uses (e.g., school parks), a joint acquisition 
should be encouraged.

SOUTHERN OREGON UNIVERSITY (2.04.15)
These areas are designed to provide for the unique needs of 
Southern Oregon University (SOU). It is applied to areas that 
are located within the mutually approved SOU boundary. It is 
implemented by the Land Use Ordinance, but the actual 
rezoning of the property cannot occur until it is actually owned 
by the University.

This  is a residential area that promotes a variety of housing 
types  including single family, attached, and multi family 
residential, with base housing densities ranging from 4.5 to 
13.5 units per acre. This area implements the Normal 
Neighborhood Plan Framework (2015) to accommodate future 
housing, neighborhood scaled business,  create a system of 
greenways, protect and integrate existing stream corridors and 
natural wetlands, and enhance overall mobility by planning for 
a safe and connected network of streets and walking and 
bicycle routes.

This plan will be reviewed for adequacy of its policies 
and timeliness of the supporting data every two years 
from the date of plan adoption. Revisions of the plan 
text or plan map shall be subject to the com-plete 
citizen involvement process including public 
workshops, Committee for Citizen Involvement (CCI) 
participation, Agency coordination, Planning 
Commission hearings and recommendations, and 
Council action by ordinance.

NORMAL NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN (2.04.16)

PLAN REVIEW (2.04.17)
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3.01 Initial Plan Formulation
The City has made every attempt to involve as many 
people as possible in the planning process. During 
the initial drafting of this Plan document, four citizen 
advisory committees were established, each with a 
different area of concern.
1) Environmental Resources Committee: Areas of

interest include subjects related to the environ-
ment (air, water pollution) and park, open space
and recreation programs.

2) Economic and Manpower Resource Committee:
Areas of interest include economic development,
commercial and industrial land, and manpower
programs.

3) Public Facilities Committee: Areas of interest
include water, sewer, police, fire and transporta-
tion.

4) Housing and Social Services Committee: Areas of
interest include housing, aging programs, health,
and other social services.

The committee memberships were established by 
selecting certain individuals with relevant skills, 
including SOU faculty members, and by advertising 
in the newspaper for volunteers. An attempt was made 

to give each committee a balanced membership with 
regard to income, age, sex and geographic area of 
residence. All meetings were advertised and open to 
the public and all attending were encouraged to take 
part in the discussion and policy formulations.

The committees met frequently, both separately and 
jointly, with an average attendance of 9 and 4O 
respectively. This represented approximately 1250 cit-
izen hours of participation as of December 15, 1975.

There was also a neighborhood involvement element 
in the Ashland Plan procedure. The City was divided 
into eight neighborhoods according to areas with sim-
ilar problems. There were two neighborhood meetings 
to review the planning process and the Land Use Map.  
Attendance averaged about 30 for each meeting.

3.02 Committee on Citizen 
Involvement
After the initial Plan draft, a permanent committee 
was formed to provide continuing citizen involve-
ment. On April 19, 2016, the City Council 
designated the Ashland Planning Commission as the 
Committee on Citizen Involvement. This committee 
provides direction and expertise in development of 
new ordinances and policies and assists the City 
Council with promoting and enhancing citizen

The City has made 
every attempt to 
involve as many 
people as possible in 
the planning process.
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 involvement in the planning process. All major 
changes in Plan direction or implementation will be 
reviewed by the committee, and the commit-tee will 
be responsible to assist in increasing com-
munication between the City and the government 
decision-makers.

3.03 Goal
To maintain a citizen involvement program that 
ensures the opportunity for citizens to be involved 
in all phases of the planning process.

3.04 Policies
1) Continue Committee for Citizen Involvement to 

assist the Ashland City Council on significant 
planning issues, implementing ordi-nances, and 
all LCDC and Comprehensive Plan goals.

2) Ensure, as much as possible, that the 7-member 
ommittee for Citizen Involvement represents a 
geographic, occupational and ideological cross-
section of the citizenship of Ashland. All future 
selections to the Ashland Planning Commission 
should be with the ideal of representing a cross-
section of Aslandʼs population.

3) Ensure in the future that all citizens are given the
opportunity to contribute their views to planning
issues through the public hearing process.

4) The City shall sponsor informal workshops during
the development of significant elements of the
Plan implementing ordinances, so that complex
issues may be better understood by the public.

6)

The City should develop education materials such
as guidelines, handouts, etc. to increase under-
standing of the City codes by the general public.
When necessary, the City should sponsor seminars
and classes to better inform the public.

The Mayor and City Council may appoint short-
term citizen committees to address specific 
planning assignments as needed.

5)
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4.01 General
Ashland is situated at the southeast end of the Bear 
Creek Valley. The varied topographical setting is char-
acterized by conifer-forested mountains and a valley 
floor comprised of open grasslands and mixed wood-
lands. This setting adds significantly to the cityʼs 
attractiveness and to the living environmentʼs quality. 
Urbanization, however, has disturbed the setting and 
contributed air, water and noise pollution, as well as 
soil erosion and the loss of small creeks and wetlands. 
Despite these problems, significant areas of natural 
beauty remain within the city limits.

4.02 Geological Background
INTRODUCTION
Located in the Bear Creek Valley, part of the larger 
Rogue River Valley, the area surrounding Ashland is a 
natural geologic boundary, separating the older, meta-
morphic and granitic Klamath Mountains province to 
the southwest from the younger, volcanic Cascade 
Mountains to the northeast.

Reconnaissance mapping of the Ashland area was car-
ried out in summer, 1975, by the Southern Oregon 
State College Geology Department. They discovered 
that rock and contact exposures within the map area 
are sparse, and are estimated to be less than five 
percent of the total surface area. The mappingʼs nature 

and poor exposure has resulted in the approximate 
location of geologic contacts and faults.

4.03 Description of
Major Rock Groups
APPLEGATE GROUP (4.03.01)
The oldest geologic unit within the map area is a 
varied suit of meta-sedimentary rocks belong to the 
Applegate Group: A tentative Triassic age (195-225 
m.y.) has been assigned to the Group based on meager 
fossil evidence in the Grants Pass region. This rock 
unit barely enters the northwestern corner of the Ash-
land area. The rocks are highly silicified mica schists 
and phyllites. Foliation generally trends northeast and 
dips at high angles. The rocks exposed along the 
Southern Pacific Railroad cut behind Jackson Hot 
Springs exhibit extreme deformation, silicification, 
and other mineralization. These effects apparently are 
the result of contact with a major plutonic body of 
molten rock exposed further south in the same cut.

MT. ASHLAND INTRUSIVE COMPLEX (4.03.02)
Much of Ashland, as well as the hills along the south-
eastern flank of the valley, are underlain by rocks 
belonging to a moderate-sized pluton named the Mt. 
Ashland Intrusive Complex. Igneous granitic rocks of 
the complex intruded and contacted metamorphosed 
rocks of the older Applegate Group in the Late Juras-

The varied topographi-
cal setting is character-
ized by conifer-forested 
mountains and a valley 
floor comprised of open 
grasslands and mixed 
woodlands.
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sic (142 m.y). The dominant rock type within the area 
is a medium crystalline grano-diorite, a granite-like 
rock. Quartz diorite and diorite also appear. The 
plutonic rocks are poorly exposed and, where seen 
in road cuts, tend to be highly weathered. Granitic 
terrain can be easily identified from the surface by the 
light-colored, feldspar-rich soil and rilled or finely 
gullied topography developed on it.

HORNBROOK FORMATION (4.03.03)
Marine sandstones and mudstones nonconformably 
overlying the granitic rocks are named the Hornbrook 
Formation. Abundant marine fossils indicate the pres-
ence of an ancient sea in this region—sometime 
in the Late Cretaceous (85-100 m.y.). The oldest 
rocks, in contact with the granitic rocks, are com-
posed of thin beds of well-cemented, brown to 
olive-gray, fine-grained sandstone. The lateral thick-
ness of the sandstone varies greatly, reflecting in part 
the in-filling of ancient topography developed on the 
granitic terrain.

A relatively thick (2000-4000 feet) sequence of dark 
gray mudstone overlies the sandstone. The mudstone 
weathers readily into small angular chips and expo-
sures are rarely seen. The mudstone is rhythmically 
interbedded with thin siltstones near the top of the 
sequence and sheet-like beds of sandstone occur 
through the section.

PAYNE CLIFFS FORMATION (4.03.04)
Unconformably overlying the marine sedimentary 
rocks is a thick sequence of continental sandstones 
and conglomerates named the Payne Cliffs Forma-
tion for the exposures east of Phoenix, Oregon. The 
sandstone slightly resembles the Hornbrook but is 
more friable, tufaceous, and pebbly. The only fossils 
exhibited by the Payne Cliffs Formation are petri-
fied wood, coals, and scattered carbonized vegetable 
matter. The Payne Cliffs  ̓age is undetermined, dating 
either as Eocene (38- 54 m.y.) or Late Cretaceous 
(65-100 m.y.).

Some small-scale coal mining occurred at Payne 
Cliffs Formation about 1900, but it is unlikely that 
the Rogue Valley Coal Fields will be active again.
The coal is scarce and low grade with veins that 
dip moderately beneath the foothills of the Cascade 
Mountains.

ROXY FORMATION (4.03.05)
Basaltic lavas and volcaniclastic beds unconformably 
overlie the Payne Cliffs Formation. This unit under-
lies the lower hills of the Cascade Mountains, east of 
the subject area. An assumed Oligocene age (26-38 
m.y.) for the Roxy Formation is based on fossilized 
leaves.
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INTRUSIVE ROCKS (4.03.06)
Dark, fine-grained igneous rocks intrude all of the geo-
logic formations within the study area. Many of these 
minor bodies are localized within the soft, easily intru-
ded mudstone of the Hornbrook Formation. Only one 
of the many bodies is indicated on the geologic map.

4.04 Structural Geology
TILTING (4.04.01)
The dominant structural feature in the study area is 
the moderate northeast tilt of the stratified formations. 
The tilt or dip ranges between five and twenty-five 
degrees. The Hornbrook dips slightly more steeply 
than the younger Payne Cliffs and Roxy Formations.

Strong vertical uplift along the eastern margin of the 
ancient Klamath Mountains, represented in the study 
area by the Applegate Group and Mt. Ashland pluton, 
has produced this northeast tilt. The amount of tilting 
or dip grows progressively less proceeding northeast 
from Ashland across the valley. The Bear Creek Valley 
is geologically classified as a strike valley.

FAULTING (4.04.02)
A number of faults are located within the area. Two 
subparallel faults trend northwest from Emigrant 
Creek Reservoir toward Walker Creek. The displace-
ment and linear trace of these faults indicate they are 
a normal or gravity type with nearly vertical fault 

planes. The faults bound a rotated block contain-
ing the Payne Cliffs Formation near Emigrant Creek 
Reservoir. Dips as great as 30 degrees northeast can 
be measured and differential erosion on resistant, 
thick sandstone beds has formed well-defined, hog-
back ridges in this vicinity. Pompadour Bluffs is an 
example. The faults extend southeast, joining the Mt. 
Ashland fault at the head of the valley.

A minor normal fault occurs west of Tolman Creek 
where the Hornbrook sandstones are sharply dis-
placed. Other small faults along the valleyʼs southern 
edge may account both for the contact irregularities 
between the sandstone and granitic rocks and the 
marked topographic lineations.

All of the faults in the region are believed the result 
of stresses generated by the uplift along the eastern 
margin of the Klamath Mountains. None of the faults 
are interpreted to be currently active, although further 
uplift in the geologic future can be predicted from the 
geologic history of the region.

4.05 Geologic History
The geologic story of the Ashland area began over 
200 million years ago when this region was covered 
by an ancient sea. Sand, mud, and limestone-like sedi-
mentation graded northward into submarine volcanic 
rocks.

The geologic story of 
the Ashland area 
began over 200 mil-
lion years ago when 
this region was cov-
ered by an ancient 
sea. Sand, mud, and 
limestone-like sedi-
mentation graded 
northward into sub-
marine volcanic rocks.
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During the ensuing 60 million years, the sediments of 
this ancient sea were severely compressed into tight 
folds and the rocks were altered (metamorphosed) 
by heat and pressure on a regional scale forming 
the Applegate Group. This disturbance generated 
volcanic magma and intruded upward into the meta-
morphic terrain approximately 40 million years ago. 
The intruded metamorphic rocks became part of an 
ancient mountain system which was being deeply 
eroded.

The sea returned to the Ashland area approximately 
100 million years ago. Its edge lay close to Ashland 
where sand and mud were washed eastward from ero-
sion of the ancient Klamath Mountains.

The ancient Klamath Mountains  ̓regional uplift and 
the Hornbrook seaʼs retreat occurred during an inter-
val 50 to 80 million years ago. Erosion cut deeper 
into the Klamath rocks and newly exposed marine 
sediments. The eroded debris flowed eastward and 
spread by rivers into a broad alluvial apron along the 
margin of the ancient Klamath Mountains. Vegetation 
was plentiful and thin beds of volcanic ash settled and 
washed into numerous lakes and sloughs.

The building of the Payne Cliffs alluvial apron was 
terminated again by uplift of the ancient Klamath 
Mountains. An erosional episode was followed by 

widespread vulcanism about 25 to 35 million years 
ago. The Cascade Mountains  ̓earliest volcanoes pro-
duced lava flows, ash, and other volcanic sediments 
which spread west over the eroded margin of the 
Klamath Mountains.

The strongest uplift of the Klamath Mountains 
occurred approximately 15 to 20 million years ago. 
Formations overlying the Klamaths tilted and erosion 
stripped the younger rocks back northeastward away 
from the rejuvenated mountain front. Faulting was 
focused at the southeastern end of the valley due 
to the strongest uplift located around the Siskiyou 
Pass area. Bear Creek Valleyʼs erosional beginnings 
occurred at this time.

Slight regional uplift still occurred, evidenced by a 
number of river terraces developed along modern Bear 
Creek.

4.06 Geologic Observations
for Comprehensive Planning
Recent research has greatly improved the understand-
ing of earthquake hazards in Oregon, and geologic 
and seismologic studies now show that most of 
western Oregon is probably subject to much greater 
earthquakes than any in our 150 year historic record. 
It is not currently possible to reliably predict the 
frequency, magnitude or location of damaging earth-
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quakes, but such earthquakes may pose a threat to 
many existing or planned structures. Over the next 
few years, urban areas will be faced with difficult 
decisions about earthquake-resistant design.

The probability of the marine Hornbrook Formation 
becoming a petroleum or natural gas target is small.

Mineralization and accompanying mining in the 
Applegate Group and Mt. Ashland pluton, as well as 
the non-marine Payne Cliffs, is a geologic fact. Future 
mining potential may exist within the area.

Future development on steeper slopes on granitic ter-
rain should be planned with the contours of the terrain 
in mind, rather than following a rectangular grid. In 
many areas of the city, streets are impassable during 
icy conditions due to steep grades. Rain showers 
often tend to be short and intense, favoring a high 
surface runoff. Deeply weathered, easily eroded, plu-
tonic terrain, commonly silts local storm drains, and 
diverts volumes of water down the north-trending 
streets, occasionally flooding streets and private prop-
erty. These negative effects could be diminished by 
strict development controls on areas over 20% slope.
The Ashland planning area has a moderate to high 
landslide potential, especially where granitic terrains 
and steep slopes exist. “Mass Wasting in the Ashland 
Watershed,” the study by Wilson and Hicks, indicated 

that landslide hazards may exist above 50% slope. 
The granitic rocks are easily weathered, mechani-
cally and chemically, to remarkable depths. Many 
slopes are potentially unstable due to over-steepening 
by erosive undercutting and long gullies and streams 
produced by upliftʼs long geologic history. To prevent 
activating potential slides, deep cuts and excavations 
should be forbidden without extensive engineering 
and geologic study, surface run-off should be directed 
toward existing natural drainages, and clearing veg-
etation on especially steep slopes should be prohib-
ited. Undercuttingʼs results on a deeply weathered 
quasi-stable slope are evident four miles southeast of 
Ashland along Interstate 5.

4.07 Groundwater Resources
Groundwater conditions are highly variable in our 
planning area. Its potential in those areas underlain by 
dark gray mudstone is very poor. Mudstone typically 
has low porosity and permeability and is generally 
unsuitable for septic percolation. Classic geologic 
conditions for the occurrence of artesian wells exist 
along the southwest margin of the valley and several 
are present. The Hornbrook Formationʼs basal sand-
stone beds form an aquifer with seepage that carries 
water along bedding planes and the porous weathered 
surface of the granitic rocks beneath the sandstones. 
A hydrostatic head develops as the sandstone dips 
northeast under the impermeable mudstone of the 

Future development 
on steeper slopes on 
granitic terrain should 
be planned with the 
contours of the terrain 
in mind, rather than 
following a rectangu-
lar grid.
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valley floor. This aquifer is only a drilling target 
along a narrow strip of land on the extreme southwest 
side of the valley. The northeast dip rapidly places 
it at a deep level farther out in the valley, a location 
that makes it financially impractical to recover. The 
volume of water carried is inadequate for municipal 
development.

Moderately good domestic wells can be expected in 
thick alluvial deposits along the major creeks.

The Paynes Cliff formation, due to its high content of 
volcanic material, has poor permeability and porosity. 
It should not be considered for municipal develop-
ment.

Crushed zones along faults often form excellent aqui-
fers. Drilling into fault zones for municipal water sup-
plies is not advisable in the Ashland region. Most of 
the major faults in the region have highly mineralized 
springs along them, and drilling could produce this 
unsuitable water.

The surface contact between the Mt. Ashland intru-
sive complex and the Hornbrook formation is the site 
of several hot springs. Low-temperature geothermal 
water (80-115 degrees Fahrenheit) exist in this region. 
A detailed study of geothermal resources found few 
exploitable resources.

Detailed data necessary to evaluate the location, 
quantity and quality of groundwater for areas within 
the City Limits is not available. The lack of a city-
wide groundwater/well index prevents evaluation of 
the resource and therefore for the purpose of Goal 5 
compliance, it is listed as a “lB” resource.

4.08 Aggregate Resources
The mineral aggregate resource areas in the Ashland 
vicinity consist of plutonic, sedimentary and volcanic 
geologic formations and floodplain gravel formations. 
The Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains west and south of 
Ashland are partly comprised of granitic rock, particu-
larly on the east slope and decomposed granite is 
mined from this formation. Both private industry and 
public agencies operate granite quarries in the slopes 
south and west of Ashland. Mining on these steep 
slopes subjects the area to erosion problems, and suc-
cessful restoration of a granite quarry has not been 
accomplished in the Ashland area.

The sedimentary areas in the vicinity of Ashland 
lie along the east side of Bear Creek between the 
1800 and 2800 foot elevations and near the Siskiyou 
Summit and Colestine area. These rocks are not con-
sidered an important aggregate source.

Volcanic rock underlies the entire Cascade Plateau 
from Howard Prairie south to the California border. 

The Klamath-Siskiyou 
Mountains west and 
south of Ashland are 
partly comprised of 
granitic rock, particu-
larly on the east slope 
and decomposed 
granite is mined from 
this formation.
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Twenty-three registered quarries are located in this 
formation, mining from basalt and andesite deposits. 
The aggregateʼs use in forest and remote sectors of 
the volcanic formation has been exclusively for con-
struction and maintenance of forest access roads and 
recreation sites. At two points in the Dead Indian and 
Butler Creek area, the volcanic deposits drop to near 
the 2400-foot elevation line.

The flood plain gravel formations occur within the 
floodplain of Bear Creek. Lesser deposits are found in 
the point bars and channels of smaller streams. The 
Bear Creek gravels occur at three levels: underlying 
colluvial fans, terrace gravels, and riverwash deposits. 
The colluvial area lies east of Ashland near the con-
fluence of Neil and Emigrant Creeks. Gravel depos-
ited in this area is cross-bedded under approximately 
three to six feet of silty loam soil. No removal of 
this gravel deposit has occurred. Low stream terrace 
gravel deposits are adjacent to Bear Creek. These are 
generally found as narrow strips ranging from 25 to 
300 feet from the stream.

Gravel has been removed from this formation in areas 
near the easterly city limits and adjacent to the stream 
in the Valley View area. Low stream terrace gravel 
deposits are generally covered with a thin soil over-
burden. Deposits are four to ten feet in depth to 
bedrock. Adjacent riverwash gravels occur only as 

substantial deposits on inside stream curves. Where 
these occur, a substantial deposit of low stream ter-
race gravels can be found away from the creek. Past 
gravel operations along Bear Creek near Ashland have 
nearly depleted the resource. The gravel that now goes 
into concrete products for Ashland urban uses comes 
predominately from sources along the Rogue River.

4.09 Granite Quarries
There are presently three granite quarries located 
within the city limits. Both of the major quarries are 
located on Granite Street, while one smaller quarry is 
located on Glenwood Drive. The two quarries in the 
south of the City are owned by the City of Ashland, 
while the other site, near the bandshell in Lithia Park, 
is in private ownership. Municipal need for these 
quarries will decrease when the cityʼs granite streets 
are paved. All quarries in the city limits should be 
phased out and revegetated.

The size of these properties, in relation to the percent-
age of the property that is presently being mined, 
indicates that they should supply ample granite for the 
cityʼs needs until the year 2000. Additional quarries 
should not be allowed within the city limits because 
they are incompatible with other urban uses. Addi-
tional demands for aggregate should be satisfied out-
side the city in locations not visible from populated 
areas or major thoroughfares.
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The City should ensure that its own granite pits will 
be reclaimed and revegetated once the quarry is spent. 
Regulations regarding private quarries are currently 
enforced in Jackson County and similar regulations 
should be adopted for the private quarry in Ashland.

In determining a policy for aggregate resources in the 
City, an analysis of the environmental, energy, social, 
and economic consequences of policy must be made.

Urbanization of the surrounding area and the use of 
Lithia park in close proximity to the existing quarry 
are conflicting uses.

4.10 Economic, Social, Environmetal 
and Energy Consequences
1) Economic

a) Urbanization of surrounding neighborhood: 
An increase in the demand for residential 
property, accompanied by rises in property 
values may degrade the economic viability of 
existing quarrying uses within the city.

b) Lithia Park: One of Ashlandʼs three quarries is 
located in close proximity to Lithia Park. The 
residential areas surrounding the park consist 
of the some of the most desirable parcels in 
town. The future operation of the Granite

Street quarry may be in jeopardy due to resi-
dential development pressures.

2) Social
Unlimited allowance of conflicting uses would 
result in the eventual loss of the quarries 
non-conforming status. Individuals relying on 
these sites for income or raw material supply 
would have to find alternative sites in the Rogue 
Valley.

3) Environmental
Loss of the resource resulting from the allowance 
of conflicting uses would have no significant envi-
ronmental consequences.

4) Energy
None noted.

Jackson County has provided for an adequate supply 
of aggregate without the relatively minuscule contri-
bution that granite quarries located within the Ashland 
Urban Growth boundary would contribute.

Jackson County has 
provided for an 
adequate supply of 
aggregate without 
the relatively minus-
cule contribution 
that granite quarries 
located within the 
Ashland Urban 
Growth boundary 
would contribute.
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GOAL
To guarantee that there is an adequate supply of 
granite available for use in & around the city of 
Ashland, while ensuring that the incompatible 
effects of mining are sufficiently mitigated.

POLICIES
1) Restrict the three existing granite quarries to oper-

ations within the confines of their existing tax lots, 
subject to the non-conforming use section of the 
Land Use Ordinance.

2) Forbid the expansion of the quarries through the 
Conditional Use Permit procedure as spelled out 
in the Cityʼs implementing ordinances.

3) Prevent the establishment of any additional quar-
rying sites within the City due to the incompat-
ibility of mining with other urban uses.

4) Ensure that all the existing private and public 
quarries are reclaimed and revegetated after 
mining activities are completed.

4.11 Soils & Slopes
Erosion degrades Ashlandʼs environment by removing 
topsoil, creating soil and water pollution, damaging 
drainage systems, and by creating safety hazards and 

unsightly conditions. Many times, erosion also causes 
trespass as soil and granite run from one property to 
the other. Eroded material on the public streets and 
sidewalks cause slippery surfaces and may increase 
hazards of driving or walking. These problems are 
caused by construction, unpaved streets, alleys and 
driveways, exposed street banks, steep hillside cuts, 
fills that are not revegetated, and by generally poor 
erosion control. The problems are compounded by 
Ashlandʼs steep slopes and unstable soils, and by 
draining water off-site as quickly and efficiently as 
possible.

Solutions to these problems—such as protecting 
and utilizing natural drainageways and vegetation, 
releasing water slowly, minimizing site changes—are 
known and required of all developments over 40% 
slope, and most developments over 30% slope. The 
city building code now regulates safety factors in cuts 
and fills and governs the extent of cuts and soil protec-
tion practices.

The Soil Conservation Service rates the majority 
of the soils in Ashland as severe for construction or 
installation of dwellings without basements, roads 
and streets, and septic tank absorption fields. A severe 
rating for an area means that the soil presents serious 
problems that need to be recognized. Use can usually 

Areas of steep slope on 
highly erosive granitic 
soils are very sensitive 
to development activi-
ties. The best control 
to erosion is to limit 
development in areas 
that are sensitive.
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be made of these soils, but with the expenditure of 
time and money.

Areas of steep slope on highly erosive granitic soils 
are very sensitive to development activities. The best 
control to erosion is to limit development in areas that 
are sensitive. The Cityʼs policy is:

Areas over 50% slope—Landslide danger, very severe 
erosion—severe limits on development.

Areas between 40% and 50% slope—Slight landslide 
danger, moderate to. severe erosion potential, difficult 
development problems—Prevent creation of new lots 
in these areas, control land disturbances in any devel-
opment that does occur.

Areas that are between 30% and 40% slope—Moder-
ate erosion potential—use low density (2 dwelling 
units per acre or less) zoning and lot coverage restric-
tions to reduce erosion damage.

GOAL
Have sound soil conservation and erosion control 
practices in and around ashland.

POLICIES
5) Require that development be accommodated to 

natural topography, drainage, and soils and make 
maximum use of existing vegetation to minimize 
erosion.

6) Prevent development and land management prac-
tices which result in rapid runoff and accelerated 
erosion.

7) Require site-preparation procedures and construc-
tion practices which minimize erosion and sedi-
mentation.

8) Protect essential hillside drainage areas for 
absorption of storm runoff, and other areas subject 
to severe soil erosion, unless control can be estab-
lished.

9) Incorporate site drainage practices that reduce 
runoff velocity and volume, by utilizing the natu-
ral properties of the soils and vegetation in con-
junction with sound engineering practices.

10) Insure that areas of general slope over 30% are 
zoned for two dwelling units per acre or less, and 
permit total lot coverage to be no more than 20%.

11) Restrict any new partitioning or subdivision of 
land on slopes greater than 40%.
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12) Forbid any new development or cuts and fills on 
slopes greater than 50% unless absolutely neces-
sary and scientific and geologic evidence is avail-
able showing that it may be done safety.

13) Use development performance standards based on 
the natural topography, drainage, soils, lot cover-
age, and densities in place of arbitrary subdivision 
standards to ensure that natural features are an 
integral part of the design phase of future devel-
opments.

4.12 Water Resources
The Ashland Creek watershed is located entirely 
within a granitic batholith, and the soils within the 
watershed are extremely susceptible to slope erosion. 
Reeder Reservoir is located within the watershed at 
the confluence of the east and west forks of Ashland 
Creek and is Ashlandʼs major water supply source. 
In 1929, the Forest Service and the City entered a 
“Cooperative Agreement for the Purpose of Conserv-
ing and Protecting the Water Supply of the City 
of Ashland, Oregon.” Before the Forest Service adopt-
ing watershed multiple use management in 1955, 
only limited man-related activity occurred. Prior to 
1955, sediment accumulation in Reeder Reservoir was 
minor and easily sluiced through the dam into Ash-
land Creek without significant cost or downstream 
impact. The annual average sediment yield in the 

watershed at that time was approximately 3500 cubic 
yards.

Following multiple use management of the watershed 
in 1955, approximately 45 miles of additional roads 
were constructed, 1000 acres were logged, and the 
Mt. Ashland ski area was constructed. The total 
acreage disturbed was approximately 10% of the 
14,400-acre watershed. The corresponding sediment 
yields from erosion and mass slope failure are well 
documented. The road building and timber harvest 
occurred from 1956 to 1963.

Since 1962, large amounts of sediment have been 
deposited in the reservoir, ranging from 20,000 to 
over 120,000 cubic yards per year. On two occasions 
(1966-67 and 1974) costly dredging operations have 
been needed to free the dam outlet of sediment and 
debris.

The impact on Ashland Creekʼs water quality down-
stream of the dam during sluicing or dredging has 
been significant. Turbidity 1000 times above normal 
has been measured and fisheries and other down-
stream uses have been negatively affected.

During reservoir sluicing or flushing operations, 
suspended solids, turbidity and bacteria levels can 
increase far beyond those normally experienced. 
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Removing sediment deposits from Reeder Reservoir 
is essential to maintain the domestic water quality and 
storage capacity of Ashlandʼs municipal water supply. 
Rapid removal and discharge of sediment into and 
through Ashland Creek during the high late winter 
and spring flow periods will minimize downstream 
environmental damage to fisheries and water quality. 

The only practical method for the rapid removal of 
sediment without draining the reservoir is hydraulic 
dredging. While this will substantially increase the 
short-term solids load carried by Ashland Creek, 
USFS data indicates that the material moves rapidly 
through the system, and that within several days after 
dredging is completed, suspended solids levels return 
to normal. However, solids deposition will occur in 
some areas of the stream channel.

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
has issued a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) Waste Discharge Permit to Ashland. 
This permit requires that the City discharge accumu-
lated reservoir sediment only from November 15 to 
March 31.

The City sluiced Reeder Reservoir in 1987 and, for 
the first time, diverted the sediment-laden water 
through a pond before the confluence of Ashland 

Creek with Bear Creek. This successfully trapped 
much of the sediment in the Ashland Creek drainage, 
and will be used in future sluicing operations. This 
essentially mitigated the adverse effect of sluicing.

4.13 Assumption
Natural siltation will continue to mandate the periodic 
cleaning of Reeder Reservoir.

GOAL 
Reduce the impact of urbanization and other land 
uses on the quality of water in and around ashland 
in order to ensure that the city water supply is of 
the highest possible quality and is drawn from 
dependable sources.

POLICIES
14) Encourage public awareness of problems of the 

Ashland watershed and their causes.

15) Prevent any development or activity, future or 
existing, which has an adverse effect on the water-
shed.

16) Maintain and improve the quality of both surface 
and ground water resources, and prohibit new 
practices and developments which cannot meet 
water quality standards.
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17) Cooperate with agencies, firms and citizens  ̓
groups in improving water quality and the condi-
tion of the watershed.

4.14 Water Related Resource Areas
Water areas, such as streams and their surround-
ing vegetation, are extremely important to Ashland. 
Water areas provide wildlife refuges, erosion con-
trol and storm drainage, water quality improvement, 
recreation, and aesthetic and psychological benefits. 
Flood damage is directly related to the structures 
existing in flood plains, and development can actually 
increase downstream damage. Ashland has utilized 
flood damage grants in the past and is obligated to 
comply with the Federal Flood Insurance Program. 
The Comprehensive Plan has noted all significant 
drainages, their associated flood plains and riparian 
areas as open-space districts. City ordinances restrict 
development in streams, and encourage or require 
the preservation of stream areas in a natural or near 
natural state.

Ashland has many varied water sources: irrigation 
canals, small ponds, Ashland and Bear Creek, and 
several small creeks. Our concern for water areas 
extends beyond the city limits as most streams origi-
nate outside Ashland.

Water pollution and rubbish and normal urban devel-
opment (signs, buildings, roads, and fills) threaten 
waterwayʼs benefits when they are located too close. 
Public use of waterways may detract from the benefits 
to wildlife habitats and stream quality.

Many of the smaller creeks in Ashland have been 
culverted and filled. This has removed both an impor-
tant urban amenity that the creeks and their riparian 
vegetation provide, and also removed an important 
wildlife habitat in the City. The City has identified 
all the remaining creeks. These should be retained in 
as natural a state as possible, limiting the changes to 
those that make utilization of the property practical 
for urban purposes, or enhancing the riparian areas 
beauty or wildlife compatibility.

In determining a policy for water related resource 
areas in the City, an analysis of the environmental, 
energy, social, and economic consequences of the 
policy must be made.

CONFLICTING USES
1. Road Construction and Maintenance

2. Residential and Commercial Development

3. Urban Storm Run-Off

Water areas provide 
wildlife refuges, ero-
sion control and storm 
drainage, water qual-
ity improvement, rec-
reation, and aesthetic 
and psychological 
benefits.
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ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ENERGY CONSEQUENCES
1) Economic

All conflicting uses identified adversely impact 
the quality and quantity of the resource. Higher 
costs are normally associated with developments 
adjacent to identified water resources. This is a 
result of having to install culverts or bridges for 
access across streambeds and often involve the 
importation of large quantities of fill. Design costs 
for engineering these road crossings are higher and 
in turn are passed on to the home buyer.

2) Social
The conflicting uses identified can reduce the rec-
reational opportunities found in these areas, such 
as bird watching, hiking and educational studies. 
These areas, when left in a natural state, function 
as narrow open space corridors, acting as a visual 
resource and providing a necessary ingredient to 
the urban form. All conflicting uses can serve to 
reduce the aesthetic and psychological benefits the 
public derives from these water areas.

3) Environmental
All conflicting uses can negatively impact a 
streamʼs ecological balance, including water qual-
ity, temperature, riparian habitat, bank erosion and 
turbidity. The removal of vegetation from stream-

banks for urban development destroys wildlife 
habitat and causes erosion, impacting the fragile 
stream ecology.

4) Energy
 Disturbance of stream corridors caused by urban 

development would result in the expenditure of 
energy to carry out reclamation activities.

GOAL
Protect the quality of riparian resource lands, and 
preserve their wildlife habitats.

POLICIES
18) Identify, protect and seek conservation easements 

throughout significant riparian areas (streams, 
stream banks, and flood plain areas), and wildlife 
habitat areas.

19) Encourage more public access to waterways, but 
define what public activities can take place. Ensure 
that such access does not result in water and visual 
pollution.

20) Where possible, utilize water-related areas for 
visual relief, pockets of wildlife habitat, land-
scaping amenities, natural site design elements, 
recreational uses, bike paths, and pedestrian and 
jogging trails.

The removal of veg-
etation from 
streambanks for 
urban development 
destroys wildlife 
habitat and causes 
erosion, impacting 
the fragile stream 
ecology.
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21) Utilize local resources to form a technical advi-
sory committee to identify plants and animals 
which rely on riparian habitat for their contin-
ued existence. Retaining these areas in a natural 
state should be of high priority, and development 
should consider and accommodate the habitat 
utilized by these plants and animals.

4.15 Wetlands
Wetlands are among our most valuable natural 
resources, yet are often neglected and endangered. 
Wetlands include a wide variety of swamps, marshes, 
meadows, ponds, mudflats, and bogs that commonly 
occur throughout the country. In general, wetlands 
are lands where saturation with water is the dominant 
factor determining the nature of soil development and 
associated plant and animal communities. The single 
feature that most wetlands share is soil or substrate 
that is saturated at some point in time during an aver-
age rainfall year. The water creates severe physiologi-
cal problems for plant life not specifically adapted for 
soil conditions which are at least periodically deficient 
in oxygen. For the purposes of making jurisdictional 
determinations of wetlands regulated under Section 
404 of the Federal Clean Water Act, wetlands should 
possess three essential characteristics: (1) hydrophytic 
vegetation, (2) hydric soils, and (3) wetland hydrology.

Wetlands have numerous valuable functions which 
justify their preservation economically, socially, and 
environmentally. They serve as habitat for many 
species of plants and animals which rely on them 
for feeding, breeding, shelter and protection. Studies 
show that wetlands harbor many of the worldʼs rarest 
and most threatened species. Tangible benefits of wet-
lands include flood and storm damage protection, ero-
sion control, and recreation and aesthetics. In foul 
weather, wetlands act as giant sponges within flood 
prone areas (i.e. floodplain), temporarily storing flood 
waters and helping to protect downstream property 
owners from flood damage. This flood storage func-
tion slows the velocity of flood waters, thereby reduc-
ing a streamʼs erosive capacity.

The wetlands located within Bear Creekʼs and Clay 
Creekʼs floodplains could help reduce the impacts of 
future floods. Intact wetland vegetation along stream 
banks reduces erosion by binding roots with the soil 
and increasing the durability of the bank. Wetlands 
also help maintain water quality and improve it by 
removing chemical and organic pollutants. Some 
wetland plants have proved to be such efficient waste 
removers that they are being used in artificial waste 
treatment systems in metropolitan areas. Finally, 
many recreational activities take place in and around 
wetlands. Although most of the popular hunting and 
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maintain water quality 
and improve it by 
removing chemical and 
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Some wetland plants 
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ment systems in metro-
politan areas.
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fishing areas associated with wetlands are located on 
county or National Forest lands, other recreational 
endeavors such as hiking, bird watching, and nature 
observation can be appreciated around preserved wet-
land areas within the city limits.

CONFLICTING USES
1. Residential and commercial development

2. Road construction

3. Urban storm and agricultural irrigation run-off

4. Livestock grazing

5. Failing septic systems

4.16 Economic, Social; Environmen-
tal and Social Consequences
1) Economic

a) Residential and commercial development: The 
construction of residential, commercial or 
industrial buildings near wetlands may entail 
higher construction costs, resulting from the 
installation of drainage systems. These higher 
construction costs could then be passed on to 
the individual home-buyer and general public.

b) Road construction: Additional expense would 

be associated with the development of a road 
base and asphalt surface through wetland 
areas. Elaborate drainage systems would be 
required to stabilize the street. Road construc-
tion and maintenance adjacent to wetlands 
may require that run-off be diverted away 
from the water feature in order to protect the 
resource.

c) Urban storm and agricultural runoff: Addi-
tional costs would be associated with capital 
improvements designed to hold and divert 
runoff. Man-made and natural wetland areas 
could be designed to treat run-off from city 
streets and agricultural lands. Public expendi-
tures for natural treatment systems would be 
retrieved over a period of time.

d) Livestock grazing: None noted.

e) Failing septic systems: A number of residences 
throughout the City Limits and within the 
UGB rely upon septic systems for sewage 
treatment. Drain-fields associated with septic 
systems can, if not monitored, contaminate 
the hydrology of a nearby wetland. Additional 
costs would be associated with the extension 
of sewer lines in order to hook these properties 
up to city sewer service.

Passive recreation 
and aesthetic 
appreciation oppor-
tunities provided by 
wetlands would be 
lost through the par-
tial or total destruc-
tion of the resource.
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2) Social
The conflicting uses listed above could result in 
a financial burden to both the public and private 
sectors. Passive recreation and aesthetic apprecia-
tion opportunities provided by wetlands would be 
lost through the partial or total destruction of the 
resource.

3) Environmental
All the conflicting uses identified can negatively 
impact wetlands through disruption of the natural 
hydrology and ecology. The eventual result would 
be the destruction of the wetlandʼs inherent abil-
ity to improve water quality and provide valuable 
wildlife habitat. The utilization of these areas as 
an educational and scientific resource would also 
be lost.

4) Energy
Reclamation measures (i.e. restoration of wetland 
vegetation) used to mitigate the results of distur-
bances to wetland areas would require energy.

GOAL
To preserve and protect significant wetlands, and 
to mitigate potential impacts on these areas due to 
development and conflicting uses.

POLICIES
22) Evaluate the quantity and quality of wetland 

resources inside the City Limits and within the 
Urban Growth Boundary through the compilation 
of an inventory of significant wetlands.

23) Develop site review procedures and performance 
standards, using buffering techniques, setbacks, 
and mitigation measures, to reduce the impacts of 
development on significant wetland areas.

24) The City should actively pursue the use of 
Transfer of Development Rights, dedications, 
direct-lease arrangements, and purchase or other 
acquisition strategies as viable methods for pre-
serving and insuring public access to significant 
wetland areas.

25) Examine the Physical and Environmental Con-
straints chapter of Ashlandʼs Land Ordinance con-
cerning wetland and riparian areas, and insure that 
existing zoning regulations maintain these valu-
able areas in a natural state.

26) Utilize local resources to form a technical advisory 
committee to identify potential plants and animals 
which rely on wetland habitat for their continued 
existence. Retaining these areas a natural state 
should be of high priority, and development should 
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consider and accommodate the habitat utilized by 
these plants and animals.

4.17 Flood Plains & Stream Flooding
The floodplain is the geomorphologic feature that 
defines the areas subject to periodic inundation. In 
Ashland, floodplain is distinguished by low bluffs 
at its edge, and by alluvial depositions between the 
bluffs. In an un-managed stream, the natural channel 
eventually becomes clogged with debris and vegeta-
tion, and during a flood a new channel is often estab-
lished. In this way the stream meanders from bluff. 
to bluff over time. While the flood plain is usually 
safe, cataclysmic changes can occur during floods. 
Substantial hazards exist for construction in an active 
geologic area.
 
Before the federal governmentʼs entry in the regula-
tion issue, Ashland did not directly regulate floodplain 
development and builders generally shunned the obvi-
ous floodplains.

In 1977, the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) asked if Ashland wished to participate in the 
national flood insurance program. Continuing drains 
on the Federal Treasury from flood disaster relief, 
prompted the government to encourage local bodies 
to limit or protect development in the nationʼs flood-
plains. They established a nationwide program admin-

istrated by FEMA.

The City of Ashland participates in the National Flood 
Insurance Act of 1968 and the Flood Disaster Pro-
tection Act of 1973. The hydrologic and hydraulic 
analyses for the Cityʼs Flood Insurance Study were 
performed by Stream Engineers, Inc., for the Federal 
Insurance Administration in July, 1978. All significant 
flooding sources affecting the city were included in 
this study. The U.S. Geological Survey, Oregon State 
Highway Department, Jackson County Department of 
Pubic Works, Jackson County Surveyor, the Jackson 
County Department of Planning, and the City of Ash-
land were contacted to provide information pertinent 
to the Flood Insurance Study.

The main source of flooding in the city is Ashland 
Creek, with a drainage area of approximately 27.5 
square miles. The creek was studied in detail, from 
upstream of Winburn Way in Lithia Park, downstream 
to Ashland corporate limits. Bear Creek and Clay 
Creek were also carefully studied. Hamilton Creek 
was studied by approximate methods because little 
development exists in the area, and because stream 
flows are relatively small.

Ashland Creek originates in the Rogue River National 
Forest south of the city. The east and west forks 
of Ashland Creek flow into Reeder Reservoir approxi-

The main source of 
flooding in the city is 
Ashland Creek, with 
a drainage area of 
approximately 27.5 
square miles.
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mately three miles south of Ashland. From the reser-
voir the creek flows south-north and cuts through the 
western part of Ashland before entering Bear Creek.

According to the U.S. Soil Conservation Service, the 
soils considered to be on the flood plain in the area 
range from the Camas sandy loam type, with rapid 
permeability, slow run-off, and slight erosion hazard, 
to the Cove clay type, which exhibits very slow 
permeability, very slow runoff, and has slight erosion 
hazard. Other soil types on the flood plain include 
Newburg fine sandy loam, Evans loam, and Coher 
clay.

Clay Creek rises in the hills to the southeast of 
Ashland, flows south-north at the eastern edge of the 
city, and enters Bear Creek to the north. Sheet flood-
ing occurs along Clay Creek and Ashland Creek. The 
channels of these streams have very steep slopes that 
cause high velocities. Sheet flow exceeds the chan-
nel bank of Ashland Creek south of Hersey Street. 
The major floods in this area are usually caused by a 
heavy snowfall followed by a sudden warm rain. A 
freeze on top of the snow, just before the warm rains, 
can cause very rapid run-off.

The most recent flood in Ashland occurred in 1974. 
This flood had a peak discharge of 1350 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) and a return period of approximately 30 

years. Significant floods also occurred in 1964, 1955, 
1948, 1927, 1890, and 1860.

Flooding sources studied in detail in the community 
used standard hydrologic and hydraulic study meth-
ods to determine the flood hazard data. Flood events 
of a magnitude which are expected to be equaled 
or exceeded once on the average during any 10, 50, 
100, or 500-year period (recurrence interval) were 
selected as having special significance for flood plain 
management and for flood insurance premium rates. 
These events, commonly termed the 10, 50, 100, 
and 500-year floods, have a 10, 2, 1, and 0.2 percent 
chance, respectively, of being equaled or exceeded 
during any year. Although the recurrence interval 
represents the long-term average period between 
floods of a specific magnitude, rare floods could occur 
at short intervals or even within the same year. The 
risk of experiencing a rare flood increases when in 
periods greater than one year. For example, the risk of 
having a flood which equals or exceeds the 100-year 
flood (one percent chance of annual occurrence) in 
any 50-year period is approximately 40 percent (four 
in ten), and, for any 90-year period, the risk increases 
to approximately 60 percent (six in ten). The risk of 
a flood the size of the 1974 flood in the next twenty 
years is approximately 50-50. The analyses reflect 
flooding potentials based on conditions existing in the 
community at the time of the studyʼs completion.

The major floods in 
this area are usually 
caused by a heavy 
snowfall followed by 
a sudden warm rain. 
A freeze on top of the 
snow, just before the 
warm rains, can cause 
very rapid run-off.
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Hydrologic analyses established the peak dis-
charge-frequency relationships for floods of the 
selected recurrence intervals for each stream studied 
in detail in the community.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) maintains a 
number of gauging stations in Jackson County. On 
special request, the USGS did a computerized analysis 
of flood flows at all gauging stations for which records 
of sufficient duration to permit meaningful analyses 
existed. Stations subject to extensive regulation were 
excluded from these analyses. In conjunction with 
these analyses, the USGS applied regional skew 
factors in accordance with the recommendations of 
the U.S. Water Resources Council. On the basis of 
the observed peak flows and these regional skew 
factors, the peak flows were derived. These flows 
were divided into two groups, large streams and small 
streams. The dividing line was areas with over or 
under 100 square miles. A series of drainage area 
versus peak flow regression equations were derived 
from the data.

The flows calculated for Ashland and Clay Creeks 
were based on small drainage area regression equa-
tions. The drainage area of Ashland Creek was 
estimated to be 27.5 square miles, of which approxi-
mately 20 square miles are above the dam on Reeder 

Reservoir and 7.5 square miles are downstream from 
the dam. Using the regression equation for small 
drainage areas and a curve-fitting equation to interpo-
late for a one-in-thirty-year discharge, it was found 
that a 20 square mile drainage area gives a 30-year 
discharge of 1331 cubic feet per second (cfs). This 
value is very close to the 1974 measured discharge of 
1350 cfs. The 100-year flood runoff is calculated to 
be 2300 cfs.

The National Flood Insurance Program encourages 
State and local governments to adopt sound flood 
plain management programs and offers a flood bound-
ary map to assist communities in developing sound 
flood plain management measures.

To provide a national standard without regional dis-
crimination, the 100-year flood has been adopted by 
the Federal Insurance Administration as the base flood 
for purposes of flood plain management measures. 
The 500-year flood is employed to indicate additional 
areas of flood risk in the community. For each stream 
studied in detail, the boundaries of the 100- and 
500-year floods have been delineated, using the flood 
elevations determined at each cross-section. Between 
cross-sections, the boundaries were interpolated using 
topographic maps at a scale of 1 inch = 1000 feet, 
with a contour interval of five feet.
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Substantial evidence suggests, however, that the 
FEMA study identification of flood hazard areas was 
not accurate, that the study bypassed areas of signifi-
cant risk, and that the basic FEMA regulations reduc-
ing or eliminating risk of flooding are inadequate, 
especially considering Ashlandʼs flood history. The 
existing evidence follows:

The FEMA maps were drawn to identify the eleva-
tions above mean sea level of the 100-year flood. 
They relied on 1” = 400  ̓and 1” = 1,000  ̓maps of 
Ashland based on air photography. The elevations 
supplied, therefore, are often inaccurate by a factor 
of 2 or more. A survey completed by Everett Swain 
shows that the 100-year flood is only 1.6 feet above 
the flowline of Ashland Creek, while the FEMA flood 
is supposed to be four feet above the creek at this 
point. The FEMA data does not accurately establish 
the flooding level. In addition, many 100-year flood 
plain levels on Clay Creek are at or below the surface 
of the ground when they are located on the site.

The FEMA study relies on “best case” assumptions in 
modeling the flood situation. The FEMA study used 
a computer to model the flood levels, beginning with 
flow assumptions. Since only eighteen years of data 
existed when the study was done, FEMA extrapolated 
from this and other area data, including the Applegate 

River and Butte Creek. The oldest data was a 55-year 
record of Bear Creek at Medford. The only flood used 
to calibrate the Ashland Creek model was the 1974 
flood—a 30-year flood. The flow data, therefore, could 
vary considerably from the actual flood conditions.

FEMA also assumed that the stream would remain 
confined to its natural channel during flooding, that 
there would be no culvert obstructions, and if a cul-
vert could not accommodate the 100-year flood, that 
the excess water would flow over the top of the street 
and back in the channel. The study stated that “In 
the last few years many culverts have been replaced 
or enlarged, and a general channel cleanup has been 
undertaken to reduce debris and allow streams to flow 
properly”. While two culverts were enlarged in the 
city, most are the same size as in 1974. The vegetation 
and debris in the channel would clog culverts if a 
severe flood occurs.

Meandering occurs when a stream cuts a new channel 
after an old one is blocked. The 1974 flood showed 
that mechanism at work, both in areas where there 
were no culverts, and at the Hersey Street Culvert. 
Ashland Creek, during a 100-year flood, flows at 
a rate of about 2300 cubic feet per second (about 
1,000,000 gallons per minute), and at speeds between 
ten and twenty miles per hour. The velocity and 

Ashland Creek, during 
a 100-year flood, 
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per second (about 
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minute), and at speeds 
between ten and 
twenty miles per hour.
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volume allow the creek to cut a new channel with 
surprising speed and force.

The main assumptions of the FEMA study apparently 
do not represent a realistic flood situation. In 
every case of severe flooding in Ashland and Bear 
Creek, large amounts of debris in the flood waters 
blocked culverts. New channels were cut due both to 
natural debris dams and blocked culverts. The FEMA 
100-year floodplain does not cover known areas of 
flooding as recent as 1974.

Eye witness accounts placed the 1974 flood on Ash-
land Creek far outside the FEMA 100-year floodplain. 
The City investigated Ashland, Bear, and Clay Creek 
floodplains in 1988. The study was conducted by 
mapping the flood plain areas using 1” = 100  ̓maps 
with a five foot contour interval, and by using photo-
graphs of past floods to map the approximate extent 
of flooding.

The Planning Commission and the Citizen Planning 
Advisory Commission met to review data from July 
to November 1988. The city planning staff, assisted 
by Rogue Council of Government staff Eric Dittmer 
and Wes Reynolds, gathered available data and pho-
tographs of floods, conducted field work, and estab-
lished base maps for the new flood maps. Historian 
Kay Atwood compiled all journalistic records of 

flooding in historic times. After the last meeting, final 
maps and ordinance proposals were produced.

The study resulted in the definition of a floodplain 
corridor larger than the FEMA 100-year floodplain 
on Ashland and Clay Creeks. The ordinance prohibits 
division of land and restricts new construction and fill 
in all defined floodplains in the city. Key provisions 
are:
1) It prohibits filling in the floodplain beyond a mini-

mal amount.

2) It limits culverting and bridging of important 
creeks to a perpendicular crossing of minimal size.

3) It creates a new definition of buildable land. This 
land must be out of the floodplain and less than 
40% slope. No new lots could be created unless 
they have a buildable area of sufficient size to 
accommodate building. This prohibits subdivi-
sions from occurring in the floodplain.

4) It limits residential construction to land in the 
floodplain to one house per lot. Lands zoned 
multi-family mostly in the floodplain would be 
restricted for the number of dwelling units they 
could sustain. Cluster housing could not be devel-
oped on land out of the floodplain on land zoned 
single family.
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5) Building habitable structures is not permitted in 
the floodplain unless 50% of the lot is in the flood-
plain.

6) No new habitable basements lower than two feet 
below the floodplain corridor elevations would be 
permitted for commercial structures, except in the 
Historic District

7) Developers can transfer lost density from flood-
plain lands to land out of the floodplain, up to 
twice the base density. They still must meet all 
other requirements of the zone. This permits clus-
ters of higher density in exchange for restricted 
development on the floodplain.

The study did not amass any data to indicate that Bear 
Creek FEMA floodplain was inaccurate. Further study 
and mapping of the flood areas should be undertaken 
to insure that the floodplain corridors are as accurately 
defined as possible.

Encroachment on flood plains, such as artificial fill, 
reduces the flood-carrying capacity and increases 
flood heights, thus increasing flood hazards in areas 
beyond the encroachment. Fill limitation is an essen-
tial ingredient of a successful floodplain management 
program.

A copy of the FEMA Flood Insurance Study, the 
FEMA Floodzone Maps, and the Cityʼs Floodplain 
Corridor Maps are available at both the City Planning 
and Building Departments. The areas which are 
subject to the floodzone regulations are shown as 
open-space areas in the Comprehensive Plan Map. 
This indicates that they will not be urbanized, not that 
they are all to be acquired for publicly owned open 
space.

GOAL
To protect life and property from flooding and 
flood hazards, and manage the areas subject to 
flooding to protect the publicʼs interest.

POLICIES
27) The City shall continue to participate in the 

National Flood Insurance Program, complying 
with all applicable standards.

28) In flood prone areas, allow alternatives to urban 
development, such as agriculture, open space, 
parks, wildlife habitat, natural areas and recre-
ational uses through the physical and environmen-
tal regulations in the City code.

29) Development in any flood prone area is not a 
guaranteed right, but depends upon whether the 
benefits to the public outweigh problems which 

Encroachment on 
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would be caused by development, especially prob-
lems which may occur upstream or downstream 
during flooding.

30) New development (including fill) shall be allowed 
in floodways only upon the finding that obstruc-
tion of flood waters is minimized. Non-structural 
solutions to flooding are preferable to structural 
solutions.

31) Fill of flood fringe areas shall require a permit as 
specified in the physical and environmental con-
straints regulations and fill shall be engineered 
and compacted to City standards. Fills shall be 
kept to the minimum necessary to achieve project 
purposes.

32) Apply special physical and environmental restric-
tions to all areas of Ashland which are identified as 
flood-prone, streams in the federal study, and other 
significant drainage ways.

33) All existing natural drainage ways as identified 
on the physical and environmental constraints map 
shall be left in a natural state or modified only 
after City approval.

34) As proposed with active streambeds, an analysis of 
potential runoff from upstream hard-surface areas 

shall be conducted, and streambed profiles shall be 
adapted to accommodate the flow to prevent flood-
ing of adjacent residences. The City shall acquire 
easements to maintain the carrying capacity of 
said streambeds.

4.18 Forest Lands
Forest lands in and around Ashland offer many com-
munity benefits. The forested hillsides within the 
southern fringes of the city provide wildlife habitat, 
scenic views, and recreational opportunities. Pressure 
exists to convert some of this property to residential 
uses. Any development creates problems of utility 
service, road development, slope and fire hazards. 
Forest lands south of Ashlandʼs city limits are espe-
cially important because the cityʼs water supply and 
other streams originating in that area flow through 
Ashland. These lands have high scenic, recreational, 
and wildlife habitat values and contribute richly to the 
quality of Ashlandʼs living environment.

Most forest lands in Ashland are of marginal suit-
ability for commercial logging. Southern Oregon 
Regional Services Institute (SORSI) investigated the 
Ashland urban area to determine the forest site class 
of the soils. They measured the size of the trees and 
their age. In determining these factors, all of the lands 
on the mountains in the south of Ashland are site class 
5, or the poorest site class available. The lands of the 

Forest lands south 
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Bear Creek flood plain are site class 4, but contain no 
marketable timber. It is apparent that limited potential 
exists within the city limits for commercial logging.

Nevertheless, there are some areas along drainages 
that have commercially valuable timber. As the timber 
resource becomes smaller and restrictions on harvest-
ing the National Forest increase, pressure will come to 
bear on even the smallest tract.

Ashland should regulate this timber harvest to insure 
that the practice of clearcutting is not employed in the 
land under City control, and that there are strong con-
trols of the visual effect of the cutting system used.

ASSUMPTION
The importance of forest areas in and around Ashland 
will increase, especially their recreational and scenic 
values.

GOAL
To preserve forest areas within and around the city 
for their visual, environmental, wildlife habitat, 
and water quality values.

POLICIES
36) Require that commercial logging of forest lands 

within Ashlandʼs City limits be subject to a special 
permit.

37) Emphasize the preservation of forest vegetation to 
the extent feasible as forested areas of the City are 
converted to urban uses.

38) Use low-density zoning to ensure that develop-
ment of the forested hillsides is kept at a level that 
maintains the forested integrity of the areas.

4.19 Areas Of Steep Slopes
Southwest Ashland has areas of very steep slopes, part 
of the lower elevations of the Siskiyou Mountains. 
These areas, shown in Map IV-I, contain 192 acres 
over 40% slope, and 221 over 50% slope. The areas 
over 50% slope represent severe constraints to devel-
opment and are unsuitable for urban development. 
The areas between 40 % and 50 % slope are margin-
ally suitable for very low density of development, 
however the problems of building roads on this slope 
makes areas with this degree of slope a very low 
priority for development. Areas over 30% dope pres-
ent moderate development problems, and should be 
allowed to develop only at low densities of two dwell-
ing units per acre or less.

GOAL
Direct development to areas that are less than 
40% slope. Allow only low density development at 
less than two dwelling units per acre on areas of 
greater than 30% slope. Permit only low density 
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development of lands, with strict erosion control 
and slope stabilizing measures.
 
POLICIES
39) Develop erosion control standards to ensure that 

development of these forested areas will not cause 
erosion problems.

40) Restrict creation of new lots on land that is greater 
than 40% slope, unless a buildable area of less 
than 40% slope is available on each lot.

41) Zone all lands which have a slope generally 
greater than 30% for development that will have 
no more than 2 dwelling units per acre or 20% lot 
coverage by impervious surfaces.

4.20 Fish & Wildlife Resources
There is very little data on fish and wildlife resources 
that specifically addresses the Ashland planning area, 
but generalized county data contributes to our knowl-
edge. The countyʼs environment is very diverse and 
varied and a wide variety of animal and plant species 
exists. The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlifeʼs 
report, Wildlife Resources in Jackson County by Gary 
Hostick, October, 1976, is used as a basis for this 
inventory material.

4.21 Big Game
Black-tailed deer are abundant in Jackson County. In 
1970 their number was estimated at 81,000. These 
deer live in brushy and timbered areas, as well as 
in lowland valleys and suburban areas. Evidence of 
deer population exists throughout Ashland, especially 
in the timbered hills on the southern fringes of the 
city and in Bear Creekʼs floodplain. No critical deer 
winter ranges or habitats are located within the Ash-
land city limits or Urban Growth Boundary, however 
their continued presence is important to the cityʼs 
rural environment.

Black bear exist in substantial numbers in the county, 
with the 1970 population estimated at 2500. Bear are 
present in nearly all unpopulated, forested or brushy, 
mountainous terrain areas and bear sign is often seen 
in Ashlandʼs forested areas.

Mountain lion were estimated at 250 in the County 
in 1970. They prefer unpopulated, mountainous ter-
rain, and a single lion requires 20-75 square miles of 
habitat. Mountain lions are timid and avoid human 
contact. Rare sightings of mountain lions have been 
reported in the city limits in the recent past.

4.22 Upland Game and Waterfowl
Ringed-neck pheasant are abundant in the County 
near the Medford and Ashland areas. Populations in 

Evidence of deer 
population exists 
throughout Ashland, 
especially in the 
timbered hills on the 
southern fringes of 
the city and in Bear 
Creek s̓ floodplain.
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1970 were estimated at 23,500. Their habitat is agri-
cultural grain crop areas, along with watering, nest-
ing, and roosting areas. Habitat loss is occurring due 
to urbanization of agricultural land in the county 
resulting in a decline of total pheasant populations. 
Pheasant populations are known to occur both within 
the Ashland city limits and Urban Growth Boundary 
areas.

Mourning doves are the most abundant upland 
game bird in the County, with 1970 populations of 
1,625,500 birds. Doves require small grain or grass 
seeds for feed, and utilize orchards and other trees 
for nesting. Most doves migrate south during the first 
rainy period of the fall season and return in the spring 
to nest, although there is a small winter resident popu-
lation. Doves are common within the Ashland Urban 
Growth Boundary.

Valley quail numbered 27,500 in 1970. They utilize 
small grain, grass seeds, and insects for food, and 
they require heavy brush for roosting and escape 
cover. Quail also occur frequently within the Ashland 
Urban Growth Boundary. Blue grouse (15,300), 
ruffled grouse (1,500), mountain quail (48,800), and 
band-tailed pigeon (100,000) are also present within 
the county and in the Ashland planning area.

Waterfowl exist in substantial numbers in the 
county—5500 ducks and 100 geese. Coots and snipes 
are also present, but no estimates of populations are 
available. Ducks and coots utilize small irrigation 
ponds, streams, and rivers for habitat. Geese popula-
tions are limited to Howard Prairie and Hyatt Reser-
voir. Both are seen occasionally in the Ashland city 
limits, especially in Lithia Park, and in ponds and 
wetlands in the planning area.

4.23 Furbearers and
Nongame Wildlife
Beaver (2000), muskrat (3000), river otter (200), mink 
(1600), coyote (17,000), red fox (50), gray fox (1600), 
and bobcats (1600) are all present in the county. Sig-
nificant amounts of any of these are not located in the 
Ashland Urban Growth Boundary, but muskrat, fox, 
beaver and coyote and bobcat are occasionally seen 
and residents of the forested areas of Ashland report 
frequent grey fox sightings.

Two common wild animals in Ashland are raccoon 
and skunks. Both adapt well to urban development 
if brush and trees are near. While occasionally annoy-
ing, the presence of raccoons and skunks enhance 
Ashlandʼs rural quality. We will lose our interaction 
with these wild animals if we do not maintaining these 
habitat areas throughout the city.

Recently, Coho 
salmon have been 
observed spawning in 
Ashland Creek adja-
cent to Calle Gua-
najuato. Bear Creek 
also contains spawn-
ing steelhead and 
salmon.
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4.24 Fish
Jackson Countyʼs rivers and streams provide habitat 
for summer and winter steelhead, spring and fall Chi-
nook salmon, Coho salmon, sea-run cutthroat trout, 
and rainbow trout. The Countyʼs reservoirs and ponds 
provide habitat for largemouth bass, bluegill, green 
sunfish, brown bullhead, and other warm water game 
fish. Ashland Creek and Bear Creek are areas of fish 
habitat within the Ashland Urban Growth Boundary.

Recently, Coho salmon have been observed spawning 
in Ashland Creek adjacent to Calle Guanajuato. Bear 
Creek also contains spawning steelhead and salmon. 
Both Ashland and Bear Creek are healthy trout fisher-
ies.

GOAL
To preserve existing wildlife habitats and natural 
areas within the city wherever possible.

POLICIES
42) Encourage educational programs documenting the 

value of Ashlandʼs environmental resources and 
current trends in their quality.

43) As a means to provide habitat, implement an open 
space programs that will: 1) ensure open space, 
2) protect scenic and natural resources for future 

generations and 3) promote a healthy and visually 
attractive environment in harmony with the natural 
landscape.

44) Continue to strengthen the site review process to 
assess accurately the environmental impact and 
ensure that changes in land use acknowledges lim-
itations and opportunities of the site and have as 
little detrimental impact as possible.

45) Some areas in the City limits cannot be 
urbanized. Those areas, mostly flood-prone areas 
and steep hillsides in the southwest area of the 
City, should be protected by low-density and 
open-space zoning. This low-density zoning desig-
nation would also provide suitable buffers between 
urbanized land in City and adjacent forest lands in 
the County.

4.25 Wildfire Hazard
Wildfire hazard presents an unusually high threat 
to very important area environmental resources in 
Ashland, particularly the forested areas south of town. 
A wildfire in that area would adversely affect soils 
and slope stability and lead to increased erosion. If 
wildfire reached the Ashland watershed, resulting ero-
sion would affect drinking water quality. Vegetation 
loss during a wildfire would increase precipitation 

Wildfire hazard 
presents an unusu-
ally high threat to 
very important area 
environmental 
resources in Ash-
land, particularly 
the forested areas 
south of town.
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runoff, thereby increasing flood potential. It would 
reduce shade and increase stream temperatures — a 
condition that would adversely affect fish resources. 
Air quality would suffer during the wildfire burn, 
especially if the valley was experiencing an air inver-
sion — a frequent event during the local wildfire 
season.

Catastrophic wildfire risk in Southern Oregon is 
potentially as severe as in Southern California where 
very similar weather conditions, vegetation charac-
teristics and topography exist. The Southern Oregon 
summer is dry with hot temperatures and low relative 
humidities. These characteristics result in reduced 
fuel moisture and make lower elevation vegetation 
more susceptible to wildfire. The chaparral brush 
evident south of town in the 1959 Ashland Burn area 
is similar to that in Southern California. Chaparral is 
fire-dependent and within ten to twenty years after 
burning, enough standing, dead and down fuel has 
accumulated to burn hot, fast fires. Arithmetic quickly 
shows that the 1959 Ashland Burn is susceptible to a 
new conflagration. Part of this area lies along Ashland 
Creek and leads up a steep canyon into Ashlandʼs 
municipal watershed, thus threatening area residents 
and the entire city. Like Southern California, the area 
has steep slopes and narrow canyons.

Steep slopes intensify wildfire in two ways. They 
increase precipitation runoff, decrease soil moisture 
and create dry vegetation. Vegetation moisture stress 
was particularly evident in the summer of 1981 when 
Fall seemed to come early to the hills south of town. 
This leaf color change was not “fall color,” but drying 
caused by a lack of moisture. Wildfire also burns more 
intensely and faster on a steep slope by pre-heating 
the vegetation ahead of the actual fire front. Narrow, 
steep canyons act very much like a chimney during a 
wildfire, funneling heat and fire upward.

During the past decade many people have declared 
their intention to “get back to nature.” Many people 
are leaving metropolitan areas, building houses in 
forested natural settings, and leaving vegetation 
right up to the sides of their dwelling. Although no 
guarantee can protect a house in such a setting from 
wildfire, preventive measures can be taken to reduce 
the hazard. Recent land use policies have put added 
development pressure for on hillsides and valley lands 
are now being preserved for agricultural purposes. 
The Ashland city limits abut National Forest land in 
these hillside areas which lead immediately into the 
Ashland Watershed.
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GOAL
Protect life, property and environmental resources 
in Ashlandʼs suburban/wildland interface area 
from the devastating effects of wildfire. Lessen the 
possibility of wildfire spreading to the Ashland 
watershed from the urban/wildland interface area.

POLICIES
46) Require installation and maintenance of a 40-foot 

fuel break around each dwelling unit or structure.

47) Require multi-dwelling unit developments to 
install and maintain a perimeter fuel break to pre-
vent fire from entering the development, or to 
prevent a fire spreading from the development 
and threatening the Ashland Watershed. (Width of 
break is dependent on topography, aspect, vegeta-
tion, types and steepness of slopes.)

48) Where vegetation needs to be maintained for slope 
stability in a fuel break area, require plantings 
of fire-resistant or slow-burning plants. The City 
shall make a list of such plants available to the 
public. (See “Wildfire Hazard Management in the 
Urban/Wildland Interface in Southern Oregon,” by 
Claude Curran - May, 1978.)

49) Require more than one ingress/egress route or road 
widths wide enough to accommodate incoming 
fire apparatus and evacuating residents simultane-
ously in an emergency situation.

50) Require roofs to be constructed of fire-resistant 
materials. Wood shake or shingle roofs would not 
be allowed.

51) Encourage road placement to function as fire 
breaks in urban/wildland interface developments.

52) Require chimneys of wood-burning devices to be 
equipped with spark arrester caps and/or screens.

53) Install all new electrical distribution circuits in 
the urban/wildland interface underground if tech-
nically feasible.

54) The City shall encourage and support education/
information programs dealing with wildfire haz-
ards in the urban/wildland interface. Information 
shall be made available through the City Building 
and Planning Departments to developers and 
builders wishing to build in the urban/wildland 
interface.

Ashland has a number 
of noise sources. 
Besides miscellaneous 
sources such as indi-
vidual vehicles or 
noisy parties, there 
are a number of point 
or line sources, such 
as the Ashland air-
port, some industries, 
the railroad, and 
major traffic ways.
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4.26 Noise
Exposure to noise has detrimental effects on people, 
and, like most communities, Ashland has a number 
of noise sources. Besides miscellaneous sources such 
as individual vehicles or noisy parties, there are a 
number of point or line sources, such as the Ashland 
airport, some industries, the railroad, and major traffic 
ways.

Fixed sources can often be reduced to acceptable 
levels. Others, such as the railroad and I-5 freeway, 
cannot realistically be reduced, and mitigation must 
take place with structural solutions that buffer sensi-
tive uses adjacent to them. Structural solutions include 
sound attenuating fences and masonry walls, berms, 
and special structural modification in buildings placed 
close to the sound source, such as additional insula-
tion, and limited window sizes.

Airport associated noise could potentially cause prob-
lems as the size of the Airport increases and areas 
around the Airport are developed. Two solutions exist. 
First, land within the area that would be most highly 
impacted by the Airport noise should be zoned for 
other than residential uses. Secondly, buyers of resi-
dential uses that develop close to the Airport should 
be aware that noise may increase, and should waive 
the right to file nuisance lawsuits against airport oper-
ations when it is within expected levels.

The best method of enforcing noise standards is with 
a decibel standard. The State of Oregon has adopted 
a decibel standard for fixed point sources. The City 
of Ashland has also adopted a decibel noise standard 
that is 5 decibels more strict than the State standard.

Noise from the railroad and freeway pose special 
problems. The best standard to use is, for residential 
structures, a standard of a noise level of no greater 
than 40 dB in the sleeping quarters of the home. This 
will permit uninterrupted sleep. Outdoor areas should 
also be considered. Occasional noise sources, such as 
the railroad, should produce a noise level of no more 
than 70dB in the outdoor spaces used for recreation, 
such as rear yards. Continuous noise sources, such as 
the freeway, should attain a level of noise that does 
not exceed 55dB for 50% of the time (L50) in outdoor 
spaces.

GOAL
To make a continuing effort to reduce noise levels, 
and insure that new development is developed in a 
way to minimize noise impacts.

POLICIES
55) Establish a noise decibel standard both for 

enforcement of noise complaints from existing 
noise sources, and for evaluating the potential for 
new noise pollution.
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56)  Insure that residential development is kept away 
from the maximum noise area around that Ashland 
Airport, and that new residential development near 
the Airport is aware of the potential for noise, and 
waives the right to file nuisance suits in the future.

57) Discourage new residential areas near the Railroad 
and I- 5 freeway, and where it occurs, insure that 
new development meets that following standards: 
40dB in the sleeping quarters, 45dB in the rest of 
the home, 55 dB for no more than 50% of the time 
in the outdoor spaces, and a maximum of 70dB for 
occasional noise sources such as the Railroad.

58) Use the Site Review process to insure that new 
development will meet the Cityʼs noise standards.
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5.01 Introduction
A communityʼs population change constitutes an 
important part of a comprehensive plan. Housing, 
economic growth, public services, and land require-
ment projections are based on population size and 
characteristics. Unfortunately, the projection of popu-
lation changes for a small community is difficult. 
Factors that influence growth or decline, notably 
migration, are unpredictable and outside local govern-
ment control. A reasonably accurate growth range in 
Ashland can be projected, however, and our commu-
nityʼs plans built around this projection.

This chapter examines Ashlandʼs historic population 
growth and discusses the changes that have occurred, 
primarily during the last 30 years. Four projections, 
covering four different sets of assumptions for future 
growth will be discussed. The projections will address 
population numbers and age composition. Commu-
nity income and ethnic aspects will be examined, and 
finally, policies relating to population changes will be 
defined.

5.01 Historic Growth, 1850 to 1940
Ashland began in 1851 with the settlement of pio-
neers in the area now occupied by the Plaza, at the 
site of what had been a Shasta Indian village. By 
1860 the population was 327, with men outnumber-
ing women 2 to 1. By 1880 Ashland had 842 people 

and was one of the regionʼs larger communities. The 
railroadʼs arrival in 1887 created the townʼs first 
growth boom, and by 1890 the population had more 
than doubled to 1,784. It continued to grow to 2,634 
by 1900. Between 1900 and 1910 the city and region 
prospered and the population almost doubled to 5,020 
by 1910. Ashlandʼs population then declined as Med-
ford became the largest regional city and the railroad 
routed their main lines through Klamath Falls in the 
1920s. In 1920 Ashlandʼs population had fallen to 
4283, but grew slightly to 4,554 by 1930, and to 4,774 
by 1940. The population, therefore, hovered between 
4,000 and 5,000 for 40 years, from 1905, through two 
world wars and the Great Depression, until 1945.

A reasonably accurate 
growth range in Ashland 
can be projected, and 
our community s̓ plans 
built around this projec-
tion.
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5.03 Population Growth
1950 to 1970
The post war years and the timber industryʼs emer-
gence as southern Oregonʼs economical mainstay 
stimulated Ashlandʼs growth and the population 
almost doubled in 20 years from 7,739 in 1950 to 
9,119 in 1960, reaching 12,342 in 1970. In the 1950s 
the town contained a number of lumber mills, and 
the tourist industry began to slowly develop around 
the Shakespeare Festival. Also during this period, 
Ashland acquired a characteristic it retains today, an 
unusually large percentage of young persons between 
the ages of 18 and 25, a result of Southern Oregon 
State Collegeʼs rapid expansion during this period. 
The increase in college age persons due to the “baby 
boom,” and an increased emphasis on college educa-
tion expanded SOSCʼs enrollment from 1,294 in 1960 
to 4,230 in 1970.

This increase was accompanied by a shift in the com-
munity age profile. Of the 4,600 population increase 
from 1950 to 1970, 52% was between the ages of 15 
and 25. The total population percentage between 15 
and 25 was 16% in 1950, and by 1970 it was 29% 
of the population. The approximately 3,000 students 
who attend SOSC and live in the city limits gives Ash-
land its characteristic age profile, and will continue to 
influence the city in the future.

5.04 Growth from 1970 to 1980
The 1970s saw heavy migration to Oregon from other 
states. Oregonʼs population grew by 25%, an increase 
of nearly 600,000 persons—about 375,000 of that 
number due to migration. Migrants between 25 and 
40 years of age, who accounted for 48% of the influx, 
and persons 0 to 15 (probably the adult migrantʼs chil-
dren) compromising another 28%. The ʻbaby boom  ̓
generation migrants and their children accounted for 
76% of migration to Oregon and about 50% of the 
total population increase during the 1970s.

Ashlandʼs population grew in an even more exagger-
ated pattern than the stateʼs. Of the approximately 
2,600 population increase during the 1970ʼs, over 

In the 1950s the town 
contained a number 
of lumber mills, and 
the tourist indus-
try began to slowly 
develop around the 
Shakespeare Festival.
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1900 (75%) were between the ages 25 to 40. There 
was little change, however, in the childrenʼs age 
group. The freshman college student age category (15 
to 19) declined by 152. Young students  ̓large influx 
into Ashland in the 1960ʼs and young adults in the 
1970ʼs gave Ashland a decidedly different community 
character than surrounding southern Oregon areas.

5.05 Growth Since 1980
The recession that struck Oregon in 1980 affected 
growth in Ashland. The population of the community 
grew little from 1980 to 1985, compared with the 
previous three decades. However, a recovering state 
and national economy has attracted new migrants. As 
in the past, each new wave of migrants has unique 

characteristics, and the current group appears older 
and wealthier, choosing the community for its quality 
of life. The City projects that the population at the end 
of 1989 will be 16,702.

While the 1,780 new residents is the smallest increase 
since the decade of the 1930ʼs, there have been 
significant changes to the population makeup. The 
number of children aged 0 to 14 increased by about 
300, implying both that migrants of the 1960s and 
1970s are having children later in life, and that the 
new migrants are bringing children to Ashland. The 
number of people aged 15 to 29, the college age 
sector in the population profile, decreased by about 
680, reflecting the trend for older students to attend 
the college. (The median student age is now 28.) The 

Young students  ̓large 
influx into Ashland in 
the 1960 s̓ and young 
adults in the 1970 s̓ 
gave Ashland a decid-
edly different commu-
nity character than 
surrounding southern 
Oregon areas.
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Population changes from 1970 to 1980 reflect the heavy
migration of “baby boom” adults to Ashland during this time.
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The 1980’s have brought more persons over 65, but most migration
is still from people born betwees 1940 and 1955, and their children.
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group from 35 to 50 in age increased by almost 1,200. 
Persons over 60 increased by about 780. These shifts 
reflect the aging resident population of the “baby 
boom” population and the migration of persons aged 
65 and over. Presumably coming to Ashland to retire, 
this last age groupʼs number is significant, but often 
over-estimated. The group responsible for the largest 
population increases since the decade of the 1960s 
were born between 1940 and 1955.

5.06 SOSC’s Student Population
SOSCʼs population comes largely from the Southern 
Oregon area. In 1988, 58% of the students were from 
Jackson County, 76% were from the seven county 
Southern Oregon area, and 88% were from Oregon. 
We assume that SOSC enrollment will continue to 
grow proportionately to the 15 to 30 year old popula-
tion group—the group most likely to attend the insti-
tution.

5.07 Population Projections
The methodology used in population projections 
greatly affects their outcomes. The least accurate 
methods simply use trend analysis on past population 
change and project the past tendencies into the future. 
Although this method is quick it does not consider the 
various factors affecting population changes. Because 
unusual short range changes are influenced by factors 
not continuously present, it is wiser to base projection 
on factors that influence population growth, rather 
than on gross, aggregate numerical shifts over time.

Sophisticated and accurate methods for projections 
use the basic factors affecting population change. The 
problem in using this method for Ashland is that pop-
ulation changes tend to be more volatile in a small 
city, and forecasts less reliable because of the small 
sample size. Migration to Jackson County would be 
clearly based on economic assumptions, while the 
location where people settled in the county would be 
based on factors more difficult to predict, such as 
price and availability of housing.

Detailed city population data is often unavailable, and 
national projects are usually done for larger regions 
than Ashland. One option open to the City of Ashland 
is to use population projections for Jackson County 
and to assume that Ashland will retain its relative 
size to the county in the future. There appears to be 

Analysis of Ashland s̓ 
historical population 
data indicates that 
major population 
changes in Ashland 
have always been 
caused by migration, 
from pioneer days to 
the recent migration 
of “baby boomers.”
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some consistency to Ashlandʼs percentage of county 
population. From 1900 to 1920 Ashland accounted for 
20% of county population. In 1930 it dropped to 14% 
of county population and remained at about 13% from 
1940 to 1970. In 1980 it fell again to 11.5 %. Ashland 
has remained at this percentage through the 1980s. It 
appears that Ashland will remain at about 11.5 % of 
county population projections.

5.08 Past Projections
Ashlandʼs 1982 comprehensive plan used a projection 
based on the growth experienced from 1940 through 
1980. A straight line projection was made of this 
growth pattern, yielding an estimated population of 
18,000 in 1990 and 21,000 in 2000. This figure was 
used for many of the cityʼs public facilities plans and 
for determining the size of the Urban Growth Bound-
ary (UGB). While it appears that the projected growth 
rate was too high, this projection has an unexpected 
benefit—these plans and the UGB will be valid a few 
more years than was expected.

5.09 Population Projection Methods
The population projections discussed in this plan use a 
methodology called cohort component analysis. This 
method makes estimates based on the three main fac-
tors affecting population change: birth rate, death rate, 
and migration rate. The most stable of these is the 
death rate, which is based on the long term health 

of a community. This rate changes slowly, mostly 
due to medical advances, increased public sanitation, 
and amount of environmental pollution. Short range 
changes can also occur due to natural disaster, epi-
demics, and wars or civil unrest, rare in the United 
States and unpredictable in any case. The birth rate 
is more volatile, especially since the advent of conve-
nient and reliable birth control methods. While birth 
rates in the 1960ʼs and the 1980ʼs have changed, 
the rates appear to have stabilized recently, and may 
indicate a long range stability.

Migration is the most unpredictable component and 
the most important for Ashland. Analysis of Ashlandʼs 
historical population data indicates that major popula-
tion changes in Ashland have always been caused by 
migration, from pioneer days to the recent migration 
of “baby boomers.” Most migration predictions are 
economically based—assumed to happen in response 
to the availability or lack of local jobs. Ashland has 
not always followed this pattern. A significant migra-
tion in recent years has been attracted to the com-
munity for education, theater and the existing quality 
of life, instead of economic opportunity. Migration 
assumptions are always the most important part of a 
projection and may radically affect the estimate.

Most important to remember is that forecasts are not 
predictions of the future. They are analyses of historic 

A significant migra-
tion in recent years 
has been attracted to 
the community for 
education, theater and 
the existing quality of 
life, instead of eco-
nomic opportunity.
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data, and explain future conditions based on cer-
tain assumptions. They are reliable only to the point 
that their assumptions about the future are correct. 
Although the future can rarely be predicted, the land 
use planning process can both guide the future and 
flexibly respond to changes we cannot control.

5.10 Jackson County and 
Ashland Demographics
As indicated above, the population projections used in 
this plan were actually made for Jackson County. Pro-
jections for Ashland assume that Ashland will remain 
11.5 % of Jackson County population and that we 
will retain current SOSC student population levels. 
The student population results in a disproportionate 
amount of people in the age groups 15 to 19, 20 to 
24 and 25 to 29. With this student population number 
removed, Ashlandʼs remaining population age distri-
bution is similar to that of Jackson County.

5.11 Four Projections
to the year 2005
The following four projections are made using four 
different models. Based on various assumptions, 
each model yields disparate results. However, the 
planning process requires that one population projec-
tion method be consistently used to determine the plan 
requirements, and the rest indicate only other possible 
directions the city may take.

5.12 Natural Increase
The first projection is for illustrative purposes only. 
It represents what would happen if Ashland were a 
closed system, that is, if there were no migration 
in or out of the community. The birth and death 
rates are those of Jackson County in 1986. If this con-
tinued Ashlandʼs population would increase from the 
current 16,310 to 17,705 by 2005. Ashlandʼs popula-
tion would level off about 2008 and begin a gradual 
decline. The major demographic changes include a 
distinct aging of the population, with a population 
shift from those aged 35 to 50 to those 45 to 60. 
This projection is a theoretical reference point to com-
pare other population forecasts. Differences in the age 
groups between this and other projections will indi-

The planning process 
requires that one 
population projection 
method be 
consistently used to 
determine the plan 
requirements.

DIFFERENCES – ASHLAND VS. JACKSON COUNTY IN 1980
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The differences between Jackson County’s and Ashland’s 
demographics are demonstrated by this bar chart.
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cate migration. If only natural increase were to influ-
ence the population growth, Ashland would increase 
to 17,705 by the year 2005.

5.13 Center for Population
Research and Census,
Portland State University
In 1984 The Center for Population Research at Port-
land State University published projections for all 
Oregon counties through the year 2000. In this docu-
ment the projections have been extended to the year 
2005. The Portland State birth and death rate assump-
tions were similar to those used in the projection for 
natural increase only, while the migration assump-
tions were based on Oregon in the 1970s. The projec-
tions assumed that Oregon would experience effects 
of the early 1980s recession until 1985, when migra-
tion would then resume at the rates and the population 
profile of the 1970s.

This projection has been close to actual data in terms 
of a population increase as of 1988, however the 
Portland State population projection has been slightly 
lower than the actual amount now estimated for 1988 
in Jackson County. This is because of two assump-
tions made by the Portland State projections—the 
migration group age profile, and the economic reces-
sion effects of the 1980ʼs.

As indicated above, the Portland State projection 
assumed that migration would continue as it had in 
the 1970s. While in the 1970s 76% of the migration 
was by persons aged 25 to 39, and their children aged 
0 to 14, this groupʼs migration to Jackson County 
had dropped to 62% in the 1980s. Twenty six percent 
of all migrants to the area in the 1980s were over 65 
years of age. Currently 11% of the west coast popula-
tion is over 65. In 1980 Ashlandʼs over-65 popula-
tion was 13% and rose to almost 15% by 1988. The 
Portland State projection tends to overestimate the 
migration of younger groups. Because the error is in 
a population segment that continues to have children, 
the resulting disparity compounds in future years as 
newly arrived migrants continue to add new children 
to the population.

1989 POPULATION AND 2005 NATURAL INCREASE PROJECTION
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Population changes by the year 2005 due to natural increase only.
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The projections also overestimated the effects of 
the 1981-1982 recession and underestimated Jack-
son County popula- tion through 1989. While the 
countyʼs 1985 population was to have been 135,170 
in 1985 due to a lack of job opportunity, it actually 
reached 137,900 that year. The projections assumed 
a rapid growth from 1985 to 1988 with a population 
increase of almost 6,800. Actual population increase 
was 5,700. The projectionʼs rate of growth, because of 
these two errors, is greater than actually experienced 
in the 1980ʼs and the population profile overestimates 
migration of persons 25 to 40, and underestimates 
migration of persons over 65. If these projections 
were to prove accurate, Ashland population would 
increase to 21,772 by 2005.

5.14 Woods & Poole Economics
Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. is a Washington, 
D.C. firm that has developed a large computer model 
for the United States. The model contains historic 
census data, and makes projections to the year 2010. 
The method used is to model population growth on 
natural increase, and migration based on job creation. 
Job creation is estimated by several factors such as 
industry type, past success at creating new jobs, and 
others. The model contains 42 million numbers in its 
matrix and balances the projections across the coun-
try, so that changes in one region are reflected in 
another.

This sophisticated model projects a slower rate of 
growth for Jackson County and Ashland. Population 
in Ashland would be little larger than by natural 
increase in the year 2005—17,906. However, Jackson 
County is already exceeding the Woods & Poole Eco-
nomics growth rate. The projection, based on 1986 
data, forecasted 142,760 in 1988, while the current 
estimate is 143,000. While this is not a large dis-
crepancy, Woods & Poole Economics forecast a rela-
tively slow growth rate in the 1990ʼs and into the 
first few years of the new century. New job creation 
in Jackson County is expected to climb slowly, from 
about 67,000 today to 80,000 in 2005—an increase 
of less than 20%. Of the new jobs, 67% would be in 
retail trade, services and only 14% in manufacturing.

1989 POPULATION AND 2005 PORTLAND STATE PROJECTION
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Population changes by the year 2005 projected by Portland State.
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The Woods & Poole Economics projections exhibit 
some weaknesses. Population increase is low, even 
when compared with the relatively low job creation. 
In fact they are almost equal. For Jackson County, 
Woods & Poole Economics forecast an increase of 
13,863 in population between 1988 and 2005, while 
there would be 13,420 net new jobs. The Woods & 
Poole Economics forecast, compared with natural 
increase, would predict a substantial net immigration 
of persons aged 15 to 34, traditionally the highest 
group of immigrants to the area.

5.15 Fregonese & Reid
The final projection was developed by John Fregonese 
and Rebecca Reid. This projection is not based on a 
large scale model and does not use economic model-

ing as its base, as did the Woods & Poole Economics 
and Portland State models. It assumes that the current 
birth and death rates in Jackson County will be con-
stant, and that immigration will remain at the same 
number and demographic profile of the period 1983 
to 1988. Using these assumptions, Ashlandʼs popu-
lation would increase to 19,995 by the year 2005. 
The demographic profile shows current trends con-
tinuing. While this projection appears to match our 
most recent experience, it lacks the other two models  ̓
sophistication. However, it is more tailored to local 
conditions as it is based on Jackson County trends, 
rather than state or national trends. It is a middle 
ground between the high Portland State projection and 
the lower Woods & Poole Economics models.

While in 1970 Ash-
land had less than 
200 rooms to accom-
modate travelers, and 
occupancy rates were 
below 50% annually, 
the success of Ash-
land s̓ tourist econ-
omy has added to 
the local population 
a group of people 
that are here simply 
to enjoy the City s̓ 
attractions.

1989 POPULATION AND 2005 WOODS & POOLE PROJECTION
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Population changes by the year 2005 projected by Woods & Poole.
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1989 POPULATION AND 2005 FREGONESE & REID PROJECTION
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Population changes by the year 2005
projected by Fregonese & Reid.
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5.16 Official Projection
As indicated above, the comprehensive plan requires 
an official projection for the city—a consistent base 
for other plan elements to estimate land and service 
requirements. Because it is based on recent local con-
ditions, the Fregonese and Reid projections will be 
used in the plan as the official projections. Periodic 
projection reviews will be needed, however, to accom-
modate changing conditions, particularly after the 
1990 federal census data is available for Ashland.

5.17 The Tourist Population
One component of Ashlandʼs population that is often 
overlooked is the tourist population. While in 1970 
Ashland had less than 200 rooms to accommodate 
travelers, and occupancy rates were below 50% annu-
ally, the success of Ashlandʼs tourist economy has 
added to the local population a group of people that 
are here simply to enjoy the Cityʼs attractions. This 
population consists of constantly changing individu-
als, but now constitutes a significant proportion of the 
resident population. This population cannot be esti-
mated exactly, but several available statistics allow us 
to make a reasonably close guess.

The easiest statistic to gather is the number of rooms 
available for travelerʼs accommodations. This amount 
grew from 474 in 1980 to 873 in 1989. In addition 
occupancy rates grew from 42% annual occupancy 

rate in 1980 to a 63% annual occupancy rate in 1988. 
The Economic Element contains a through analysis 
of the visitor population, however for the purposes of 
this element we need only determine the additional 
population that is resident in hotel rooms in Ashland. 
A reliable statistic on number of persons per room is 
derived from a 1985 study conducted for the Oregon 
Shakespearean Festival that revealed an average party 
size of 2.8 for non-tour groups visiting the Shake-
speare Festival.

Putting these numbers together, the average daily 
tourist population of transients in Ashland increased 
from 557 in 1980 (3.7% of the total population) to 
1,476 (9% of the total population) in 1988, an increase 
of 165% in nine years. The annual variation is also 
quite great, with annual occupancy peaking in August 
at 92% (2,248 persons) and hitting a low of 35% in 
January (855 persons).

As a resident population, they are unique, as they have 
large disposable incomes, but live in tiny quarters at 
high densities, and only have one car per “household”. 
When developing plans for providing services such as 
sewer and water, their consumption is accounted for 
by their accommodations such as motels, hotels, and 
bed and breakfast inns. Yet in other types of planning, 
such as for parks, their population is “invisible”. It is 
important to remember to account for them, as they 
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in fact form a part of the permanent population of 
the City.

Another issue this raises is proportion. Ashland had 
a practically nonexistent population of transients in 
1970, but by 1980 they accounted for 3.7% of the 
total, and for 8.4% of the total today. As this affects 
the character of the City and the local economic health 
of the community, this proportion is a good gauge 
to measure how much of a “tourist town” Ashland 
wishes to become.

5.18 Population of
Ashland’s Environs
Another population group that affects Ashland is the 
population of the rural area surrounding Ashland. This 

group does not consume services such as sewer or 
water, but affect the capacity of transportation, parks, 
school, and also enlarge the market population served 
by Ashland businesses. It is best measured by the pop-
ulation living in the 97520 zip code area. In 1988 this 
figure was estimated to be 18,210, while Ashlandʼs 
population was 16,310. This means that there were 
1,900 living in the rural area surrounding Ashland. 
The combination of Ashlandʼs urban growth boundary 
and current county zoning seem to indicate that the 
population increases in the rural surrounding area will 
be modest in nature.

5.19 School Enrollment
School enrollment can be approximated using the 
age groups 5 to 9 and 10 to 14. The projections all 

The combination of 
Ashland s̓ urban 
growth boundary and 
current county zoning 
seem to indicate that 
the population 
increases in the rural 
surrounding area will 
be modest in nature.
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indicate different conditions for the Ashland School 
District. The natural increase projection predicts a 
6% decline in school enrollment. Woods & Poole 
Economics figures indicate a steady population of 
school age children. The Portland State model pre-
dicts an increase of 20% in school enrollment. The 
Fregonese and Reid projection predicts a 8% increase 
in enrollment. Using the official population forecast, 
Ashland School District can expect a modest increase 
in school population, with an increase of 269 students 
by the year 2005. However, most of this increase will 
come between the present and 1995, with 219 more 
students by that date. This growth is due to the aging 
“baby boom” generation and their continued fertility. 
The enrollment will peak by the year 2000, with 289 
more students than in 1988, then decline gradually as 
the lower birthrates of the 1960ʼs, 1970ʼs and 1980ʼs 
result in a smaller population of child-bearing adults.

5.20 Ethnic Background of Ashland
Jackson County and Ashland have historically had 
small minority populations, with most residents of 
northern European descent. This ethnic mix is chang-
ing and is expected to continue to change. The largest 
minority group migrating to Jackson County in the 
future will be of Hispanic background, that is persons 
of Latin American descent, regardless of race.

In 1970, Jackson Countyʼs population was 97% of 
European descent and Hispanics constituted about 
1.8% of the population. By 1980 the ethnic minority 
population was about 4.5% with the Hispanic number 
almost doubling to 3% of the total. In 1988 by Woods 
& Poole Economicsʼs estimate, ethnic minorities 
constitute about 7% of the population, and Hispan-
ics about 5% of the total. Woods & Poole Econom-
ics predict that Hispanic migration to this area will 
continue, dispersing from the historical concentration 
of Hispanic population in southern California and the 
Southwest, where most Ashland immigrants come 
from, regardless of race. The Asian ethnic group, 
also concentrated on the west coast, will migrate to 
Ashland in smaller numbers. By 2005 minorities will 
constitute 14% of Jackson Countyʼs population, and 
Hispanics will be 10% of the total—most of these of 
Mexican descent.
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Another sizeable population in Jackson County is the 
Native American population. According to the 1980 
Census, there were 1,182 Native Americans in Jack-
son County, however this population is often under 
represented in Census tabulations. Almost none of the 
local native tribes remain, so the Native American 
population is the product of migration to this area. 
While there is no hard data, individuals active in 
the local population indicate that it is increasing at a 
greater rate than the general population.

This ethnic change will significantly affect Ashland. 
The city once had a sizeable Chinese population 
who came to work on the railroad. Some would have 
undoubtedly settled here, but racial hostility forced 
them out. While Ashland and Jackson County had sig-
nificant barriers to ethnic minority migration until the 
civil rights laws of the 1960s, public policy and social 
norms can now be said to disregard color, although 
unfortunately some ethnic bigotry remains in the area.

Ashlandʼs Hispanic population has closely paralleled 
that of Jackson County in 1970 and 1980, and can 
be expected to have a similar percentage of Hispanics 
and other ethnic groups as Jackson County in the 
future. If this is correct, the city can expect to have a 
population of about 2,000 Hispanics, mostly of Mexi-
can descent, and about 800 of other minorities, mostly 
Asians, by 2005. While the city has had excellent rela-

tions with its sister city, Guanajuato, Mexico, since 
1969, these cultural contacts will become even more 
important to foster understanding and appreciation 
of all our ethnic backgrounds. As have past and pres-
ent residents of European descent, our future citizens 
of Hispanic and Asian background will make their 
impact on Ashland in the areas of housing, art, food 
and education.

5.21 Income Levels
When household income is considered, Ashland is 
a relatively poor community in Oregon. While the 
stateʼs mean house hold income in 1988 was $27,053, 
and Jackson Countyʼs was $25,508, Ashlandʼs was 
$24,485. Ashlandʼs median household income, 
$19,687, is in the stateʼs 26th percentile. This means 
that almost three quarters of cities in Oregon have 
a higher median household income. About 39% of 

The large percentage 
of households in the 
lower income catego-
ries may be a result 
of the disproportion-
ate numbers of per-
sons aged 20 to 30 in 
Ashland s̓ age profile.
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Ashlandʼs households have an income ofʼ$15,000 or 
less, compared with 33% in Jackson County and 31% 
in Oregon. While Ashland is similar to the state and 
county in household percentages that earn $50,000 or 
more (about 10%), it is lower in households that earn 
$25,000 to $50,000 (27% in Ashland, 33% in Jackson 
County, and 35% for Oregon). The large percentage 
of households in the lower income categories may be 
a result of the disproportionate numbers of persons 
aged 20 to 30 in Ashlandʼs age profile.

5.22 Conclusions
All population forecasts indicate that Ashland s̓ rate 
of growth will be slower for the remainder of the 
century than it has been in the decades from 1940 to 
1980. Ashland will grow to about 20,000 by the year 
2005. The new population will come in three areas: 
persons aged 35 to 54, children younger than 14, and 
persons over 65. Persons ages 15 to 29 will decrease 
in number. Jackson County will have an increas-
ing proportion of ethnic minorities, and this will be 
reflected in Ashland. While the rate of growth will 
slow, changes will continue to occur. The most signifi-
cant will be the aging population due to three factors: 
a decline in the birth rate compared to the 1940 s̓ and 
1950 s̓, the aging of the population born during that 
time, and the migration of persons over 65 to this area.

5.23 Growth and Carrying Capacity
Generally considered, positive aspects of a relatively 
consistent growth rate are a healthy and robust econ-
omy, a more cosmopolitan population, a larger variety 
of housing types, more cultural opportunities, more 
alternative sources of employment and education, and 
greater availability of professional services, special-
ized shops and repair services.

Population growth, however, also may result in urban 
sprawl, traffic congestion, a loss of sense of com-
munity, overcrowding, deterioration of environmental 
quality and higher housing prices.

Quality of living, not a particular city size, is the most 
important element to be preserved. However, it is 
generally conceded that both change in the amount 
of people living size and growth rate will continue 
to have an effect on the quality of the living environ-
ment. One of the major reasons Ashland places a great 
deal of effort in planning is to mitigate the effects of 
growth, maintaining the quality of life while accom-
modating an increasing population.

The cityʼs carrying capacity is frequently discussed. 
Limitations to growth include the quantity of water 
available, the Rogue Valley airshedʼs capacity to 
adsorb and disperse pollution. These two limitations 

One of the major rea-
sons Ashland places 
a great deal of effort 
in planning is to mit-
igate the effects of 
growth, maintaining 
the quality of life 
while accommodating 
an increasing popula-
tion.
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assume that future water consumption and driving 
habits of people will not change. If water consump-
tion per capita lowers, woodstove pollution con-
trolled, or automotive transportation is replaced by 
pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit. Ashlandʼs car-
rying capacity would dramatically increase and the 
quality of life would benefit, regardless of population 
changes. Some amount of growth will inevitably 
occur, for Ashland will probably grow in proportion 
to the region.

5.24 Assumptions
Ashland will grow to about 20,000 people by the 
year 2005. Ashlandʼs desirability as a place to live 
will tend to make housing choices expensive and lim-
ited. If corrective measures are not taken, Ashlandʼs 
character could change as lower income groups are 
forced to live elsewhere. Many of these groups are 
responsible for the enviable city Ashland is today.

Ashlandʼs residents will continue to desire relatively 
high standards of environmental and community 
values. State planning law will continue to require 
each city and county to provide adequate land, hous-
ing economic support and services for its expected 
population growth, provided that such growth does 
not violate other state planning goals.

5.25 Goal
To provide for the needs of the expected popula-
tion growth in Ashland to the year 2005, and main-
tain a diversity of income, cultural, and age groups 
in Ashlandʼs population, consistent with other plan 
goals.

5.26 Policies
1) Develop a growth management strategy that 

will monitor Ashlandʼs size and rate of growth. 
If needed, develop methods to keep the growth 
within the expected population projection, while 
accommodating the cyclical nature of growth.

2) All other plans and projections by the City should 
use the same population projection, for consis-
tency of planning, unless compelling reasons exist 
for using alternative projections.

3) Review, and revise if necessary, the population 
projections after data from the 1990 Census is 
available.

4) Strive to maintain a diversity of population groups 
in Ashland, especially if increased growth pressure 
leads to more expensive housing. Concentrate on 
population groups that are important to Ashlandʼs 
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character, such as students, artists and actors, 
employees of the city, school district, and college, 
service personnel who work in the tourism indus-
try, hourly wage earners in local industries, and 
local residents who have now retired and live on 
fixed incomes.

5) Strive for an equal proportion of cultural minori-
ties as a whole in both the Cityʼs population and in 
municipal employment.

6) Develop a system that derives the revenue needed 
to pay for growth related costs from the devel-
opment that is most directly responsible for the 
growth. Only derive the revenue from the growth 
that can be justified as the incremental cost that 
can be identified with the growth. Revenues 
received should only be spent on projects that will 
alleviate the problems associated with the growth. 
Take steps to reduce financial hardships caused 
by the growth taxing system where it adversely 
impacts targeted low income groups or needed 
economic development.

7) Monitor the proportion of tourist population to 
local population.
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1990 POPULATION PROJECTIONS

 Age Group 1989 Estimates Frego & Reid Portland State Woods & Poole

 0-4 1056 1088 1085 1071
 5-9 1007 1037 1008 1025
 10-14 950 978 1005 925
 15-19 1435 1478 1474 1291
 20-24 1811 1865 1973 1563
 25-29 1551 1598 1576 1529
 30-34 1378 1420 1381 1576
 35-39 1254 1292 1288 1361
 40-44 1080 1113 1219 1096
 45-49 802 827 913 832
 50-54 648 667 701 634
 55-59 590 607 623 626
 60-64 640 659 655 663
 65-69 794 817 695 792
 70-74 653 673 623 686
 75+ 1053 1054 1047 1110

 Total 16740 17172 17264 16779

1995 POPULATION PROJECTIONS

 Age Group Natural Increase Frego & Reid Portland State Woods & Poole

 0-4 1013 1095 1162 1032
 5-9 1014 1076 1052 1053
 10-14 1022 1080 1087 1039
 15-19 1397 1425 1585 1287
 20-24 1939 1828 2030 1422
 25-29 1392 1465 1514 1300
 30-34 1416 1523 1531 1481
 35-39 1214 1311 1311 1450
 40-44 1308 1344 1391 1198
 45-49 1057 1075 1204 1045
 50-54 806 819 929 776
 55-59 652 688 721 659
 60-64 594 621 666 603
 65-69 648 817 689 756
 70-74 725 729 662 748
 75+ 1235 1268 1186 1318

 Total 17432 18164 18719 17166
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2000 POPULATION PROJECTIONS

 Age Group Natural Increase Frego & Reid Portland State Woods & Poole

 0-4 972 1073 1245 968
 5-9 945 1082 1124 1013
 10-14 999 1119 1130 1037
 15-19 1459 1571 1702 1405
 20-24 1832 1759 2176 1428
 25-29 1447 1437 1557 1186
 30-34 1233 1406 1476 1266
 35-39 1210 1400 1440 1371
 40-44 1229 1363 1415 1288
 45-49 1242 1294 1366 1143
 50-54 1031 1061 1213 980
 55-59 788 836 941 796
 60-64 638 700 763 635
 65-69 584 780 700 692
 70-74 575 729 657 721
 75+ 1390 1446 1307 1516

 Total 17575 19056 2013 17447

2005 POPULATION PROJECTIONS

 Age Group Natural Increase Frego & Reid Portland State Woods & Poole

 0-4 948 1060 1341 942
 5-9 906 1063 1211 954
 10-14 931 1125 1217 1009
 15-19 1427 1627 1834 1470
 20-24 1913 1950 2344 1583
 25-29 1367 1385 1677 1193
 30-34 1282 1382 1590 1164
 35-39 1054 1300 1551 1181
 40-44 1225 1454 1525 1244
 45-49 1167 1313 1472 1244
 50-54 1211 1275 1306 1087
 55-59 1008 1073 1013 1008
 60-64 771 847 822 775
 65-69 628 859 754 733
 70-74 519 717 707 670
 75+ 1346 1565 1408 1649

 Total 17705 19995 21772 17906
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POPULATION GROWTGH 1860 TO 1988
ASHLAND, JACKSON COUNTY, AND OREGON

 Year Ashland Jackson County Oregon % of County % of State

 1860 327 3736 52465 8.75% 0.623%
 1870 – 4778 90923 – –
 1880 842 8154 174768 10.33% 0.482%
 1890 1784 11455 313767 15.57% 0.569%
 1900 2634 13698 413536 19.23% 0.637%
 1910 5020 25756 672765 19.49% 0.746%
 1920 4283 20405 783389 20.99% 0.547%
 1930 4554 32918 953786 13.83% 0.477%
 1940 4774 36213 1089684 13.18 0.438%
 1950 7739 58510 1521341 13.23% 0.509%
 1960 9119 73962 1768687 12.33% 0.516%
 1970 12342 94533 2091385 13.06% 0.590%
 1980 14922 131738 2632663 11.33% 0.567%
 1988 16310 143400 2741000 11.37% 0.595%

ASHLAND, POPULATION BY AGE

 Age Group 1950 1970 1980

 0-4 751 778 918
 5-9 619 827 835
 10-14 534 975 908
 15-19 549 1802 1650
 20-24 681 1827 2203
 25-29 526 790 1622
 30-34 495 555 1345
 35-39 519 518 839
 40-44 464 543 654
 45-49 457 568 506
 50-54 418 555 525
 55-59 395 543 562
 60-64 356 469 589
 65-69 333 481 609
 70-74 271 420 456
 75+ 124 679 703

 Total 7739 12330 14922
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ASHLAND AND JACKSON COUNTY

 Ashland  Jackson County  Percent Jackson County
 1980 Percent 1980 Percent Difference 1988

 919 6.15% 9519 7.19% -1.04% 10094
 836 5.59% 9647 7.28% -1.69% 10261
 909 6.08% 10468 7.90% -1.82% 9811
 1653 11.06% 11550 8.72% 2.34% 10370
 2206 14.76% 10631 8.03% 6.73% 9929
 1624 10.87% 11515 8.69% 2.17% 11344
 1347 9.01% 11041 8.34% .68% 11320
 840 5.62% 8816 66.6% -1.04% 11986
 655 4.38% 6874 5.19% -0.81% 10103
 507 3.39% 6144 4.64% -1.25% 7828
 525 3.52% 6372 4.81% -1.30% 6346
 563 3.77% 6724 5.08% -1.31% 5786
 590 3.95% 6435 4.86% -0.91% 6039
 610 4.08% 5989 4.52% -0.44% 7176
 457 3.06% 4488 3.39% -0.33% 5848
 704 4.71% 6243 4.71% -0.00% 9159

 14945 100.00% 132456  0.00% 143400

ETHNIC BACKGROUND, JACKSON COUNTY

  1970 1980 1988 2005

 White 97.15% 95.23% 93.24% 85.78%
 Black 0.05% 0.13% 0.17% 0.18%
 Hispanic 1.84% 1.62% 2.27% 3.72%
 Other 0.83% 3.02% 4.31% 10.33%

1970 and 1980 is from U.S. Census Bureau.
1988 and 2005 is from Woods & Poole Economics, Inc.
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1988 INCOME LEVELS

  Ashland Jackson County Oregon

 $0 to $14,000 38.90% 33.20% 31.30%
 $15,000 to $24,999 23.80% 24.50% 22.40%
 $25,000 to $34,999 14.10% 18.90% 19.10%
 $35,000 to $49,000 13.30% 14.40% 16.10%
 $50,000 to $74,999 6.50% 5.80% 7.50%
 $75,000 and more 3.60% 3.20% 3.50%

 Mean Household Income $24,485 $25,508 $27,053

Source: CACA, Inc, Arlington VA.
Ashland Data is for the 97520 zipcode area.

ASHLAND SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

 Year Total Enrollment

 1978 2,832
 1979 2,741
 1980 2,698
 1981 2,681
 1982 2,726
 1983 2,800
 1984 2,834
 1985 2,836
 1986 2,864
 1987 2,891
 1988 2,991
 1989 3,023
 1990 3,134

  Projections

 1995 3,353
 2000 3,423
 2005 3,403
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6.01 Introduction
The Cityʼs Housing Element is an important part of 
the overall Comprehensive Plan, as housing makes up 
the vast majority of land use in an urban area. Cities 
have taken various roles in housing, ranging from 
the very active role of being a housing provider and 
landlord to one of simply allowing the housing market 
to freely determine what should occur in a given 
area with very little regulation. The role Ashland has 
chosen is more toward the latter than the former, 
although certainly Ashland has not adopted an entirely 
laissez-faire housing policy.

While Ashland does not see itself as a provider or 
major developer of housing, its policy and land devel-
opment ordinances will have an impact on land avail-
ability, development sites, and housing types which 
will be used to meet the Cityʼs housing needs.

In addition, LCDC Goal 10 requires that:
Buildable lands for residential use shall be inven-
toried, and plans shall encourage the availability of 
adequate numbers of housing units at price ranges and 
rent levels which are commensurate with the financial 
capabilities of Oregon households and allow for flex-
ibility of housing location, type, and density. Because 
of this, the City has a responsibility to inventory its 
land and ensure that the proper amounts of land are 
set aside to accommodate the various housing needs 

in the City, and that its land development ordinances 
are broad enough to allow for variation in housing 
type and density.

6.02 Historical Trends
Table VI-1 shows t Ashland has grown from 4774 
persons in 1940 to l4,922 in 1980. The Cityʼs hous-
ing stock has grown from 1785 in 1940 to 6312 in 
1980. The number of persons per household increased 
steadily from 1940 to 1960, reaching a high of almost 
3 persons per household in the 1960 Census. Since 
that time, it has declined dramatically, dropping from 
2.84 persons per household in 1970 to 2.36 in 1980.

This dramatic drop in persons per household unit has 
a very significant impact on Ashland. While popula-
tion growth will be rather moderate in the future, 
growth in housing units will continue to escalate, 
as the number of persons per household drops and 
levels off at about 2.3 or 2.2 persons per household. 
Also interesting are the ownership patterns, which 
are changing in the City. Table VI-1 shows that the 
percent of owner-occupied housing has dropped 
steadily from 1950 to 1970, and the trend is expected 
to continue, leveling out in the 1980s at about 50%. 
This is because the increased cost of financing and 
purchasing new housing has put the goal of owning a 
home beyond the reach of many citizens in Ashland.

The City has a respon-
sibility to inventory its 
land and ensure that 
the proper amounts of 
land are set aside to 
accommodate the var-
ious housing needs in 
the City.
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Table VI-2 shows the difference in the housing mix in 
Ashland over the last decade. In 1970, single-family 
detached units accounted for almost 77% of all the 
units in Ashland.  In 1980, they accounted for only 
64%. Multi-family units rose from 21% to 33% in 
the same period. Mobile homes account for an insig-
nificant amount of Ashland  ̓s housing stock, from 
a little less than 2% in 1970 to 3% in 1980. These 
figures indicate that much of the growth in Ashland 
is in higher-density housing types, with smaller-sized 
units. This corresponds to the decrease in the number 
of persons per household which has occurred over the 
last decade and the increase in non-owner-occupied 
housing units in the City.

Housing quality in Ashland is fairly good compared to 
the rest of the state. Ashland, in 1975, rated 182nd in 
all the cities in the state in the percentage of substan-
dard units. The City had only 233 substandard units 
lacking adequate plumbing facilities in 1975. The 
City also has a relatively old housing stock. Out of the 

1785 housing units existing in 1940, 1526 still exist 
today and are still used for housing. This represents a 
demolition rate of about 0.36% of the housing stock 
per year, about one-third lower than the national aver-
age of about 1% per year. Undoubtedly, this accounts 
for the large numbers of older homes in Ashland 
which have become more valuable in the past decade, 
as an appreciation for their uniqueness increases.

6.03 Income and Housing
The major determinant of the housing types that will 
be desired in the City of Ashland is the income range 
of existing and new occupants of Ashland between 
1980 and the year 2000. The income groups estimated 
in the City for 1977 are shown in Table VI-3. This 
is an update of the income ranges from 1970 Census 
data, assuming that increases in personal income 
in Ashland were the same as increases in personal 
income in the State of Oregon. Given this assumption, 
Ashland shows a profile typical of many Oregon 
cities.

The major 
determinant of the 
housing types that 
will be desired in 
the City of Ashland 
is the income range 
of existing and new 
occupants of Ashland 
between 1980 and the 
year 2000.

TABLE VI-1
HOUSING AND POPULATION DATA 1940-1980, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF CENSUS

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980*

Persons 4,774 7,739 9,119 12,342 14,922
Housing Units 1,785 2,747 3,043 4,337 6,312

 Persons/Household 2.675 2.817 2.997 2.846 2.364
 % Owner Occupied N/A 63.7% 66.7% 57.7% N/A

*Preliminary 1980 Census Data.
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The severity of the problem resulting from the high 
cost of housing is shown in Figure VI-1. Several 
housing types have been graphed to indicate the 
income ranges which normally occupy such units. For 
rental units, it was assumed that 25% of the monthly 
gross income would be applied towards rent. For pur-
chase units, it was assumed that 28% of the monthly 
gross income would be used to make payments, 
assuming 12% mortgage interest rates and a 10% 
down-payment. The cost of the units in this case and 
the estimated rent levels are in 1977 dollars.

As can be seen, a large proportion of Ashlandʼs 
population falls in the range of apartment rentals, 
subsidized housing and mobile homes in parks. In the 
very low range of income are persons who can only 
be helped through subsidized housing, either through 
subsidized mortgages or direct subsidies to the per-

INCOME AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING TYPES
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TABLE VI-2
HOUSING MIX

1970* 1980**

Units % Total Units % Total

Single Family 3,332 76.8% 3,993 63.7%
Multi-Family 923 21.3% 2,091 33.3%
Mobile Homes 81 1.9% 187 3.0%
Group Quarters N/A 1,080

*U.S. Dept. of Census.
**Portland State Center for Population Research & Census.

TABLE VI-3
INCOME HOUSING LEVELS IN ASHLAND, 1977
(ESTIMATE USING 1970 CENSUS DATA)

Income Range % of Households

Less than $2,000 1.2%
$2,000-4,000 2.4%
$4,000-6,000 5.9%
$6,000-8,000 8.2%
$8,000-12,000 16.0%
$12,000-15,000 13.9%
$15,000-20,000 15.35%
$20,000-30,000 26.8%
Greater than $30,000 11.1%
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sons occupying the household. This will be an activ-
ity not carried out directly by the City, but rather one 
in which the City can simply support and indirectly 
participate in the placement of such housing units.

As mobile homes in parks are not a very efficient use 
of higher density land, and, as they have significant 
problems in locating in Ashland, as will be explained 
later, they are not expected to form a very significant 
portion of the lower-cost housing for the City. There-
fore, the major contributor to housing for the lower 
income households in Ashland will be apartments 
that have been built expressly for the purpose of rent-
als, as well as some townhouse condominiums and 
single-family attached and detached homes held as 
rental properties.

For persons with incomes ranging from between 
$14,000 and $20,000 (in 1977 dollars), there are four 
options in the City for purchase, in addition to rent-
ing. These four options are condominium or town-
house purchases, used home purchases, new attached 
unit purchases, or mobile homes in subdivisions. In 
these ranges are the majority of persons in Ashland 
that would be purchasing new homes for the first 
time—young families and other groups which con-
tribute to the lower population per household figures 
which have been mentioned above.

Unfortunately, the group able to purchase 
single-family detached homes is much smaller than 
even a decade ago. As the graph indicates, it is the 
highest cost option available. Undoubtedly, persons 
in this category will also consider all of the other 
options available to persons of lower income, espe-
cially condominiums, townhouses, used houses, and 
new attached unit purchases.

While it is important to discuss housing types in Ash-
land, it is impossible to accurately predict how the 
marketplace will allocate housing units. Therefore, it 
is necessary for the City simply to set aside amounts 
of land that are correctly zoned so that the housing 
needs of Ashland can be met. The marketplace will 
then be the major determinant of which type of hous-
ing will be built in the various zones, within limits 
imposed by the City based on density, aesthetics, and 
neighborhood compatibility.

While it is important 
to discuss housing 
types in Ashland, it 
is impossible to 
accurately predict 
how the marketplace 
will allocate housing 
units.

TABLE VI-4
ESTIMATED HOUSING DEMAND FOR NEW MIGRANTS

Moderate High
Income Income

Subsidized Rental Purchases Purchases

% Total 5% 38% 43% 14%
Persons 300 2400 2700 900
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6.04 Estimating Housing Demand
For the purposes of estimating demand for various 
housing categories, four general types of housing 
demand are assumed. These are summarized in Table 
VI-4. The first demand type is for households with 
extremely low incomes. This would be the “subsi-
dized” housing type. As mentioned before, this hous-
ing type would not be impacted directly by the City, 
as we would not directly participate in the develop-
ment of this housing type. However, the City could 
cooperate with the implementation of low-cost hous-
ing. A majority of the persons in the low-income, 
subsidized group are college students who have a very 
low income but also very limited housing needs, as 
they typically do not have families and often share 
more expensive housing forms with other students. 
As the College is not expected to grow significantly 
in enrollment, Table VI-4 shows that our estimated 
housing demand in Ashland for this category would 
be only 5% of the population increase, rather than 
the 9.5% of the population presently represented in 
Ashland. If the College enrollment were to increase 
significantly, this figure would have to be increased.

The second group are those persons most likely to 
rent. Based on past trends and existing income levels 
in the City, we estimate that 38% of the population 
increase expected in Ashland will be in the market for 
rental housing units.

The third category is the broadest, that of moder-
ate income purchase homes. These homes would be 
ranging in monthly payments from $250 to $630 per 
month (1977 dollars). This accommodates the broad-
est section of the City and ranges from relatively 
low-cost attached housing and condominium units to 
the traditional single-family home on a large lot.

Approximately 14% of the increase in population will 
be in the market for high-income purchase. These 
are homes that would require, with the above criteria 
of 10% down-payment and 12% mortgage money, 
greater than $630 per month payments for a home. 
Approximately 14% of all the new households are 
estimated to be in this category, called high-income 
purchase. Table VI-4 summarizes the various housing 
demands estimated above.

HOUSING DEMAND IN DIFFERENT ZONES 
(6.04.01)
Assuming that each type of housing would be pro-
vided in several zones, an estimate must be made of 
the percentage of total housing demand in each zone. 
We estimate the following to be the types of housing 
and the zones in which the housing will be provided:

SUBSIDIZED OR SHARED HOUSING (6.04.02)
Subsidized housing depends primarily on the type of 
assistance which will form the subsidy. Most sub-
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sidized housing is higher-density apartments and, 
therefore, the majority of this housing type would be 
met in the R-2, or Urban Low Residential zone.

RENTAL (6.04.03)
Rental housing types form a large cross-section in the 
City. In Ashland there are single-family homes which 
have been built primarily for the purpose of rent-
ing. About 27% of the single-family housing stock 
was rental in 1970.a  Assuming that this practice 
will continue in the single-family detached housing 
market, and in the attached, townhouse and condo-
minium markets, then we estimate that about 4O% of 
this demand would be met in the R-2, or Urban Low 
Residential zone, 30% in the townhouse zone (R-l-3), 
and another 30% in the R-l-5 Planned Unit Develop-
ment areas, specifically by smaller, inexpensive hous-
ing units, and duplexes with the owner occupying one 
unit and renting the second unit.

MODERATE COST PURCHASE (6.04.04)
The moderate cost purchase units will also be spread 
across several zones. We estimate that 20% of it will 
be met in the R-l-3, or townhouse, zone, and 80% 
in the single-family residential areas in the R-l-5, 
R-1-7.5, and R-l-10 zones.

HIGH COST PURCHASE (6.04.05)
Most of the high cost housing would involve rela-

tively large lot sizes and correspondingly low den-
sities. As such, we would expect that 50% of this 
demand would be met in the single-family residential 
areas and 50% in the low-density residential areas.

6.05 Housing Types
Various housing types each have a place in Ashland 
in providing for housing demand. However, it should 
be recognized that some of these are more compatible 
than others with the City and with the neighborhoods 
in which they would locate, so that care must be 
exercised in allowing some housing types.

A) MULTI-FAMILY, MULTI-UNIT APARTMENTS
Multi-unit apartments refer to those units in which
one individual living quarter is placed above
another, also commonly referred to as flats or
garden apartments. These have the advantage of
relatively low cost per unit and relatively high
density without a great deal of lot coverage.
Densities in this type of garden apartment usu-
ally range from 15-22 dwelling units per acre in
Ashland. However, they are most successful in the
range of 15-20 dwelling units per acre. Because
of this, Ashland will use the R-2, or Multi-Family
Residential, zone to meets its new housing needs
for this type of housing. The user and income
groups in multi-family apartments would include
households ranging from subsidized housing up

Townhouses differ 
from multi-unit apart-
ments in that each 
individual living unit 
is contained in a 
separate structure, 
attached by common 
walls to other struc-
tures.
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through the $15,000 to $20,000 per year income 
groups.

B) TOWNHOUSES
Townhouses differ from multi-unit apartments in
that each individual living unit is contained in a
separate structure, attached by common walls to
other structures. These units are usually grouped
in clusters of four or more and are associated
with higher density developments. They have the
advantage of providing greater privacy and some-
times an opportunity for individual ownership.
Densities can range from 7 to 8 dwelling units per
acre up over 20 dwelling units per acre. However,
as these units typically have a larger lot cover-
age per square foot of interior living space than
multi-family, multi-unit apartments, the lower
densities are preferable for townhouse develop-
ments. Very attractive and desirable homes can be
built with this housing type. It is used for moder-
ate to high cost rental units, and low to moderate
cost purchase units in Planned Unit Developments
or condominium developments.

C) MOBILE OR MANUFACTURED HOMES
This housing type forms an insignificant part of
Ashlandʼs housing stock at present and is expected
to continue to be a small percentage in the future.
Presently, all mobile homes are situated in mobile

home parks. In other communities around Ash-
land, mobile home subdivisions have grown to be 
increasingly popular. But mobile or manufactured 
housing has certain disadvantages in locating in 
Ashland, limiting its usage to certain areas of the 
City. The disadvantages are:
1) Because of the uniformity of design, they are

incompatible for difficult siting or develop-
ment choices, especially any siting on hillsides
or siting on properties which have unusual fea-
tures or are irregularly shaped. This typifies all
of Ashland south of Siskiyou Boulevard, and
much of the area set aside for single-family
development north of Siskiyou Boulevard.

2) They are incompatible with existing neighbor-
hoods. While great progress has been made
in making mobile homes resemble site-built
housing, they possess certain design features
which immediately tell the observer that
they are indeed manufactured housing. The
general rectangular shape, low pitched roof,
and window orientations form a monotonous
and undesirable appearance. Because of this
and the materials used in exterior siding, they
were almost unanimously rejected during the
citizen involvement phase of the Comprehen-
sive Plan development as a major provider of
new, low-cost housing in Ashland.

Attached single-family 
houses are one of 
the major components 
of Ashland s̓ housing 
strategy.
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3) They are usually energy-inefficient. While
additional insulation in newer units has
increased the thermal performance of mobile
homes, they are still less thermally efficient
than a comparable site-built house. As they
are constructed mostly of kiln- dried wood
and aluminium, they also have a large amount
of embodied energy compared to a site-built
home. Some experimental solar units have
been constructed, but passive design tech-
niques cannot be successfully implemented in
a lightweight structure.

4) They have a limited lifespan of twenty years or
so, and are meant to be disposed of after this
fairly short time. Ashland considers it better to
have housing types which make a permanent
contribution to the built environment of the
City, as homes have in the past.

However, realizing that the marketplace may demand 
these, even if cost-competitive alternatives are pro-
vided, there should be land set aside for mobile home 
developments at densities relatively consistent with 
their needs. The R-2 and R-1-3.5 zones are the areas 
which can most easily accept mobile or manufactured 
housing.

The new lands within the Urban Growth Boundary 
which have these zoning designations are relatively 
flat and have large, regularly shaped parcels available. 
Also, these areas have little existing development so 
that neighborhood compatibility is not a problem. 
Thus, they are the most suitable location for mobile 
home development.

D) ATTACHED SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES
Ashland considers the attached single-family
home to be a more suitable low-cost alternative.
Since they are attached by one or two walls,
there are some savings over the same square
footage built as detached units. They are also
more energy-efficient than either mobile homes or
detached single-family housing, and can be easily
adapted to passive solar applications. Therefore,
attached single-family houses are one of the major
components of Ashlandʼs housing strategy. They
should be allowed in most un-developed portions
of the City as an out-right permitted use, along
with single-family detached housing.

E) DETACHED SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES
Detached single-family homes, which include the
vast majority of the existing housing units in Ash-
land, will unfortunately only be available to per-
sons of relatively high income. However, changes

There should be at 
least a five years  ̓
supply of land for 
each of the Com-
prehensive Plan des-
ignations shown in 
Figure VI-2 vacant 
and available for 
development.
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in development standards may alter this situation, 
as discussed below. Single-family homes will con-
tinue to be built and are encouraged in conjunction 
with other housing types, especially in Planned 
Unit Developments. Alternatives to the conven-
tional subdivision home, such as lot-line homes, or 
small cottages on small lots in developments with 
common open space, should help reduce the cost 
of some units. They typically work best in rela-
tively low-density situations of less than 5 dwell-
ing units per acre.

6.06 Estimating Land Needs
Future availability of housing in Ashland will be heav-
ily influenced by the availability of land for develop-
ment. The City should therefore ensure that there is 
sufficient land set aside for the development of hous-
ing. In general, there should be at least a five years  ̓
supply of land for each of the Comprehensive Plan 
designations shown in Figure VI-2 vacant and avail-
able for development.

Figure VI-2 shows how the City has estimated its 
land needs, based on the number of housing units we 
believe will be necessary between 1980 and the year 
2000. The bottom line shows that approximately 54 
acres of multi-family residential land, 83 acres of 

townhouse residential, 388 acres of single-family resi-
dential, and 127 acres of low-density residential land 
will be needed to meet the Cityʼs housing demand.

6.07 Development Standards
The Cityʼs development standards also have an 
impact on the provisions of housing and on the 
expense of each house. In the past, conventional sub-
division development has resulted in attractive but 
sometimes monotonous neighborhoods. The attrac-
tiveness decreases as the density increases. At the 
present time, the cost of developing land is usually too 
high for moderate-cost housing to be located in areas 
that are zoned for 7500-10,000 square feet lot size. 
Also, because of the changes in housing patterns and 
market perceptions, conventional subdivision regula-
tions no longer can accommodate the full range of 
housing types and residential environments desired in 
the marketplace. As a result, Ashland has adopted a 
performance standards approach which will govern 
development on most new land. The performance 
standards approach will be used in the future to guide 
residential development. It emphasizes quality of life, 
overall density, and the residential environment cre-
ated in each neighborhood, and compatibility with 
surrounding neighborhoods, with less emphasis on the 
type of housing to be built on the site, within the 

Existing, older resi-
dential neighborhoods 
will be preserved 
and will experience 
relatively few shifts 
in housing types and 
styles.
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guidelines established by the City. Several different 
housing types may be compatible with an existing 
neighborhood. Subdivision standards should continue 
to be used where development occurs in neighbor-
hoods which have largely been developed under sub-
division standards and for minor land partitioning 
needs.

6.08 Energy and Housing
The residential sector uses more energy than any 
other in Ashland. The detailed analysis of this use is 
contained in the Energy Element of this Plan. Older 

houses use between 10 and 20 therqs* of energy, new 
homes from 6 to 8 therqs, as do older apartments. 
New, passive solar homes can be constructed which 
use from 1 to 3 therqs, and can be built for about the 
same cost as conventional units. This form of space 
heating is obviously one of the best from the Cityʼs 
perspective of energy conservation. One therq (ther-
mal requirement) is equal to one BTU per degree day 
per square foot.

Residential neighborhoods can also contribute to a 
reduction in energy use by providing solar access and 

1. housing type subsidized rental moderate cost high cost

2. persons 300 2400 2700 900

3. persons/du 1.8 1.8 2.4 2.4

4. occupied units 167 1333 1125 375

5. total units 179 1425 1159 386

(line 4 + vacancy

rate)

6. land category MFR SR SFR LDR

7. units 750 660 1550 190

8. density-du/acre 14 8 4 1.5

9. acres needed 54 83 388 127

ESTIMATED LAND NEED

Land Category Key
100% 40% 30% 80% 50% 50%

30% 20%

MFR – Multi-family, High Density Residential
          (R-2, R-3 & NN-2 zoning) 
SR –Suburban Residential 
          (R-1-3.5 & NN-1-3.5 zoning)
SFR – Single-family Residential 
         (R-1-5, R-1-7.5, R-1-10 & NN-1-5 zoning) 
LDR – Low Density Residential

(RR-.5 zoning)
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encouraging trips by bicycle and foot. The more func-
tions of day-to-day life that can occur at the neigh-
borhood level, the greater the savings in energy. This 
type of development shall be encouraged.

6.09 Assumption
Ashland will continue to increase in the number 
of housing units. Existing, older residential neigh-
borhoods will be preserved and will experience rela-
tively few shifts in housing types and styles. New 
housing areas will contain housing types other than 
single-family residential detached units, and much 
of the Cityʼs new housing demands will be met 
by single-family detached units in unconventional 
Planned Unit Developments, attached units in Planned 
Unit Developments, and housing in higher densities 
than experienced in the past, such as townhouse devel-
opments and garden apartments. Rising new home 
construction costs and smaller households will result 
in housing units with relatively small living spaces in 
each unit compared to past housing.

6.10 Goal
Ensure a variety of dwelling types and provide 
housing opportunities for the total cross-section of 
Ashlandʼs population, consistent with preserving 
the character and appearance of the city.

6.11 Policies
1) Given the scarcity and cost of land as a limited

resource, conserve land and reduce the impact of
land prices on housing to the maximum extent
possible, using the following techniques:
a) Use the absolute minimum street widths that

will accommodate traffic adequately in order
to reduce aesthetic impacts and lot coverage
by impervious surfaces.

b) Allow a wide variation in site-built housing
types through the use of the Cityʼs Per-
formance Standards Ordinance. The use of
attached housing, small lots, and common
open spaces shall be used where possible to
develop more moderate cost housing and still
retain the quality of life consistent with Ash-
landʼs character.

c) Consistent with policies relating to growth
form, City policy should encourage develop-
ment of vacant available lots within the urban
area, while providing sufficient new land to
avoid an undue increase in land prices. This
shall be accomplished with specific annexation
policies.
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d) Zone lands in the single-family designation
consistent with the surrounding neighbor-
hood if the area is mostly developed. Gener-
ally, lands south of Siskiyou Boulevard-North
Main should be R-1-7.5 and R-l-10, and lands
south of the Boulevard should be R-l-5.

2) Using the following techniques, protect existing
neighborhoods from incompatible development 
and encourage upgrading:
a) Do not allow deterioration of residential

areas by incompatible uses and developments.
Where such uses are planned for, clear find-
ings of intent shall be made in advance of the
area designation. Such findings shall give a
clear rationale, explaining the relationship of
the area to housing needs, transportation, open
space, and any other pertinent Plan topics.
Mixed uses often create a more interesting
and exciting urban environment and should be
considered as a development option wherever
they will not disrupt an existing residential
area.

b) Prevent inconsistent and disruptive designs
in residential areas through use of a limited
design review concept, in addition to using

Historic Commission review as part of the 
site review, conditional use permit, or variance 
approval process.

c) Develop programs and efforts for rehabilita-
tion and preservation of existing neighbor-
hoods, and prevent development which is
incompatible and destructive.

3) Regulation of residential uses shall be designed to
complement, conserve, and continue the aesthetic
character of Ashland through use of the following
techniques:
a) Slope protection and lot coverage performance

standards shall be used to fit development to
topography, generally following the concept
that density should decrease with an increase
in slope to avoid excessive erosion and hillside
cuts. This objective shall be used consistent
with the desire to preserve land by using the
smallest lot coverage possible.

b) Site and design review shall be used to ensure
compatible multiple-family structures. Density
incentives shall be used to encourage innova-
tive, non-standardized design in single-family
areas.
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c) Performance standards shall be used to regu-
late new development in Ashland so that a
variety of housing types built for the site and
imaginative residential environments may be
used to reduce cost and improve the aesthetic
character of new developments and decrease
the use of traditional zoning and subdivision
standards.

d) Street design and construction standards shall
promote energy efficiency, air quality, and
minimal use of land. To this end, the City
shall:
1)  Adopt a master conceptual plan of future

streets by size and use category.

2) Adopt minimum street width standards
which provide only what is needed for
adequate traffic flow and parking.

3) Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian traffic
planning in street design.

4) Limit street slopes, requiring curvilinear
streets along contours in steeper areas.

4) Create and maintain administrative systems that
will assist in all phases of housing and neighbor-
hood planning through use of the following tech-
niques:
a) Establish and maintain a data base system

which includes measurement of: vacant land
and land consumption; housing conditions;
land use, land values, and any other pertinent
information. Simplify and strengthen the pro-
cessing approval mechanism so that the intent
of state and local laws is fulfilled with the
greatest possible thoroughness and efficiency.

b) Cooperate fully with the Jackson County
Housing Authority in locating low-income
units in Ashland when this can be done in
low-impact, relatively small developments,
or through funding of individual home-owner
loans or rental assistance.

5) The residential sector is the major user of energy
in Ashland. Consistent with other housing goals,
the City shall strive to promote, encourage or
require energy- efficiency design in all new resi-
dential developments.

[Additional policies relating to housing are in Chapter 
XI - Energy.]
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7.01 General
INTRODUCTION (7.01.01)
The purpose of this chapter is to assure that the 
comprehensive plan and updated land-use code pro-
vide adequate opportunities for a variety of economic 
activities in the City, while continuing to reaffirm 
the goal of Ashlandʼs citizens. This goal, articulated 
in the 1982 Ashland Comprehensive Plan, is that eco-
nomic development should serve the purpose of main-
taining or improving the local quality of life rather 
than become, of itself, the purpose of land-use plan-
ning1. The challenge for the years ahead is to furnish 
the City with adequate resources of land, educated 
and skilled people, and finance for development of 
an appropriately large and diverse economic base. 
This base will provide the necessary tax and income 
sources to maintain the cityʼs civic, social and envi-
ronmental character and stability. At the same time, 
the communityʼs quality of life must be maintained. 
Ashlandʼs quality of life, those factors which provide 
for a safe, non-polluted, comfortable and affordable 
environment, and its people are its greatest economic 
assets.

This chapter will examine Ashlandʼs economy, and 
using local, state, and national trends, project the most 
likely areas of economic growth. Using these projec-
tions, it will determine the quantity and quality of land 
necessary to sustain this economy. The existing vacant 

land resource will be examined, and sufficient land 
will be identified to meet the land needs of the City. 
Finally, policies that will guide the Cityʼs economic 
plans will be developed.

PUBLIC ATTITUDES AND CONCERNS 
(7.01.02)
The Future-Plan Festival hosted by the Ashland Citi-
zens  ̓Planning Advisory Commission and held on 
Saturday, June 10th, 1989, identified several issues 
of top concern to Ashland residents. Those issues of 
greatest concern were as follows: water supply and 
quality, air quality, housing affordability, open space, 
traffic flow and congestion, jobs and the economy, 
preserving the small town feeling of Ashland, and a 
number of other concerns.2

A poll of citizens selected at random from the list of 
registered voters revealed similar concerns, although 
in different order of importance. Significantly, results 
of the random survey placed concern with growth 
management and jobs and the economy, ahead of 
water quality. This result is important, as it is more 
likely to reflect the concerns of the population at 
large. As almost all of these concerns are directly 
affected by the quality and quantity of economic 
growth in Ashland, they are all addressed either 
directly or in passing in this chapter of the compre-
hensive plan.

The challenge for the 
years ahead is to fur-
nish the City with 
adequate resources of 
land, educated and 
skilled people, and 
finance for 
development of an 
appropriately large 
and diverse economic 
base.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ASHLAND’S ECONOMY 
SINCE 1980 (7.01.03)
Table VII-1 reports the number of firms and total 
employment in major business sectors as a percent-
age of 1980 for Oregon and Jackson County. The 
table demonstrates that Oregonʼs economy has recov-
ered from the recession it was entering when the last 
Ashland Comprehensive Plan was written, and that 
Jackson Countyʼs economy has grown more rapidly 
than the Oregon economy as a whole. In all sec-
tors the recovery was accompanied by a more rapid 

increase in the number of firms than in employment. 
This means that firms in both Oregon and Jackson 
county are smaller, more efficient in their use of 
labor, and more specialized than they were before the 
recession of the early 1980ʼs. The bulk of this growth 
has been in retail trade, transportation and utilities, 
and services. The extraordinary growth of transporta-
tion and utilities and of retail trade explain most of 
the excess in Jackson Countyʼs growth relative to the 
State.

Reflecting a national 
trend, Ashland s̓ 
rising share of 
employment is tied 
to increased numbers 
of small, innovative 
firms.

TABLE VII-1
INDICES OF CHANGE, OREGON AND JACKSON COUNTY
MAJOR BUSINESS DIVISIONS, OREGON AND JACKSON COUNTY
(1980=100)

 Oregon Jackson County

 # Firms # Employees # Firms # Employees

 1982 1986 1982 1986 1982 1986 1982 1986

Agriculture 99 144 82 113 106 – 42 64
Construction 75 91 66 67 73 97 49 65
Manufactur 99 116 84 88 92 119 77 106
  of which
  Wood Products 92 109 72 86 84 94 68 100
Trans. & Utilities 102 127 94 120 120 172 106 138
Wholesale 102 110 93 100 95 104 83 88
Retail 104 116 94 101 105 127 94 106
F.I.R.E 95 101 94 95 94 112 101 103
Services 111 140 102 123 112 139 105 123
  of which Hotels 103 113 84 94 110 108 112 78

Total 97 123 90 100 97 133 89 108
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The growth of services in Jackson County has been 
essentially identical to the State pattern. Some of 
Jackson Countyʼs relative strength has also come 
from non-timber manufacturing and real-estate and 
financial services. The number of firms and employ-
ees in the timber industry has stagnated since 1980.

ASHLAND’S ECONOMY AND STATE AND 
NATIONAL TRENDS (7.01.04)
Reflecting a national trend, Ashlandʼs rising share of 
employment is tied to increased numbers of small, 
innovative firms. While a significant proportion of 
this employment has shifted to the retail and service 
sectors, the economy has become more diverse over 
the last decade. While on the one hand this implies 
successful adjustment to a changing economy, it also 
implies that a larger share of the workforce is taking 
greater personal risk in setting up businesses than was 
the case in 1980. These risks include, for example, the 
loss of health care and retirement benefits formerly 
provided by large employers.

ASHLAND’S PRINCIPAL ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES (7.01.05)
Ashland has built its economy on a resource base 
of timber, favorable climate, attractive landscape, cul-
tural attractions, a well-educated labor force, and edu-
cation. In addition, Ashlandʼs location on Interstate 5 
and the Southern Pacific Railroad, and its proximity to 

the Medford Airport give it market access that is more 
favorable than usual for a rural town.

The timber resource is expected to decrease in 
importance in the future, thus Ashlandʼs remaining 
resources for growth are its people and quality of life. 
These factors have been identified by economic geog-
raphers as essential to attracting the small, relatively 
non-polluting, “footloose” industries that are expected 
to provide the motor of growth for the future. (Foot-
loose industries are businesses that, because the raw 
material required is small, and the product is of high 
value and light weight, are not constrained by either 
resources or markets to a location, but are free to 
locate in many areas.) Quality of life is a major 
factor in attracting Ashlandʼs tourists who provide the 
“export” market for its services and retail businesses.

ECONOMIC MAKE-UP (7.01.06)
The attempt to predict the future growth needs of Ash-
landʼs economy is seated in two assumptions: that the 
future economy will, for the most part, grow organi-
cally from the present economy and that the local 
economy will inevitably respond to external trends. 
Consequently, an accurate description of the kind of 
businesses that provide employment in Ashland is one 
of two essential footings for understanding the Cityʼs 
economy; the second is knowledge of the internal and 
external trends affecting the city.

Quality of life is a 
major factor in 
attracting Ashland s̓ 
tourists who provide 
the “export” market 
for its services and 
retail businesses.
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Employment in Ashlandʼs businesses is described by 
size and kind in Tables VII-2 and VII-3. These tables 
were compiled from data gathered in July 1989, in 
a special inventory of Ashland businesses, based on 
records from the State Employment Division, Ashland 
Business Licenses, and the local Polkʼs and U.S. West 
directories.

Total employment in the City in 1989 was 6,049, 
a 7.7% increase from 1980, when the employment 
total reported in the 1982 Economic Element was 
5619. During the same period, population increased 
in Ashland by 12%. The goal of the 1982 plan was 
for the increase in jobs to be slightly higher than the 
population increase. The employment goal of the 
1982 plan was missed by about 300 jobs.

7.02 The Major Economic Sectors
RETAIL TRADE (7.02.01)
Ashlandʼs retail trade consists of local sales to the 
resident population, retail sales made to the regional 
shopper, and retail sales to the tourist population. 
The percentage of retail sales to tourists is difficult to 
determine, and varied by business type, time of year, 
and location in the city. However, it can be estimated 
by sector, as was done in Table VII-4. The 1987 
Census of Retail Trade and estimates of tourist trade 
in the various segments indicate that about 19% of all 
retail trade is tourist based.

Ashland s̓ auto sales 
area north of the City 
limits is in the Urban 
Growth Boundary, 
and is part of 
Ashland s̓ commercial 
enterprises.

TABLE VII-2
ASHLAND EMPLOYMENT BY BUSINESS SIZE

# of # of Employment % of Total Cumlative %
Employees Firms Total Employment Total Employ

1 533 533 8.7 8.7
2-5 432 1153 17.1 25.8
6-10 107 831 13.7 39.5
11-15 48 600 9.9 49.4
16-20 14 251 4.1 53.2
21-30 19 466 7.7 61.2
31-50 18 718 11.9 73.1
51-100 2 160 2.6 75.7
101-150 4 514 8.3 84.0
151-400 1 284 4.5 88.5
>400 1 539 8.9 97.4

TABLE VII-3
NUMBER OF FIRMS AND EMPLOYMENT
BY INDUSTRIAL DIVISIONS — ASHLAND, 1989

 Number of Number of
 Firms Employees

 # % # %

Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing 38 3.2 124 2.0
Contract Const. 122 10.3 289 4.8
Manufacturing 56 4.7 508 8.4
  of which
  Wood Products 17 1.4 245 4.0
Trans, Comm, Utilities 26 2.2 85 1.4
Wholesale 39 3.3 127 2.0
Retail 301 25.5 2081 34.0
Finances, Insurance, 100 8.5 228 4.0
  & Real Estate
Services 467 40.0 2424 40.0
Public Admin. 2 0.2 159 2.6
Non Classified 15 1.3 23 0.4

Total 1179 100.0 6049 100.0
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Ashland lacks sales of relatively expensive items, 
such as furniture, and major appliances. These tend 
to be located in Medford, as its location provides an 
advantage to this market segment. The exception is in 
auto sales. Ashlandʼs auto sales area north of the City 
limits is in the Urban Growth Boundary, and is part of 
Ashlandʼs commercial enterprises. It forms a strong 
regional retailing center in its own right, with total 
gross sales of $50 million in 1989 (It was about $35 
million in 1987 when the last economic Census was 
taken.).4

While auto sales was not reported as Ashland sales in 
the 1987 Census data because these areas are outside 

the City limits, some auto sale data may have been 
erroneously included as there was one firm listed as 
auto sales. The amount is unknown because of disclo-
sure rules.

Using data from the 1987 Census of Retail Trade and 
comparing Ashland to other Oregon cities of similar 
size, Ashlandʼs total retail gross seems low, even when 
accounting for the unreported auto sales. According 
to the Census, Ashland has only $75 million in retail 
sales, and a population 16,740 or about $4,500 dollars 
per capita, and about $110 million when accounting 
for the auto sales that are a part of our local market 
area. Grants Pass, on the other hand, has gross sales of 
$302 million, Roseburg has $301 million, and Klam-
ath Falls has $223 million. All are of a similar size 
to Ashland, but have larger market areas. Other cities 
that have retail sales that are similar in size to Ash-
landʼs are Redmond ($81 million, population 7,000), 
Hood River ($72 million, population 4,640), Cottage 
Grove ($67 million, population 6,945), Lebanon ($77 
million, population 10,485) and Forest Grove ($72 
million, population 12,180). Ashlandʼs total sales are 
similar to cities with smaller populations. Compared 
to the 1977 Census, Ashlandʼs percentage of retail 
sales in Jackson County has fallen from 7.9% of total 
sales to 7.2%, while Ashlandʼs total sales in propor-
tion to retail sales in Medford, Grants Pass, Roseburg, 
Redmond, and Klamath Falls has risen.

TABLE VII-4
COMPOSITION OF RETAIL TRADE PERCENTAGE
THAT IS TOURISM BASED

Category Amount % Tourist $ Tourist

Building Materials 4,255 0% 0
Food Stores 25,876 10% 2,688
Gasoline Stations 8,071 20% 1,614
Apparel 4,209 50% 2,105
Furniture 2,916 0% 0
Eating & Drinking 12,638 50% 6,342
Drug Stores 2,609 10% 261
All Others 13,663 10% 1,366

Total Percentage based on Toursim: 19%

Retail Sales from U.S. Bureau of Census
1987 Census of Retail Trade
Percentage of sales to tourists based on Planning Division Estimates.
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The Cityʼs inventory accounted for 2,081 retail 
employees, and the Census reports only 1,278. While 
our survey also counted businesses that are within the 
Urban Growth Boundary but outside the City Limits, 
this does not account for the entire difference. There 
are other problems with the Census Data as well. 
For example, the Census reports that Ashland has a 
total gross of $12 million dollars for Ashlandʼs 61 
restaurants, or less than $200,000 annual gross aver-
age per restaurant. A city like Woodburn, that has 
only 27 restaurants and no tourism, reports a gross of 
$10 million, or almost $400,000 per restaurant aver-
age. This leads us to believe that there is significant 
under-reporting of Ashlandʼs retail economy in the 
Census figures. However, this under-reporting prob-
ably takes place in small businesses because the 
Census directly surveys only large employers, and 
only samples small employers. As 35% of Ashland 
retail businesses employ less than 10 people, this may 
account for some of the difference between Ashland 
and other cities.

The conclusions that one could draw from this is 
that either the Census is erroneous, or that Ashlandʼs 
retail trade is unusually low for a city our size. Prob-
ably there is some truth to both conclusions. Ashland 
appears to lack the type of retail trade that is charac-
terized by high volume and discount pricing. While 
the Census appears suspect, Ashland has experienced 

very little new construction of retail buildings in the 
1980ʼs, the last major construction occurring in the 
late 1970ʼs. One may conclude that there is room for 
growth of Ashlandʼs retail sector.

SERVICE SECTOR (7.02.02)
Ashlandʼs services has grown considerably in the past 
decade. Using Census figures, total sales in the service 
sector increased from $4.7 million in 1977 ($8.3 mil-
lion when adjusted for inflation to 1987 dollars) to 
$30 million annually in 1987. Even in this Census of 
Service Industries there appears to be under reporting 
of data. The 1982 figure for lodging services was $5.2 
million, and the 1987 figure was little more, only $5.5 
million. During the same period, Ashland lodging 
units increased from 669 to 943 units. Income from 
the 6% lodging tax charged by the City increased 
from $200,000 annually to $300,000. As this five year 
period saw an increase of 50% in tax receipts and 
units in Ashland, it stands to reason that the lodging 
sector is under reported in the Census figures because, 
again, small businesses, like bed and breakfasts, are 
not well-represented. This leads us to believe that 
the entire services sector is under reported. However, 
Ashlandʼs provides a greater proportion of County 
services than retail trade. While in 1987 Ashland 
accounted for about 7.2% of County retail trade, it 
accounts for 11.6% of County service trade, according 
to the Bureau of the Census.
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MANUFACTURING (7.02.03)
The composition of Ashlandʼs manufacturing sector 
is displayed in Table VII-5. Ashland has some 65-70 
firms engaged in manufacturing. About 70% of these 
firms engage in non-timber manufacturing; most are 
small and quite young. One-seventh produce food or 
related products, one-quarter produces wood products 
other than plywood or lumber and another quarter is 
engaged in publishing in printed or electronic media. 
The remainder are divided up among steel fabricators 
(3 firms), industrial supply, textile, medical supply 
manufactures and manufacturers of toys and con-
sumer novelties. In addition, several firms which man-
ufacture computer software or peripheral equipment 
have moved to Ashland in recent years. Together, 
these firms employ roughly 300 people, and have 

provided the major growth in Ashlandʼs manufactur-
ing sector, offsetting the loss of jobs in the wood 
products sector since 1980.

In 1980, Ashlandʼs manufacturing sector employed 
500 persons, 80% in wood products manufacturing.
In 1989, the manufacturing sector employed 550 
persons, or 10% more, but the wood products sector 
had dropped to 285, or only 55%. While the wood 
products employment in the City has shrunk by 115 
jobs, non-wood products manufacturing has expanded 
by 165 jobs.

Of special note is that most of the Cityʼs manufactur-
ing growth occurred on land that was set aside in 
1980, and zoned “Employment”. The two areas where 
this growth has provided the most employment, devel-
oped with City stimulation. It is probable that with an 
indifferent or passive City role, there would have been 
much less growth in this area.

TABLE VII-5
ASHLAND MANUFACTURING FIRMS

Manufacturing Type Number of Number of
 Firms Employees

 # % # %

Food & Related 10 13.7 28 5.0
  Products
Fabric & Textile 2 2.7 7 1.3
Industrial or Medical 7 9.6 59 10.7
Wood Products 17 23.3 285 51.8
Furniture 3 4.1 3 0.5
Publishing (Print, Video) 21 28.8 103 18.7
Plastics, Ceramics, Steel 6 8.2 19 3.5
Jewelry Manufacture 3 4.1 27 4.9
Other 4 5.5 19 3.5

Total 73 100 550 99.9

ASHLAND EMPLOYMENT 1989 BY SIZE OF FIRM
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7.03 Ashland’s Employment
EMPLOYMENT BY BUSINESS SIZE (7.03.01)
Table VII-2 illustrates Ashlandʼs employment by 
business size. Exclusive of the education sector and 
employees of the City government, 28% of Ashlandʼs 
employment is in firms of fewer than six employ-
ees, 16% in firms of six to ten employees, 22% in 
firms of 11 to 25, 17% in firms of 26 to 50, and 13% 
in firms of over 50 employees; fully two-thirds of 
employment is in firms of 25 or fewer employees. 
Southern Oregon State College (SOSC) employs 
some 539 people, Oregon Shakespeare Festival (OSF) 
employs over 400, public schools employ some 200, 
the Community Hospital employs 148, and the City 
government, 1597. The ten largest employers that are 
privately owned are fairly representative of Ashlandʼs 
business variety: two in wood products other than 
furniture, a motel, two car dealerships, two grocery 
stores, a newspaper, a restaurant and a commercial 
bakery. Three of the ten largest private sector employ-
ers are locally owned. Except for the wood-products 
firms and the motel, these businesses cater primarily 
to local clients.

EMPLOYMENT BY BUSINESS TYPE (7.03.02)
Table VII-3 which is compiled from City inventory 
data, describes the proportion of Ashlandʼs employ-
ment in each business sector. Ashland had a total 

employment of 6,049 in 1989, compared to 51,670 
for Jackson County (Total wage and salary, March 
1989). Ashland accounts for about 11.7% of County 
employment, slightly above our percentage of County 
population (11.5%). According to this inventory, 
three-quarters of Ashlandʼs employment come from 
the services and retailing sector, with services at 40%, 
and retail trade at 34%. This proportion is high com-
pared to both the State and the County pattern, where 
in 1986 (the most recent year for which the statis-
tics are available) these sectors represented 26.7% 
(services) and 23.2% (retail) for the State, and 25% 
(services) and 29% (retail) for the County.

Normally, such high percentages of employment in 
these sectors would be a source of concern because 
these businesses sell relatively small proportions of 
their products outside the region. Consequently they 

Ashland s̓ overall 
employment varies 
throughout the year, 
with peak employment 
occurring in Septem-
ber and the lowest 
levels of employment 
in January.

ASHLAND EMPLOYMENT 1989 BY ECONOMIC SECTOR
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stimulate few imports and thus limit the variety of 
goods in the region. However, the situation in Ashland 
is not average, as the College accounts for 12% of 
total employment in the City, or about one third of the 
service sector employment. The non-college service 
sector employment, 28%, is close to both State and 
County norms. The college employment can be con-
sidered export employment, since most of the money 
for the college comes from outside the region, and 
is similar in its economic effect to a manufacturing 
facility that markets its product outside the region.

SEASONALITY OF EMPLOYMENT IN 
ASHLAND (7.03.03)
Ashlandʼs employment figures were checked for 
annual variation using State of Oregon Employment 
Division figures. Ashlandʼs overall employment varies 
throughout the year, with peak employment occurring 
in September and the lowest levels of employment in 
January. The lowest month was 11% less than that of 
the peak month. Jackson County shows a greater sea-
sonal variation, with the lowest month being 21% less 
than the peak month. Therefore, while some tourist 
related jobs are seasonal, the Cityʼs total employment 
picture is fairly stable year round, and is more stable 
than Jackson County as a whole.

RESIDENCY OF ASHLAND EMPLOYEES 
(7.03.04)
In 1980, 64% of persons in the workforce who 
lived in Ashland worked in Ashland. Most of the 
rest worked in Jackson county. This seems to have 
changed little by 1990. While the 1990 Census will 
give the definitive answer as to whether Ashland 
employment has moved out of the City, two recent 
surveys of home owners by Southern Oregon 
Regional Services Institute (SORSI) indicate that 
the percentage of persons who both live and work 
in Ashland has not changed dramatically. The first 
survey, of persons who purchased homes in Ashland 
in 1987 and 1988, showed that 64% worked in 
Ashland. The second survey, a random sample of 
all homeowners in Ashland, again showed that 64% 
worked in Ashland. While the fact that the percent-
ages are exactly the same in all three data sources 
is coincidental, the data suggest that new residents, 
Ashland home-owners, and the population at large are 
similar in the location of their employment.

MODE OF TRAVEL TO WORK BY ASHLAND 
EMPLOYEES (7.03.05)
One fact that is unusual about Ashland is the method 
of travel to work by Ashland workers. Table VII-8 
shows Ashland workers compared to Medford work-
ers. It shows that fewer Ashland workers drive to 

Fewer Ashland work-
ers drive to work 
alone, and many more 
carpool, walk, bike, or 
work at home.
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work alone, and many more carpool, walk, bike, or 
work at home. This is significant, as this factor con-
tributes to a host of related subjects, such as traffic 
density, air pollution, and the importance of pedes-
trian and bikeways to the local population.

The pattern of metropolitan areas developing suburbs 
which provide housing, but little employment, and 
central cities which provide jobs but house only the 
poorest residents, and the pattern of choosing to travel 
to work in a single-occupancy vehicle is the cause of 
many urban problems and national problems, ranging 
from pollution, dependance on foreign oil, and the bal-
ance of trade deficit. Ashland has largely avoided this 
pattern, and the trend of employees choosing to travel 
to work by means other than private, unshared cars 
should be encouraged. In fact, if the 36% who com-
mute is removed from the data, 30% of the people who 
live and work in the City either walk or bike to work.

We believe this is the result of three major factors. 
First, Ashland is compact in form, with residences and 
places of employment closely juxtaposed in much of 
the City. Second, it is hard to find parking downtown 
and at the College, two of Ashlandʼs major sources 
of employment. For many, it is simply quicker and 
less expensive to walk or bike to work. Third, many 
Ashland citizens are environmentally conscious and 
are willing to change to a less energy consuming and 

polluting lifestyle when it is made reasonably conve-
nient. Therefore, the City should pursue policies that 
make these alternatives convenient.

7.04 Land Use and the Economy
LOCATION OF ASHLAND’S ECONOMIC
SECTORS (7.04.01)
Ashland enjoys a diversity of locations for economic 
activity. The Downtown area, the first and most 
important area of economic activity for the City, is 
the heart of the City. It provides a variety of retail 
goods and services, and also serves as the center of 
tourist activity in the City. The Ashland Downtown 
Plan, adopted by the City in 1988, provides a guiding 
document for development of this area.

Adjacent to this area is the Railroad District, another 
historic commercial center that has declined with the 

TABLE VII-6
MODE OF TRAVEL TO WORK
ASHLAND AND MEDFORD, 1989

 Ashland Medford

 # % # %

Drive Alone 3640 57.26% 11900 75.55%
Carpool 1148 18.06% 2100 13.33%
Public Transit 88 1.38% 78 0.50%
Walk 926 14.57% 850 5.40%
Other (Bike) 321 5.05% 557 3.54%
Work at Home 234 3.68% 267 1.70%

Total 6357  15752
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railroadʼs importance. The commercial area along A 
Street has had a resurgence of activity in recent years, 
as this area offers the same convenient location as 
downtown, but substantially lowers land costs and 
rents. It is a mixed use area, providing a variety of 
retail, service, industrial, warehouse, and residential 
uses, sometimes in the same building!

North of the railroad district is the Hersey Street 
industrial area, which extends from Laurel Street 
to Ann Street. This area features mostly manufac-
turing and service related industries. Hersey Street 
here forms a border between a residential area and 
a manufacturing and commercial area, so uses at the 
edges sometimes cause conflicts, such as complaints 
of noise and dust. New uses should be encouraged 
to be relatively quiet, and this border is a favorable 
location for mixed uses to ease the transition between 
the commercial and residential uses.

North Main, from the downtown to the north City 
limits, is an area of mixed development. Some com-
mercial development has occurred and additional 
commercially zoned land exists. Restrictive zoning 
has prevented contiguous strip commercial develop-
ment from occurring along Main Street, but older 
buildings have been renovated and new structures 
built under conditional use permits. Further north, 

the Valley View commercial area provides important 
retail activity. It is outside the City limits, but inside 
the Urban Growth Boundary. The strongest activity in 
this area is automobile sales. This area is well located 
for its market, convenient to the freeway, away from 
the downtown, and allows a land intensive use in 
an area which does not disrupt the rest of the City. 
Because of its location on County land, site review 
standards similar to Ashlandʼs are enforced by the 
County, and the appearance of developments in this 
area has improved in the past 10 years. This area has 
one of the largest retail grosses in Ashland, reportedly 
accounting for $50 million in sales in 19898.

Siskiyou Boulevard has scattered commercial and 
institutional development from the City limits to the 
downtown. Like North Main, the mix of residential 
use with limited commercial development enhance 
the communityʼs appearance. A major center of activ-
ity is the College and associated motel and retail 
development across the street. South of Ashland Street 
extending to Walker Street is a commercial retail area. 
South of Walker a mixture of neighborhood retail and 
residential development dominate the landscape.

Ashland Street is Ashlandʼs “other” commercial area. 
Once just the highway to Klamath Falls, the road 
began developing in earnest with the completion of 

Siskiyou Boulevard 
has scattered 
commercial and insti-
tutional development 
from the City limits 
to the downtown. Like 
North Main, the mix 
of residential use with 
limited commercial 
development enhance 
the community s̓ 
appearance.
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the I-5 freeway and the interchange at the intersection 
of Highway 66 and I-5. This area has continued 
to develop, and now represents much of the newer 
commercial area of the City. Located here are small 
commercial businesses interspersed with three small 
shopping centers, some office uses, a major conven-
tion center in this corridor, and travelerʼs services 
clustered around the freeway interchange. The major 
employers are travelerʼs accommodations, restaurants, 
and retailers.

The Cityʼs largest area of manufacturing employment 
is the Mistletoe-Washington Street area. This large 
area, bounded by the freeway on the east, the Railroad 
tracks and Tolman Creek Road on the west, Ashland 
Street on the north, and Siskiyou Boulevard on the 
south is the largest area of private sector non-retail 
employment in the City. In addition, it contains 
ample land to support development of this kind for 
the foreseeable future. Major employers in the area 
are Croman Corp., Ashlandʼs largest manufacturing 
employer and the only remaining sawmill, the Forest 
Serviceʼs Ashland Ranger District, and a variety of 
small specialty firms.

In addition, significant economic activity occurs in the 
form of home occupations throughout the City. Many 
of Ashlandʼs most successful firms began as home 

occupations, and when they outgrew their homes, 
moved to larger facilities. Others are content to 
remain at a size that is appropriate to the residential 
districts within which they are located. The policy of 
permitting home occupations provides an important 
opportunity for small businesses to start up with a 
minimum of cost and risk, and can be thought of as 
an incubator for new ideas and concepts in Ashlandʼs 
economic life.

SURVEY OF COMMERCIAL, EMPLOYMENT 
AND MANUFACTURING LANDS (7.04.02)
Jackson County Tax Assessor records were examined 
to provide information on the size and value of Ash-
landʼs economic areas. Ashland presently has three 
zones mostly devoted to economic enterprises. They 
are Commercial, used mostly for retail and services, 
Manufacturing, for industrial uses, and Employment, 
a combination of the two that allows for a wide vari-
ety of uses while providing for site review to ensure 
neighborhood compatibility and aesthetic design.

The 72 acres of developed commercial land contain 
the largest amount of building improvements and 
building value. There are 1,156,000 square feet of 
commercial buildings in Ashland in 1989, according 
to the Jackson County Assessor. The improvements 
are valued at $39 million and the land at $17 million. 

Many of Ashland s̓ 
most successful firms 
began as home occu-
pations, and when 
they outgrew their 
homes, moved to 
larger facilities.
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As of July, 1990, there were 31 acres of vacant land 
zoned C-1, and 0.4 acres of vacant land zoned C1-D, 
which is a special downtown overlay zone. Twelve of 
the vacant C-1 acres are contained on hilly land north 
of Ashland Hills Inn, which has limited potential for 
many retail and service uses. All the vacant land has 
access to adequate public services.

The City has 45 acres of developed Manufacturing 
areas, but only 61,000 square feet of buildings are 
reported in the Jackson County Assessorʼs office. 
There are many special purpose structures, such as 
wood kilns and some manufacturing buildings which 
are not included in these totals. Manufacturing lands 
are assessed at $8.6 million, and the improvements at 
$1 million. The only area of vacant land zoned M-1 is 
a 21 acre parcel of land south of Hersey Street which 
is owned by the Southern Pacific Railroad, but is cur-
rently for sale. The property has access to services but 
has limited transportation access at present.

While 79 acres have been developed in Employment 
uses, the total building square footage is only 400,000 
square feet. The buildings are valued at $9.5 million, 
and the land at $7 million. As of July 1990, 90 acres 
zoned E-1 remained vacant within the City limits. 
Fifty-two acres have immediate access to services, 16 
acres can be provided services within one year, and 22 
acres are associated with the Ashland Airport and have 

development potential only for airport specialized uses. 
Details of the City s̓ vacant land survey are contained 
in the report “Vacant Land in Ashland, July 1990”.

GENERAL LAND USE PHILOSOPHY (7.04.03)
Zoning should encourage a heterogenous mixture of 
uses, including, where appropriate, residential uses. 
While residential uses are appropriate in some areas, 
those areas reserved for heavier industrial uses should 
be identified exclusively for economic activities. In 
addition to the existing centers of economic activity, 
small, neighborhood scale retail areas, and small 
employment uses should be permitted to mix with 
high density residential uses in areas that are impacted 
with heavy traffic.

It is important for the Cityʼs overall economic health 
that a high standard of architectural design, sign con-
trol, and landscaping be required of new develop-
ments. While this is most important in areas that are 
highly visible or in buffer residential areas, it can also 
be applied to industrial parks and similar areas.

Finally, Ashlandʼs private sector functions best when 
there are clearly defined rules stating what can and 
cannot be done. The Cityʼs regulations should strive 
to provide clear guidance, and assure that most deci-
sions are predictable, clear, and based on objective, 
measurable criteria.

The City s̓ regulations 
should strive to pro-
vide clear guidance, 
and assure that most 
decisions are predict-
able, clear, and based 
on objective, measur-
able criteria.
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Ashland s̓ current regulations can be characterized as 
rigorous, and the public process for achieving approval 
can be daunting. While most would agree that Ash-
land s̓ land use regulations should protect the public 
interest and assure quality development, the current 
process is in need of reform. What is needed is clearer, 
more objective standards that involve less discretion, 
especially in the realm of land use approvals in the 
planning process. The uncertainty of the planning pro-
cess is more harmful to economic development than 
even a rigorous set of definitive regulations. Entre-
preneurs are already beset with a large risk in starting 
or moving a business, and uncertainty in the City s̓ 
process will chill the expansion of business in the City. 
The City should revise its regulations and develop 
standards which clearly delineate the proper realm for 
public regulation, and to provide a predictable out-
come to the approval process when standards are met.

What is needed to encourage the location of new 
firms or the expansion of existing firms is the avail-
ability of reasonably priced, fully serviced lots with 
flexible zoning regulations. A quick and relatively cer-
tain approval process assures that projects can develop 
rapidly, taking advantage of market opportunities 
in a timely fashion. This can be accomplished 
without compromising Ashlandʼs high standards for 
development. Therefore, the continued annexation, 
subdivision, and development of Commercial and 

Employment land is essential to the continued health 
of the local economy. The City can do much to assist 
in this process.

7.05 The Future 
ASHLAND’S FUTURE POPULATION AND THE 
LABOR FORCE (7.05.01)
Changes in Ashlandʼs population structure projected 
in Chapter Five of the Comprehensive Plan indicate 
that between now and 2005, the greatest proportionate 
population increase will occur in the 35-65 year 
old age group, that is, the mature work force. This 
increase of about 1,200 people among that segment of 
the population in its  ̓most productive years could, of 
itself, raise Ashlandʼs income levels. This is especially 
likely if they are encouraged to take advantage of 
the economic opportunities presented by the changing 
national and regional economy as these become more 
internationalized and more dependent upon the rapid 
flow of reliable information and its timely interpreta-
tion and analysis.

A large percentage of Ashlandʼs population has long 
been college students aged 18-22 years. Over the next 
several years college enrollments are expected to grow 
less rapidly than the cityʼs population, both because of 
enrollment caps and because of a declining number 
of high school graduates in the collegeʼs traditional 
service area9. The student population is also expected 

One of the most 
important things that 
the community can 
do, both to assure 
the retention of its 
mature workers and 
to enhance their pro-
ductivity and 
earnings, is to foster 
communication and 
innovations that take 
advantage of develop-
ing economic oppor-
tunities.
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to include an increasing share of mature students 
returning to college after a period of time in the work-
force. Therefore, student population can be expected 
to depress average earnings less in the future than 
has been the case in the past. Because the student 
population is likely to be a smaller proportion of the 
total and because more students will be earning family 
wages, Ashlandʼs mean household income should rise 
over the next few years due to demographic changes 
alone. Failure to observe such a rise in the future 
should be a matter of concern.

The increase in numbers of mature workers (ages 
35-65) implies that the economy will need to offer 
both a variety of satisfying jobs and a continued high 
quality of life in order to retain its workforce. One of 
the most important things that the community can do, 

both to assure the retention of its mature workers 
and to enhance their productivity and earnings, is 
to foster communication and innovations that take 
advantage of developing economic opportunities. In 
this process, SOSC could be an invaluable asset, and 
so will the best possible facilities for transportation 
and communications, both within the region and to 
other parts of the world.

Table VII-7 projects Ashlandʼs retiree population 
and compares expectations for Ashland to those of 
Medford and the rest of the county. There are three 
reasons not to expect retirees to become a major force 
in Ashlandʼs economy over the next fifteen years. 
First, over the last thirty years, the percentage of 
Ashland residents who are retired has not increased, 
but remained constant; or perhaps even decreased.10 

TABLE VII-7
RETIREE POPULATION PROJECTIONS

 Year Jackson County Ashland Ashland (Fergo & Reid)

  Total Retiree Total Retiree Total Retiree

 1985 137,900 19,975 15,860 1,982 NA NA

 1990 148,100 20,962 16,630 2,078 17,172 2,146

 1995 161,500 22,468 17,507 2,188 18,164 2,270

 2000 175,000 23,576 18,384 2,298 19,056 2,382

 2005 NA NA 19,261 2,407 19,995 2,499

Note: Jackson County projections are from “Oregon and Its Counties: 1980-2000, “Center for Population Research and Census,
School of Urban and Public Affairs, Portland State University. Ashland projections are derived from the present research 
and assuming percentage retiree to be 12.5%.
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Second, the cohort that appears to be responsible for 
most of Ashlandʼs growth in the past ten years, the 
“baby boomers”, will not yet be entering retirement 
age by the end of this planning period. Third, the 
erosion of Ashlandʼs retirement population relative 
to Medford and the rest of Jackson county can be 
expected to continue in light of the rapid increases 
in real-estate values expected for Ashland, especially 
if these increases continue to be greater than the 
increases in the rest of the county.

FUTURE  EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION 
(7.05.02)
If there were to be no change in Ashlandʼs employ-
ment structure between now and 2005, additional jobs 
would be distributed in the same proportion as cur-
rently, with three-quarters of the growth in Services 
and Retail trade.

This appears to be the inevitable case. The Bonneville 
Power Administration 1990 Coordination Agreement 
Forecast has projected that in the Pacific Northwest 
Region, total job growth will be 21% between 1988 
and 1998—somewhat faster than what Ashland has 
projected for our local economy (16% in the same 
period). Only 7% of the regional job growth was 
projected to come from manufacturing. 3.1% was to 

come from construction, 33% from services, 32% 
from wholesale and retail, and 25% from other 
non-manufacturing. Therefore, it seems likely that in 
the year 2005, Ashland will have the same or even 
greater proportion of jobs in services and retail.

All of Ashland s̓ com-
mercial and industrial 
land resource either 
has or has access 
to adequate sewer, 
water, transportation, 
and storm drainage.TABLE VII-8

SORSI/SOVA TOURISM DATA AND MODEL

Accomodation Type for those who stayed in Ashland: 

Hotel or Motel 54.4%
Bed & Breakfast 13.7%
Camping 6.2%
Friends or Relatives 16.2%
Other 9.1%

Toursim Model and Estimates (benchmark year: 1989)

Total Rooms Rented to Tourists: 

Summer (June - Sept.) 91,800
Non Summer 80,850

Total Hotel Rooms 172,650

Number of Hotel Visitor Days 

Summer (Party 2.5) 229,500
Non Summer (Party 2.0) 161,700

Total Hotel Visitor Days 391,200

Total Hotel Visitors 

Summer (3 days) 76,500
Non Summer (2 days) 80,850

Total 157,350

Total Ashland Visitors 

Summer (31% Non-hotel) 110,870
Non Summer (25% Non-hotel) 107,800
Business & Other Visitors 40,000

Total Annual Visitors 258,670
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7.06 Future Growth and Development
of Ashland’s Economic Bases
GENERAL (7.06.01)
While Ashland has qualities that make it attractive to 
many businesses, it is not a suitable location for some 
industries. Businesses, such as fruit packing plants 
which consume large quantities of water, plants which 
produce large amounts of air pollution, or petrochemi-
cal plants which produce toxic wastes, would not be 
welcome, and could cause disruption of public ser-
vices.

With the exception of these types of industries, Ash-
land can provide for the lands set aside for com-
mercial and industrial development, all key public 
facilities. All of Ashlandʼs commercial and industrial 
land resource either has or has access to adequate 
sewer, water, transportation, and storm drainage.

TOURISM (7.06.02)
Ashland has a large number of visitors every year. 
Some of these are tourists, but not all. Visitors include 
tourists, persons attending conventions held in the 
City, business travelers here on business activity, per-
sons visiting relatives, and travelers simply spending 
the night before heading on their way. The tourist 
industry, therefore, may concentrate on the tourist as 
many people assume they are, but also serve the other 
visitors in varying degrees.

From 1981 to 1989, OSF increased attendance by 
30%, from 264,000 in 1980 to 344,000 in 1990. 
During the same period, total hotel rooms sold in 
Ashland increased by 173% — from 90,753 in 1981 
to 247,624 in 1989. The increase in hotel rooms was 
much greater than the increase in attendance at OSF. 
Some of the possible reasons that this occurred was 
that many patrons for OSF were previously staying in 
other accommodations in Jackson County, and also, a 
growing percentage of tourism is independent of OSF.

In 1990, the Southern Oregon Visitorʼs Association 
(SOVA) contracted with the Southern Oregon 
Regional Services Institute (SORSI) to conduct 
research on tourism in Jackson County. Rebecca Reid 
was the primary researcher for this project. The results 
shed some new light on the nature of tourism in 
Jackson County and Ashland.

Extensive interviews were conducted with 434 visi-
tors to the area in Lithia Park from the period from 
June through September in 1990. Of the persons inter-
viewed, only 227, or 52%, were staying the night in 
Ashland. Off these, 15% stayed with friends or rela-
tives, 7% were camping, 9% stayed at other accom-
modations (such as the youth hostel), 13% stayed at 
a bed and breakfast inn, and 56% were in motel or 
hotel lodging.

The tourist sector, 
unlike other divisions 
of the economy, is 
defined not by prod-
uct, but by market. 
Consequently, a large 
variety of activities 
cater, at least in part, 
to tourists.
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Using this data, and other data gathered from the 
survey, Reid built a model of visitor census in 
Ashland. The modelʼs results are contained in Table 
VII-8. It shows that Ashland has a total visitor popula-
tion of 258,670, with about one half occurring during 
the summer months.

For the past 20 years, increases in the annual sales of 
tickets to OSF performances has been considered the 
primary reason more tourists were coming to Ashland. 
However, as the tourism industry and OSF matured, 
this correlation has become looser. In the plan period, 
OSF plans only minor increases in total annual sales, 
on the order of 5% or less. In addition, other attrac-
tions in the area have increased, and will continue to 
cause the tourist census to increase, albeit at a slower 
rate than the last 20 years. Richards and Pirsadeth11, 
in their study of the Ashland economy, estimated that 
Ashland tourism would increase by 42% by the year 
2005 independent of increases in ticket sales at OSF. 
Therefore, total tourist census projected in the year 
2005 would be 310,000 annually12.

Actual tourist activity will depend equally on what 
is done in Ashland to attract and accommodate tour-
ists. Inevitably, programs implemented successfully 
to maintain the local quality of life will also attract 
tourists, but independent of policies designed for the 
benefit of residents, the cityʼs community and govern-

ment can act both to promote tourism and to maintain 
adequate city services and resources. Projects such as 
the proposed Pacific Institute of Natural Sciences or 
“off-Shakespeare” theater productions will go a long 
way toward supplying the tourist attraction required to 
meet the projected demand13.

Since they are almost 1,000 rooms in Ashland and 
the immediately surrounding area, an additional 420 
rooms would be needed to meet this demand, if no 
steps are undertaken to expand the length of the tour-
ist season or otherwise alter todayʼs occupancy rates. 
At about 950 square feet of gross land area per room, 
including amenities such as laundry and parking, this 
implies an additional 9.5 acres for hotels and motels. 
Different densities of land use resulting from different 
architectural design in the industry would, of course, 
lead to different land requirements.

The tourist sector, unlike other divisions of the econ-
omy, is defined not by product, but by market. Con-
sequently, a large variety of activities cater, at least 
in part, to tourists. The tourist proportion of a commu-
nityʼs trade is significant because it allows the com-
munity to “import” goods and services from beyond 
its boundaries. Tourism can also be beneficial because 
tourists patronize a wide variety of establishments and 
consequently contribute to diversification of the goods 
and products produced locally. Tourism thus promotes 

When businesses that 
cater substantially to 
tourists are examined, 
it is immediately 
apparent that the pro-
portion of an estab-
lishment s̓ trade that 
is due to tourism 
varies significantly 
both with business 
type and with individ-
ual establishments in 
a given trade.
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specialization in production and consumption of a 
greater variety of goods than the community itself 
can efficiently produce. When businesses that cater 
substantially to tourists are examined, it is imme-
diately apparent that the proportion of an establish-
mentʼs trade that is due to tourism varies significantly 
both with business type and with individual establish-
ments in a given trade.

Among establishments associated with the tourist 
trade, those that cater most nearly exclusively to tour-
ists are the hotels, motels and inns. There are no exact 
figures, but it is likely that 85% or more of their busi-
ness can be classified as tourist trade. This proportion 
can be expected to be lower, but still substantial in the 
entertainment, restaurant and retail trades.

To test the popular notion that Ashland, due to heavy 
tourist traffic, has more than its share of restaurants, 
Table VII-9 compares the number of restaurants in 
Ashland to the number in other Oregon cities of com-
parable size. In fact, Ashland has fewer restaurants 
per resident than Grants Pass, Roseburg, or Klamath 
Falls. Cities of comparable size with equal or fewer 
restaurants per person are the suburban towns in the 
Portland metropolitan area, Milwaukie and Oregon 
City. The reasons for Ashlandʼs position in this com-
parison should be investigated, as the logical conclu-
sion, that Ashland residents eat out less often than 

people elsewhere, invites explanation. This could be 
explained by the large proportion of relatively expen-
sive restaurants which could invite opportunities for 
inexpensive restaurants directed at the local resident.

Restaurant managers were also asked to calculate or 
estimate the percentage of their total receipts earned 
in each month of the year. The difference between 
the minimum month and each of the other months 
was then calculated and summed, to derive the total 
seasonality of demand. Seasonal demand was derived 
in the same way using national statistics for restaurant 
sales.

The difference between national seasonal variation 
and local seasonal variation was then calculated and 
assumed to be attributable exclusively to tourism. This 
yielded the result that about half of total restaurant 
sales are due to tourists. Because only 13 of 60 ques-

The future economy 
will rely on informa-
tion services as much 
as raw and finished 
materials, and Ash-
land, with its highly 
educated work force, 
will be in an excellent 
position to capitalize 
on this expanding 
market.

TABLE VII-9
RESTAURANTS IN ASHLAND AND COMPARABLE CITIES

Town Population Restaurants Restaurants
   per Capita

Grants Pass 16,930 94 .0056
Bend 18,970 96 .0051
Roseberg 16,240 76 .0047
Klamath Falls 17,430 81 .0046
Oregon City 15,030 59 .0039
Ashland 16,310 63 .0039
Milwaulkie 18,435 62 .0034
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tionnaires were returned, the survey was unable to 
prove that the importance of tourists to restaurants 
varies according to the restaurants  ̓location. However, 
questionnaires were coded according to area and it 
appears that downtown restaurants and those north of 
downtown get about half their business from tourists, 
those on Siskiyou Boulevard south of the library or 
near the College depend on tourists for only a tenth 
of their business, and those on Highway 66 beyond 
the freeway are even more heavily dependent upon the 
tourist trade than those downtown.

EDUCATION (7.06.03)
Although the State Board of Higher Education has 
placed a cap on enrollments at Southern Oregon State 
College, it is likely that this institution will remain 
a motor of economic growth for the city through 
generation of payroll, local purchases by employees 
and students, enhancement of student abilities to find 
or make jobs for themselves in Ashland, and as an 
incubator for innovations and as a favorable attraction 
for education-intensive firms that may, be consider-
ing the move to Ashland. If the College is to become 
an active force in attracting new industry from out-
side the region, it needs to develop greater capacity 
for post-graduate education and research, but only a 
few such developments can be anticipated in the near 
future because of limited state resources.

RETAIL SALES AND SERVICES (7.06.04)
Research by John Richards and Hassan Pirsedeth, 
projected retail sales as a function of population, 
personal income of residents and tourist census. The 
results indicate that there could be an increase in 
retail sales volume of 31% between 1987 and 1992. 
For every $1000 increase in gross income, Ashland 
residents increase their retail spending by $249 in 
Ashland. The average tourist spends $237 in Ashland. 
Increases in the number of tourists, personal income 
and the non-student population contribute more to 
retail sales than do increases in college enrollments14.

Based on the 1987 Census figures for Retail trade, 
and the lack of retail construction during the 1980ʼs 
it appears that Ashland may experience an increase 
of retailing activity in the next few years, especially 
retailing directed at the local population. If this hap-
pens, it will increase the turnover of local dollars 
earned from such sources as tourism or manufactur-
ing. Without a significant retail market aimed at local 
residents, any beneficial growth in manufacturing, for 
example, will primarily benefit the external retail mar-
kets where Ashlanders go to shop. The lack of avail-
ability of a sufficient quantity and quality of goods 
locally has adverse affects in local employment, and 
increases transportation problems, both locally and 
regionally. While it is unrealistic to expect that Ash-
land will capture all local retail sale demand, the 
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example of other, similarity sized cities in close prox-
imity to major retailing centers indicate that Ashland 
could expand its local retail market.

Services are well represented in Ashland. While some 
are low paying, such as the hotel industry, others, 
such as software services, offer better pay and increas-
ing demand. Many services, such as software develop-
ment, have markets out of the area, and are essentially 
exporting their commodities. The future economy will 
rely on information services as much as raw and fin-
ished materials, and Ashland, with its highly educated 
work force, will be in an excellent position to capital-
ize on this expanding market. Information essentially 
has no bulk, transportation costs of the product are 
insignificant, and it is feasible to conduct a national 
or international business from a small, rural city. This 
has as much potential for export based job creation as 
has light manufacturing.

Another basic need for local retailing is to form tra-
ditional retailing centers for neighborhoods. One way 
to reduce traffic flows on major arterials is to provide 
local stores oriented to specific neighborhoods. These 
small centers provide basic goods and services, and 
also form the focus of neighborhood development. 
An analysis of Ashlandʼs neighborhoods indicates 
that three are without neighborhood retailing within 

convenient walking distance, Quiet Village, North 
Main/Wimer, and East Main/North Wightman. The 
Plan and Zoning map should be modified to accom-
modate more local retail services at locations that are 
convenient to these neighborhoods.

MANUFACTURING (7.06.05)
There is one mill remaining in Ashland, Crowman 
Corporation, which produces primary timber products 
such as lumber. It employs about 130 people. A 
second mill, Parsonʼs Pine, specializes in remanu-
facturing odd-cuts of lumber and employs some 90 
people. Ashland timber-based manufacturing appears 
largely to have stabilized since the shake-outs of the 
early part of the decade. The trend now appears to 
be for the large resident firms to continue to diversify 
their product lines and markets without growing rap-
idly. At the same time, the number of small firms 
using wood as the basic raw material has been slowly 
increasing in Ashland over the last ten years.

This information indicates that Ashland-based wood 
products manufacturers are using inputs more effi-
ciently, diversifying their product lines, adding more 
value to the products sold, and perhaps reaching 
broader markets. All of these are healthy trends which 
should help insulate the local economy from eco-
nomic shocks in the future. In addition, these trends 
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should allow moderate growth to continue in the 
wood products industry, despite gradual timber har-
vest decline, due to product and process innovations.

Non-timber manufacturing, on the other hand, is one 
of the few areas where job creation can occur with 
wages above the county average. For this sector to 
expand, Ashland needs to encourage the development 
of flat, inexpensive land that is fully serviced, and to 
ensure that regulatory involvement is kept simple and 
predictable in these areas, as business decisions often 
must be made quickly. The best way to encourage the 
growth of this sector is by ensuring a high quality of 
life, and good and efficient provision of city services.

FUTURE LAND NEEDS  AND EMPLOYMENT 
DISTRIBUTION (7.06.06)
Estimating future land needs is both necessary for a 
Comprehensive Plan, and somewhat risky. The land 
needs estimate is usually based on the number of 
employees per acre, and this varies greatly among 
uses. In addition, there is no standardized database to 
use for projections, and planners have relied on rules 
of thumb based on limited surveys. With the knowl-
edge that the land needs can only be estimated, a pro-
jection can however be based on future employment.

In the 1982 Comprehensive plan, a figure of 10 
employees per acre was used, and it appears to have 

reasonably served the City as a method of projecting 
gross land needs. It is similar to figures used by other 
Oregon cities for industrial needs, as Roseburg uses 
8.5 employees per acre, and Albany uses 9.5 in their 
land needs projections. Commercial land needs are 
often projected using population, and again, Roseburg 
uses 1.3 acres per 100 persons, and Albany 1 acre per 
100 persons.

Ashlandʼs land use appears to be more intensive 
than these two cities. Ashland has a total land area of 
196 acres developed for commercial and industrial 
use. This is land solely in private ownership, and an 
adjustment needs to be made for public roads, ease-
ments, and parking lots. As this is about 40% of 
land use in commercial areas, the total land used by 
Ashlandʼs economy is 274 acres. This land supports 
about 4500 employees — Ashlandʼs employment 
total, not including public sector, non profit, and 
Valley View Road employees. The resulting ratio is 
about 16 employees per acre. While this is higher than 
the projection estimate, it includes areas such as the 
downtown, which has taken years to develop to its 
current intensity. Therefore, using 10 employees per 
acre is a prudent projection assumption.

By applying the present proportion of employed 
people in Ashland to the projected population in 2005, 
we can get a general idea of the number of jobs 

The exact mix of 
retailing, services, 
wholesaling, and 
manufacturing is 
impossible to predict 
and difficult to con-
trol, so forecasting 
should err on the side 
of allowing ample, 
rather than restrictive 
policies for land avail-
ability.
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that will be needed by 2005. Two estimates can be 
derived for this proportion, one from State Employ-
ment figures for Jackson county, and one from the 
comprehensive employment data bank compiled for 
this study. For Ashland, City figures yield 37%, and 
countywide, the ratio is 39%. Applying these propor-
tions to the expected population of 19,995 for 2005 
predicts that employment in Ashland will grow by 
between 1,350 and 1,750 additional jobs over the next 
16 years, representing a yearly growth of less than 2% 
of the 1989 base. For the projections for land use in 
the City, the assumption is that Ashland will be close 
to the countywide employment to population ratios.

An additional 1,750 new jobs translates into a need 
for about 175 acres of new land area for all commer-
cial, employment, and industrial needs. In addition, 
9.5 acres of land would be needed to accommodate 
tourism needs in the planning period, for a total of 
185 acres. However, the employment densities vary 
tremendously. Retail employment can be from 20 
employees an acre in shopping centers to 200 an acre 
in an employment intensive, downtown use. Industrial 
needs can range from a high of 35 to 40 employees 
an acre for labor intensive uses to 1 employee an acre 
or less for land intensive activities, such as warehous-
ing or transportation related activities. The exact mix 
of retailing, services, wholesaling, and manufacturing 
is impossible to predict and difficult to control, so 

forecasting should err on the side of allowing ample, 
rather than restrictive policies for land availability. 
The City should ensure that the Comprehensive plan 
includes at least 184 acres of land, and also that it 
include land that is suitable for a range of economic 
activities, such as retailing, office uses, warehousing, 
and manufacturing.

Currently the City has 31 acres of Commercial land, 
101 acres of land zoned Employment, and 21 acres of 
vacant Manufacturing land, for a total of 152 acres. 
This leaves a deficit of 32 acres of land to be provided 
in the Urban Growth Boundary. With a few minor 
exceptions, the major area of vacant land is the area 
bounded by the railroad and the freeway, between 
Ashland Street (Highway 66) and Crowson Road. 
This area contains 66 vacant acres. In addition there 
are another 10 acres vacant in the Urban Growth 
Boundary (UGB), mostly in the vicinity of Ashland 
Street and the 1-5 freeway. The total of vacant land 
in the Urban Growth Boundary, is 106, more than the 
required 32. Therefore, there is ample land in Ash-
landʼs UGB to sustain the local economic expansion 
anticipated.

While the “extra” 74 acres of land is not needed in an 
absolute sense, it is all committed to urbanization by 
the existing land use pattern and the extension of ser-
vices. For example, most of the vacant land is in the 
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area bounded by Siskiyou, Crowson, East Main, and 
Ashland Street. Most of the rest is in theValley View 
area. Specific uses will need to locate on these lands, 
and annexations should occur not only because other 
land is not available in the City, but also because 
land proposed for annexation meets the specific site 
requirements of the proposed new use.

ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION AND WAGE 
TRENDS (7.06.07)
Economic diversification is considered essential for 
the general economic health of a community as it 
insulates the workforce from cyclical trends in the 
national economy while helping to maintain a broad 
base for egalitarian access to amenities.

A review of the sectoral allocation of employment in 
Ashland (Table VII-3), as stated earlier, demonstrates 
that the retail trades and services employ an unusually 
high percentage of job-holders in Ashland, at 34% 
and 40%, respectively. While these are the sectors that 
have been growing fastest throughout the county, state 
and country over the last decade or more, they are 
the lowest paying sectors outside of agricultures at 
64% and 91% of average wage respectively. However, 
these sectors also contain employment categories that 
are relatively high on the wage scale, such as the 
financial, insurance, medical and legal fields, or that 
provide a fairly good wage and good benefits, such 

as employment at Southern Oregon State College or a 
general merchandise department store.

Also, while the retail and service sectors do not 
always provide a high wage rate, it is beneficial to 
the community to encourage local retail and service 
spending, both from an economic and an overall plan-
ning perspective. While Ashland has room for growth 
in this area, these sectors should not be depended 
upon to provide large numbers of high wage jobs, but 
rather to provide a few highly paid jobs and a large 
number of middle to lower income jobs, beneficial to 
entry level workers, second income earners, students 
and others who need part time work.

It is evident from wage trends in Jackson County 
that the services sector enjoyed a slow but steady 
rise in wages relative to other sectors from 1980 to 
1987, and that the wage rate may have stabilized 
at approximately 90% of average. This has occurred 
despite the fact that wages in the lodging industry 
have remained near 40% of the average and it sug-
gests that the service sector has itself been evolving 
towards higher-value activities. This impression is 
reinforced by a review of wage growth in finance, 
insurance and real estate (the “business services” 
sector), where there has been a generally constant 
increase in relative wages from below average in 1980 
to roughly 10% above average today.

It appears that the 
City s̓ best strategy 
is to anticipate that 
the majority of job 
creation will be in 
the services and retail 
sector.
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The major employment sectors offering above-av-
erage wages are contract construction, manufactur-
ing including wood products, wholesale trade, and 
transportation, communications and public utilities, 
in declining order of total employment. Manufactur-
ing wages dropped from 144% of average in 1980, 
remaining at roughly 130% since 1982, largely as a 
result of a similar but somewhat more pronounced 
drop in wood-products wages. The difference between 
wood products wages and total manufacturing wages 
has declined considerably over the decade.

Wages have been less stable in the construction 
industry over the decade than in any other sector 
outside of agriculture or mining. While employment 
in the construction industry is currently high, this is a 
very volatile sector, and depends largely on increased 
immigration for expansion. Thus construction cannot 
be considered as a target sector for economic develop-
ment except to the extent that local firms can compete 
for jobs elsewhere or replace non-local firms in local 
construction.

It appears that the Cityʼs best strategy is to anticipate 
that the majority of job creation will be in the services 
and retail sector. Ashland should work to encourage 
job creation in the manufacturing sector as well. How-
ever, there will not be many of these jobs available 

in the planning period, and there will be a lot of 
competition from other communities for them. The 
best strategy is to encourage service and retail jobs, as 
well as manufacturing jobs, which pay wages equal to 
or higher than the County average.

It is important to note, however, that little economic 
change can occur by discouraging economic activity 
that is not as desireable as others. While the City may 
not wish to encourage or give incentives to businesses 
with low paying jobs, it is counter productive to 
actively discourage the enterprises that do not desire 
City help. If such jobs are created, the market place 
should decide the wage rate. Land use policies that 
discourage low wage jobs will have little impact, and 
may prevent start-up operations that eventually would 
contribute a great deal to the local economy.

SUITABILITY OF VACANT LAND
FOR ANTICIPATED USES (7.06.08)
Considering where the job creation is projected to 
occur, the Cityʼs land inventory needs to be analyzed 
to determine if sufficient land, with the right char-
acteristics, exists for the projected uses. Ashlandʼs 
vacant land inventory show that the following three 
general categories exist:
1) Flat land (less than 10% slopes), existing or suit-

able for creation of large parcels, (greater than 

Businesses, such as 
doctors and other 
medical specialists, 
and specialty sales 
such as pharmacies 
are best located in 
proximity to the Hos-
pital.
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1 acre). Total acreage that fits this category is 
133 acres in the city limits, and 103 acres in the 
urban growth boundary. Of the land in the city 
limits, 15 acres are zoned commercial, 97 acres 
are zoned employment, and 21 acres are zoned for 
manufacturing. Of the land in the urban growth 
boundary, 103 acres are designated for employ-
ment uses, and 4 acres are designated for com-
mercial uses. This type of land is suitable for 
manufacturing, large office, services, retail, and 
large scale tourism, with mixed residential uses as 
an ancillary use.

 Some of the large parcels in specific locations 
should not be permitted to develop for tourism 
use, as they are more suitable for higher wage 
service and retail uses. An example would be that 
the downtown area and the freeway zones are well 
suited to tourism development, but the Ashland 
Street Corridor from Washington Street to Sis-
kiyou Boulevard should be reserved for retail, 
service, and mixed uses. This should be specifi-
cally outlined in the zoning for the sites.

2) Flat land, (less than 10% slopes), small parcels 
(less than 1 acre). Total acreage is 6 acres in 18 
sites, all in the city limits. Of these, 2.25 acres are 
zoned commercial, 0.4 is zoned C1-D, and 3.52 

acres are zoned employment. These are suitable 
for the location of Service and Retail needs, as 
well as some tourism.

 
3) Sloping land (greater than 10% slope). Total acre-

age is 17 in three sites, 13 acres zoned commercial 
and 4 acres in employment. This land is generally 
unsuitable for manufacturing, large scale retail, 
and large scale service sector development. It is 
better suited to office use, tourism, and mixed 
commercial and residential uses, where a variety 
of small scale buildings can be accommodated on 
the slope without large scale cutting and filling.

 
4) There also exists a need to permit some conversion 

of residential land surrounding Ashland Commu-
nity Hospital to take the best advantage of medi-
cally related jobs. Such businesses, such as doctors 
and other medical specialists, and specialty sales 
such as pharmacies are best located in proximity 
to the Hospital. This not only encourages the 
growth of these well paying service sector jobs, 
it also enhances medical services in the commu-
nity, and reduces traffic by placing similar facili- 
ties within walking distance of each other. This 
area already has a commitment to the Hospital, as 
a conversion from residential to commercial has 
taken place over the last 20 years. The needs of the 

The major focus for 
diversification of 
Ashland s̓ economy 
over the present 
planning period 
should be diversifica-
tion of markets.
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medical community to expand in this area must be 
evaluated, and an area designated with zoning that 
will allow medical uses outright, retaining a higher 
degree of landscaping than commercial areas, and 
facilitating the pedestrian communication between 
uses in this area and the hospital.

7.07 Conclusion
GENERAL (7.07.01)
Ashland will see as many as 1750 new jobs created by 
the year 2005, mostly in the services and retail sector. 
Up to 184 acres of land will be needed to accommo-
date this expansion, but this could vary significantly 
due to variations in employment needs within the dif-
ferent economic sectors.

Ashlandʼs economy is more specialized in services 
and retail sales than is either the State or Jackson 
County. Part of the local specialization is due to 
SOSC, which accounts for one-quarter of Service 
industry employment, and part is due to the tourist 
trade. In the past nine years, Ashland appears to have 
conformed to the national, state and county trends 
of adding more small businesses, especially in the 
services and retail sectors. However, this trend is very 
pronounced in Ashland and a large number of these 
firms employ only one or two people, indicating that 
they are not entrepreneurial but merely self-supportive 
in nature.

Tourist counts could increase by nearly 50% by 2005 
if adequate levels of services, accommodations and 
entertainment facilities are supplied. This projection 
is largely independent of short-term fluctuations in the 
national economy. This change will require an expan-
sion of public facilities, especially parks, streets, and 
parking, or innovative programs to reduce traffic 
through non-structural alternatives such as the provi-
sion of mass transit services for both local residents 
and visitors.

More hotel-motel accommodations can be supported 
by the additional tourists. If no additional rooms are 
built, more people will stay in nearby communities 
and come to Ashland by car, causing additional traffic 
and parking problems. Building motels and hotels in 
Ashland will allow the city to encourage the use of 
public transport or shuttle services in town, and will 
provide additional employment and tax base. At pres-
ent occupancy rates, however, it would take an addi-
tional nine and one half acres to provide the number 
of rooms that will be demanded at the peak month in 
the year 2005.
The City should encourage those tourism-related 
facilities that increase the variety of services offered 
and wages paid, such as new theaters and scientific 
exhibits. The City should accommodate new hotel 
rooms sufficient to allow tourists whose primary des-
tination is Ashland to stay in the City limits. 
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The major focus for diversification of Ashland s̓ econ-
omy over the present planning period should be diver-
sification of markets. There is such a risk in depending 
upon any one economic sector, such as tourism, as the 
major export market for locally produced goods and 
services. Establishment of light manufacturing firms 
with high value-added components should be espe-
cially encouraged. Sophisticated services catering to a 
geographically dispersed clientele and retailing tar-
geted to local residents should be encouraged as well.

Demand for real estate in Ashland may continue to 
drive prices up. This may make it more difficult to 
attract independent small business people to Ashland, 
and more difficult to attract highly educated personnel 
to Southern Oregon State College. Either of these cir-
cumstances could reduce Ashlandʼs ability to diversify 
its economy. However, it is apparent that nationwide, 
quality-of-life factors tend to outweigh cost factors 
in the establishment of new, “footloose” enterprises, 
as long as business costs are not prohibitive. There-
fore, an aggressive affordable housing policy will be 
a key to Ashlandʼs long term economic health, as the 
economy can diversify only as long as it is supplied 
by a local labor market. It is not realistic to assume 
that Ashland wages can be raised to the level required 
for the average worker in Ashland to be able to afford 
the average new home in Ashland in 1990.

Retirees are not expected to be a major influence 
in Ashlandʼs economy over the next fifteen years. 
In fact, relative to Medford and the rest of Jackson 
County, Ashlandʼs retirement population is expected 
to decrease due to rising real-estate values. These 
rising costs appear to have discouraged nearby 
non-locals from retiring to Ashland. Ashland residents 
seem able to retire here, but are concerned with rising 
property taxes once incomes are fixed.

Southern Oregon State College will continue to be an 
economic force in the community, but until it develops 
a stronger research capacity and graduate offerings, 
it is unlikely to increase its impact on the Cityʼs 
economy. A stronger educational component could 
serve both product diversification through a basic sci-
ences component, and market diversification through 
the business and social sciences components.

These components could attract knowledge-intensive 
manufacturing such as computer software and medical 
specialty businesses to Ashland. Educational facilities 
and professional services are other types of businesses 
that could be expected to locate and flourish in Ash-
land. Establishment of an Asian Studies center, affili-
ated with the College or independent, is an important 
step toward educational enhancement of marketing 
potential.

The city needs to 
develop policy options 
which strike a balance 
between the growth 
of tourism and the 
growth of population 
and markets.
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The bulk of Ashland s̓ manufacturing remains in the 
wood products sector, but several small firms are 
adding new lines of products in this sector. Overall, 
Ashland s̓ manufacturing base has diversified some-
what over the last five years, but its diversity rests in 
large part on very small firms. The city might do well 
to consider the tenuous nature of the first few years for 
such firms, and to especially encourage entrepreneurial 
firms (those that provide employment for more than 
the owning household). While some of these can capi-
talize on the tourist market, a wiser strategy may be to 
encourage access to broader markets.

The city needs to develop policy options which 
strike a balance between the growth of tourism and 
the growth of population and markets. One pos-
sible option is to explore new markets for the Cityʼs 
manufacturers. Policies to attract businesses of 10-50 
employees or to encourage existing manufacturers 
to grow to that size, might enable individual firms to 
expand the cityʼs market area by penetrating more 
distant markets. The City should encourage local 
businesses to concentrate on increasing the value 
added in manufacturing, while encouraging new 
firms with high-value-added products to settle here. 
Markets should be the primary target of economic 
diversification efforts in Ashland over the present 
planning period. While marketing cooperatives may 
be an avenue to pursue, every attempt should be made 

to utilize the Stateʼs marketing resources available 
through the Oregon Department of Economic Devel-
opment and the Federal resources available through 
the Small Business Administration and Foreign Trade 
Administration. The City and SORSI might cooperate 
to help make these resources more readily available to 
local entrepreneurs.

ASSUMPTIONS (7.07.02)
The employment to total population ratio within the 
City will approximately equal 39% by the year 2005. 
Ashland will add approximately 1,750 jobs during this 
time. Most of these jobs will be in the service and 
retail sectors. An additional 175 acres of land will 
be developed during this time to accommodate the 
increase in job creation.

Unemployment rates within the City will remain rela-
tively constant throughout the planning period due to 
continued immigration.

Commercial and industrial activities are generally 
urban uses and, as such, shall occur within the urban 
growth boundary.

Non-urban, resource-based employment (i.e., forestry, 
fishing, mining and agriculture) will not provide sig-
nificant employment growth in the future.

The role of the City 
in economic develop-
ment is to encourage, 
but not lead nor to 
overly regulate, the 
marketplace.
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New development will consume about one acre 
of land for every 10 new jobs added to Ashland, 
although there will be a wide range on individual 
projects, from 0.1 jobs per acre to 100 jobs per acre 
and more.

There will be a need to accommodate substantial 
increase in tourism, which will require the addition 
of 420 hotel rooms over the planning period, and this 
will create a need for about 9.5 acres of development 
of hotel and motels.

The role of the City in economic development is to 
encourage, but not lead nor to overly regulate, the 
marketplace.

GOAL (7.07.03)
To ensure that the local economy increases in its 
health, and diversifies in the number, type, and 
size of businesses consistent with the local social 
needs, public service capabilities, and the retention 
of a high quality environment.
1) Policy – The City shall zone and designate within 

the Plan Map sufficient quantity of lands for 
commercial and industrial uses to provide for the 
employment needs of its residents and a portion 
of rural residents consistent with the population 
projection for the urban area.

2) Policy – The City shall design the Land Use Ordi-
nance to provide for:
a) Land division and development within 

employment and manufacturing districts, and 
continue the employment zoning district 
which will provide for service, retail, and light 
industrial uses consistent with specific perfor-
mance standards relative to heavy truck traffic, 
noise, dust, vibration, and single-passenger 
vehicle trips.

b) Controlled access along Ashland Street to 
ensure limited points of common access to 
businesses that are developing or undergoing 
development in this area.

c) Specific development guidelines which will 
ensure that:
1) New development or redevelopment in the 

Historic District will be compatible with 
the character of the district.

2) Development along Siskiyou Boulevard 
and Ashland Street will not primarily be 
automobile-oriented, but will also include 
attractive landscaping and designs that 
encourage pedestrian, bicycle, and mass 
transit forms of travel.
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3) Strong sign regulations exist which ensure 
that the number, size and placement of 
signs are the minimum required for recog-
nition by the public of the business at the 
site.

d) Retail, office, travelerʼs accommodations and 
neighborhood shopping in residential areas, at 
development intensities that are appropriate to 
the area.

e) Commercial or employment zones where busi-
ness and residential uses are mixed. This is 
especially appropriate as buffers between resi-
dential. and employment or commercial areas, 
and in the Downtown.

f) Medical uses as permitted uses in a desig-
nated, zoned area surrounding the Hospital 
and Maple Street.

g) Clear and objective standards for development 
reviews that provide for a quick and predict-
able approval process with a reduced amount 
of uncertainty.

3) Policy—The City shall develop and implement 
an economic development program which will 
attempt to increase the number, variety and size of 

retail, service, and light industrial activity employ-
ers within the urban area, with particular emphasis 
on employers who pay wages at or above the 
median County wage and employ from 5 to 100 
people, or who are locally owned. The City shall 
work with regional economic development agen-
cies on coordinating regional economic develop-
ment activities.

4) Policy—In accordance with policies VII-2 and 
VII-3 above, the City shall take such actions as are 
necessary to ensure that economic development 
can occur in a timely and efficient manner. Such 
actions may include the following:
a) Use of the Local Improvement District process 

to reconstruct or install public facilities to 
commercial, employment, and manufacturing 
zoned lands. Land and buildings should be 
suitable for use by small service and manufac-
turing industries of about 10 to 50 employees. 
Two areas of the City that would benefit from 
this policy are those lands designated Employ-
ment served by Exit 14 of the I-5 freeway and 
Hersey Street and “A” Street.

b) Utilization of available grants and loans to 
finance the extension of public facilities to 
lands zoned or planned for commercial or 
industrial use.
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c) Inclusion within the Capital Improvement 
programs facilities improvements which will 
help achieve long-range development goals 
and policies.

d) Creation of incentives for the private sector to 
develop and divide Employment and Manufac-
turing lands, making them available for com-
mercial and manufacturing uses.

5) The City shall encourage economic development 
of the local resources and enhance employment 
opportunities for existing residents. The Cityʼs 
policy is that economic development shall always 
have as its primary purpose the enhancement of 
the communityʼs economic health.

6) The City shall work with the College to encour-
age the growth of research and graduate programs. 
The City shall encourage the establishment of the 
Asian Studies facility, and other such facilities that 
provide a bridge to the international marketplace.

7) The City is clearly unsuitable for the following 
types of businesses:
a) Businesses which use large amounts of water, 

especially when Ashlandʼs water needs peak.

b) Businesses that emit significant amounts of air 
pollution.

c) Businesses that create toxic wastes that require 
specialized disposal techniques not available 
locally.

d) The City shall include in the Land Use Ordi-
nance specific list of businesses that are 
prohibited from operations in the City Limits, 
or specific performance standards that would 
define uses that are unacceptable because they 
meet one or more of the above criteria.

Footnotes
1 City of Ashland, City Plan, 1980, pVII-9.

2 FuturePlan Festival final report, October, 1989.

3 Don Laws, Public Opinion Survey, Southern Oregon 
State College, Spring, 1989.

4 Personal conversation with Chuck Butler, January, 
1990

5 Ashland Comprehensive Plan, Chapter VII, Table 2
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6 These figures are calculated from a list of employers 
and employment figures compiled from data supplied 
by City Business Licenses, the Oregon State Employ-
ment Division, and cross-checked against Polkʼs Ash-
land City Directory and the US West Yellow Pages. 
Employment data not supplied in government records 
were estimated and spot checked by telephone survey.

7 City Government employment is as reported in the 
Cityʼs Comprehensive Financial Report for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1988, p132. The number given 
here combines Parks and Recreation Department per-
sonnel with other Municipal employees.

8 Personal Conversation with Chuck Butler, January, 
1990

9 Oregon State System of Higher Education. Projec-
tions of High School Graduates, 1990-2005, Eugene, 
OR.

10 Bureau of the Census, United States Census, 1960, 
1970, 1980.

11 Richards and Pirsedeth Study

12 Mr. Paul Nicholson, Executive Director, OSF, Per-
sonal Interview, June 1989.

13 Reid, Rebecca. “Projections of Attendance and 
Selected Revenues and Expenses” Exhibit 9 of the 
Pacific Institute of Natural Sciences  ̓request for a 
conditional land use permit submitted to the Ashland 
City Council, 14 Nov, 1988.

14 While retail sales have grown at an increasing rate 
over the last forty years, student enrollments have 
grown only linearly, and actually declined from 1972 
to 1982, so that the relationship between student 
enrollments and retail sales appears to be negative 
overall. This is most likely an anomaly of the years 
for which data are available and should not be inter-
preted to mean that increasing enrollments lead to a 
reduction of retail sales.
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8.01 Introduction
Ashlandʼs character is intimately linked to its aes-
thetic resources, including its vistas, trees, parks and 
open space lands. Early settlers appreciated the natu-
ral beauty of Ashlandʼs setting, and local scenic sites 
evolved as community gathering places. As the town 
grew, traditional use of these sites was gradually for-
malized. Roperʼs Grove, a popular 19th century recre-
ation area in the Ashland Creek Canyon, was absorbed 
into Lithia Park when community ownership of that 
resource evolved. As Ashland developed, its formal 
park lands expanded as well.

Because cities are inherently crowded places, park 
planning has long been a traditional and essential part 
of urban planning. Landmarks of American city plan-
ning such as William Pennʼs 1680 Philadelphia town 
plan, Fredrick Law Olmsteadʼs New York Cityʼs 1856 
Central Park plan, and Daniel Burnhamʼs 1909 Chi-
cago plan, all used parks and open spaces as central 
elements to alleviate the pressures of urban life. Parks 
are not a luxury, but a necessary ingredient in a suc-
cessful urban environment. One of the reasons Ash-
land is such a beautiful and unique city is because of 
past efforts at park planning.

Today Ashland park planning faces new challenges. 
Many traditional uses of private, vacant lands have 
been lost in the past few decades. More will soon 

be lost without a program to acquire and preserve 
significant lands for both traditional parks and open 
space. Ashlandʼs urban forest, comprised of both 
native and imported species, must also be preserved 
and enhanced.

Successful city planning reflects peopleʼs values in 
the changes that take place over time. In consider-
ing Ashlandʼs future, our plans must include both 
traditional parks and preserved natural areas, and 
reflect what most citizenʼs treasure: a community at 
the base of the Siskiyou Mountains, that works with 
rather than fights with nature. Preserving this value 
challenges us to develop a program that will preserve 
important open space and park land, while accommo-
dating Ashlandʼs continuing urbanization.

This element of Ashlandʼs Comprehensive Plan pres-
ents four programs: Parks, Open Space, Urban 
Forestry, and Visual Resources, introduces implemen-
tation strategy and defines policies.

8.02 Parks
Ashland has an elected, five-member Parks and Rec-
reation Commission which controls all lands owned 
by the City of Ashland that have been dedicated for 
park or open space purposes. This commission is 
created by city charter and is empowered to levy tax 
funds for park maintenance and improvements from 

Parks are not a luxury, 
but a necessary ingre-
dient in a successful 
urban environment.
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an annual budget. While they can use the levy to 
maintain lands, the Parks and Recreation Commis-
sion has no authority to purchase or acquire new land. 
This must be accomplished by the City Council, and 
the lands then dedicated to the Parks Commission by 
mutual agreement.

Ashland now has 176 acres of parkland, another 
1.30 acres of City owned land that is in open space 
use, such as cemeteries and the golf course, and an 
additional 58 acres of land used by the community 
as open space but owned by other public agencies 
such as the School District or Southern Oregon State 
College. Fifty-seven acres of City owned land are in 
the city-owned Lithia Springs property outside the 
city limits. This currently is leased to the Ashland 
Gun Club and, serving no other public use, should be 
discounted in an analysis of park land.

Of the 122 acres of developed park land, 95 acres 
are in Lithia Park. There are 17.5 acres in developed 
active parks, 9 acres at Hunter Park, and 8.5 acres 
at YMCA park. Two small urban parks Calle Gua-
najuato, and Bluebird Park, total a little more than 
an acre. Five neighborhood parks range in size from 
one-half acre to two-and-one-half acres, with a total 
acreage of seven-and-one half-acres. There are cur-
rently thirteen acres of undeveloped parkland in two 
sites.

Lithia Park is used 
partly as a regional 
park—a fact not 
clearly reflected in 
acreage comparisons.

TABLE VIII-1
CITY OF ASHLAND PARK AND OPEN SPACE ACERAGE

CITY OWNED PARKS

Developed Parks

Bear Creek Park 40.71
Calle Guanajuato 1.05
Clay Street Park 3.54
Garden Way Park 1.79
Glenwood Park 2.32
Hunter Park 9.03
Lithia Park 95.34
Sherwood Park 0.50
Triangle Park 0.35
YMCA Park 8.58

Subtotal 163.21

Undeveloped Parks

Lithia Mills 3.09
Strawberry Lane Park 10.00

Total Parks 176.30

OTHER CITY OWNED OPEN SPACE

Oak Knoll Golf Course 58.0
Ashland Cemetary 5.0
Mountain View Cemetary 8.0
Hargadine Cemetary 2.0
Lithia Springs 57.0

Total Open Space 130.06

OTHER OPEN SPACE PUBLICALLY OWNED

Public School Playgrounds

Bellview School 4.00
Briscoe School 1.50
Helman School 8.50
Lincoln School 4.50
Walker School 6.50
Middle School 18.00

Total 43.00

SOSC Fields 15.20

Grand Total 364.56
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Fifteen acres of land at Southern Oregon State Col-
lege are used by the community for active recreation, 
and another 43 acres of land in six school sites are 
used for neighborhood recreation--a total of 58 acres.

In addition to fulfilling its primary function, the 
municipally owned 58 acre Oak Knoll Golf Course 
provides a large open space area for the surrounding 
neighborhood.

Lithia Park is used partly as a regional park—a 
fact not clearly reflected in acreage comparisons. A 
1981 park usage study concluded that in the summer, 
one-half of park users were tourists, one-sixth were 
regional users, that is, from Jackson County other 
than Ashland, and one-third were Ashland residents. 
A 1989 Parks Department survey confirmed that these 
numbers remain applicable today.

8.03 Ashland and Other Cities
In 1989 Rick Landt of the Citizenʼs Advisory Plan-
ning Committee (CPAC) conducted a survey of 23 
other cities in Oregon to determine how Ashland 
ranked in available park land relative to these other 
cities. Interestingly, Ashlandʼs parkland inventory at 
10.5 acres per 1,000 population was below the aver-
age of the cities surveyed, which was 12.3 acres per 
1,000. While Ashland ranked ahead of some subur-
ban cities such as Gresham (1.8 acres per 1,000) and 

Hillsboro (2.7 acres per 1,000), it ranked far behind 
our neighboring cities of Medford (46.3 acres per 
1,000) and Klamath Falls (31.3 acres per 1,000). In 
the latter cases, the cities have purchased large areas 
that include a significant natural feature, such as 
Medfordʼs Roxy Ann Mountain. Less urbanized areas 
like southern Oregon, have more opportunities to find 
an acquire park land, due to the availability of unde-
veloped land and generally lower land values. This 
fact helps explain the large amount of park land found 
in Medford, Roseburg and Klamath Falls.

The conclusion that can be drawn is that while 
Ashland is slightly below average in all the cities 

Park types can be 
classified as follows: 
regional, urban, com-
munity, neighborhood, 
pocket, and open 
space.

TABLE VIII-2
PARK LAND INVENTORY
ASHLAND AND OTHER SELECTED OREGON CITIES

Category Acerage # of Parks Acres/1,000

Ashland 176 12 10.5
Albany 385 22 13.7
Astoria 69 17 6.9
Beaverton 512 38 12.2
Corvallis 839 30 20.9
Eugene 1715 82 15.7
Gresham 115 16 1.8
Hillsboro 85 9 2.7
Klamath Falls 533 25 31.3
McMinnville 243 13 14.3
Medford 2085 28 46.3
Pendelton 58 26 4.0
Portland 9416 200 22.4
Roseburg 282 25 16.6
Tigard 207 9 8.1
Woodburn 82 14 7.0
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in this survey, the City also would have a very long 
way to go to preserve as much land as our southern 
Oregon neighbors. Since cities with significant natural 
features and a high degree of community amenities 
tend to have more park land than cities which are 
located in homogenous environments, Ashland should 
be near the top of the list. However, we find ourselves 
below average.

8.04 New Parks Since 1980
During the 1980ʼs Ashland has been active in pur-
chasing new land for parks Three sites, totaling 56 
acres; have been acquired. One, the Bear Creek Gre-
enway park is a natural park and is not planned for 
further development except for the extension of the 
Bear Creek Greenway. The other two sites have not 
been developed. In addition, the YMCA Park and two 
neighborhood parks, Clay Street and Glenwood, have 
been developed. In 1984 a public pool was added at 
Hunter Park. The development of school-park sites 
in cooperation with the Ashland School Board has 
increased the amount of effective park land. The 
development of fifteen acres of community playing 
fields at Southern Oregon State College has greatly 
enhanced the cityʼs ability to provide an active recre-
ation site.

8.05 Types of Parks
Park types can be classified as follows: regional, 

urban, community, neighborhood, pocket, and open 
space. A regional park serves a county area, empha-
sizes an outdoor setting, and usually has facilities 
for activities such as picnicking, swimming. Emigrant 
Lake Park is a regional park and is heavily used by 
county residents.

AN URBAN PARK (8.05.01) emphasizes passive 
recreation, may have picnic and zoo areas, and serves 
a population of 10,000 to 30,000 people. Lithia Park 
is an urban park, but use by people outside Ashland 
lends it a regional character. A community park 
emphasizes active recreation, sport fields and tennis 
courts, and should be within three miles of the area it 
serves. Hunter Park is a community park.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS (8.05.02) are designed 
to be within a one-quarter-mile radius of the area they 
serve, and are related to the neighborhoodʼs charac-
ter. Neighborhood parks include school parks which 
utilize facilities in off hours. The school parks have 
advantages. They may be used during summer months 
and non- school hours; they provide facilities for all 
age groups, thus eliminating duplication of facilities, 
and they cut operating and maintenance costs for both 
the Parks Department and School District.

POCKET PARKS AND SPECIAL AREAS 
(8.05.03) are small areas which satisfy special 
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needs—a place for relaxation in a dense urban area; 
a spot for a specific recreational activity; an outdoor 
urban space; or they simply afford visual pleasure. 
Triangle Park is a pocket park; the Plaza is a special 
area.

8.06 New Park Areas
The survey conducted of cities around the state 
indicated that Ashland has 10.5 acres of parkland per 
1000 people substantially less than the national ideal 
of fifteen acres per 1000 population. The simple com-
parison of acreage and population, however, does not 
reveal the entire situation. Population demands, local 
values, and the unique attributes of the local setting 
are more important than per capita targets. Per capita 
land needs, therefore, should be used only in assess-
ing the need for city-wide facilities such as commu-
nity parks.

NEED FOR NEW PARKS (8.06.01)
As Ashland grows, it will need to add parkland to 
accommodate new population and to increase recre-
ational opportunities to the existing population. This 
section deals with the community parks and neighbor-
hood parks that are to be developed.

These parks are generally known as active parks. They 
differ from open space parks because they involve a 
significant amount of development. Grading, removal 

of native vegetation, installation of irrigation and 
parking, and construction of tennis courts and 
restrooms have a significant impact on the environ-
ment and neighborhood. Active parks can be prodi-
gious traffic generators and can create high parking 
demands. While necessary for a successful city, they 
are relatively expensive to develop and maintain.

Ashland now has two active community parks, Hunter 
Park and YMCA Park. Nine acres and 8.5 respec-
tively, in sum they total 17.5 acres. The city and 
Southern Oregon State College have developed jointly 
15 acres of ball fields that are used both by the college 
and the community. Several Ashland School District 
properties are occasionally used as community parks, 
most notably Walker School and Ashland Junior High 
School.

Ashland has four neighborhood parks, Clay Street, 
Garden Way, Glenwood, and Sherwood Parks, totaling 
over seven acres. Triangle Park, about one-half acre 
in size and an attractive open space, functions as a 
pocket park. In addition, the five Ashland elementary 
schools function as neighborhood parks. The Parks 
Commission and the Ashland School District have 
developed community school-park sites at each of the 
elementary schools. The area acquired by the City on 
East Main and California Streets will also be devel-
oped as a neighborhood park.

Every neighborhood 
should have a park 
within one-quarter 
mile of most homes, 
i.e., within easy walk-
ing distance and 
accessible to most 
children.
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The following criteria have been used in assessing the 
need for future active parks:

Community parks:
1) There should be 2.5 acres per 1,000 population of 

city-wide active community parks.
2) Every neighborhood should have a park within 

one-quarter mile of most homes, i.e., within easy 
walking distance and accessible to most children.

3) The park sites must be relatively flat, without sig-
nificant natural features requiring preservation.

4) The park sites should be located so that traffic 
flow and parking can be accommodated by using 
arterial, collector, and through streets whenever 
possible.

5) The parks should be easily accessible by foot and 
by bicycle.

6) In addition to filling the need for community 
parks, they should also function as neighborhood 
parks where they are located.

7) The City should not rely on land it does not own 
for long term park needs.

Based on these criteria, the city will need 50 acres of 
land in community parks by the year 2005, when the 
population will reach 20,000 people. Today, the city 
has seventeen acres of land in Hunter Park and YMCA 
park, and also uses fifteen acres of land from SOSC, 
for about 2 acres per 1,000 capita. The use of SOSC 

land, however, is based on a lease agreement, and 
when the lease expires 1995, SOSC may choose not 
to renew the lease.

This plan identifies two areas for potential new com-
munity parks. One, Clay Street Park, is an extension 
of the existing YMCA Park and would add 15 acres to 
the 8.5 acres existing, and provide an open space con-
nection between Clay Street and Tolman Creek Road. 
The second are two parcels of vacant pasture in the 
Bear  ̓Creek floodplain, adjacent to Mountain Street. 
These two parcels would provide an additional 24 
acres of active park with excellent access. This would 
give the city slightly more than 2.5 acres per 1,000 
when the population reaches 20,000.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS (8.06.02)
Consideration of both existing and proposed park 
areas reveals that several neighborhoods will be more 
than one-quarter mile from any park. All but four 
areas will be served either by the new large proposed 
active parks or by new open space parks. Four parks 
are planned to accommodate the remaining neighbor-
hoods that would need park for casual, pedestrian use. 
The new parks are small, from one-half to one acre 
in size, and located on currently vacant parcels. The 
neighborhoods are the Oak Knoll area, the Guthrie 
Street area, the Railroad District, and the Wimer 
Street area.

Open space provides 
buffers between 
development, pre-
serves important 
riparian areas and 
wildlife habitat, cre-
ates scenic vistas, 
and contributes to 
Ashland s̓ character.
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8.07 Open Space
Open space provides buffers between development, 
preserves important riparian areas and wildlife habi-
tat, creates scenic vistas, and contributes to Ashlandʼs 
character. They may be owned by the City, by com-
munity groups such as home ownerʼs associations, 
may be preserved through easements, or may be held 
in private ownership.

Ashland has preserved a major open space in Lithia 
Park. While some of the park is developed, much of 
it is an open space preserve. The parkʼs creation did 
little to affect buildable land, as much of it is steep or 
in floodplain, but it has greatly enhanced Ashlandʼs 
environment. Although Ashlandʼs population has 
almost doubled since 1960 we have had no program 
to preserve and develop open spaces. Thus we have 
experienced the irretrievable loss of important open 
spaces, for example, the many small creeks which 
once ran through the city. In many cases the entire 
creek has been removed and culverted, leaving not a 
trace of the original environment. Other city natural 
areas will suffer a similar fate unless a comprehensive 
effort is made to identify, protect, preserve, and, when 
appropriate, acquire important open spaces.

Open space includes parks, natural and undeveloped 
resource areas, agriculture and forest lands, and 
unused vacant lands. Open space buffers incompatible 
land uses, helps create efficient land use patterns, pro-
vides aesthetic experiences and diversity in built-up 
areas, and preserves recreation, agricultural and forest 
lands.

Open space can be preserved by zoning and subdivi-
sion regulations, by purchasing or trading for land or 
easements, by incentives, or by voluntary contribu-
tions. Many of these methods do not require new City 
funding, but depend on identification and develop-
ment standards. Any successful open space program 
must include a program to acquire some key pieces 
for the public, so they may be managed to preserve 
the open spaceʼs character.

Open space programs benefit the preservation of lands 
that are either unbuildable or difficult to develop. 
Flood plains, ravines, wetlands, and steep slopes are 
all undesirable for urban development, but lend char-
acter that make the land desirable for open space.

CONFLICTING USES (8.07.01)
1) Residential and commercial development
2) Road construction
3) Intensive recreational developments

Most of the open 
space proposal has 
been designed to uti-
lize land that is of 
marginal or useless 
for housing.
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ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND 
ENERGY CONSEQUENCES (8.07.02)
1) Economic

a) Alterations to the land to accommodate con-
flicting uses could compromise the quality  ̓of 
an open space area and potentially decrease 
surrounding property values.

b) Street design and construction costs would be 
higher due to the physical constraints of these 
areas, such as steep, densely wooded topogra-
phy, ravines and high water tables.

c) A portion of the costs for acquisition and 
maintenance of open space lands would be 
paid for by local taxes.

d) The construction of homes within open space 
areas would require higher construction stan-
dards to avoid property damage resulting from 
a hillside slumping, erosion or flooding.

2) Social
a) Allowing conflicting uses may reduce the 

quality of open space areas where people 
gravitate towards to enjoy visual and audi-
tory solitude. Intrusion into these areas for the 
purpose of accommodating residential devel-

opment and road construction may jeopardize 
the potential recreation value for passive uses 
such as picnicking, walking, jogging, hiking, 
bicycling or bird watching.

b) The total open space proposal includes almost 
730 acres of land. It is important, when decid-
ing to set aside this amount of land for open 
space uses, to determine the impact this would 
have on the Housing Element.

 Most of the open space proposal has been 
designed to utilize land that is of marginal or 
useless for housing. The project will only have 
a small effect on Employment land, as the only 
area proposed to be used for open space that 
is zoned for employment is along the railroad 
and “A” Street.

 The City has compiled an analysis of the hous-
ing impact of the development of the open 
space plan, contained in a memorandum by the 
Planning Director dated Feb. 21, 1990.

 The total impact on housing would be a loss 
of land on which 331 housing units could be 
developed. By far the largest impact is from 
the two active parks, which are located on 
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areas that were designed for affordable hous-
ing at relatively high densities. These two 
parks would occupy land that could provide 
231 housing units.

 In the current urban growth boundary, there 
was a need for 127 acres of land for high 
cost housing ($110,000 and up in 1990 dol-
lars). There was a large surplus of this type 
of land already in the City limits, as the 1982 
plan shows 256 vacant and available. There-
fore, the loss of the parcels zoned RR-.5 and 
Rl-10 are insignificant, as there are already 
more than sufficient lands in the urban growth 
boundary to provide housing in large lot, 
low density zones with correspondingly high 
prices.

 However, the land available for moderate 
cost housing was in a tighter supply. While 
there was a need for 388 acres of moderate 
cost housing, only 342 were available in the 
City- limits. 160 acres were provided in the 
urban growth boundary. Therefore, the loss of 
the two parcels that would be developed for 
active parks would not need to be replaced, as 
there is a surplus of over 100 acres even with 
these two areas removed.

3) Environmental
a) Physical and aesthetic consequences to open 

space areas resulting from road construction 
could be mitigated through proper design.

b) All conflicting uses could disturb and destroy 
wildlife habitat and fragile ecosystems. Sensi-
tive areas may become susceptible to increases 
in erosion, which in turn may impact the water 
quality of streams and wetlands.

c) Disruption of open space corridors, which act 
to link the regionʼs wilderness areas to the 
city, would result in a decline in urban wild-
life.

4) Energy
a) Urbanization of sensitive open spaces involves 

infrastructure improvements which can be 
complex, costly and energy intensive.

b) Techniques (i.e. erosion control measures) 
used to mitigate the impacts caused by con-
flicting uses may have higher energy require-
ments.

The Parks and Open 
Space-map identifies 
significant open space 
areas in the commu-
nity.
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8.08 Criteria for Open Space
The preceding analysis suggests that many of Ash-
landʼs natural areas be retained as open space, or 
developed into natural parks. Many desirable land par-
cels suggest themselves for an open space program. 
In order to design a unified system, rather than a col-
lection of interesting yet unrelated parcels, a selection 
philosophy must be developed. Criteria for open space 
follows:
1) Lands that preserve wildlife habitat and fragile 

ecosystems, such as wooded areas, ravines, and 
wetlands.

2) Lands that preserve unique scenic features, such 
as wooded views from urbanized areas.

3) Lands that contain potential recreational value .for 
passive uses such as picnicking, walking, jogging, 
hiking, bicycling, bird watching, or simply resting.

4) Areas that contain potential for pathway and trail 
development and which connect with other exist-
ing trails.

5) Areas that can be integrated with existing or pro-
posed community parks.

6) Areas that are interspersed with urban growth so 
that the open space lands are accessible to the 
greatest number of urban residents.

7) Areas with productive farm and forest land.

8) Areas that have outstanding visual or auditory 
solitude.

The Parks and Open Space-map identifies significant 
open space areas in the community. Although some of 
these lands will be acquired or set aside for preserva-
tion during the planning period, there are many forms 
of open space preservation other than public acquisi-
tion. Components of Ashlandʼs Open Space Program 
follow:

CONSERVATION AREAS (8.08.01)
Conservation areas are lands owned by private 
citizens who sell or otherwise release their rights to 
develop the property. Instead, the land is maintained 
in an undeveloped or underdeveloped state. The prop-
erty owner assures the City that the land will be left in 
an unmodified, open state to retain the qualities that 
make it desirable for open space. This assurance usu-
ally takes the form of a conservation easement. The 
City recognizes this agreement with a zoning over-
lay that prohibits development. The landʼs value is 
reduced, possibly lowering property taxes, and quali-
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fying for income tax deductions. While this method 
is valuable for some areas, it usually does not allow 
public access to the property. The main advantage 
is that the City incurs none or minimal direct costs 
although the value of the taxing base may be slightly 
reduced. To fully implement this plan, the City should 
be active in acquiring conservation easements even 
in areas outside the City limits, such as the Wrights 
Creek area.

NEIGHBORHOOD OWNED OPEN SPACE 
(8.08.02)
As an alternative to the preservation of private open 
space, a community can acquire and dedicate to 
common use suitable open space land. The small 
creek behind properties in the block of Allison, Holly, 
Idaho, and Iowa Streets is an excellent example. This 
area is not generally useful to the City because the 
creek has culverts both above and below. However, 
with the Cityʼs cooperation the neighborhood can 
acquire the creek area and reserve it for common 
open space to be managed by a neighborhood group. 
These lands would be held as an undivided interest by 
abutting property owners. Acquisition and develop-
ment could be funded by a local improvement district, 
which would assess all benefitting property owners 
and allow the issue of tax free bonds, thereby reduc-
ing the propertyʼs payment burden.

DEDICATIONS DURING DEVELOPMENT 
(8.08.03)
Open space may comprise only a portion of land 
largely suitable for development. Where no plan 
exists for integration into a natural park, the area 
can be integrated into a private development as a 
common, open space. The Cityʼs ordinances reward 
developers with density bonuses for such inclusions. 
When a parcel contains land required for the commu-
nity-owned open space, city ordinances may require 
dedication and possibly development by the property 
owner. When this occurs, a credit for the required 
system development charge may be necessary, and if 
the permitted number of units is reduced, compensa-
tion may be appropriate.

8.09 New Natural Parks
The keystones of the open space plan are the large, 
contiguous parcels of land which closely match the 
open space criteria. They include the following:

ORDSEN TODD WOODS—CLAY CREEK 
(8.09.01)
The land designated for acquisition is the Clay  ̓Creek, 
extending from the City limits to the Ordsen Todd 
woods, a conservation area owned by the Southern 
Oregon Land Conservancy. This land would provide 
public access from the City limits to the Woods, and 
further preserve the beauty of Clay Creek ravine.
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ROCA CANYON (8.09.02)
This ravine runs from the T.I.D. ditch to SOSC 
campus, where it disappears into a culvert. The ravine 
is deep and wooded with abundant wildlife. The eight 
acre park at the top of the ravine would connect with 
a Conservation Area to the north that would preserve 
the ravine in its present state. Down zoning of this 
Conservation Area is appropriate to prevent develop-
ment from crossing the ravine, which would necessi-
tate numerous culverts and fills to accommodate auto 
access to new lots. A trail would connect through the 
park and from the park down the ravine to Prospect 
Street, providing neighborhood pedestrian connec-
tions where none now exist. The park would provide 
trail access to Siskiyou Mountain Park to the south.

SISKIYOU MOUNTAIN PARK (8.09.03)
The City of Ashland currently owns 110 acres in 
the city limits just south of Lithia Park, and 1,000 
acres outside the city limits surrounded by the Rogue 
National Forest. The areas in the city limits were used 
for granite quarries, and that outside is for the Water 
Departments use associated with the water filtration 
plant and Reeder Reservoir. In addition, the City is in 
the process of acquiring 160 acres currently owned 
by Superior Lumber Company. The proposal is to tie 
these parcels together with additional acquisitions, 
which would allow for a large, 1,500 acre natural 
park that would extend from Clay Creek in the east to 

Ashland Creek in the west. Accesses would be devel-
oped from the other parks and trails in the City, and 
access provided through the park to the Forest Service 
land which surrounds this area. Also, a trail across 
Siskiyou Mountain Park would further interconnect 
this area. These lands also contain several old roads 
that provide excellent hiking, equestrian, and moun-
tain biking and panoramic vistas of the City. Access 
would be available from Ashland Ditch Trail, Lithia 
Park, Terrace Street Park, Roca Canyon Park, Para-
dise Lane, and Todd-Ordsen Woods.

One advantage of this park is that the City already 
owns or is purchasing 1,300 of the 1,500 acres. An 
additional 40 acres are owned by the State Division 
of Higher Education, and the remainder is privately 
owned. While the area of land is large, the costs of 
acquisition is small.

TERRACE STREET (8.09.04)
The small valley between Terrace Street and Long 
Way is a beautiful natural park potentially blending 
into a neighborhood park on Herbert Street. This land 
can be integrated with other city-owned land adjacent 
to Crowson Reservoir and the water pumping station, 
providing access from the neighborhoods to the north 
to the Ashland Loop Road, Siskiyou Mountain Park, 
and the National Forest to the south.
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SCENIC PARK (8.09.05)
The hilltop above Scenic Drive, a backdrop to the 
Plaza, is one of the most important views in Ashland. 
This is hilltop will certainly be developed, ruin-
ing its scenic quality and wildlife habitat, unless it 
is acquired by the City. The Hilltop Park acquisi-
tion would require 40 to 45 acres of land and would 
extend from the Ditch Road to the top of the ridge 
and beyond, and from Strawberry Lane to Grandview 
Drive. The Ditch Road would be closed to traffic, and 
would be used only for hiking, equestrian use, and 
biking.

BEAR CREEK GREENWAY AND MOUNTAIN 
AVENUE NATURAL PARK (8.09.05)
Major portions of this county-wide facility pres-
ently exist. The Jones-Bryant property is already a 
city park, and an important wetland. The plan would 
continue the greenway along Bear Creek to Mountain 
Avenue, acquiring at least a 200 foot wide corridor on 
Bear Creek. This corridor includes significant ripar-
ian areas and associated wetlands, to be retained in 
a natural state. At Mountain Avenue, the plan would 
encompass acquisition of an existing 18 acre parcel 
that was the site of a small sawmill in the 1940ʼs. This 
property would serve as a trail head to the Bear Creek 
Greenway, and the un-vegetated portion of it could be 
added to the proposed active park to the south. The 

Bear Creek Greenway bikeway would be extended to 
Mountain Avenue along the corridor.

REYNOLDS PONDS (8.09.06)
This small farm on Helman Avenue has beautiful 
ponds and associated vegetation, including cotton-
woods and willows. The plan calls for acquisition and 
retention of approximately two acres of this farm for a 
picnic area, and for retention and enhancement of the 
pond and surrounding wetland for wildlife habitat.

NORMAL STREET WETLAND (8.09.07)
The extention of Normal Street from Hunter Park to 
East Main Street passes by one of the largest natu-
ral wetlands in the City Limits. As this land would 
be poorly suited for development and may contain 
significant wildlife habitat, the plan calls for acquisi-
tion and retention of the wetland. The area should be 
enhanced as a wetland, with development limited to 
trails that would provide for bird watching and the 
study of nature.

8.10 Greenbelts
In addition to land in Ashland, the plan calls for 
acquiring land development rights on properties 
outside the Urban Growth Boundary currently zoned 
for exclusive farm use. These parcels, while currently 
protected from development, are subject to changes 

Open space, park and 
trail use are greatly 
enhanced when they 
are linked.
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in state and county land use laws. The City plans to 
acquire either the properties in their entirety or to 
acquire conservation easements on the three parcels 
to insure that future development does not threaten 
Ashlandʼs compact city form. Allowable uses could 
be either to simply continue the agricultural uses on 
the property or a recreational use that is compatible 
with the greenbelt ideal, such as a golf course.

8.11 Connecting Links and Trails
Open space, park and trail use are greatly enhanced 
when they are linked. Linking neighborhoods with 
convenient, well placed trails that connect areas that 
cannot be accessed by automobile not only promotes 
neighborhood interaction, it also encourages travel on 
foot and by bike. At many times it is closer to walk on 
a well designed trail than to go by car. The emphasis 
in this plan is on short, convenient trails that connect 
neighborhoods, and on three trails that connect larger 
areas of the City. These former trails have been in 
Ashlandʼs Comprehensive Plan since 1982, and are 
mentioned in plans as early as 1966.

Ashland, like many communities, lacks sufficient 
linear spaces (parkways, bikeways etc), but has abun-
dant potentially useful areas. Ashlandʼs creek corri-
dors can constitute design element for the community 
and for individual neighborhood areas. Although 

some areas are presently unfavorable for parkway and 
bikeway development because of existing residential 
dwellings, other areas that are relatively undeveloped 
can serve to form some links and trails.

Ashland has many areas that are crisscrossed with 
informal trails, some of which have been in use for 
generations. Most of these trails are not legal ease-
ments in any sense, but they still form an important 
community recreational facility. The City and the 
Parks Commission should work with the private prop-
erty owners to help alleviate whatever inconvenience 
this traditional use may cause. In addition, upon 
development or partition of the land, the trails should 
be identified and preserved, preferably by granting 
an easement to the public for continued use. Devel-
opment should also respect the trails and buffer the 
effects of development from it.

A portion of the proposed Bear Creek Greenway is 
located within the Ashland city limits in the north-
ern part of town, south of Nevada Street and west 
of Mountain Avenue. The proposed trail location is 
within the Ashland Urban Growth Boundary south 
of the Ashland Airport. Any proposed developments 
located in these areas should consider the proposed 
greenway and its completion. Land dedications 
should be required as condition of approval for any 

As designed, the trail 
system consists of 
several segments of 
trail, most of it sur-
rounded by urban 
development, but 
secluded, wooded, 
and full of wildlife.
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proposed developments. The greenway project is 
extremely important for Jackson County, and Ashland 
should cooperate in its completion.

The following trails are included in the open space 
program and are to be developed over the planning 
period.

BEAR CREEK TRAIL (8.11.01)
The Bear Creek Trail is part of the county trail system, 
and extends from Mountain Avenue to the Ashland 
city limits on the western town boundary. The portion 
of the trail to Nevada Street is currently planned for 
construction by Jackson County.

ASHLAND DITCH CORRIDOR—GRANITE 
STREET RESERVOIR TO GRANDVIEW 
(8.11.02)
This is one of the most beautiful, secluded trail sec-
tions in the system. A new trail would be created from 
the upper end of Lithia Park to the Ashland Ditch, and 
a corridor acquired along the ditch trail. The corri-
dor should be 100 feet wide to prevent development 
from encroaching on the ditch area. Any development 
within this corridor should undergo a special review 
to assure that the quality of the trail are not endan-
gered, and that the residences are adequately screened 

from the trail, both for the privacy of the residences, 
and the tranquility of the trail user.

T.I.D. CORRIDOR—IVY STREET TO TERRACE 
(8.11.03)
This unspoiled portion of the ditch trail contains both 
beautiful views and imposing woods. Recent home 
construction near the ditch has severely degraded 
the experience of walking the ditch trail. The corri-
dor, twenty-five to one hundred feet in width, would 
maintain a buffer along the T.I.D., protecting  ̓vegeta-
tion and habitat. The City already has approximately 
one half of the necessary easements to open the trail 
to pedestrian use. The trail would generally follow the 
T.I.D. ditch from Terrace street to the end of the Park 
Estates subdivision. From this point the trail would 
leave the ditch, and slowly climb to meet the terminus 
of the Ivy Street cul-de-sac. This should be developed 
so as to be separate from any new roads, and have 
screening from any new homes in that area, as much 
as possible. The remaining portions of the Water Line 
Road and the T.I.D. ditch should be preserved as 
neighborhood trails that link small areas together.

NEIGHBORHOOD TRAILS (8.11.04)
Several other short trails are designated on the map. 
These are to be required at time of development of 
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the property by the implementing ordinances. Other 
sections will have to be obtained by the consent of the 
property owner.

As designed, the trail system consists of several seg-
ments of trail, most of it surrounded by urban devel-
opment, but secluded, wooded, and full of wildlife. 
Many of these trails currently exist within the city but 
are threatened with extinction. The Open Space Pro-
gram will preserve these resources for the future.

8.12 Urban Forestry
Ashlandʼs environment and appearance are often 
noted as important parts of the general livability of 
the City, and are frequently cited as reasons for resi-
dents remaining in the area and for tourists coming to 
Ashland. Early pioneers planted trees along the streets 
and boulevards that have grown into majestic speci-
mens. Many of these trees remain today in the older 
sections of the City. The maintenance of civic pride 
and of visitorʼs favorable impressions depend espe-
cially on the scenic quality of major access routes and 
thoroughfares. Also, the appearance of private prop-
erty has an effect on oneʼs impression of Ashland.

A significant portion of this impression is created 
by trees and intact plant communities. Areas such as 

Winburn Way and Siskiyou Boulevard, have greater 
scenic value due to the presence of large trees and 
a variety of shrubs. Ashlandʼs backdrop as viewed 
from the Southeast and Northwest entries, and from 
I-5 is forest covered hills and mountains. This setting, 
Ashland nestled in among the forested hills creates a 
strong positive impression. The existing, intact native 
plant communities in riparian areas and on steep 
slopes reenforces this impression.

The Urban Forest Interface at the southern bound-
ary of Ashland presents challenges and opportunities. 
Its aesthetic value, wildlife habitat and recreational 
opportunities have been well documented by citizens. 
This interface also presents problems for fire preven-
tion and control.

Trees, especially large trees, enhance the quality of 
life in Ashland in many ways, providing shade, pro-
tection from wind, erosion control, wildlife habitat, 
sound barriers, air pollution removal and play areas 
for children, among other things. Ashland has a long 
history of honoring and protecting its trees, including 
being named a Tree City, USA each year since 1986. 
Trees are a fragile resource. The proven benefits of 
trees can only be maintained through favorable con-
sideration in the political process.
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Ashland has a Tree Commission. The Commission is 
charged with the enhancement of the urban forest in 
Ashland. The commission works with public funds 
and on public lands, and also advises the city staff and 
planning commission on landscaping of new projects. 
This role is extremely valuable and has had a marked 
improvement on new landscaping quality in develop-
ments.

8.13 Visual Resources
As previously mentioned, vegetative cover, par-
ticularly mature trees, adds much to the beauty of 
Ashland and its surroundings, enhancing the views 
out of the city and from the gateways, like I-5, look-
ing into the city. The forested hills and mountains 
directly behind the city as seen from the freeway, act 
as a back-drop for the city.

There are a number of prominent features and dra-
matic vistas visible from the city, in addition to 
vegetation, that add to the beauty of Ashlandʼs set-
ting. These include, Pompadour Bluff, Grizzly Peak, 
Wagner Butte, Mt. Ashland and the Bear Creek 
Greenway. Numerous smaller, but no less important 
features exist within the city. The riparian zones along 
the many creeks that dissect the city are perhaps the 
most noticeable examples. Steep hillsides with mature 
conifers are other examples.

Both the privately owned and the City owned granite 
quarries on upper Granite Street is an example of 
the consequences of not protecting features within the 
city. Lithia Park and the Ashland Creek canyon are 
marred by this development. In the recent past, the 
proposed clear cutting of the Superior Lumber Co. 
land above the city, and the proposed development 
of a gravel pit on upper Nevada Street are the kinds 
of activities that if accomplished, would be detrimen-
tal to the present beautiful views from and around 
Ashland.

The Ashlandʼs view shed is an irreplaceable asset 
to the community and deserves protection. Protec-
tion will require that the view shed be defined. and 
mapped. Continued and expanded cooperation with 
other jurisdictions, including the US Forest Service, 
Bureau of Land Management, and Jackson County, 
will also be necessary to ensure its protection.

8.14 Implementation
The plan outlined here is an ambitious one. Accom-
plishing it will require community vision and 
resolve—and funding for land acquisition. In contrast 
to prior comprehensive plans for Ashland, this ele-
ment requires specific action by the City and the Parks 
Commission for implementation and demands both a 
regulatory approach and an acquisition program.

The Ashland s̓ view 
shed is an irreplace-
able asset to the com-
munity and deserves 
protection.
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REGULATION (8.14.01)
Dedication of land during development
Many open space lands constitute only part of a prop-
erty. They do not contribute greatly to the develop-
ment potential of a parcel, and often encompass only 
a particular feature of limited development potential, 
such as the T.I.D. ditch or a ravine. In this instance, 
dedication to the public can be required during devel-
opment. This can be accomplished without compensa-
tion if the portion of the property dedicated does not 
substantially affect the development and if the project 
will benefit from the open space project.

Preservation of land privately owned
At times, a parcel identified for open space is not 
required to be in public ownership. Simply preserving 
the land in a natural state will accomplish the goals of 
the open space project. When no access by the public 
is required, simple preservation of the land can be 
accomplished by dedication of easements. If reason-
able use of the land remains with the open space 
parcel preserved, it is legal to require that the land not 
be developed until acquisition can occur.

ACQUISITION (8.14.02)
Many major pieces of land required for this project 
must be acquired by the public during the planning 
period. While trails and open space corridors, can be 

acquired by dedications, the development of major 
parks and open space areas allows no private use 
of the land. Therefore, when most or all of the use-
able part of the parcel is to be acquired, or when a 
physical, public invasion, such as a trail easement is 
required and no development is proposed, the city 
should acquire the land or the necessary easement at 
fair market value.

This program will require a funding source dedicated 
exclusively to land acquisition needs, as the project 
will probably take many years to accomplish. The 
acquisition portion of the plan may not be imple-
mented until the funding source has been secured.

The properties that the City has designated as Parks 
are to be acquired by the City throughout the planning 
period. The effect of this designation will not affect 
the propertyʼs ability to develop.

When the property owner wishes to develop the 
property, and the property is ripe for development 
(that is, it has all the necessary city services nearby 
for development) the City should, at that point, offer 
to purchase the land. The offer should be for the fair 
market value, without considering any effect that 
its designation for park would have. If the offer is 
accepted, the property can be converted to park. If 
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the City cannot make the necessary funds available, 
the property can develop according to the underly-
ing zoning. However, some of the property can be set 
aside as a Conservation Area in this process, as long 
as the effect of the reduction in the number of units is 
no more that 20%.
Obviously, it is in the Cityʼs interest to negotiate with 
the property owner and purchase the land before it is 
ripe for development. In any case, land shall be pur-
chased without resorting to direct condemnation. The 
only exception to this rule would be to acquire access 
to a City owned parcel. The area where this may be 
necessary would be to gain access to the Siskiyou 
Mountain Park.

8.15 Goal
To provide the people of Ashland with a variety, 
quantity and quality of parks, park facilities, open 
spaces, trails, and visual resources sufficient for 
their needs.

8.16 Policies
1) Develop a parkland acquisition and development 

plan in accordance with community growth and 
projected park demand. Accomplish acquisition 
according to a plan developed by the City and the 
Parks and Recreation Commission;

2) Assist in the development of the Bear Creek Gre-
enway, including the Ashland Creek portion of the 
city park system.

3) Encourage school-park joint developments.

4) Coordinate parkland acquisition and design with 
other agencies involved with park usage. Agencies 
should include Jackson County and the public 
school system.

5) Encourage the development of private common 
open space areas in new residential developments 
to offset the demand for additional public parks.

6) The City shall adopt an official map that will 
identify the planned areas for parks, new natural 
areas, conservation areas and trails. Where only a 
portion of the property is required for park or open 
space use, development can occur on the remain-
der of the property. When only a small portion of 
the property is required for a public purpose, and 
the new development will benefit from the public 
area, dedication may be required. Otherwise, the 
City will purchase the property, paying fair com-
pensation. When development is possible, if the 
City does not have the funds available for the 
intended purchase within a reasonable amount of 
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time, the City shall release the land from the Parks 
designation and allow the development consistent 
with other plan policies.

7) Develop the system of corridors, linear park 
routes and trails outlined in the Park and Open 
Space map. Encourage interconnections between 
parks, open spaces, bicycle paths, easements, irri-
gation ditches, scenic roadway routes, railroad 
rights-of-way, etc. Require that commonly used 
trails across private property be preserved when 
developed.

8) Establish, where possible, trails along 
non-urbanized sections of stream corridors, ensur-
ing that stream ecology and any residences are 
protected. Prohibit development that would pro-
hibit stream corridors from being utilized for 
trails.

9) Require all new residential, commercial and indus-
trial developments to be designed and landscaped 
to a high standard to complement the proposed site 
and the surrounding area.

10)  Encourage improvement programs for existing 
areas with consideration to such items as exterior 

maintenance, landscaping, signs, and underground 
placement of utilities.

11)  Require high standards of design and landscaping 
for development adjacent to major arterials, and 
encourage dividers in any new access routes into 
Ashland.

12) Require, where possible, that the original vegeta-
tion be retained and require the restoration of new 
vegetation if it is removed.

13) Require street trees in all new residential, com-
mercial and industrial developments.

14)  Views of Pompadour Bluff, Van Dykeʼs Cliffs, Mt. 
Ashland, Grizzly Peak, and the surrounding ridges 
are irreplaceable assets to Ashland and should 
be protected through cooperation with Jackson 
County.

15) Insure that the Tree Commission has an oppor-
tunity to review and comment on all significant 
landscaping in the city, public or private.

16) Develop an urban forest plan for the City includ-
ing a street tree and a non-street tree section, a 
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tree resource inventory, a plan for preservation and 
renewal of trees of stature and native species, long 
range maintenance plan, a plan to promote the 
greater use of trees and shrubs on both public and 
private land, and plan to educate the public regard-
ing benefits of trees on public right-of-ways.

17) Take necessary steps to annually be a Tree City, 
USA.

18) Establish a Plant Arboretum and/or a directory of 
notable trees in the City.

19) Increase the portion of the city covered by a tree 
canopy, especially parking lots and other paved 
areas.

20) Develop an urban forest interface plan to enhance 
the aesthetic and recreational opportunities created 
by this resource. The plan will also include wild-
life enhancement measures and a fire control plan.

21) Establish criteria and map the visual resources 
of Ashland, from selected points outside the city 
looking in, and from strategic points within the 
city looking out.

22) The City will cooperate and when necessary, 
negotiate with the county, USFS and BLM con-
cerning activities within the view shed that would 
impact the visual integrity of the area.
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9.01 Public Services
INTRODUCTION (9.01.01)
The permanence and stability of urban areas are 
greatly affected by the quality and extent of public 
services, improvements and conveniences. Usually 
a full range of services is eventually required for an 
area, even if the need is not immediately pressing.

Traditional public services are water, sewer, police, 
fire, electricity, street lighting, cable television, and 
others may also be provided.

The cost of services has been increasing at a rate 
equal to or higher than general inflation figures. 
Costs are of special concern when continued growth 
requires new capital expenditures, such as enlarging 
the sewer treatment plant. Formulas have been devel-
oped which attempt to relate the increase in popula-
tion to the expected increase and cost in services and 
facilities.

One method of keeping costs down is centralized 
developments, which reduce the amount of facili-
ties and travel.  Where services are available, but 
no development occurs (as in vacant lots), a public 
investment is being under-utilized. Another way to 

lower costs is to have all services provided simultane-
ously, through coordination between the agencies and 
departments providing these services. One method of 
removing some cost burdens from  current City resi-
dents is to have new developments pay for the exten-
sion and provision of their services.

Public services, especially those using poles and 
above-ground facilities, affect the appearance of an 
area. Placement underground represents a higher ini-
tial cost, but usually lower maintenance costs. Some 
public services  will require sites within a neighbor-
hood (e.g., an electrical substation or fire station).

ASSUMPTIONS (9.01.02)
Residents will continue to demand services similar to 
those they receive now, while the scarcity and cost of 
materials, labor, and resources will force re-evaluation 
of traditional methods of providing service.

There will be increased secondary costs (transporta-
tion, energy, etc.) in developing peripheral areas.

Services have a major impact on urban design and on 
the effect of urbanization on the environment.

Traditional public ser-
vices are water, sewer, 
police, fire, electricity, 
street lighting, cable 
television, and others 
may also be provided.
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GOAL (9.01.03)
To provide public utilities, services and facilities in 
an orderly, efficient and environmentally sensitive 
way and in sufficient quantity to meet city needs 
now and in the future. 

POLICIES (9.01.04)
1) Provide urban areas with the level of services 

appropriate to the density of settlement and resul-
tant service demand.

2) Provide services in a timely, coordinated and 
orderly manner that minimizes costs and inconve-
nience, and prevents premature, incomplete devel-
opment.

3) Prevent urban sprawl and “leap-frogging” by pro-
viding full services in a staged manner: first to 
areas within the City limits, then to the area 
within the Urban Growth Boundary.

4) Encourage the underground placement of utility 
lines, with any above-ground facilities designed to 
fit the landscape.

5) Encourage early planning and acquisition of sites 
for needed public facilities (e. g., fire stations, 
schools, roads, parks, etc.).

6) In conjunction with studies of housing, land use, 
downtown policies, etc., identify and implement 
innovative service techniques in anticipation of 
major trends, needs, and economic or environ-
mental changes, rather than waiting to react when 
all options are closed.

7) Use Capital Improvement Planning to ensure 
that long-term public facility planning be as 
cost-effective as possible.

8) Consider system development charges to fund 
large capital costs caused by growth.

9.02 Sanitary Sewer System
INTRODUCTION (9.02.01)
The Ashland sewer system contains approximately 
420,000 lineal feet of concrete and clay pipe of which 
the majority is 6 inches in diameter. The largest size 
is 18 inches. Sewers were first constructed in the City 
in 1906, and, until 1941, they were generally made of 
clay. After 1941, concrete pipe was used. There are no 
combined storm water and sanitary sewers in the City 
system. The system serves approximately 3200 of the 
3800 acres within the present City boundary. Because 
of the generally steep slopes and relatively minor 
infiltration, the system has capacity for additional flow 
from areas that are yet to be developed.

Sewers were first con-
structed in the City 
in 1906, and, until 
1941, they were gen-
erally made of clay.
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New development is predominantly on the southeast-
ern side of the City. It can be assumed that the bulk 
of additional sewage flow in the near future will be 
generated from this area. As more southeastern area 
sewers are constructed, the increased flow will begin 
to tax the capacity of the mains on Siskiyou 
Boulevard, Wightman Street and Morton Street. 
These sewers are the main conduits transporting 
sewage to the collecting trunks (i.e., Bear Creek 
Trunk, Ashland Creek Trunk, “A” Street Trunk, etc., 
located on the northern side of town). The trunks, in 
turn, convey the sewage to the treatment plant. These 
bottlenecks will have to be corrected in the future.

The recently remodeled sewage treatment plant  
should accommodate additional population growth 
beyond the year 2000. The design  capacity of the 
plant is 3.1 million gallons  per day, or a population 
equivalent of 40,600, which still leaves an adequate 
margin for industrial use. Presently, the plantʼs aver-
age daily flow is 1.4 million gallons per day (mgd).

ASSUMPTIONS (9.02.02)
There will be higher standards for effluents, eventu-
ally requiring tertiary treatment facilities.

Individual treatment facilities will be improved, but 
still will not be as reliable as municipal systems.

GOAL (9.02.03)
To provide sanitary sewers that meet environmen-
tal   standards for all areas within the city limits.

9.02.04 POLICIES
9) Encourage early planning for new sewage treat-

ment facilities, outlining site requirements, use of 
sewage treatment byproducts, costs and financing.

10) Where feasible, require all development within 
the City to use Ashland treatment facilities.

11) Encourage productive use of sewage treatment 
by-products.

12) Consider the modification of the Cityʼs sewage 
treatment facility to a tertiary treatment facility 
as part of the Cityʼs overall Capital Improvement 
Plan.

13) Require annexation or contract annexation in 
order to receive sewer service in unincorporated 
areas.

14) Size future sanitary sewers to provide for pro-
jected growth within the Urban Growth Bound-
ary, based upon the Cityʼs Comprehensive Plan, 
and for anticipated future growth for the life of 
the facility.
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9.03 Water Supply and Service
INTRODUCTION (9.03.01)
The City of Ashland owns and operates its own water 
supply and distribution system. The City s̓ domes-
tic water is primarily obtained from Ashland Creek, 
although in recent years provisions have been made to 
treat irrigation water from the Talent Irrigation District 
(TID) for domestic purposes. The City has acquired 
rights to 156g acre-feet per year from the TID.

Reeder Reservoir, the primary storage facility for the 
Cityʼs untreated water, is formed by a dam across 
Ashland Creek. The reservoir stores excess runoff 
for use during periods of low streamflow and has a 
capacity of approximately 860 acre-feet. There are 
two smaller covered reservoirs below it, Crowson and 
Granite Street Reservoirs, which store treated water.

In 1978, the Cityʼs water system supplied water to 
15,193 persons. The average daily water produc-
tion for 1978 was 3.0k million gallons. The City has 
adequately provided water for the population in past 
years, but instances of conservation measures being 
imposed are becoming more frequent. In the year 
2000, the daily average of water required is estimated 
to be 4.44 million gallons.1 For the City to provide 
adequate water for the expected population of the 

year 2000, improvements to the existing water system 
will be necessary.

A detailed study of the Ashland water system was  
prepared by R.W. Beck and Associates and submitted 
to the City in September, 1980. The “City of Ashland 
Comprehensive Water Plan” thoroughly studies the 
feasibility and costs of improvements necessary for 
the Cityʼs  water system to meet the demands of the 
year 2000.

According to the Comprehensive Water Plan, the City 
will require /+973 acre-feet of water in the year 2000. 
In a normal runoff year, the present Ashland water 
system would fall I/+0 acre-feet short of this supply 
requirement.  During drought conditions, the system 
would fall 13/+0 acre-feet short. Storage deficits of 
this magnitude can be made up through the use of 
TID water, but this would deplete water available for 
irrigation purposes within the City and conservation 
measures would have to be imposed. This shows the 
need for larger water storage facilities.

The Soil Conservation Service concluded in 1959 that 
a 100-foot high earth-fill dam was feasible at the 
Winburn site on the west fork of Ashland Creek. 
The dam would form a reservoir of approximately 

Reeder Reservoir, the 
primary storage facil-
ity for the City s̓ 
untreated water, is 
formed by a dam 
across Ashland Creek.
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5g acres, with a capacity of about 1600 acre-feet. A 
dam 80 feet high at the same location would form a 
reservoir of approximately 38 acres with a capacity of 
about 850 acre-feet. The lower dam would cost 25% 
less than the larger dam but would supply little more 
than half the capacity.2 

Increased water supply for the City could also come 
from acquiring more water from the Talent Irrigation 
District. The State of Oregon plans to review the 
water rights associated with TID reservoirs and to 
perform a proof survey of these rights. Once the rights  
have been vested, the City can possibly purchase an 
additional 1500 acre-feet per year, according to the 
TID.

The Comprehensive Water Plan also studied the effi-
ciency of the Cityʼs water distribution system. It was 
found that this system is in need of upgrading and 
improvement. At present, 28% of the water released 
from the water treatment plant is lost throughout the 
distribution system. A normal system in good condi-
tion can expect 10% system losses.

Overall, the Cityʼs water system is in need of 
improvement to adequately supply the residents in the 
years to come. Improvements will be costly and large 
capital expenditures should be planned for as part of 
the Cityʼs overall Capital Improvement Program.

ASSUMPTIONS (9.03.02)
The City will continue to utilize Ashland Creek water,  
but will need alternative sources to meet future water 
demands.

There will be continued pressure for more residential 
development above the gravity flow system.

GOAL (9.03.03)
To provide sufficient water supply for ashland 
residents.

POLICIES (9.03.04)
15) The City should continue to acquire priority water 

rights on Ashland Creek as they become available.

16) The City should attempt to purchase additional 
Talent Irrigation District water from confirmed 
owners.

17) The City should further study the construction 
of a new impoundment on Ashland Creek at the 
Winburn site to augment the Cityʼs storage capac-
ity in the watershed.

18) The City should prioritize and implement needed 
water system improvements, as identified by the 
City Water Plan, as part of the Cityʼs overall Capi-
tal Improvement Plan.
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19) The City should develop water conservation mea-
sures which can be implemented in critical water 
years.

20) The City should exert pressure on the U.S. 
Forest Service to manage the watershed in ways 
which are compatible and not detrimental to 
Ashlandʼs future use of the watershed as the 
Cityʼs water supply. Uses of the watershed which 
cause increased sedimentation in Reeder Reser-
voir should be very strongly opposed by the City.

21) Ensure that the Cityʼs efforts to remove sediment 
from Reeder Reservoir have as little harmful envi-
ronmental impacts on Ashland and Bear Creeks 
as possible.

(See Chapter IV, Water Resources)

9.04 Electric Service
INTRODUCTION (9.04.01)
The City of Ashland owns and operates a municipal 
electric system which served approximately 6700 cus-
tomers in 1980. The system includes a 12.47 kv 
switching station and overhead and underground dis-
tribution facilities. Power is presently bought from 
Bonneville Power Administration ( BPA ) and resold 
to Ashland residents.

The Cityʼs Electric System Study, completed in 1976 
by R.W. Beck & Associates, indicated that peak 
demand has been increasing at an average rate of 
3.6%, with energy consumption increasing at an aver-
age rate of 5.3%. This rate of growth is expected to 
diminish or reverse due to energy conservation. The 
systemʼs annual peak typically occurs during Decem-
ber, January or February, with the magnitude of the 
peak directly related to climatological conditions. 
Changes in yearly weather patterns have resulted in as 
much as a 10% difference between successive annual 
peaks.

The Cityʼs service area lies within the City limits. 
PP&L service area surrounds the City; however, in 
certain areas, due to lack of PP&L distribution cir-
cuits in areas immediately outside the City limits of 
Ashland, PP&L has constructed lines as extensions 
to the Cityʼs lines to serve its customers. The system 
provides excellent service to its customers and has a 
very good operating record.

(See XI, Energy)

9.05 Storm Water Drainage
INTRODUCTION (9.05.01)
The City of Ashland has an underground storm water 
drainage system throughout most of the City. There 
are no combined sanitary sewer/storm water drainage 
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facilities in the City. All new developments which 
create new roads are required to install storm water. 
drainage facilities in conjunction with the new roads. 
The City has no overall Master Plan for storm water 
management at present, so storm water drainage is 
dealt with on a case-by-case basis by the Cityʼs Public 
Works Department.

GOAL (9.05.02)
To provide an adequate storm water drainage 
system throughout the entire city of ashland.

POLICIES (9.05.03)
22) The City should fund and develop an overall 

storm water management plan for the entire City.

23) Ensure that all new developments include a drain-
age system which protects adjoin ing property as 
much as possible.

24) Encourage drainage systems that utilize natural 
drainageways and minimize the amount and rate 
of surface runoff.

25) Consider necessary improvements to the Cityʼs 
storm water system as part of the Cityʼs overall 
Capital Improvement Plan.

26) In all new developments, discourage the pumping 
of storm water drainage, including the use of 
sump pumps.

9.06 Solid Waste
INTRODUCTION (9.06.01)
Solid waste disposal is a regional activity which is 
regulated by Jackson County (which has been work-
ing on a regional solid waste plan) and the State 
of Oregon (which has established environmental stan-
dards). The Ashland site for solid waste disposal 
meets or exceeds regional and State guidelines.

The City of Ashland franchises the Ashland Sanitary 
Service for waste collection. Solid waste is disposed 
at a 120-acre site located approximately five miles 
from the City center on Valley View Road. The site 
consists of clay and sandstone formations which help 
provide good surface runoff conditions. Two diversion 
ditches surround the site.

In 1976; the Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) issued a five-year perrail on the solid waste 
site with the following conditions: blowing paper be 
controlled; wastes be compacted and covered daily; 
a caretaker be on duty; fire prevention equipment be 
available; and a suitable access road be provided. All 
of these conditions are being fulfilled by the Sanitary 
Service.
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The Sanitary Service attempts some resource recovery 
operations, dependent on the market value of those 
resources. Some local groups have attempted resource 
recovery operations, but have been hampered by the 
general difficulty of persuading residents to separate 
waste and by the economic uncertainty of 
marketability.

ASSUMPTION (9.06.02)
There will be increasing emphasis on recycling and 
resource recovery as natural resources are depleted, 
but there will continue to be a need for landfill sites.

GOAL (9.06.03)
To provide systematic control of the solid waste 
process from collection to storage, emphasizing 
efficiency, resource recovery and environmental pro-
tection.

POLICIES (9.06.04)
27) Encourage opportunities for recycling and 

resource recovery in all solid waste collection 
programs.

28) Encourage high environmental and aesthetic 
standards in the collection, resource recovery and 
disposal of solid waste.

29) The City shall coordinate with Jackson County on 
the provision of solid waste disposal sites to meet 
current and long-range needs.

9.07 Schools
INTRODUCTION (9.07.01)
As in other communities, education programs and the 
general educational level are valuable resources in 
Ashland. Educational facilities such as playgrounds, 
gymnasiums, and meeting rooms are important to the 
schools, but can be an asset to the whole community 
after school hours. Conversely, the City of Ashland 
has some resources which are useful to the School 
District. Southern Oregon State College, with its spe-
cial offerings and opportunities, is a very important 
asset, as students and faculty contribute their efforts to 
solving Ashlandʼs problems.

The number of children in the Ashland School System 
has not changed much despite increases in general 
population. As has been mentioned before, the demo-
graphics of imigrants may account for this trend. (See 
Table IX-1, Ashland Public Schools Enrollment.)

The location of the student population is shifting 
toward the areas of newer construction southeast and 
northwest of the City center. One result of this shift 
in student population is that the schools located in 
these areas have almost reached the limit of their 
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capacity. Table IX-2 indicates that Bellview and 
Helman Schools are already at a critical capacity 
level. (See Table IX-2, Ashland Public Schools.)

The ability of the existing school sites to accomodate 
additional enrollment should be gauged by present 
State and local standards for such educational facili-
ties. For elementary schools, the, Oregon Stale. Board 
of Education recommends five acres plus one addi-
tional acre for each 100 students as a site stan- 
dard. The Ashland School District uses a standard 
for future elementary schools of a maximum enroll-
ment of about 500 students, which indicates a site 
size of ten acres. For junior high and high schools, 
the Oregon State Board of Education recommends ten 
acres plus one additional acre for each 100 students. 
The Ashland School District uses a standard of 1000 
student limit for junior high schools and 1500 student 
limit for high schools. This indicates a site size of 20 
acres for junior high schools and 25 acres plus for 
high schools.

Comparing the above school site standards to antic-
ipated and projected areas of student population 
indicates expansion and possible acquisition of sev-
eral school sites will be needed. In the immediate 
future, for example, Bellview and Helman elementary 
schools will need to add more classrooms or signifi-
cantly change district boundaries in order to accom-

modate anticipated enrollment.

In new areas of development, existing schools will 
not be able to absorb additional students. Briscoe and 
Lincoln elementary schools, for example, are already 
below the recommended site standards. Thus, in order 
to accommodate even a modest increase in students 
over the next 23 years, expansion of existing facilities 
and/or acquisition of new school sites (especially ele-
mentary school sites) in the urbanizable area may be 
necessary. (See Map IX-l, Public Parks/Schools.)

ASSUMPTIONS (9.07.02)
There will be an increased demand for the multiple 
use of school facilities.

Student population will continue shifting with future 
annexations. Such shifting will necessitate school dis-
trict boundary changes.

Continued population growth will eventually increase 
the student population, creating a demand for addi-
tional school facilities in the future.

GOAL (9.07.03)
To make maximum effort toward utilization of 
present and future educational and recreational 
facilities and resources through public, private and 
city cooperation.
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POLICIES (9.07.04)
30) Encourage cooperation between the City and 

School District when new school facilities are 
considered or when City action affects the School 
District.

31) Encourage early acquisition of school sites of suf-
ficient size for school/park facilities.

32) Assess the impact of large-scale proposed devel-
opments and their effect on the schools which 
they impact.

9.08 Police Service
INTRODUCTION (9.08.01)
The staff of the Ashland Police Department consists 
of the Chief of Police, Lieutenant, four Sergeants, 
three Corporals, two detectives, ten Patrol Officers, 
six Clerk/Dispatchers, and an Executive Secretary.

The Department operates four marked patrol units 
and four unmarked units, and is responsible for the 
enforcement of Federal, State and local laws within 
the incorporated limits of the City of Ashland. At the 
request of the Jackson County Sheriff or the Oregon 
State Police, City units will assist their agencies with 
incidents occurring just outside the City limits.

The Cityʼs Dispatch Center is responsible for dis-
patching of all police and fire/rescue calls. The 
Dispatch Center is in radio contact with police agen-
cies in Jackson and Josephine Counties through the 
JO-JAC radio, and, in the new expanded facility, is in 
radio contact with other fire and ambulance services 
in the Ashland area. The “911” emergency number 
was implemented in early 1981 in the 482 and 488 
telephone prefixes to ring into the Dispatch Center.

9.08 Fire Service
INTRODUCTION (9.08.01)
The staff of the Ashland Fire Department consists of 
a Fire Chief and 21 additional paid personnel. The 
Department instituted a volunteer program for 15 
volunteers in September, 1981. The Department oper-
ates five motorized fire-fighting apparatus with one 
in reserve. They consist of one 750 gpm pumper, one 
1250 gpm pumper, one 1500 gpm pumper, one 2000- 
gallon tanker, and an ambulance. The total water 
carried on all apparatus is 5220 gallons. Also, the 
Department operates two specialized four-wheel-drive 
grass and brush units.  The Department has 15 
self-contained breathing apparatus, one breathing air 
compressor, three portable electric generators, and 
three smoke ejectors. The Department operates out of 
two fire stations and provides fire protection service 
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to the Ashland City limits. The Department has also 
entered into mutual aid agreements with the other 
fire departments in the area. Fire dispatching is done 
through the City Dispatch Center.

l  ”City of Ashland Comppehensive Water Plan,” R.W. 
Beck and Associates, Seattle, 1980, Table IV-3. 

2  Water Resources Management Plan and Facility 
Study, James M. Montgomery, Consulting Engineers, 
Boise, lg77, pp. 7-2 to 7.5.
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TABLE IX-1
ASHLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS; POPULATION – SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

  General
 Sept. Population Elementary Junior High Senior High Total

 1970 12,342 1,326 778 753 2,857
 1971 13,487 1,341 738 797 2,876
 1972 13,980 1,375 740 776 2,891
 1973 14,400 1,319 740 794 2,853
 1974 14,500 1,501* 743 745 2,989
 1975 14,400 1,543 776 735 3,054
 1976 14,500 1,489 748 757 3,094
 1977 14,600 1,550 728 721 2,999
 1978 14,700 1,495 737 703 2,935
 1979 14,800 1,469 688 711 2,868
 1980 14,992** 1,494 637 681 2812

*The increased enrollment in the elementary schools is due mostly to the addition of the kindergarten program.
**1980 U.S. Census preliminary Census counts.

TABLE IX-2
ASHLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS – FEBRUARY, 1977

  Number of   Building Capacity
 School Classrooms Land Area Enrollment Capacity Remaining

 Bellview 13 9 ac. 328 340 12
 Briscoe 12 4 ac. 268 312 44
 Helman 12 10 ac. 308 312 4
 Lincoln 16 6 ac. 353 390 37
 Walker 18 10 ac. 318 400 82

 Semi-total 71 39 ac. 1,575 1,754 179

 Jr. High 30 25 ac. 741 800 59
 Sr. High 47 22 ac. 742 950 208

 Total 148 86 ac. 3,058 3,504 446

*The increased enrollment in the elementary schools is due mostly to the addition of the kindergarten program.
**1980 U.S. Census preliminary Census counts.
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10.01 Introduction
This is a planning concept that does not necessarily 
imply equal financial commitment or equal percent-
age use of each mode, but rather ensures that we will 
have the opportunity to conveniently and safely use 
the transportation mode of our choice, and allow us 
to move towards a less auto-dependent community. 
Ashland has a vision—to retain our small-town char-
acter even while we grow. To achieve this vision, we 
must proactively plan for a transportation system that 
is integrated into the community and enhances Ash-
landʼs livability, character and natural environment. 
That is the goal of this Transportation Element.

The concept of “modal equity,” or the equal oppor-
tunity to use all modes of travel, is an integral part 
of realizing this vision. Whether Ashland residents 
and visitors travel by foot, bicycle, public transit or 
automobile, we must have a well-designed, integrated 
network that is convenient to use. The focus must be 
on people being able to move easily through the city 
in all modes of travel. Modal equity then is more than 
just a phrase.

When people talk about their love of Ashland, being 
able to walk many places and linger in public parks 
and plazas inevitably gets discussed. The ability to 
easily walk and bike is associated with higher levels 
of livability for communities, and Ashland enjoys a 

high ranking. But if Ashland is to retain and improve 
the quality of life, we must rethink our efforts towards 
transportation planning. Our past focus on accom-
modating the automobile must now be replaced by 
concerted efforts toward equally accommodating all 
modes of travel.

Ashland is a community, which prides itself on inno-
vation and pressing for positive change. The area of 
transportation has been no exception. In 1990, com-
munity leaders formally began discussions involving 
a need to change our transportation planning policies 
from auto-oriented to multi-modal, and to clearly 
recognize the connection between land use and trans-
portation. Shortly thereafter, federal and state legisla-
tion passed, which brought forward these same ideals 
and required states and local governments to plan for 
multi-modal transportation systems. Specifically, the 
Oregon Transportation Planning Rule states as its pur-
pose “Through measures designed to reduce reliance 
on the automobile, the rule is also intended to assure 
that the planned transportation system supports a pat-
tern of travel and land use in urban areas which will 
avoid the air pollution, traffic and livability problems 
faced by other areas of the country.”

Indeed, the lessons learned from such cities as Los 
Angeles and Seattle spearheaded the need for these 
efforts. However, Oregon, and Ashland itself, has 

The concept of 
“modal equity,” or 
the equal opportunity 
to use all modes of 
travel, is an integral 
part of realizing this 
vision.
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not been immune from the increased impacts of the 
automobile. The number of vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT) in Oregon increased eight times faster than the 
population from 1980to 1990. During the same time 
period, vehicle miles traveled within Ashland grew 
over four times faster than the population.

Clearly, the pronounced growth in VMT can be par-
tially attributed to the fact that cities are growing ever 
larger in area. The density of the urban population 
in the United States is decreasing as more sprawling 
development occurs. The trend is clear—people have 
to make more trips to destinations located far apart.

Ashland has followed a similar path, although to a 
lesser degree. The private automobile is now the pre-
dominant travel choice for city residents, with nearly 
all work, social and recreational trips using the car. If 
we fail to alter these patterns, Ashland will experience 
greatly increased traffic, and greater conflicts between 
the automobile and other travel choices.

Past transportation planning efforts in Ashland 
focused much of their attention on the accommoda-
tion of the single-occupant automobile, with the main 
concentration being on creating a convenient auto-
mobile environment. It was believed that improved 
livability would result from easier car movement, 
but as we have experienced, the opposite has tended 

to occur. And while minor portions of these plans 
mentioned travel choices other than the auto, most 
only considered the option of public transit. Since the 
automobile figured prominently in these past plans, 
the implementing measures and improvement plans 
predictably centered around the car. 

Incorporating modal equity in our current planning 
efforts will allow a change in the way our streets are 
defined. For too long, streets have exclusively been 
the realm of the automobile. Pedestrians, bicyclists 
and public transit users need our streets for their 
travel just as drivers do. And we must recognize that 
our streets are also part of our public spaces. Well-
designed streets, where people socialize and interact 
as well as travel, are the key factors in the creation of 
great neighborhoods.

But our planning efforts must involve more than 
streets and travel modes. We know that land use 
and transportation patterns are inextricably linked. 
Ashlandʼs present and future transportation issues 
can not be resolved without careful consideration 
of the spatial relationship of homes, businesses and 
schools, and how this relationship affects our daily 
travel needs. While it would be unrealistic to try to rid 
the city of automobiles, there are ways in which land 
uses can be modified to improve the impacts on our 
lives. Different uses such as homes, small businesses 

Well designed streets, 
shere people socialize 
and interact as well 
as travel, are the key 
factors in the creation 
of great neighbor-
hoods.
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and schools should be mixed—a blend which would 
shorten the distance between destinations and thereby 
encourage the use of all modes of travel, not just the 
single occupant automobile. Our land use planning 
efforts must automatically include recognition of the 
transportation impacts associated with development, 
and we must consider all options as we continue to 
grow as a community. 

The purpose of this Transportation Element, then, is 
to lay the groundwork for a new transportation/land 
use planning paradigm and establish goals and poli-
cies to pave the way for this approach. Clearly, the 
transportation and land use planning efforts of the 
City directly affect the way Ashland develops. 

As outlined in this element, the basis for Ashlandʼs 
transportation and land use planning will involve a 
balanced approach based on the concept of modal 
equity. Allowing people to move easily through the 
city by providing multiple, interconnected travel 
options and retaining Ashlandʼs small-community 
character and livability must be our goal. The focus 
of the transportation system will not be limited to the 
automobile, but in addition, transportation options 
will be created where the number and length of trips 
can be reduced, and walking, biking, and transit 
become viable options for daily travel.

10.02 Previous Studies
A review of Ashlandʼs past transportation plans 
enables us to better understand the current transpor-
tation system and it supplies information for future 
work.

1966 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (10.02.01)
Developed by the Bureau of Governmental Research 
and Service, this plan dealt with Ashlandʼs future 
transportation needs, including increased traffic flows 
caused by new major streets and a new freeway inter-
change. This plan was based on a future population of 
69,000 people. While it contained some well thought-
out policies, the plan was too broad and omitted cost-
effective solutions to the expected population growth. 
This study is most useful as a historic reference point.

BEAR CREEK AREA TRANSPORTATION 
STUDY (BCATS) (10.02.02)
This comprehensive study provided transportation 
information for the Bear Creek Valley in 1965. It 
included origin-destination studies, future traffic flow 
predictions and transportation needs estimates, based 
on data collected at that time.

Containing solid base data on driver behavior and 
origin- destination information, this plan provides a 
base from which to examine the changes in driving 
habits during the last 30 years.
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1978 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (10.02.03)
Developed by the Ashland Planning Department in 
accordance with the Land Conservation and Develop-
ment Commissionʼs (LCDC) goals and guidelines, 
this plan dealt with improvements of traffic circula-
tion, bicycle and pedestrian traffic, and on and off 
street parking. It did not project future traffic flows.

1981 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (10.02.04)
The Transportation Element of this plan was prepared 
by the Ashland Planning Department in accordance 
with LCDC goals and guidelines. A relatively unso-
phisticated computer model predicted future traffic 
flows through the year 2000.

Until now, this plan worked well within the confines 
of the automobile-focused approach of the past. Now, 
however, the limitations of a transportation system 
that relies on the private automobile are evident and 
the need to provide other travel options is clear. The 
new Oregon Transportation Planning Rule requires 
cities throughout the state to update comprehensive 
plans and facilities plans to expedite the development 
of local transportation systems which make alterna-
tive modes attractive and decrease private automobile 
use.

10.03 Overview of Ashland’s Physi-
cal and Transportation Setting
Ashlandʼs location has historically governed local 
transportation, patterns. A linear city, situated between 
the Siskiyou Mountains to the south and Bear Creek/
Interstate 5 to the north, Ashland has relatively steep 
terrain to the south of North Main Street- Siskiyou 
Boulevard and more gentle slopes to the north of this 
thoroughfare.

GROWTH (10.03.01)
Ashland has grown in a consistent pattern for the last 
20 years, with population increases in general agree-
ment with the estimates of the Population Element of 
the Comprehensive Plan. However, while population 
growth has occurred as expected, traffic increase, 
primarily in the number of vehicle trips on our streets, 
have grown at a much faster rate. For example, 
while Ashlandʼs population grew approximately 
8.5% between 1980 and 1990, the number of vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) within the city increased by 
approximately 39%. While some of this increase 
can be attributed to tourists, it is apparent that local 
residents, increasingly dependent on the automobile 
for convenience, primarily account for the rising 
figures. More children are driven to school than walk 
or ride bicycles, more people drive to work alone than 

...Ashland s̓ population 
grew approximately 
8.5% between 1980 
and 1990, the number 
of vehicle miles trav-
eled (VMT) within 
the city increased by 
approximately 39%.
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share rides, and more people make separate shopping 
excursions than combine them into a single linked 
trip. Residential development beyond Ashlandʼs city 
limits also affects the transportation system. The city 
serves as a shopping/school/employment center for 
rural southern Jackson County residents who center 
many of their daily trips around Ashland. With ever-
increasing traffic levels, Ashland must ensure future 
livability by reducing dependence on the automobile 
and encouraging the use of other travel modes.

LAND USE PATTERNS (10.03.02)
Ashland is fortunate to have retained a relatively 
compact urban form throughout its history. Despite 
its linear configuration, most of the communityʼs 
residential areas are well served by nearby commer-
cial service centers. The downtown core contains the 
banks, the post office, restaurants, and other services 
used by local residents. With distinctive stores and 
restaurants, it is also a regional specialty shopping 
center for the Southern Oregon/Northern California 
region. The downtown core is also a tourist destina-
tion, as are Lithia Park and the Oregon Shakespeare 
Festival. Exceptional transportation demands exist in 
this area and create the cityʼs highest auto and pedes-
trian flows. The downtown core also experiences the 
highest traffic congestion levels in Ashland.

Other commercial centers lie adjacent to Southern 
Oregon State College and near the Interstate 5 free-
way interchange at Ashland Street. Multi-family and 
single-family residential developments are located 
throughout the city, with a large area of multi- family 
development centered near the college. Most hillside 
areas are committed to single-family detached hous-
ing units.

With the exception of the Railroad District, most 
areas of Ashland have been characterized for years by 
single-use zoning. Few areas exist with “mixed uses” 
in which a blend of residences, offices, and retail ser-
vices is available. Separation of uses through single-
use zoning has resulted in residents  ̓need to drive 
longer distances to work or for services. Compatible 
mixed-use zoning would provide services in resi-
dential areas and offer housing in commercial areas. 
These mixed uses would reduce both the number and 
length of trips for goods and services.

TRAVEL PATTERNS (10.03.03)
Fortunately, Ashland is still a relatively small commu-
nity and many of the local shopping, school and ser-
vice trips are very short. The increase in vehicle miles 
traveled over the last ten years, however, indicates an 
ever-increasing number of these short convenience 
trips.
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Ashland has an unusual division of travel modes for 
work- based trips compared to Jackson County and 
Oregon, as the following table demonstrates.

As shown above, 33.1% of all work based trips use 
some form of transport other than the single occupant 
automobile, and 22.4% of all work trips do not use the 
automobile at all. But while our travel habits, on aver-
age, indicate a higher use of the alternate modes than 
the statewide average, the autoʼs use within Ashland 
has risen between 1980 and 1990.

The number of drivers who commute to work alone 
increased from 57.2% to 66.9% between 1980 and 
1990. Fuel pricing is a major factor in this shift. In the 
mid-1970s, fuel prices rose rapidly, forcing people to 
travel more efficiently and to strongly consider other 
options for travel. Public transit and car pools were 
vigorously promoted during that decade. During the 
1980s, however, fuel prices remained essentially con-
stant. With inflation factored in, fuel prices actually 

declined in later years, reducing much of the impetus 
toward economy, which characterized driver behavior 
during the 1970s.

The following table also demonstrates the increase in 
the number of people who work at home—a figure 
that almost doubled during the 1980s. Increasingly, 
many residents  ̓work trips involve traveling from one 
portion of the house to the other. The growth of home 
occupations in Ashland has both enhanced economic 
development and decreased the number of work trips. 
These patterns continue to substantially change our 
transportation system. 

Rural development outside the city limits has also 
affected local transportation. Residents of these 
lowdensity areas use city streets for shopping, work, 
schools and entertainment. There are no easy solutions 
to reduce these trips. Identifying ways in which a rural 
lifestyle affects city dwellers and reducing develop-
ment in these areas will help alleviate those impacts.

Mode Oregon Jackson County Ashland

Drive Alone 73.3% 77.0% 66.9%
Car Pool 12.8% 11.3% 10.7%
Transit 3.4% 0.7% 1.1%
Walk 4.2% 3.8% 10.5%
Other 1.0% 1.1% 3.7%
Work at Home 4.3% 5.1% 7.1%

1990 Census

Mode Ashland 1990 Ashland 1980

Drive Alone 66.9% 57.2%
Car Pool 10.7% 18.1%
Transit 1.1% 1.4%
Walk 10.5% 14.6%
Other 3.7% 5.0%
Work at Home 7.1% 3.7%

1980 and 1990 Census
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GENERAL TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS 
(10.03.04)
In comparison to metropolitan cities, Ashland has few 
critical transportation problems. This situation could 
change quickly, however, as it did during the 1980s. 
Congested automobile travel areas are currently found 
in Ashlandʼs downtown area, in the area near South-
ern Oregon State College, and on East Main Street 
near the high school and middle school. Should our 
reliance on the car continue at the present increasing 
rates, many more congested areas will evolve.

Pedestrians have a relatively good sidewalk network 
in the pre-World War II areas of Ashland and in most 
of the recent subdivisions.  The downtown commer-
cial core is well designed for pedestrians and offers 
a welcoming walking environment. Because the 
remainder of the community has developed without 
sidewalks, pedestrians are forced to compete with 
autos for space on many roadways. In some com-
mercial areas of the city, businesses serve drive-up 
shoppers and make it difficult for those who choose to 
walk.

Bicyclists  ̓difficulty in traveling through Ashland is 
primarily due to a lack of safe, comfortable riding 
areas. North Main Street through the downtown core, 
and Siskiyou Boulevard between downtown and the 
college, create major impediments to bicycle travel 

through Ashland. Although efforts are being made to 
remedy these problems, conditions remain difficult 
for local bicyclists.

Public transportation is steadily improving in 
Ashland. At present, 15-minute bus service is avail-
able along Siskiyou Boulevard almost the entire 
length of the city, and a reduced fare program encour-
ages ridership. Unfortunately, public transit stops 
are not currently well-sited and they lack necessary 
amenities. As these stops and overall bus service are 
improved within the city, ridership will continue to 
steadily increase.

Transportation planning for Ashland is both complex 
and critically important. This element of the Compre-
hensive Plan identifies important transportation issues 
and addresses ways to solve future problems. This 
Transportation Element considers and incorporates 
various methods to accommodate traffic growth while 
retaining Ashlandʼs character and livability. Through 
the concept of modal equity, Ashland shall continue to 
maintain its high level of livability and accommodate 
the travel needs of our future populations.

10.04 Street Classification
INTRODUCTION (10.04.01)
To create a successful transportation plan for Ashland, 
the interaction of transportation modes must be care-
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Ashland streets must 
provide convenient 
transportation facilities 
and a comfortable, safe 
atmosphere.

fully studied. Whether people walk, drive, take the 
bus or bicycle, most travel takes place on the cityʼs 
street network.

Ashland streets must provide convenient transporta-
tion facilities and a comfortable, safe atmosphere. 
Equal consideration of all travel modes requires more 
than simply providing various physical travel areas. 
Streets must facilitate pedestrian, transit and bicycle 
traffic. The streetscape determines which transporta-
tion modes people use and affects the communityʼs 
livability.

This section of the Transportation Element defines 
the four major street types in Ashland - boulevard, 
avenue, neighborhood collector and neighborhood 
street. These classifications identify the character 
and level of service to be emphasized on city streets. 
In addition, a classification is included for multi-
use paths. Although not typically considered streets, 
multi-use paths can serve as transportation links to the 
street network for pedestrians and bicyclists.

The street classifications defined in this section are 
used throughout this document and on the Transporta-
tion System Map (page 9) showing Ashlandʼs future 
transportation system. Preceding the street classifica-
tions are the following definitions of frequently used 
transportation terms.

DEFINITIONS (10.04.02)
Bikeways—A bikeway is any road, path or way open 
to bicycle travel. All streets in Ashland are considered 
bikeways. The facilities can be a portion of the road-
way designated for the preferential use of bicycles 
such as a bike lane, shared with other transportation 
modes, or an off-road path. Bikeways must provide 
direct, continuous courses accessing commercial 
areas, activity centers and schools. Bikeways must 
provide safe and convenient bicycle travel and be free 
of unnecessary delays.

Walkways—Walkways provide a circulation network, 
a meeting place for neighbors, a play area for chil-
dren, a leisure area and an exercise place. Walkways 
are intended to provide safe, attractive and convenient 
facilities for people traveling on foot and by wheel-
chair. Walkways are adjacent to streets and although 
usually in sidewalk form, may occasionally be off-
road paths.

Protected Crossings—Protected crossings are pedes-
trian crossings designed to minimize crossing dis-
tance and provide pedestrians with the safest, direct 
route across streets shared with other modes of travel. 
Curb extensions, pedestrian refuges, raised cross-
walks, marked crosswalks, landscape strips, street 
trees, onstreet parking and traffic signals are design 
elements used to achieve this effect.
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Regional Transit Route—Regional transit routes 
provide transit service between cities in the Rogue 
Valley.

10.05 Street Classification
Guidelines
BOULEVARD (ARTERIAL) (10.05.01)
Boulevards provide access to major urban activ-
ity centers for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users 
and motor vehicle users, and provide connections to 
regional traffic ways such as Interstate 5. The engi-
neering term for this type of street is arterial. North 
Main Street and Siskiyou Boulevard are examples of 
boulevards.

On an average day 8,000 to 30,000 motor vehicle 
trips are made on a typical boulevard. Pedestrian, 
bicycle and transit travel can be difficult and uncom-
fortable if the street is not designed to buffer non-
auto users. To restore balance pedestrian, bicycle 
and public transit facilities should be emphasized on 
boulevards. Traffic without a destination in Ashland 
should be encouraged to use regional traffic ways and 
discouraged from using boulevards.

As major thoroughfares, boulevards are busy. They 
should provide an environment where walking, 
bicycling and motor vehicle travel are equally conve-

nient. Design should facilitate the boulevardʼs use as 
a public space where people can comfortably wait for 
the bus or rest on a bench.

Land Use
A)  Mixed-use development should be encouraged 

along boulevards.

B)  Multi-family development should be encouraged 
in close proximity to boulevards so that a variety 
of transportation options are available.

C)  Direct and convenient bicycle and pedestrian 
access between land uses should be emphasized.

D)  Schools, commercial areas, transit stop employ-
ment areas and parks should be accessible by 
bikeways and walkways.

E)  A high concentration of homes and/or jobs within 
walking distance (one-quarter to one-half mile) of 
transit services should be encouraged.

F)  A mix of land uses should be encouraged within 
easy walking distance of a transit stop to reduce 
the number of separate trips. The types of land 
uses should be those which public transit riders 
can readily use.
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G)  Commercial and recreational development such as 
shopping centers, entertainment centers museums 
and stadiums, which attract trips throughout or 
beyond Ashland, should be encouraged to locate 
along boulevards and be accessible by regional 
transit routes.

Design
A)  Boulevard design should balance safe, attractive 

and direct walkways and bikeways with an effi-
cient motor vehicle thoroughfare.

B)  Commercial buildings should be oriented to the 
street with the main entrance facing the bikeway 
and walkway. Convenient bicycle parking should 
be located near the main entrance.

C)  Landscaped medians and park rows offer a visual 
sense of entry into the community and provide 
pedestrians with a traffic buffer. Amenities such as 
benches, shade trees, bathrooms and water foun-
tains should be pro- vided to accommodate pedes-
trians and bicyclists.

D)  Protected (pedestrian) crossings should be pro-
vided along boulevards at a minimum of every 
three blocks or approximately 1,000 feet.

E)  Where two boulevards intersect, a boulevard and 
an avenue intersect or in high traffic areas, a pro-
tected crossing should be provided.

F)  Signaled intersections involving boulevards 
should be designed to allow safe and easy move-
ment of bicycles. Signal triggering devices that 
can be activated by bicycles should be designated 
on the roadway. Intersections involving bicycle 
lanes should be designed to minimize conflicts, 
such as turning movements, and to provide ade-
quate bicycle crossings.

G)  Bicycle lanes should be provided on boulevards. 
Bike lanes should be separated from motor vehi-
cle lanes by an eight-inch solid white line and be 
well marked.

H)  All boulevards should provide a smooth riding 
surface for bicycles. Drainage grates, abrupt edges 
in pavement and debris make bicycle travel dif-
ficult and unsafe.

I)  Boulevard and railroad crossing intersections 
should be designed to provide safe passage for 
bicyclists over the railroad tracks.

J)  City bikeways should be linked to county bike-
ways and statewide highway bikeways.
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K)  Public transit stops should be easily accessible to 
pedestrians and bicyclists. Covered bicycle racks 
or lockers should be provided at transit stops.

L)  Transit stops should be covered and contain a 
bench to provide a convenient, pleasant waiting 
area. The stops should be located so that oncom-
ing buses are easily visible. A buffer, sidewalk 
and/or landscaping should be located between the 
waiting area and motorized traffic.

M)  Park and rides should be considered adjacent to 
boulevards on regional transit routes to encourage 
commuting residents to use public transit.

N)  Maintain carrying capacity through driveway and 
curb cut consolidation or reduction.

O)  Off-street parking by uses located on boulevards 
should be encouraged.

P)  On-street parking removal or street widening 
should be considered only at specific problem 
locations, and alternatives and the impacts on 
adjacent land uses should be studied. Special con-
sideration should also be given to a safe pedes-
trian environment.

Q)  Boulevard intersections with streets with similar 
uses should be designed to facilitate the move-
ment of traffic and to allow all turning move-
ments.

AVENUE (MAJOR COLLECTOR) (10.05.02)
Avenues provide concentrated pedestrian; bicycle 
and motor vehicle access from boulevards to neigh-
borhoods and to neighborhood activity centers. As 
Ashlandʼs population increases, transit routes may 
access avenues. If public transit routes expand service 
to avenues, the transit land use and design guidelines 
for boulevards should be employed. The engineering 
term for this type of street is major collector. Iowa 
and Wimer Streets are examples of avenues.

On an average day 3,000 to 10,000 motor vehicle 
trips are made on a typical avenue. Pedestrian and 
bicycle facilities should be emphasized on avenues. 
Avenues are similar to boulevards, but are designed 
on a smaller scale. There are usually fewer motor 
vehicle lanes and narrower rights-of-way.

Land Use
A)  Mixed-use development should be encouraged on 

avenues.
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B)  Multi-family development should be encouraged 
in close proximity to avenues so that a variety of 
transportation options are available.

C)  Direct and convenient bicycle and pedestrian 
access between land uses should be emphasized.

D)  Schools, commercial areas, transit stops, employ-
ment areas and parks should be accessible by 
bikeway) walkways.

E)  New or expanding land uses, which attract trips 
from the surrounding neighborhoods or from 
throughout Ashland should be encouraged to 
locate on avenues.

F)  Regional land uses should be discouraged from 
locating on avenues, except where a boulevard is 
nearby and directly connected to a state/regional 
traffic-way, such as Interstate 5.

Design
A)  Avenue design should balance safe, attractive and 

direct walkways and bikeways with an efficient 
motor vehicle thoroughfare.

B)  Commercial buildings should be oriented to the 

street with the main entrance facing the bikeway 
and walkway. Convenient bicycle parking should 
be located near the main entrance.

C)  Landscaped medians and park-rows offer a visual 
sense of entry into the community and provide 
pedestrians with a buffer from traffic. Amenities 
such as benches, shade trees, bathrooms and water 
fountains should be provided to accommodate 
pedestrians and bicyclists.

D)  Protected (pedestrian) crossings should be pro-
vided along avenues at a minimum of every three 
blocks or approximately 1,000 feet.

E)  Where a boulevard and an avenue intersect, two 
avenues intersect or in high traffic areas, a pro-
tected crossing should be provided.

F)  Signaled intersections involving avenues should 
be designed to allow safe and easy movement of 
bicycles. Signal triggering devices that can be 
activated by bicycles should be designated on the 
roadway. Intersections involving bicycle lanes 
should be designed to minimize conflicts, such 
as turning movements, and to provide adequate 
bicycle crossings.
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G)  Bicycle lanes should be provided on avenues. 
These lanes are separated from motor vehicle 
lanes by an eight-inch solid white line, and must 
be well marked.

H)  All avenues should provide a smooth riding 
surface. Drainage grates, abrupt edges in pave-
ment and debris make bicycle travel difficult and 
unsafe.

I)  Avenue and railroad intersection crossings should 
be designed to provide safe passage for bicyclists 
over the railroad tracks.

J)  City bikeways should be linked to county bike-
ways and statewide highway bikeways.

K)  Maintain carrying capacity through driveway and 
curb cut consolidation or reduction.

L)  Off-street parking by uses located on avenues 
should be encouraged.

M)  On-street parking removal or street widening 
should be considered only at specific problem 
locations, and alternatives and the impacts on 
adjacent land uses should be studied. Special con-
sideration should also be given to a safe pedes-
trian environment. 

N)  Intersections of avenues with streets with similar 
uses should be designed to facilitate the move-
ment of traffic and to allow all turning move-
ments.

NEIGHBORHOOD COLLECTOR
(MINOR COLLECTOR) (10.05.03)
Neighborhood collectors distribute traffic from boule-
vards or avenues to neighborhood streets. The average 
traffic volume of a neighborhood collector is 1,500 to 
5,000 motor vehicles per day. The engineering term 
for this type of street is minor collector. Fordyce and 
Morton Streets are examples of neighborhood collec-
tors.

Land Use
A)  Mixed-use development that serves the local 

neighbor- hood should be encouraged.

B)  New land uses and major expansions of existing 
land uses, which attract many traffic trips from 
outside the neighborhood, should be discouraged 
on neighborhood collectors.

Design
A)  Neighborhood collector design should balance 

safe, attractive and direct walkways and bikeways 
with an efficient motor vehicle thoroughfare.
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B)  Commercial buildings should be oriented to the 
street with the main entrance facing the bikeway 
and walkway. Convenient bicycle parking should 
be located near the main entrance.

C)  Landscaped islands and park-rows offer a visual 
sense of entry into the neighborhood and provide 
pedestrians with a buffer from traffic. Amenities 
such as benches, shade trees, bathrooms and water 
fountains should be provided to accommodate 
pedestrians and bicyclists.

D)  Protected (pedestrian) crossings should be pro-
vided along neighborhood collectors at a mini-
mum of every three blocks or approximately 
1,000 feet. 

E)  Bicycle lanes should be provided on streets desig-
nated as neighborhood collectors when the aver-
age daily traffic is over 3,000, and/or when actual 
travel speeds exceed 25 miles per hour as outlined 
in the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Bike 
lanes are separated from motor vehicle lanes by 
an eight-inch solid white line, and must be well 
marked.

F)  All neighborhood collectors should provide a 
smooth riding surface. Drainage grates, abrupt 

edges in pavement and debris make bicycle travel 
difficult and unsafe.

G)  Neighborhood collectors and railroad intersection 
crossings should be designed to provide safe pas-
sage for bicyclists over the railroad tracks.

H)  City bikeways should be linked to county bike-
ways and statewide highway bikeways.

I)  Maintain carrying capacity through driveway and 
curb cut consolidation or reduction.

J)  Off-street parking by uses located on neighbor-
hood collectors should be encouraged.

K)  On-street parking removal or street widening 
should be considered only at specific problem 
locations, and alternatives and the impacts on 
adjacent land uses should be studied. Special con-
sideration should also be given to a safe pedes-
trian environment. 

L)  Intersections of neighborhood collectors with 
streets with similar uses should be designed to 
facilitate the movement of traffic and to allow all 
turning movements.
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M)  Distribution of traffic to the neighborhoods on 
neighborhood collectors should be encouraged.

N)  Non-local neighborhood trips should be discour-
aged on neighborhood collectors.

NEIGHBORHOOD STREET
(LOCAL STREET) (10.05.04)
Neighborhood streets provide access to residential 
and neighborhood commercial uses. Motor vehicle 
traffic should be relatively low at 1,000 or less motor 
vehicles per day. The engineering term for this type 
of street is “local” street.  Sixth, Allison and Quincy 
Streets are examples of neighborhood streets. Neigh-
borhood streets should facilitate pedestrian circula-
tion, allow a meeting place for residents and provide 
a play area for children. Generally, neighborhood 
streets are the narrowest city streets.

Land Use
A)  The scale and character of a neighborhood street 

design should correspond directly to the land use 
it serves.

B)  Auto-oriented land uses should be discouraged 
from using neighborhood streets as a primary 
access route.

Design
A)  Neighborhood street designs should balance safe, 

attractive and direct walkways and bikeways with 
an efficient motor vehicle thoroughfare.

B)  Landscaped islands and park-rows offer a visual 
sense of entry into the neighborhood and provide 
pedestrians with a buffer from traffic. Amenities 
such as benches, shade trees, bathrooms and water 
fountains should be provided to accommodate 
pedestrians and bicyclists.

C)  Traffic control measures or devices may be used 
to slow traffic, control access or deny traffic 
movements on neighborhood streets where safety, 
speed, or non-local traffic problems exist.

D)  On-street parking removal or street widening 
should be considered only at specific problem 
locations, and alternatives and the impacts on 
adjacent land uses should be studied. Special con-
sideration should also be given to a safe pedes-
trian environment.

E)  Non-local neighborhood trips should be discour-
aged on neighborhood collectors.
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F)  The use of neighborhood streets for one-way traf-
fic is not generally appropriate, unless the entire 
circulation pattern of the neighborhood has been 
considered.

ALLEY (10.05.05)
The alley is a semi-public neighborhood space that 
provides access to the rear of property. The alley 
eliminates the need for front yard driveways and pro-
vides the opportunity for a more positive front yard 
streetscape. An alley at the rear of properties allows 
the street located adjacent to the front of properties 
to be designed using a narrow width with limited 
on-street parking. The use of alleys can create the 
opportunity for the use of narrower lots to increase 
residential densities. Alleys are appropriate in all resi-
dential areas and in some commercial areas for busi-
ness frontage, and for access and delivery depending 
on the circulation pattern of the area.

Land Use
A)  Parking spaces and structures should be encour-

aged to locate on alleys.

B)  Delivery areas for commercial uses should be 
encouraged to locate on alleys.

C)  Accessory units above garages and accessory 

residential uses should be located on alleys in 
residential areas.

D)  Multi-family units and commercial uses may be 
appropriate on alleys.

E)  Utility easements should be accommodated in the 
alley.

Design
A)  Landscaping, street trees and varying parking 

surfaces should be incorporated into the alley to 
create a streetscape.

B)  Alleys within commercial districts are valu-
able public spaces. Buildings should be oriented 
toward the alley with individual businesses show-
ing a strong sense of entry. Alternative pavement 
materials, textures and colors should be used to 
develop the pedestrian environment.

C)  When multiple structures are located on one lot, 
the buildings adjacent to the alley should be ori-
ented to- ward the alley.

D)  The use of alleys for one-way traffic is not gener-
ally appropriate, unless the entire circulation pat-
tern of the neighborhood has been considered.
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MULTI-USE PATH (10.05.06)
Multi-use paths are off-street facilities used primar-
ily for walking and bicycling. These paths can be 
relatively short connections between neighborhoods 
(neighborhood connectors), or longer paths adjacent 
to rivers, creeks, railroad tracks and open space. Fre-
quented by both pedestrians and bicyclists, multi-use 
paths provide shortcuts through neighborhoods and to 
other destinations.

Land Use
Parks and schools should be encouraged to locate 
along multi-use paths.

Design
A)  Multi-use paths within the city limits of Ashland 

should be linked to state highway bikeways and 
county bikeways.

B)  Multi-use paths should be built as neighborhood 
connectors in areas where block dimensions 
exceed the recommended maximum circumfer-
ence standard.

C)  Multi-use paths shared by pedestrians and bicy-
clists should emphasize design features and 
adequate path markings that allow for the safety 
of all users.

D)  Intersections of multi-use paths and streets should 
minimize conflicts and provide adequate pedes-
trian and bicycle crossings. Crossings should be 
located at points along the road where adequate 
sight distance exists. When paths cross streets, 
safety devices such as signs, signals and painted 
crosswalks should be considered.    Curb cuts 
should be provided.

E)  Intersections of multi-use paths with railroad 
crossings should be designed to provide safe pas-
sage for pedestrians and bicyclists over the rail-
road tracks.

F)  Railings and barriers should be provided on both 
sides of bridges on multi-use paths.

G)  All multi-use paths should be signed with regula-
tory, warning and destination signs as outlined in 
the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

10.06 The Street System
INTRODUCTION (10.06.01)
Streets are pivotal in shaping the character of Ashland 
neighborhoods. Streets provide the first impression 
visitors have of the community, and longtime resi-
dentʼs view Ashland primarily from the streets — the 
cityʼs most prevalent public viewshed.
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Street, public right-of-way and street right-of-way are 
used interchangeably throughout this document. The 
term “street” refers to much more than the roadway 
surface. It includes the sidewalk, planting strip, street 
trees, lighting and street furniture, as well as traffic 
calming structures. The publicly owned land a street 
occupies is called the right-of-way.

Streets provide a travel corridor for pedestrians, 
bicycles and motor vehicles. They have also histori-
cally served aesthetic and social purposes as multi-
purpose public spaces, which diffuse light, circulate 
air, provide landscaped vistas and facilitate informal, 
spontaneous recreation and socializing.

After World War II and the development of suburban 
street standards, streets became single-purpose spaces 
for the safe and convenient operation of automobiles. 
Houses were set farther back; sidewalks often disap-
peared completely and use of the front yard as an 
activity area decreased.

Four decades of single-purpose streets have resulted 
in negative consequences, such as the loss of livable 
neighborhoods due to fast-moving traffic. The cost 
of an automobile-dominated transportation system, 
trafficʼs effect on quality of life and the environmental 
degradation caused by motor vehicles, have forced 

communities to examine the ways in which the public 
right-of-way is used. Streets must be reclaimed as 
multi-purpose public spaces to facilitate non-auto 
travel and to maintain community livability.

10.07 Existing Street Network
NETWORK DESCRIPTION (10.07.01)
Ashlandʼs geographic location has historically gov-
erned local transportation patterns. Bounded on the 
west by the foothills of the Siskiyou Mountains and 
on the eastern edge by Interstate 5 and large flood-
plains, the city has developed in a linear fashion. The 
main thoroughfare, North Main StreetSiskiyou Bou-
levard, runs between steep terrain to the south and the 
gentle slopes of the north.

Ashlandʼs street system design reflects the cultural 
values and available technology of earlier eras. Most 
of the first streets were developed within what is 
today the downtown core. Streets in the Railroad 
District were laid out in a grid pattern perpendicular 
and parallel to the tracks. Subsequent neighborhood 
streets were patterned in a strict north/south grid with 
little consideration for terrain limits.

As a result, many Ashland streets are very steep. 
As Ashland became increasingly auto dependent, 
attempts were made to reduce the carʼs impact by 

Streets must be 
reclaimed as multi-
purpose public 
spaces...
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limiting access to neighborhood areas. For example, 
more recent residential developments contain curvi-
linear streets with cul-de-sacs. Current street design 
trends employ a modified grid pattern while accom-
modating terrain limitations.

The main boulevard, North Main Street-Siskiyou 
Boulevard, extends the length of the city. Two bou-
levards branch off it in an easterly direction. Ashland 
Street (Highway 66) intersects Siskiyou Boulevard 
near Southern Oregon State College and Interstate 5. 
East Main Street runs in an easterly direction from 
the city center to Highway 66. Numerous avenues and 
neighborhood collectors connect city neighborhoods 
to the boulevards.

Ashland has three freeway interchanges adjacent to 
Interstate 5. Exit 19 is located at the northern end of 
the city off Valley View Road. Exits 14 and 11 are 
located at the southern end of the city off Ashland 
Street (Highway 66) and Siskiyou Boulevard respec-
tively. Interstate 5 provides primary north-south 
access through the Rogue River Valley as well as to 
other Oregon regions and the state of California. On 
Interstate 5, Ashland is 12 miles from Medford, 40 
miles from Grants Pass and 45 miles from Yreka, 
California.

Several state highways connect Ashland to areas in 
Southern Oregon. State Highway 99 (Rogue River 
Highway) is also known as North Main Street and 
Siskiyou Boulevard within the city limits. Highway 
99 closely parallels Interstate 5 and extends from the 
freeway in Ashland to Grants Pass. Highway 99 also 
provides access to areas northwest of Ashland.

State Highway 66 (Greensprings Highway) runs in an 
easterly direction from Ashland to Klamath Falls, 60 
miles away. Dead Indian Memorial Road, a county 
road, extends in a northeasterly direction to State 
Highway 140. State Highway 140 provides access 
to Klamath Falls and connects to State Highway 62. 
Due to steep, rugged terrain, the area directly west of 
Ashland is not accessible by local roads. The main 
routes to the Applegate Valley and the Illinois Valley 
are either State Highway 238 through Jacksonville or 
U.S. Highway 199 through Grants Pass.

STREET CONDITIONS (10.07.02)
Approximately 83 miles of streets lie within Ashland. 
There are 75 miles (90%) of paved streets and eight 
miles (10%) of unpaved streets. Public road main-
tenance within Ashland is shared by the City, the 
County, and the State. The Oregon Department of 
Transportation maintains two of the boulevards in 
the city—North Main-Siskiyou Boulevard (Highway 
99) and Ashland Street (Highway 66). Both streets 
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are state highways. Jackson County provides main-
tenance for county roads within the city. The City of 
Ashland Public Works Department maintains all other 
public streets within the city limits. The City grades 
and gravels unpaved streets and conducts required 
maintenance on paved streets.

Future transportation projects currently planned and 
funded are described in Appendix A.

STREET CLASSIFICATIONS (10.07.03)
Ashland streets have been classified as part of the 
transportation planning process. Roadway classifica-
tions, also called functional classifications, establish 
uniform criteria for the construction, maintenance 
and use of the streets. The classifications are based 
on street function, traffic volume, average trip length, 
spacing and relationship to the network. There are 
four street classifications: boulevard, avenue, neigh-
borhood-collector and neighborhood streets. The 
Transportation System Map on page 9 shows the 
functional classification of Ashland streets. The map 
also indicates proposed streets, which will improve 
travel circulation as the community grows.

The City of Ashland uses a modified version of the 
functional class system as outlined in the Street Clas-
sifications section. The modifications were made 
to recapture streets as multi- modal travel corridors 

and public spaces. Specifically, traditional street 
type names are used in place of standard engineering 
terms. Boulevard is used for arterial, avenue is used 
for major collector, neighborhood collector is used 
for minor collector and neighborhood street is used 
for local street. Traditional street type names are used 
because they evoke classic, human scale streets such 
as Siskiyou Boulevard and East Main Street rather 
than modern, automobile dominated roads. See Street 
Classifications section for further information.

The functional class system was developed by the 
Federal Highway Administration and adopted in 
the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973. The Oregon 
Transportation Planning Rule of 1991 requires local 
jurisdictions to use the functional classification 
system and ensure that road classifications are consis-
tent with regional and state functional classifications.

According to the functional classification system, 
streets serve two basic purposes—traffic movement 
and land access. Boulevards move traffic through the 
community and onto the collector system and restrict 
or prohibit access from adjoining properties. Avenues 
and neighborhood collectors are designed to collect 
traffic from neighborhood streets and funnel it onto 
boulevards. Although some property access is pro-
vided by these street types, moving traffic is of prime 
importance. Neighborhood streets primarily provide 
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access to adjacent properties and move neighborhood 
traffic onto collectors. Neighborhood streets should 
be protected from shortcut or detour traffic, from 
vehicles moving at excessive speeds, and from park-
ing unrelated to residential activities.

While the functional classification system is a useful 
transportation planning tool, it has several shortcom-
ings. First, the concentration on vehicular traffic 
volumes and street capacities tends to dominate street 
design and construction. Streets are widened at the 
expense of sidewalk width, trees and front yards. 
Cities across the nation have made changes based on 
the assumption that traffic would increase at a steady 
rate in the future and have used traffic volumes and 
capacities as principal measures of street use. It is 
becoming increasingly apparent that a roadʼs function 
and its relationship to the network, as well as its traf-
fic volume, must be considered.

The functional classification system, which focuses 
on vehicular traffic, assumes that streets exist for two 
purposes—moving motor vehicles and providing land 
access. As a result, non-automobile users (pedestrians, 
bicyclists and transit riders) are only considered in 
afterthought. The third street purpose that of provid-
ing a public space is entirely ignored.

10.08 Roadways Needs
Ashland citizens have expressed opinions about 
transportation needs in many forums. To address their 
concerns, the city held neighborhood meetings from 
February to April 1994. At these meetings citizens 
identified a variety of problems and possible solu-
tions. Appendix B contains a complete list of neigh-
borhood meeting comments.

LAND USE AND TRAVEL PATTERNS (10.08.01)
Transportation demand and resulting traffic are deter-
mined almost entirely from the ways in which land is 
organized and used. Suburban development tends to 
be low in population density and requires use of the 
personal automobile for almost all travel. Destinations 
are far apart in suburban areas and residential neigh-
borhoods are strictly separated from the places people 
work, shop, and socialize. Extensive areas of subur-
ban development result in sprawl.

In contrast, traditional neighborhood development is 
compact and integrates residential areas with employ-
ment, shopping and recreational districts. By locat-
ing destinations close to areas in which people live, 
walking, bicycling and public transit can be used for 
everyday trips. While a sprawling development pat-
tern systematically locks cities into dependence on 
the single-occupant automobile, a traditional develop-
ment pattern provides multiple transportation options.

Transportation demand 
and resulting traffic 
are determined almost 
entirely from the ways in 
which land is organized 
and used.
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A recently completed study by the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeleyʼs Institute of Urban and Regional 
Development compared travel characteristics in two 
distinctly different neighborhoods in the San Fran-
cisco-Oakland regionʼs East Bay. These enclaves 
included Rockridge, an older compact and mixeduse 
neighborhood with many traditional design qualities, 
and Lafayette, a post-World War II community domi-
nated by suburban tract housing, spacious community 
designs and auto- oriented retail strips and plazas. 
The two neighborhoods were discovered to be similar 
in some ways. They lie in the same geographic area, 
are the same approximate distance to downtown San 
Francisco, have a public transit station, are served 
by the same regional freeway and have comparable 
median household incomes.

The study, however, found that the older traditional 
neighborhood, Rockridge, averaged a 10% higher 
share of non-work trips by travel modes other than 
automobile, compared to the auto-oriented Lafayette. 
Neighborhood characteristics exerted the strongest 
effect on non-work trips of less than one mile. Spe-
cifically, in Rockridge walking trips were frequently 
substituted for automobile trips. Residents made 28% 
of non-work trips under one mile by foot and 66% by 
automobile. In contrast, Lafayette residents made just 
6% of non-work trips by foot and 81% by car.

The University of California study highlighted two 
factors, which have been critical in the evolution 
of sprawl—the personal automobile and single-use 
zoning. Prior to the 1950s, homes were built on small 
lots close to public transportation. As economic 
growth and the national standard of living escalated in 
the 1950s, an increasing number of households pur-
chased automobiles. As extensive road systems were 
developed throughout the nation and within com-
munities, the car became the connecting link between 
home and work. New homes were built on large lots 
away from employment centers and the suburban 
population exploded.

Shortly before the automobileʼs proliferation, single-
use zoning, which designates areas for specific, 
limited land uses, became the basis of comprehensive 
planning and zoning in the United States. Singleuse 
zoning had been developed in the late nineteenth 
century to prevent poor living conditions caused by 
industrial pollution, noise and odor, and to prevent 
fire and disease.

The resulting development pattern decentralized land 
uses and strictly separated residential and commercial 
functions. The landmark 1927 U.S. Supreme Court 
decision of the Village of Euclid vs. Amber Realty 
Co. upheld the municipalityʼs right to designate 
areas for single land uses9. Ironically, cars traveling 

“Once attending a 
child s̓ performance 
in a play or sporting 
event was a pleasur-
able part of life; now 
it requires a level of 
scheduling that char-
acterizes a military 
campaign. How many 
parents can walk over 
to the playing fields 
when a child is playing 
on the soccer team or 
even come to watch the 
soccer game because 
they have no time?”

Anton Clarence 
Nelessen
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between separate uses have caused the pollution and 
destruction of natural resources that singleuse zoning 
was originally intended to eliminate.
Sprawl-induced dependence on the automobile nega-
tively affects communities in many ways. Sprawl 
emphasizes the private living space and ignores 
development of public spaces.  It does not respond to 
changing demographics. As families become smaller 
and less traditional, and as cars are required for daily 
living, other demands, such as regular chauffeuring of 
children, become a hardship.

Sprawl is expensive. On average, a two year old car 
costs $5,000 per year to own and maintain~3. Keep-
ing a private automobile has become more costly 
for wage earners and a formidable economic barrier 
for lower income residents. The cost of installing 
and maintaining public infrastructure, such as roads, 
sewers, water, electricity, schools, parks, police and 
fire protection, grows as the amount of serviced land 
area increases.

The public pays the high infrastructure costs for a 
sprawling development pattern. Extensive road net-
works consume valuable land and low density makes 
transit inefficient and ineffective. Requiring high-
energy consumption, sprawl is also a major source 
of air and water pollution. The cumulative effects of 
sprawl compromise the quality of life and the envi-

ronment, and discourage a sense of community.

The traditional neighborhood is an alternative to low 
density development. Traditional neighborhoods are 
moderately dense, multiple-use communities which 
provide transportation options. Traditional communi-
ties include a core with mixed and multiple uses, vari-
ation in the size of buildings and building footprints, 
an increase in the size of residential units and lot sizes 
from the neighborhood core to its periphery, open 
space and a focus on pedestrians and human scale 
in the streetscape. In Ashlandʼs traditional neighbor-
hoods, such as the Railroad District, new develop-
ment and redevelopment increasingly integrate those 
elements, which have historically proven effective.

Traditional neighborhoods facilitate everyday life 
without the need for extensive driving. Compact land 
use, mixed and multiple-use areas and the pedestrian 
environment promote walking, bicycling and public 
transit. In contrast, the low density development, 
separated land uses and automobile environment of 
suburban areas limits travel to the car and promotes 
an increasing number of vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT) per capita. Traditional neighborhood devel-
opment must be facilitated to increase walking and 
bicycling trips and to make public transit possible in 
the long term.
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STREET LAYOUT AND DESIGN (10.08.02)
Street network patterns and the physical design of the 
right-of- way are intrinsically linked to travel patterns 
and neighborhood character. Successful, multi-modal 
streets in traditional neighborhoods resemble invit-
ing public spaces and function in an interconnected 
network. Street layout and design should support the 
traditional neighborhood.

Traditional neighborhoods such as the Ashlandʼs 
Railroad District reveal common characteristics in 
network layout and street design.  They typically 
contain a grid network—a framework of parallel or 
crisscrossed streets intersecting at right angles with 
very few dead ends. Blocks are 300 to 400 feet in 
length with 1,200 to 1,600 feet perimeters.

In contrast to the multiple curves and cul-de-sacs 
found in suburban development, a grid network 
spreads out local traffic by providing multiple ways to 
reach the same point. The many interconnections and 
short block lengths mean that trips are more direct 
and shorter in distance. This network allows residents 
to get to neighborhood destinations, schools, stores, 
or friends  ̓houses, without entering a boulevard.

Physical street design is strikingly different in tradi-
tional neighborhoods than in suburban areas. Typical 
neighborhood streets have evolved from the narrow 
pavement width and right-of-way designed to carry 
horse-drawn vehicles to the much wider streets seen 
in todayʼs suburbs, which allow people to drive 40 to 
50 miles per hour.

Traditional neighborhood streets typically have 30 to 
50 feet of right-of-way, with 18 to 24 feet of pave-
ment. Houses are set back 12 to 20 feet from the 
right-of-way and detached garages are either located 
behind the house or set back further than the house 
facade. In contrast, subdivision streets have 60 feet 
of right-of-way, 32 to 36 feet of pavement; houses set 
back 20 to 60 feet from the right-of-way and attached 
garages set back the same distance as the house 
facade.

Auto Oriented Transportation Balanced 
Planning Planning
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Other elements of traditional neighborhood street 
design include parallel parking on at least one side, 
park-rows and sidewalks on both sides, street trees 
and street lamps at regular intervals, curb radii of not 
more than 15 feet, and bump-outs and safety islands 
on wider streets. In traditional neighborhoods, all 
streets are not the same.  Some serve high-density 
neighborhoods, some commercial cores, and others 
serve low- density districts. They also vary in pave-
ment widths, sidewalks and building locations con-
trasting markedly with rigid contemporary suburban 
standards. A noticeable feature of traditional neigh-
borhoods is that design differs from street to street.

Street design should promote safety and livability. It 
should permit comfortable and safe pedestrian and 
bicycle travel as well as motorized vehicular opera-
tion. Vulnerable users such as children, the disabled 
and the elderly, should be protected. The street should 
be a multipurpose, public space that enhances the 
neighborhoodʼs overall aesthetics. Deliveries, emer-
gency access and where densities allow, bus or para-
transit service must be accommodated.

Ashlandʼs street layout and design need to be better 
matched to adjacent uses, the physical features of the 
land, location in the neighborhood and position in the 
community. A grid or modified grid network pattern 
should be used to provide connectivity. Ashland street 

design standards must incorporate traditional neigh-
borhood street elements.

TRAFFIC CALMING (10.08.03)
The challenge of the neighborhood street system is 
to balance restoring the human scale characteristic 
of traditional neighborhoods with residents  ̓desire 
for convenient automobile access to their home. This 
involves reducing traffic unrelated to the neighbor-
hood, slowing down traffic using the streets and pro-
viding for attractive and unobtrusive vehicle parking.

There are three methods for achieving traffic control 
in the neighborhood: general laws and ordinances; 
traffic control devices; and traffic calming techniques. 
The third method, traffic calming, is increasingly 
being used on neighborhood streets because traffic 
control devices and speed limit laws tend to be inef-
fective in both deterring through traffic and slowing 
down local traffic.

Traffic calming uses geometric design features to 
guide or restrict physical movement of motor vehi-
cles, bicycles and pedestrians. The basis for traffic 
calming is simple. Drivers tend to respond to their 
surroundings rather than to posted speed limit signs. 
If the street is designed using suburban standards 
and has the width and gentle curves of a highway, 
people will drive as if they are on a highway. Even 

Drivers tend to 
respond to their 
surroundings 
rather than to 
posted speed 
limit signs.
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the Romans understood that certain measures had to 
be taken to restore neighborhood tranquillity when 
they placed stone blocks at some street entrances as a 
physical barrier against high speed chariot traffic.

Traffic calming can be used to address two major 
problems: the protection of neighborhood streets from 
high speed and through traffic; and the mitigation of 
traffic impacts on residential areas located on major 
streets.

“Cut-through” traffic in established neighborhoods 
disrupts life and erodes the neighborhoodʼs integrity. 
Residential traffic problems arising on major streets 
may require special efforts to balance residents  ̓needs 
with those of the traveling public.

A wide variety of traffic calming measures can be 
combined in various ways to create different traffic 
control levels. In general, where there is an alterna-
tive route, steps, which discourage use and decrease 
roadway capacity, are appropriate. In situations where 
no alternative route exists, traffic can be slowed down 
without substantially taking away capacity4.

Traffic problems are most judiciously handled when a 
clear, understandable traffic control planning process 
is in place.

Traditionally in Ashland and most small cities, traffic 
complaints are handled on a case-by-case basis. The 
weakness in this approach is that complaints do not 
always come from the areas where problems are most 
frequent, spot treatment often simply shifts problems 
to other areas, and residents may demand a specific 
action which may not be the best solution to their 
problem.

The Institute of Transportation Engineers recom-
mends developing a traffic control planning process 
which regularly inventories neighborhood traffic 
problems throughout the community, and adopting 
standards to identify conditions which need attention. 
Once a traffic problem meets the criteria for traffic 
control treatment, the following process should be 
used:
•  assess problem and causes
•  develop alternative courses of action that could 

eliminate or reduce the problem
•  predict both primary and secondary impacts of 

alternatives on the neighborhood and general 
community

•  develop an implementation strategy, including a 
financing and maintenance plan

•  evaluate in-place performance of selected action 
or actions, and make adjustments as needed
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The City of Ashland should develop a traffic control 
planning process for the systematic treatment of traf-
fic problems in the existing street network. Traffic 
calming measures should be used to protect neigh-
borhood streets from through traffic and to mitigate 
traffic impact on major streets.

FUTURE TRAVEL (10.08.04)
A travel forecasting model for Ashland was developed 
in 1992 by Kittelson and Associates, Inc. The model 
tested various measures of reducing future motor 
vehicle travel in the Ashland area by replicating the 
existing traffic volumes and predicting future volumes 
on Ashland streets. Non-automotive measures and 
automobile-oriented measures were both studied.

Specifically, the 1992 model addressed two questions. 
First, what roadway network improvements would be 
necessary for all boulevards and avenues to operate 
at volume-to-capacity ratios of less than 1.0 in Year 
2005? (A volume-to-capacity (V/C) ration equal to or 
greater than 1.0 means the roadway volumes exceed 
capacity of the facilities.) Second, what net effect 
would future non-auto modal enhancements have 
upon overall travel in the Ashland area in 2005?

The first test, the “base scenario”, was conducted 
to predict traffic flow in the year 2005. It assumes 
no physical changes to the street network and that 

the modal split remains the same. The base scenario 
serves as a constant, to which several other scenarios 
using different transportation system options can be 
compared.

In the base scenario, five roadway segments on 
Ashlandʼs boulevard/avenues street system operate 
with V/C ratios in excess of capacity in 2005:
•  Siskiyou Boulevard (northbound and southbound) 

between Mountain Avenue and Ashland Street
•  Siskiyou Boulevard (northbound) south of the 

inter-section of East Main Street and Lithia Way
•  Ashland Street (eastbound) between Interstate 5 

southbound and northbound ramps
•  Pioneer Street (both directions) at East Main 

Street
•  Valley View Road (northbound) at Interstate 5 

inter-change

When a scenario with full improvements to Hersey 
Street was studied, the roadway segment of Siskiyou 
Boulevard south of the intersection of East Main 
Street and Lithia Way operated below capacity.

Two “automobile-oriented” scenarios, building addi-
tional roadway capacity and transportation system 
management (TSM), were developed to test whether 
auto measures would alleviate future roadway conges-
tion. (TSM is a method of maximizing the efficiency 
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of the existing transportation system by managing 
traffic through the use of traffic control devices such 
as traffic signals, ramp meters, median turn barriers, 
restricted access to properties along congested cor-
ridors, etc.)

The first scenario to enhance street capacity added 
more travel lanes to Siskiyou Boulevard between 
Ashland Street and Lithia Way, and to Ashland Street 
between the Interstate 5 ramps. The five “above 
capacity” street segments from the base scenario all 
operated at V/C rates less than .9 with added travel 
lanes in 2005.

A second test was conducted using TSM measures 
such as traffic signal system enhancements, intersec-
tion capacity improvements and access management 
of driveways and intersections instead of added travel 
lanes. All street segments operated with V/C rates 
less than 1.0 in 2005 as a result of TSM improvement 
measures.

Five “mode-split enhancement” scenarios, pedestrian, 
bicycle, transit, high occupancy vehicle and combined 
modes, tested whether non-auto measures would 
reduce automobile travel in the Ashland area and 
relieve roadway congestion. The pedestrian scenario 
applied a 25% reduction rate to all trips less than one-
half mile, and resulted in a less than 1% reduction in 

auto trips in 2005. The bicycle scenario applied a 10% 
reduction to all trips between one-half and two miles, 
and resulted in a 2% reduction in auto trips in 2005. 

The transit scenario applied a 10% vehicle trip 
reduction rate to all origin-destination pairs located 
adjacent to RVTD bus service Routes #5 and #10 in 
Ashland. These calculations resulted in a reduction 
of approximately 2% of future auto trips. The high 
occupancy vehicle to Medford scenario applied a 15% 
vehicle trip reduction rate to all Ashland generated 
trips with an origin or destination located in Medford. 
This calculation results in a reduction of 6% future 
auto trips in Ashland.

The combined scenario of all the mode-split enhance-
ments tested the impact of all transportation demand 
management (TDM) measures on reducing auto travel 
in Ashland. (The purpose of TDM is to reduce the 
number of motor vehicles using the road system by 
providing a wide variety of mobility options. Exam-

MODE-SPLIT ENHANCEMENT SCENARIOS (TDM) FROM 1992 
TRAVEL DEMAND MODEL

Increase of... Reduction in 2005 Auto Trips

25% of all trips made by walking - 1%
10% of all trips between .5 and 2 miles by bicycling 2%
10% of trips adjacent to bus routes by transit 2%
15% of trips to Medford by high occupancy vehicle 6%
All Mode-Split Enhancements Combined 11%
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ples of TDM strategies include encouraging walk-
ing and bicycling trips, decreasing distance traveled 
through land use, encouraging ridesharing and alter-
native work arrangements.) Combined trip reduction 
factors resulted in a decline of approximately 11% 
future auto trips in Ashland. Overall, auto travel was 
significantly reduced on North Main Street, Siskiyou 
Boulevard and Ashland Street. However, V/C rates in 
excess of 1.0 are still found on two of the five “above 
capacity” roadway segments from the base scenario—
Siskiyou Boulevard between Mountain Avenue and 
Ashland Street, and on Pioneer Street at Main Street.

Finally, a scenario combining the TSM and Combined 
Mode- Split Enhancements was developed to test the 
impact that TSM and TDM measures would have on 
reducing auto travel in Ashland. The combined TSM/
TDM enhancement scenario resulted in a significant 
reduction of future auto trips on North Main Street 
and Ashland Street. No roadway segments on Sis-
kiyou Boulevard showed V/C rates above 1.0.

The City must select a transportation system alterna-
tive that adequately meets Ashlandʼs transportation 
needs. The alternative should combine strategies 
which best meet the goals and objectives of the Trans-
portation Element and which address future capacity 
insufficiencies.

The travel demand model is a valuable tool for pre-
dicting where future bottlenecks, sensitive inter-
sections, etc. will occur. However, like any other 
forecasting method, travel demand modeling has 
limitations. Travel demand models are automobile-
oriented and were developed strictly to determine 
where roads should be built or expanded. Traditional 
models look only at automobile travel and assume 
that these patterns will continue and remain constant 
in the future. They do not incorporate alternative 
modes of transportation or changes in land use pat-
terns, and they do not examine travel behavior or 
options, which might affect how people travel. When 
analysis assumes the automobile is the only transpor-
tation option, the only solution for congested areas 
is to add capacity to the streets. In this respect, the 
travel demand model perpetuates accommodation of 
increased traffic by building roads.

Many communities mistakenly use model results as 
the sole basis for transportation policy. Streets, which 
were supposed to function below capacity for many 
years in the future, may reach above-capacity condi-
tions in a much shorter time. When cities use travel 
demand modeling as an overriding doctrine in trans-
portation planning, they often accept methods, which 
accommodate automobile traffic by building new 
roads.

In every city of the 
world the volume 
of traffic is limited, 
intentionally or 
unintentionally, by 
measures adopted 
by governments. If 
these measures were 
relaxed, there would 
be more traffic; if they 
were strengthened, 
there would be less. 
In other words the 
volume of traffic in a 
city is not something 
like the rainfall that 
has to be accepted...”

from Urban Transport 
and the Environment
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Recent travel demand models have only begun to 
attempt incorporating options such as walking, bicy-
cling, public transit and different land use patterns. 
Transportation modeling professionals began to con-
sider non-auto modes in response to passage of the 
Federal Inter-modal Surface Transportation Efficiency 
Act and the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule. 
These laws explicitly acknowledge nonauto transport 
as viable modes of transportation and initiated a new 
era in transportation planning. At the time of this 
writing, a model, which solidly predicts walking and 
bicycling has not been perfected.

The 1992 travel demand model for Ashland included 
non-auto trip analysis to the extent possible at that 
time and assumed a traditional, single-use land 
development pattern in the future. Since then, mod-
eling alternative land use patterns has become a 
fairly common practice. Depending on advances in 
travel demand modeling and available resources, 
the Ashland 1992 model may require refining to test 
alternative land use patterns and non-auto transport 
options.

FREEWAY ACCESS (10.08.05)
Presently, the City of Ashland is served by three free-
way interchanges- Exit 19 at the northern endofthe 
city; Exit 14 at the intersection of Ashland Street and 
Interstate 5, and Exit 11 at the far southern end of the 

community at the intersection of Siskiyou Boulevard 
and Interstate 5. In the previous Transportation Ele-
ment of the Comprehensive Plan (1981), there was 
discussion of an additional freeway interchange at the 
intersection of North Mountain Avenue and Interstate 
5, designed to serve the center of the community. For 
several reasons, this new interchange is not likely to 
be developed during the planning period. However, it 
is not precluded as an option for the future.

First, additional research has been conducted regard-
ing the service area of the interchange. The new inter-
change would primarily serve Southern Oregon State 
College commuter students and Medford-based trips 
from the nearby residential areas. However, due to the 
linear nature of the community, and the perceived dis-
tance of the freeway interchange from Siskiyou Bou-
levard, the total area served by the interchange would 
not be large. The overall impact on through traffic 
to the community is not offset by the large financial 
investment necessary to construct the interchange.

Second, regarding the financial investment, cur-
rent state highway construction dollars are tightly 
controlled, and the likelihood of gaining state sup-
port for construction of an interchange during the 
planning period is minimal. The availability of three 
interchanges for a community of 18,000 appears to 
be ample, by state standards. Therefore, the cost of 
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constructing the interchange would fall entirely on the 
local community.

Third, the investment in the freeway interchange, and 
the necessary infrastructure improvements to streets 
accessing the North Mountain area would be almost 
entirely auto-oriented. The benefits to other modes of 
travel would be minimal, especially when compared 
to the large capital outlay necessary. Therefore, a 
freeway interchange at North Mountain Avenue is not 
likely to be developed during the planning period, but 
it is not precluded as an option for the future.

ACCESS MANAGEMENT (10.08.06)
Access management reduces maneuvers in the travel 
corridor through roadway design techniques that 
maintain or increase street capacity. Access manage-
ment is used on boulevards and avenues to create a 
safe roadway environment that allows pedestrian, 
bicycle and motor vehicle traffic to flow smoothly. 
Among tools used in access management are proper 
spacing of traffic signals, provision of turn lanes, use 
of medians and planned driveway spacing and design.

Access management is a useful transportation man-
agement tool for the existing street network as well 
as for future streets. It can be used as an alternative 
to constructing additional motor vehicle travel lanes 
on existing streets. Preliminary studies of Highway 

30 from Portland to Astoria show that using access 
management techniques can decrease the need for tra-
ditional highway widening and equal savings of over 
$75 million over the next 20 years.

All streets functionally classified by the Oregon State 
Division of Highways as rural collectors and minor 
arterials that connect Ashland with other municipali-
ties are under the administrative control of either the 
County or the State. Access management on these 
routes is handled by permit. Within the city limits, 
roadways under State administrative control are coor-
dinated by the State. Access management on streets 
under jurisdictional control of the City is its respon-
sibility. In the interest of minimizing street construc-
tion and widening, the City of Ashland must develop 
an access management plan for the boulevard and 
avenue street network in cooperation with the County 
and State.

SAFETY (10.08.07)
Safety is important in existing street network function 
as well as in the successful design of future streets. 
Areas prone to traffic accidents must be identified and 
systematically addressed.

Safety problems are rooted in the conflicts among the 
many users of street space. Although streets are public 
property and belong to everyone, some users have 
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preempted more of the street space than others. The 
“traffic function”, moving traffic streams efficiently, 
competes with streets as public spaces, access to 
properties and parking.

The number and types of conflicts between street 
users depends on the facilityʼs physical design and 
on the users  ̓behavior. In order to identify goals for 
street design, it is important to identify all user needs, 
consider what conflicts they might have and what 
safety needs might result. Safety for all users should 
be a guiding factor in street planning and design in 
Ashland.

Conflicts arise out of the manner in which people use 
the street and interact with other users. As outlined in 
the Pedestrian/Bicycle Section, well-enforced traf-
fic laws play an important part of street safety. Also, 
transportation safety education is one way to famil-
iarize pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers with proper 
practices and traffic law.

REGIONAL AND STATE ROADWAY SYSTEMS 
(10.08.08)
Clearly, Ashland needs a safe and efficient roadway 
system connecting the city to the region, to the state 
and to the rest of the nation. The United States has 
heavily invested in the interstate highway system, 
and as a result the flow of people, goods and service 

depends on the roadway network. In the interest of 
the residents and the local economy, Ashlandʼs trans-
portation system must be coordinated with county, 
regional, state and federal jurisdictions.

In the Rogue Valley region, land use patterns directly 
affect the development of viable non-auto transpor-
tation. Alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle 
cannot succeed if an auto-oriented low-density devel-
opment pattern continues. Ashland must be involved 
in advocating regional land use patterns that support a 
multi-modal transportation system.

10.09 Street System Goals
and Policies
GOAL (10.09.01)
To provide all citizens with safe and convenient trans-
portation while reinforcing the recognition of public 
rights-of-way as critical public spaces.

POLICIES (10.09.02)
1)  Provide zoning that allows for a mix of land uses 

and traditional neighborhood development, which 
promotes walking and bicycling.

2)  Periodically review and revise street design 
standards. Incorporate traditional neighborhood 
design elements such as, but not limited to, plant-
ing strips, minimum necessary curb radii, alleys 

Ashland must be 
involved in advocat-
ing regional land use 
patterns that support 
a multi-modal trans-
portation system.
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and skinny streets in standards. The street design 
standards shall incorporate the land use and 
design guidelines in the Street Classifications sec-
tion of this element.

3)  Design streets as critical public spaces where 
creating a comfortable and attractive place that 
encourages people to walk, bicycle and social-
ize is balanced with building an efficient travel 
corridor. Design streets with equal attention to all 
right-of-way users and to promote livability of 
neighborhoods.

4)  Enhance the streetscape by code changes specify-
ing placement of critical design elements such as, 
but not limited to, windows, doorways, signs and 
planting strips.

5)  Reduce excessive street pavement width in order 
to facilitate convenient pedestrian and bicycle 
circulation, to facilitate convenient pedestrian and 
bicycle circulation, to reduce the costs of con-
struction, to provide for more efficient use of land 
and to discourage excessive traffic volumes and 
speeds.

6)  Encourage a connected street network pattern, 
as topography allows, to promote pedestrian and 
bicycle travel. Off-street pathways should be 

connected to the street network. Block perimeters 
should be 1,200 to 1,600 feet and the distance 
between streets should be a maximum of 300 to 
400 feet.

7)  Design the Land Use Ordinance to ensure Ashland 
Street is developed as a multi-modal corridor 
including attractive landscaping, sidewalks, bike 
lanes and controlled access. Development along 
Ashland Street shall be compatible with and sup-
port a multi-modal orientation.

8)  Design the Land Use Ordinance to ensure that 
Siskiyou Boulevard is developed as a multi-modal 
corridor with sidewalk and bike lane facilities 
appropriate to the volume and speed of motor 
vehicle traffic.

9)  Design the Land Use Ordinance to ensure that A 
Street and B Street are developed as multi-modal 
corridors. Development along A Street and B 
Street shall be compatible with and support a mul-
timodal orientation.

10)  When designing and funding facilities, consider 
all the costs of automobile use compared with 
using other forms of transportation. These costs 
include social costs, and air, noise and water pol-
lution.
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11)  Advocate regional land-use patterns that support 
multi-modal transportation.

12)  Encourage the use of all modes of travel that con-
tribute to clean air and energy efficiency.

13)  Integrate traffic calming techniques into city street 
design standards to reduce automobile speeds 
within new and existing neighborhoods.

14)  Develop a process for traffic control management 
for the systematic treatment of traffic problems 
in the existing and future street network. Traffic 
control includes general laws and ordinances, traf-
fic control devices and traffic calming techniques. 
The process should include a regular inventory of 
neighborhood traffic problems, at both intersec-
tion and other locations on the street, throughout 
Ashland, and standards to identify conditions, 
which need attention. 

15)  Develop a process for identifying and addressing 
areas prone to traffic accidents.

16)  Maintain carrying capacity, safety and pedestrian, 
bicycle, public transit and motor vehicle move-
ment on boulevards, avenues and neighborhood 
collectors through driveway and curb cut consoli-
dation or reduction.

17)  Direct driveway access onto streets designated as 
boulevards and avenues should be discouraged 
whenever an alternative exists or can be made 
available.

18)  Require design that combines multiple driveway 
accesses to a single point in residential and com-
mercial development.

19)  Develop a process for evaluating the consistency 
of curb cut requests with the Comprehensive Plan 
and Land Use Ordinance.

20)  Maintain street surfaces to achieve maximum 
pavement life so that road conditions are good 
and pavement maintenance costs are minimized.  
Prioritize streets for repaying by factors such as 
the level of use, street classification and pavement 
condition.

21)  Prohibit the formation of new unpaved roads.

22)  Discourage development from occurring on 
unpaved streets.

23)  Off-street parking for all land uses shall be ade-
quate, but not excessive, and shall not interfere 
with multi-modal street uses.
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24)  Manage the supply, operations and demand for 
parking in the public right-of-way to encourage 
economic vitality, traffic safety and livability of 
neighborhoods. Parking in the right-of-way, in 
general, should serve land uses in the immediate 
area.

25)  Reduce the number of automobile parking spaces 
required for new development, discouraging 
automobile use as the only source of access and 
encouraging use of alternative modes.

26)  Consider environmental impacts when developing 
new street projects. Require new street projects to 
reduce impact on terrain and natural vegetation.

27)  Acquire or control parcels of land that may be 
needed in the future for any transportation pur-
pose when the opportunity arises through sale, 
donation or land use action.

28)  Periodically assess future travel demand and 
corresponding capacity requirements of street 
network. Choose a comprehensive transportation 
system approach to address any capacity insuf-
ficiencies that is consistent with the goals, policies 
and philosophy of the Transportation Element of 
the Comprehensive Plan.

29)  Coordinate land use planning with transportation 
planning. Integrate transportation-related func-
tions that involve several City departments so that 
the goals, policies and philosophy of the Trans-
portation Element of the Comprehensive Plan are 
consistently pursued in the transportation project 
development process.

30)  Coordinate City transportation planning with 
county, regional, state and federal plans.

31)  Coordinate the transportation planning efforts of 
the adopted Ashland Downtown Plan with the 
goals and policies of the Transportation Element 
of the Comprehensive Plan, including the provi-
sion parking lots and parking structures.

32)  Interconnections between residential neighbor-
hoods shall be encouraged for automobile, pedes-
trians and bicycle traffic, but non- local traffic 
shall be discouraged through street design, except 
for boulevards, avenues, and neighborhood col-
lectors. Cul-de-sac or dead-end street designs 
shall be discouraged whenever an interconnection 
alternative exists. Development or a modified grid 
street pattern shall be encouraged for connecting 
new and existing neighborhoods during subdivi-
sions, partitions, and through the use of the Street 
Dedication map.
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33)  Plan for the full improvement of Hersey, Nevada 
and Mountain Avenue as alternative routes to the 
downtown area for north-south traffic.

34)  Street dedications shall be required as a condition 
of land development. A future street dedication 
map shall be adopted and implemented as part of 
the Land Use Ordinance.

35  Re-evaluate parking space size requirements due 
to the increased use of smaller cars.

36)  Encourage sharing of existing and future parking 
facilities by various nearby businesses.

37)  Require effective landscaping throughout con-
tinuous paved parking areas to increase shading, 
screening and buffering aesthetics, and for perco-
lation of water into the groundwater table.

10.10 Pedestrian and Bicycle
Transportation
INTRODUCTION (10.10.01)
Habit, established by our nationwide dependence 
on the automobile since the end of World War II, 
accounts for most of the situations in which citizens 
elect the automobile as a standard travel mode. Less 
apparent reasons for these choices are the perception 
of greater distance than actually exists and the pres-

ence of unsafe, unaesthetic or intimidating barriers to 
travel that discourage people from walking or cycling.

Ashland residents make decisions about travel each 
time they run errands, visit friends or attend events. 
In most cases they choose their cars even when the 
distances to be covered are relatively short. Although 
40% of all trips made in Ashland are two miles or 
less, and 25% are one mile or less, over 86% of trips 
one mile or less are still made by automobile.
Like other cities, Ashland must reduce auto depen-
dence in the face of compromised air quality, traffic 
congestion, and large subsidies for our road systems. 
The community must avoid further increases in auto-
mobile traffic by expanding the number of short trips 
made on foot or by bicycle.

Pedestrian and bicycle facilities must be improved and 
promoted in Ashland to encourage residents to aban-
don their automobile for the sidewalk and the bikeway.

BENEFITS OF WALKING AND BICYCLING 
(10.10.02)
“Families get to know one another better when there 
are sidewalks. Without them, it is awkward to take a 
walk. You feel youʼre intruding. A man walking along 
a sidewalk appears to have a purpose; a man walking 
in the street or across your front yard looks suspi-

86% of trips 1 mile 
or less are made by 
automobile.
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cious... Without sidewalks, houses are just houses. 
When sidewalks tie them together with a neat ribbon 
of concrete, they become part of something more: a 
neighborhood” (Pearce, 1980).

Walking and bicycling not only improve health and 
well-being; they benefit the general public, motor-
ists, employers, the community and the environment. 
Many positive effects result when residents walk and 
bicycle instead of drive.

The number of people who regularly walk and bicycle 
is one measure of a cityʼs quality of life. Businesses 
benefit when people stroll and window-shop. Side-
walks provide places for casual socializing. The pres-
ence of pedestrians and bicyclists in the community 
indicates that people feel safe and confident outdoors. 
Walking and bicycling allow people to more directly 
appreciate Ashlandʼs natural beauty.

PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLISTS: DIFFER-
ENCES AND SIMILARITIES (10.10.03)
Although pedestrians and bicyclists do not have the 
same travel behavior, they have been considered simi-
larly in the past. As bicyclists are routed on sidewalks 
instead of the road, conflicts arise because they move 
more rapidly than pedestrians. Motorists are often 
confused when bicyclists enter or leave the traffic 
stream at pedestrian crosswalks.

While walking and bicycling are both used for local 
short trips, pedestrians and bicyclists have very dif-
ferent travel needs. Bicycles move faster than pedes-
trians but slower than automobiles. Since pedestrians 
move more slowly, they require greater separation 
from traffic and need extra time to cross roadways.

Both walking and bicycling are used for short trips 
that can be accomplished in 20 minutes or less. Typi-
cally, this is one-half mile or less for pedestrians, and 
three miles or less for bicyclists. Both pedestrians 
and bicyclists are exposed to the elements, both are 
sensitive to geographical barriers and both are vulner-
able to motor vehicles. Pedestrian and bicycle facili-
ties compete with “edge” right-of-way demands such 
as on-street parking, utility poles and signs. Neither 
walking nor bicycling requires a license. 

Pedestrian and 
bicycle facilities 
must be routinely 
considered as part 
of the total design 
on all transporta-
tion projects.

What happens when walking and
bicycling replace vehicular trips?

• reduced accidents and property damage

• reduced air and noise pollution

• reduced consumption of petroleum resources

• reduced wear and tear on roads

• reduced light pollution and visual clutter

• reduced need for additional roads, travel lanes and parking
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WALKWAY AND BIKEWAY DESIGN (10.10.04)
Two factors are critical in walkway and bikeway 
design. Pedestrian and bicycle facilities must be 
routinely considered as part of the total design on 
all transportation projects. Furthermore, individual 
walkways and bikeways must be designed to be safe, 
convenient, attractive and easy to use.

The Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and the 
American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials (AASHTO) provide facility design 
standards for walkways and bikeways. The follow-
ing is a brief summary of the basic design principles 
included in the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

PEDESTRIAN (10.10.05)
Sidewalks provide separation from traffic and all-
weather surfaces for pedestrians. Planted strips 
between the sidewalk and roadway create an attrac-
tive environment by buffering pedestrians from traffic 
and increase their comfort and safety by making the 
street more inviting. Ideally, sidewalks should be pro-
vided on both sides of streets. Accessible sidewalks 
must be available to people with disabilities unless 
topography makes construction unfeasible. Special 
attention must be given to curb ramps and vertical 
clearance.

Accessible walkways must be conveniently tied into 
adjacent development walkways.

BICYCLE (10.10.06)
The type of bikeway provided on a street should be 
based on the motor vehicle traffic volumes and speeds 
that share the roadway. Bike lanes are the appropriate 
facility for bicyclists on boulevards and avenues. Bike 
lanes help define the road space, provide bicyclists 
with obstruction-free paths, decrease bicyclists  ̓stress 
in traffic and remind motorists of cyclists  ̓right to the 
road. A shared lane is appropriate on neighborhood 
collectors and streets because of the low traffic vol-
umes and travel speeds.

On existing roadways where bike lanes are not pos-
sible due to constraints such as buildings or envi-
ronmentally sensitive areas, the Oregon Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Plan recommends a wide outside lane and 
reduced actual travel speeds of 25 m.p.h, or less. This 
option, however, is recommended only after alterna-
tives, such as narrowing or removing travel or parking 
lanes, are examined.

NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTORS (10.10.07)
Neighborhood connectors are off-road, separate 
pedestrian and/ or bikeways that minimize travel 
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distances within and between residential areas and 
schools, shopping and workplaces. In most cases, 
walkways and bikeways should be provided along 
streets in a well-connected street network.

Neighborhood connectors are used in situations where 
street connections are infeasible. For example, these 
short multi-use paths are useful to connect cul-de-sac 
streets and dead ends, and to allow passage through 
areas with topographical constraints. In Ashland for 
example, the Talent Irrigation District (TID) right-of-
way could provide pedestrian and bicycle connections 
for areas on steep hillsides that are otherwise inacces-
sible by roads. Historically, the TID right-of-way has 
been used as an unofficial neighborhood connector. 

EFFECTIVE WALKWAYS AND BIKEWAYS 
(10.10.08)
A street network should serve the transportation needs 
of everyone in the community. Well-worn dirt paths 
where sidewalks would usually be, as well as bicy-
clists riding on sidewalks, demonstrate that pedestri-
ans and bicyclists use streets even if no facilities exist.

In Ashland, the street network is the primary transpor-
tation infrastructure with most destinations oriented to 
the street. With the most direct and convenient travel 
routes, this network logically should contain pedes-

trian and bicycle travel corridors where walkers and 
cyclists will be more visible than they are on separate 
pathways. Incorporating these corridors into the street 
network is economical and efficient and reduces the 
need for additional easements or maintenance.

According to Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, 
effective walkway and bikeway networks depend on:
•  accommodating pedestrians and bicyclists on bou-

levards, avenues and neighborhood collectors
•  providing appropriate facilities
•  creating and maintaining a grid system of closely 

spaced, interconnected neighborhood streets
•  overcoming barriers such as freeway crossings, 

railroad tracks, intersections, rivers and canyons

The Oregon Transportation Planning Rule requires 
boulevards and avenues, the backbone of the urban 
transportation system, to accommodate pedestrians 
and bicyclists. Major streets provide direct, continu-
ous and convenient access to most destination points 
because they move traffic through the street system. In 
addition, they provide signalized crossings and bridge 
obstacles such as rivers, freeways and railroad tracks.

Cyclists and pedestrians tend to use the shortest, 
most convenient route to travel to their destinations. 
Major streets provide direct travel routes for pedestri-
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ans, bicyclists and motorists alike. If walkways and 
bikeways are not provided on major streets, negative 
consequences such as the following may occur:
•  Many pedestrians and cyclists will choose to stay 

on the thoroughfare, even without sidewalks or 
bike lanes. This can cause safety problems and 
traffic delays.

•  Some motorists will not respect bicyclists or 
pedestrians who are perceived to be “riding or 
walking where they donʼt belong.”

•  Circuitous bike route signing will be ignored by 
bicyclists. As a result, other bicycle signing is not 
respected.

•  The importance of bicyclists and pedestrians in 
the transportation network is diminished.

EXISTING WALKWAYS AND BIKEWAYS 
(10.10.09)
Most of the boulevards (North Main Street, East Main 
Street, Lithia Way, Siskiyou Boulevard, Ashland 
Street and North Mountain) have sidewalks on both 
sides within the city limits. Avenues, neighborhood 
collector streets and neighborhood streets, however, 
lack continuous sidewalks in many places. Boule-
vards such as East Main Street, Ashland Street from 
Siskiyou Boulevard to Interstate 5, and Siskiyou 
Boulevard from Walker Avenue to Tolman Creek 
Road have bike lanes on both sides. Avenues such as 

Hersey Street, Walker Avenue from Ashland Street 
to East Main Street and Tolman Creek Road from 
the north city limits to Siskiyou Boulevard have bike 
lanes on both sides. However, similar to the sidewalk 
situation, the bike lanes are not continuous.

A bikeway system map identifying existing bicycle 
facilities and future proposed bike lanes, shoulder 
lanes, shared lanes and bike paths was adopted by the 
City Council in June 1995.

Future transportation projects, including pedestrian 
and bicycle facilities, currently planned and funded 
are described in Appendix A.

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NEEDS 
(10.10.10)
Ashland citizens have contributed to an assessment of 
local transportation needs in many forums. To address 
their concerns, the city held neighborhood meetings 
from February to April 1994. At these meetings citi-
zens identified a variety of service and facility needs. 
Comments ranged from general suggestions, such as 
“keep bike lanes free of debris,” to the site specific 
such as “difficult crossing Siskiyou at SOSCʼ. Appen-
dix B contains a complete list of neighborhood meet-
ing comments.
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Ashland has many characteristics, which make walk-
ing and bicycling viable transportation options. It 
covers an area roughly six square miles in size, which 
makes most in-town travel by bicycle possible within 
20 to 30 minutes. The 1990 Census indicates that 
Ashland had one of the highest percentages of resi-
dents walking to work of all cities in Oregon. Many 
of the older neighborhoods such as the Railroad Dis-
trict are compact and have sidewalks in place. Most 
of the city is within bicycling distance of commercial 
centers, including the downtown core.

Ashlandʼs goal is to increase the number of short trips 
made by walking and bicycling. Even though 49% 
of all trips are within walking or bicycling distance, 
national statistics show only 7.2% of all trips are by 
walking and 0.7% by bicycling. In order to determine 
how walking and bicycling can be increased, three 
questions must be addressed:
•  Who is or will be making short trips?
•  Where are people going?
•   What makes people drive?

10.11 Who is or will be
making short trips?
FUTURE POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT 
(10.11.01)
Pedestrian and bicycle systems in Ashland must 
accommodate both future population changes and 

employment conditions. Ashlandʼs official popula-
tion projection for the year 2005 is 20,000, with an 
employment to total population ratio of approximately 
39%. Historically, the majority of employment has 
been in the service and retail sectors.

An addition of 2,225 people from 1995 to 2005 is 
equivalent to approximately 820 households. If current 
transportation trends continue at ten-vehicle trips per 
household per day, 820 new households would gener-
ate roughly 8,200 additional vehicle trips each day.

Ashland demographics vary from typical patterns in 
several ways. Between now and 2005, the greatest 
population increase will occur in the 35 to 65 year 
old age group, the mature work force. While this 
trend matches existing trends in Jackson County, the 
SOSC student population results in a disproportionate 
amount of people in the 15 to 29 year old age group.

The tourist population is also rather unique in 
Ashland. In 1988, the average daily tourist population 
in Ashland was 1,476, and in 1989 there were 873 
travelerʼs accommodation units. Even if tourists made 
only one-half the number of vehicle trips made by a 
household, they could still generate approximately 
4,365 additional vehicle trips each day. Since the tour-
ist market is centered at the Shakespeare Festival and 
in the downtown area, walking is a viable option. The 

In order to main-
tain quality of life, 
Ashland pedestrian 
and bicycle systems 
must keep pace with 
population and eco-
nomic growth.
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potential of the tourist group to generate a significant 
number of vehicle trips suggests the need to increase 
their walking and bicycling trips.

Quality of life constitutes one of the most important 
considerations in planning the pedestrian and bicycle 
systems. Historically, the communityʼs livability has 
attracted new residents, industries and tourists to 
Ashland and part of this appeal lies in the opportunity 
to walk or bicycle. In order to maintain quality of life, 
Ashland pedestrian and bicycle systems must keep 
pace with population and economic growth.

NON-DRIVERS (10.11.02)
Walking and bicycling are especially important to 
people who do not have automobiles. Non-driv-
ers include school age children, elderly residents, 
people with disabilities and the poor. Almost a quar-
ter of Jackson County residents do not have drivers 
licenses37. People without drivers  ̓licenses depend 
on other people, or on walking, bicycling or public 
transportation. Future walking and bicycling planning 
must provide non-drivers with multiple transportation 
options.

10.12 Where are People Going?
Walking and bicycling trips can be grouped according 
to four basic trip purposes: personal/family, social/
recreational, earning a living and civic/educational. 

Examining trips by purpose indicates the importance 
of addressing all types of trips in pedestrian and 
bicycle networks.

SCHOOL AND PERSONAL BUSINESS TRIPS 
(10.12.01)
Residents make most trips to run errands and take 
children to school. According to the 1990 Nationwide 
Personal Transportation Survey, the largest portion of 
trips (41.5%) is for personal or family business such 
as shopping, visits to the doctor or dentist, or to trans-
port a child to school.

Daily Trips by Purpose Personal/Family 41.5% 
Social/Recreational 24.8% Earning A Living 21.6% 
Civic/Educational 11.4% Other   0.7%. (Nationwide 
Personal Transportation Survey, 1990 Federal High-
way Administration) Civic related trips (when an 
individual transports him or herself to school, such as 
a child walking to school) account for another 11.4% 
of trips. Approximately one-third of pedestrian miles 

DAILY TRIPS BY PURPOSE

Personal/Family 41.5%
Social/Recreational 24.8%
Earning A Living 21.6%
Civic/Educational 11.4%
Other 0.7%

Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey, 1990 Federal Highway Administration
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traveled in the United States are for school-related 
purposes. Ashland residents must have the option to 
make school and personal business trips by foot or 
bicycle. All home-to-school links should have walk-
ways and bikeways, and promotional and educational 
activities should be provided for students and parents.

RECREATIONAL TRIPS (10.12.02)
Social or recreational travel such as visiting friends, 
or trips to a park, account for another 24.8% of travel. 
Social meeting places such as coffee shops, neighbor-
hood parks and sports parks should be within conven-
ient walking or bicycling distance of residential areas.

WORK TRIPS (10.12.03)
While commuting to work may seem to be the 
dayʼs primary trip, only one out of five trips actu-
ally involves travel to or from work. Less than 2% of 
trips involve on-the-job trave. Even though commute 
trips comprise a modest proportion of all trips, travel-
to-work trips have typically been the focus of daily 
travel statistics and many multi-modal programs.

Census data shows that a significant portion of 
Ashlandʼs working population makes short work 
trips. Almost two-thirds of the working population is 
employed in the city and travels less than 15 minutes 
to work. Since Ashland is approximately six square 

miles is size, the trips made by people who live and 
work in the city are likely to be short enough to be 
within walking or bicycling distance.

Although many of the work trips are short enough to 
be within walking or bicycling distance, census data 
indicates that Ashland workers drive single occupant 
vehicles. In fact, as a transportation means, walk-
ing and bicycling declined approximately 5% from 
1980 to 1990. At the same time, the number work 
trips made by driving alone increased by 9.6%. In 
the future, the number of walking and bicycling work 
trips should be increased.

Working people frequently use their lunch hour and 
break to run errands. They are more likely to make 
personal business trips by automobile if the area 
around their work site is automobile-oriented and if 
shopping and eating areas are distant or inaccessible 
by walking. Personal business trips from the work site 
on foot or bicycle should be convenient and pleasant.

10.13 What Makes People Drive?
The “Decision to Walk or Bicycle” model helps iden-
tify measures that facilitate walking and bicycling. 
The model looks at the psychological, cultural and 
physical barriers that encourage driving and discour-
age walking and bicycling.
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PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS (10.13.01)
Values, Attitudes, and Habits
Many people do not seriously consider bicycling or 
walking because by habit they rely on a car. Driving 
represented affluence and convenience after World 
War II, and this attitude became part of our national 
culture.  As a result, driving for all trips is now a typi-
cal nationwide pattern.

Distance and Time
Although distances may vary in what is suitable for 
bicycling or walking, it is likely that the farther one 
is from a destination, the less likely one is to walk or 
bicycle. Distance is probably the key factor, which 

limits utilitarian pedestrian trips because walking is 
much slower than bicycling.

Studies show that utilitarian bicycle trips usually are 
two miles or less, while work bicycle trips tend to be 
average five miles. The 1990 Nationwide Personal 
Transportation Survey found average length walking 
trips to be .6 mile and bicycling trips to be two miles.

Travel time is highly valued in our society. The time 
people perceive a travel mode to require directly 
affects their choice to walk or bicycle. Common per-
ceptions suggest that walking and bicycling sacrifice 
time even though it frequently does not. Walking and 
bicycling can save time by enabling travelers to avoid 
congestion and omit finding parking—two inconve-
niences associated with motorized travel.

Family Responsibilities and Work Requirements
Automobile-oriented cities and regions make driving 

DECISION TO WALK OR BICYCLE

Personal Considerations

• Values & Attitudes
• Habits
• Distance & Time
• Family Responsibilities
• Work Requirements

Trip Barriers

• Traffic Safety
• Weather
• Topography
• Facilities & Access
• Route

Destination Barriers

• Parking
• Showers
• Employer/Organization Support
• Peer Support

AVERAGE WALKING AND BICYCLING SPEEDS

Walking  = 3 miles per hour
= 264 feet per minute
= 1/4 of a mile in 5 minutes

Bicycling  = 10 - 12 miles per hour
= 880 - 1,056 feet per minute
= 1 mile in 5 - 6 minutes

Adapted from Nelessen and Federal Highway Administration.
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the only option. Needs such as transporting children 
at school, running errands conveniently during the 
commute, using the car for work-related meetings or 
having to transport heavy or bulky items, lead people 
to drive. Walking and bicycling should be options for 
all our daily trips, not only in the neighborhood, but 
also in cities and regions.

TRIP BARRIERS (10.13.02)
Traffic Safety
Traffic safety is most often cited as a reason for not 
bicycling. Although people who regularly cycle in 
traffic are less fearful than non-riders, the general 
perception of danger can not be dismissed and must 
be changed through better facilities and training.

Pedestrian traffic safety concerns focus on specific 
facilities. Survey data suggests that sidewalks, traffic 
signals, pedestrian crossings and street lighting are 
important pedestrian safety concerns and determine 
whether or not they choose to walk42.

National safety statistics regarding pedestrians and 
bicyclists are sobering. The Fatal Accident Reporting 
System data for 1991 recorded 6,595 pedestrians and 
841 bicyclist killed in crashes involving motor vehi-
cles nationwide. In addition, an estimated 109,000 
pedestrians and 77,000 bicyclists were injured in 

motor-vehicle-related crashes. Pedestrians and bicy-
clists comprise more than 14% of all highway fatali-
ties each year.

Approximately 15% of pedestrian accidents occur while 
the pedestrian walks in the roadway. While a sidewalk, 
shoulder or pathway would not necessarily prevent 
these accidents; it would clearly reduce the accident 
potential in locations where facilities do not exist.

Weather and Topography
Evidence suggests that rain and snow are the greatest 
barriers to walking and bicycling. Studies suggest that 
rain is a bigger barrier to bicyclists than to pedestri-
ans. Weather was found to be a greater deterrent to 
fixed-schedule trips, such as the work commute, than 
it was to discretionary trips. Hills are a deterrent to 
walking and bicycling because climbing is strenu-
ous. In Ashland, fall and winter weather as well as the 
steep slopes south of Siskiyou Boulevard, need to be 
considered in all walking and bicycling plans.

Facilities, Access and Route
Pedestrians and bicyclists need walkways and bike-
ways that are clean, free of obstructions and con-
tinuous. They must be able to cross barriers such as 
freeways, railroad rights-of-way, busy streets and 
waterways. Connectivity of travel routes is as impor-

Pedestrians and bicy-
clists... must be able 
to cross barriers...
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tant as having a physical place to travel. Fragmented 
systems are a serious impediment to convenient 
travel.

DESTINATION BARRIERS (10.13.03)
Storage, Showers and
Employer/Organization Support
People are discouraged from using a bicycle if their 
destination lacks safe and adequate bicycle parking. 
A tack of changing and shower facilities also deters 
bicycle commuting. Pedestrians and bicyclists need 
support and encouragement from employers, busi-
nesses, schools and the larger community. In order 
to make walking and bicycling viable travel options; 
residents need flexibility to adjust work and school 
schedules for daylight travel, and to have other forms 
of transportation available in case of emergencies.

Peer Support
Some professions and social groups consider utilitar-
ian bicycling to be inappropriate. Potential riders cite 
dress requirements as a reason to eliminate bicycling 
as a method to travel to work and school. Walking and 
bicycling should be eventually viewed as acceptable 
and even fashionable modes of transportation.

10.14 Encouraging Walking
and Bicycling Through Design
Walking and bicycling can be encouraged by provid-

ing mixed- use areas and by making the pedestrian 
environment more hospitable. Creating sidewalks and 
bikeways alone will not sharply increase the num-
bers of walking and bicycling trips. People probably 
will not walk five miles along a five-lane, highspeed 
boulevard to go to the store even if a sidewalk leads 
all the way there. They will be much more likely to 
walk and bicycle if the distance is reasonable and the 
environment is attractive.

In a study of the pedestrian environment in the Port-
land Metropolitan Region, walking and bicycling 
were found be as low as 2.2% in uninviting pedestrian 
environments and as high as 7.4% in areas rated high 
as a pedestrian environment. The pedestrian environ-
ment factor is based on ease of street crossings, side-
walk continuity, local street characteristics (grid vs. 
cul-de-sac) and topography. Similarly, daily vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) per household decreased from 
38.3 in areas with the lowest pedestrian environment 
factor to 18.0 in areas with the highest pedestrian 
environment factor. Daily vehicle trips per household 
decreased from 6.5 to 5.7.

MIXED USES (10.14.01)
Mixed use is a term describing a heterogeneous 
mixture of commercial, retail, residential and light 
industrial uses in individual or interconnected build-
ings. Traditional single-use zoning strictly segregates 
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commercial areas from residential areas. In addition, 
residential zones are separated by density per acre—a 
situation, which creates a monotonous environment 
when subdivisions of similar size houses are placed 
on equally- sized lots.

Mixing land uses, housing and jobs reduces traffic by 
locating residences close to shopping, entertainment 
and job centers. Because trips are short, walking and 
bicycling are attractive transportation methods in the 
mixed-use environment.

Architect and Urban Designer Anton Clarence 
Nelessen suggests that every neighborhood should 
have a mixed-use core that is one-quarter mile from 
the periphery. This design is based on that of urban 
areas built prior to World War II when walking and 
bicycling were more prevalent. The core should con-
tain office and retail uses to be utilized by residents 
on a daily basis. If possible, cores should be located 
where the largest number of jobs occur. Housing 
density is usually highest at the core and lowest at 
the neighborhood periphery. Walkways and bikeways 
must connect all neighborhoods to the larger down-
town core.

THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT (10.14.02)
When asked to identify the most likeable qualities of 
the pedestrian environment, respondents to a survey 

identified the following (listed in order of popularity):
• trees and landscaping parks
• open space
• quiet streets and sidewalks
• shade on hot days
• historic buildings/neighborhoods
• safety from crime
• benches, places to rest.

When asked to identify the most unappealing quali-
ties, they identified the following (listed in order of 
importance):
• air pollution/car exhaust
• litter and garbage
• dangerous street crossings
• traffic noise
• poorly maintained sidewalks
• skateboarders on sidewalks
• panhandlers cyclists on sidewalks

The pedestrian environment consists of the path and 
the area around and above it. Walking slow pace 
allows the pedestrian to absorb much more of the sur-
rounding environment than motorists can. As a result, 
features, which appeal to the senses, make walking a 
more attractive option.

Streets are typically designed for automobiles, which 
isolate their drivers from the physical street environ-
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ment. As a result, street design tends to neglect cre-
ation of an attractive pedestrian environment. Street 
design needs to create appealing pedestrian environ-
ments in order to increase the number of walking 
trips made.

Convenience of travel, safety from vehicles and an 
interesting environment must all be addressed in the 
physical design of the pedestrian path. These pedes-
trian needs are ensured on what Lennertz and Coyle 
describe as transportation balanced streets. These 
streets have narrow driving lanes, tight curb turning 
radii at corners, a buffer of on-street parking, planting 
strips between car lanes, and sidewalks and building 
front doors and windows at the sidewalk and street. 
Traffic calming measures may be necessary on neigh-
borhood streets, which experience high traffic flows.

Grid street patterns enhance the pedestrian environ-
ment by providing people with many connections 
between destinations. Small blocks in a grid pattern 
are much more conducive to walking than are large 
blocks with cul-de-sac streets. Block perimeters of 
1,200 to 1,600 feet provide convenient pedestrian 
circulation.

Pedestrian environment design must account for dif-
ferent types of walking trips. Peopleʼs willingness 
to walk varying distances depends on the situation. 

Studies show people will walk two to three minutes 
(one-eighth mile), from a parked car to the entrance 
of their destination. In a neighborhood, or an employ-
ment area, people will walk five minutes (one-quarter 
mile), from the core to the periphery. People will walk 
about twice as far—ten minutes (one half-mile) to get 
to school or to work.

The pedestrian environment must have human scale 
proportions and perceptions. Nelessen defines the 
human scale as the relationship between the dimen-
sions of the human body and the proportion of the 
spaces people use. Adults are about six feet tall with 
an arm span of equal distance and travel at about three 
miles an hour. Conversely, automobiles are about six 
feet wide, twelve to fifteen feet long and travel about 
ten to 100 miles per hour. Clearly, spaces that feel 
comfortable to people are much smaller than those 
designed for automobiles. Streets must be designed 
for the pedestrian as well as to accommodate motor 
vehicles.

10.15 Pedestrian and Bicycles 
Goals & Policies

GOAL I (10.15.01)
To raise the priority of convenient, safe, accessible, 
and attractive walking and bicycling networks.
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POLICIES (10.15.02)
1)  Provide walkways and bikeways that are inte-

grated into the transportation system.
2)  Incorporate pedestrian and bicycle facility needs 

into all planning, design, construction and mainte-
nance activities of the City of Ashland

3)  Provide walkways and bikeways in conjunction 
with all land divisions, street construction and 
reconstruction projects and all commercial, indus-
trial and residential developments.

4)  Require pedestrian and bicycle easements to pro-
vide neighborhood connectors and reduce vehicle 
trips. Modify street vacation process so pedestrian 
and bicyclist through access is maintained.

5)  Target walkway and bikeway improvements that 
link neighborhoods, schools, retail and service 
areas, employment centers and recreation areas.

6)  Use design standards that create convenient, safe, 
accessible and attractive walkways and bikeways.

7)  Design walkways and bikeways for all types of 
users including people with disabilities, children  
and the elderly.

8)  Require sidewalks and pedestrian access in all 
developments.

9)  Require wide sidewalks in retail areas.

10)  Require planting strips and street trees between 
the roadway and the sidewalk to buffer pedestri-
ans from vehicles.

11)  Require secure, sheltered bicycle parking in busi-
ness developments, institutions, duplexes and 
multifamily developments.

12)  Design street intersections to facilitate pedestrian 
and bicycle travel by using design features such 
as, but not limited to, raised medians and islands, 
curb extensions, colored, textured and/or raised 
crosswalks, minimum necessary curb radii, pedes-
trian crossing push buttons, left and right bike 
turn lanes, signal loop detectors in bike lanes and 
signal timing conducive to pedestrian and bicycle 
travel speeds.

13)  Design intersections with equal attention to 
pedestrian, bicyclist and motorist safety. Iden-
tify existing intersections that are dangerous for 
pedestrians and bicyclists, and develop plan for 
redesign of unsafe areas.

14)  Develop maintenance program to keep walkways 
and bikeways smooth, clean and free of obstruc-
tions.
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15)  Pedestrian Traffic should be separated from auto 
traffic on streets and in parking lots.

16)  Encourage the establishment of a Community-
owned Bicycle Program, allowing the provision 
of “loaner” bikes throughout the community for 
residents, commuters and tourists.

GOAL II (10.15.03)
To support and encourage increased levels of walk-
ing and bicycling.

POLICIES (10.15.04)
1)  Promote decreased auto use and increased walk-

ing, bicycling, public transportation, ride sharing 
and other transportation demand management 
techniques.

2)  Develop and implement a transportation safety 
education program.

3)  Increase enforcement of pedestrian and bicycle 
traffic safety laws. Target motorists, pedestrians 
and bicyclists.

4)  Increase neighborhood use of Sidewalk LID Pro-
gram.

5)  Encourage employer commuter programs to pro-

mote walking, bicycling, public transit, ride shar-
ing and other transportation demand management 
techniques.

6)  Encourage businesses to inform customers of 
available non-auto access to the business locations 
and to support customer use of non-auto access.

7)  Establish aggressive but realistic performance 
targets for increasing walking and bicycling trips 
(for personal business, school, social and work).

GOAL III (10.15.05)
Emphasize environments, which enhance pedes-
trian and bicycle usage.

POLICIES (10.15.06)
1)  Maintain and improve Ashlandʼs compact urban 

form to allow maximum pedestrian and bicycle 
travel. 

2)  Promote a mixed land use pattern, where appro-
priate, and pedestrian environment design that 
supports walking and bicycling trips.

3)  Develop street design standards that outline street 
widths, curb radii, and other pedestrian environ-
ment factors which facilitate walking and bicy-
cling.
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4)  Use traffic calming tools to create a safe, conve-
nient and attractive pedestrian and bicycle envi-
ronment to slow speeds, reduce street widths and 
interrupt traffic as appropriate in each particular 
location.

5)  Establish a street tree program to plant more trees 
on existing streets and to promote/monitor street 
tree care throughout Ashland.

6)  Identify areas needing pedestrian and bicycle 
amenities, such as rest rooms, benches, pocket 
parks and drinking fountains, and develop instal-
lation and funding plan.

7)  Encourage public art along multi-modal travel 
corridors.

GOAL IV (10.15.07)
To dedicate funding and staff support to imple-
ment the goals and policies of this section. 

POLICIES (10.15.08)
1)  Identify funding sources for walking and bicy-

cling promotion, planning and facilities construc-
tion.

2)  Investigate the creation of the role of transporta-
tion coordinator to facilitate a viable multi-modal 

transportation network and achieve Ashlandʼs 
transportation goals.

3)  Develop transportation program using a compre-
hensive approach with planning and engineering, 
education, enforcement and encouragement com-
ponents.

4)  Support participation by all City staff involved in 
creating the transportation network in educational 
programs covering transportation planning, design 
and engineering.

5)  Consistently incorporate pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities in the City of Ashland Capital Improve-
ment Plan.

10.16 Public Transit
INTRODUCTION (10.16.01)
Public Transit, like walking and bicycling, constitutes 
an important transportation alternative to the auto-
mobile. Ashland has consistently encouraged public 
transportation as an integral part of its transportation 
goals.  Because of that commitment, public transpor-
tation in Ashland has a relatively high level of use 
compared with other areas in the Rogue Valley. In 
fact, the Ashland bus routes accounted for 51% of the 
Rogue Valley Transportation Districtʼs (RVTD) total 
ridership between July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994.

Ashland bus routes 
accounted for 51% 
of the Rogue Valley 
Transportation Dis-
trict s̓ (RVTD) total 
ridership between 
July 1, 1993 to June 
30, 1994.
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In cooperation with Southern Oregon State College 
(SOSC) and Rogue Valley Transportation District 
(RVTD), the City developed the Reduced Fare Pro-
gram and SOSC Student Pass Program. The Reduced 
Fare Program, funded by the City, reduces the fare on 
all bus trips within Ashland city limits to 25 cents per 
ride. This program increased ridership by 3,000 trips 
per month within the Ashland city limits. The SOSC 
Student Pass Program allows all students to ride the 
bus for free anywhere in the district service area. Stu-
dents simply show their student identification to the 
driver for passage. This program is funded by student 
fees.

This unique partnership between the City of Ashland, 
SOSC and RVTD resulted in increased use of the 
public transit system in Ashland. Continued involve-
ment by the City with RVTD is essential to assuring 
the current level of service and improving the future 
system.

The City must continually find ways to expand public 
transportation use in Ashland, for the automobile 
remains the most popular travel mode. The number 
of Ashland residents driving alone to work increased 
9.6% from 1980 to 1990. At the same time, 3% fewer 
Ashland residents used public transportation to get 
to work. Overall, approximately 1% of the work-
ing population uses public transit to commute. This 

means that only 78 of the 7,759 Ashland workers 
aged 16 and over regularly use RVTD services to get 
to work.

On an average day, a person boarding one of the 
RVTD buses on an Ashland route will find that over 
one-half of the seats are empty. Although Ashland bus 
routes generated 51% of RVTDʼs total ridership from 
July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994, they run on average at 
16.2% of total capacity. Ashland bus routes accounted 
for 51% of the Rogue Valley Transportation Districtʼs 
(RVTD) total ridership between July 1, 1993 to June 
30, 1994.

Two out of five Ashland residents (43%) used public 
transportation in 1993 according to the Public Aware-
ness and Perception Study completed in Spring 1994 
by Laurel Research for RVTD. No single use domi-
nated the public transportation trips. However, 65% of 
ridership is centered on commuting to work, school, 
and shopping.

10.17 Existing Public
Transit Services
ROGUE VALLEY TRANSPORTATION 
DISTRICT: SERVICE AREA AND
GOVERNANCE (10.17.01)
The Rogue Valley Transportation District is Jackson 
Countyʼs regional mass transit resource. The Dis-
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trict, which covers approximately 159 square miles, 
includes the incorporated cities of Medford, Ashland, 
Central Point, Jacksonville, Talent and Phoenix, and 
the unincorporated community of White City. The 
District serves approximately 122,000 residents who 
live within its jurisdiction.

Created in 1975, RVTD is an Oregon special district. 
It is supported by revenues from a property tax levy, 
state and federal grants, advertising fees, and fares 
paid by passengers.

The Oregon legislature established the Elderly and 
Disabled Special Transportation Fund (STF) during 
the 1984-1985 session. The fund is to help provide 
adequate transportation services to those who are 
disabled, are age 60 or over, or both. The local advi-
sory committee for Jackson County called the Special 
Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) recom-
mends how STF funds should be distributed. The 
RVTD Board of Directors is the local governing body 
that takes STAC recommendations and distributes the 
funding locally among service providers. In the past, 
STF funds have been used to fund the Coupon Con-
nection program, the Retired and Senior Volunteer 
Programʼs Call-A-Ride, the Ashland Senior Program 
and the Upper Rogue Community Center.

RVTD offers five services—fixed-route bus service, 
valley feeder, coupon connection, valley rideshare 
and the alternative transportation program.  A descrip-
tion of each service follows.

FIXED-ROUTE BUS SERVICE (10.17.02)
The fixed-route bus service is the most recognized 
RVTD service. Ten fixed routes totaling approxi-
mately 210 miles operate regularly district wide. 
Passenger miles traveled annually exceed 2.5 million. 
Most bus routes operate Monday through Saturday. 
On workdays, certain routes feature early morning 
and late- evening commuter service. Fares are dis-
counted for the elderly (62 years or older), the dis-
abled and children 6 to 12 years old.

ASHLAND BUS ROUTES (10.17.03)
Four fixed-routes directly serve Ashland. Route 5 and 
Route 6 are the Ashland Loop routes. They provide 
service within Ashland to the Downtown Plaza, 
Ashland Library, Ashland Shopping Center, Tolman 
Creek Plaza, SOSC and Ashland Hills Inn. Route 10 
and Route 15 provide transportation between Ashland 
and the Front Street Transfer Station in Medford. 
Route 10 turns around in Ashland south of the Plaza 
at Oak Street. Route 15 replaces Route 10 and the 
Loop Routes during the early morning and evening 
“commuting” hours.
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SERVICE SCHEDULE (10.17.04)
Every 15 minutes an RVTD bus arrives at each RVTD 
stop within Ashland. From Medford to Ashland, there 
is a 30-minute service frequency.

Ashland does not have an official transfer station. 
However, riders coming into Ashland from the north 
on Route 10 and Route 15 can catch the Ashland 
Loop routes, Route 5 and Route 6 at the Ashland 
Plaza bus stop. Currently, no park and ride facilities 
exist in Ashland.

Route 5 and Route 6 run on 30-minute schedules. It 
takes a bus leaving the Ashland Plaza stop 30 min-
utes to make all stops along the loop and return once 
again to the Ashland Plaza stop. Route 10 runs on a 
70-minute schedule. A one-way trip from the Ashland 
Plaza to Front Street Transfer Station in Medford 
on Route 10 takes approximately 30 minutes. Route 
15 runs on a 78-minute schedule. Route 15 includes 
the 30 minute trip to Medford (Route 10) plus the 
Ashland Loop route (Routes 5 and 6).

BUS STOPS (10.17.05)
There are 46 bus stops throughout Ashland, 21 for 
northbound routes and 25 for south bound routes. The 
amenities offered at the bus stops range from a pole 
and a sign to a covered waiting area with a bench. 
Eleven bus stops have covered waiting areas.

RVTD FLEET (10.17.05)
In Spring 1995, the majority of the fleet was con-
verted to buses using compressed natural gas (CNG) 
for fuel. The RVTD fleet includes 16 buses: 11 CNG 
vehicles and 5 diesel fuel vehicles. All of the CNG 
buses are equipped with bike racks. Prior to the con-
version to CNG buses, the fleet operated at 15.8% of 
total capacity on the Ashland routes. Based on 1993/
1994 ridership figures, the CNG fleet runs at approxi-
mately 40% of total capacity on Ashland routes.

RIDERSHIP VOLUMES (10.17.06)
Approximately 51% of RVTD ridership was gener-
ated by the Ashland bus routes in fiscal year 1993/
1994. A total number of 69,320 boardings were made 
on Route 5, 246,480 boardings on Route 10 and 
96,266 on Route 15. Because Route 6 was relatively 
new (instituted in July 1994), ridership data was not 
available at this writing.

Routes 5, 10 and 15 are in heaviest use during the 
evening peak hour 3:00 p.m. to 5:50 p.m. Rider-
ship on Route 6 is comparable to Route 5 during the 
evening peak hour, but has the most use during the 
midday from 9:00 a.m, to 2:59 p.m. The aver- age trip 
length on Route 5 and 6 is approximately 1.9 miles, 
and the average trip length on Route 10 and 15 is 
approximately 6.4 miles.
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VALLEY FEEDER (10.17.08)
The Valley Feeder program is a shuttle service that 
delivers people to the nearest RVTD bus stop from 
designated stops near where they live or work. Per-
sons needing transportation in a Valley Feeder Ser-
vice Area call the service number, and a dispatcher 
arranges to have a Valley Feeder taxi meet them at a 
designated pickup point. Valley Feeder stops are iden-
tified by distinctive green and white signs. If a person 
needs a shuttle on their return trip from a bus stop to 
a Valley Feeder Service Area, they tell the bus driver 
when boarding, and the bus driver arranges to have 
a Valley Feeder taxi meet the rider at the designated 
pickup point. Valley Feeder clients do not have to pay 
for the shuttle service ride, but pay the regular bus 
fare once they board the RVTD bus.

The Valley Feeder program enables RVTD to deliver 

reliable transit service into neighborhoods where it 
isnʼt practical or economically feasible to operate 
a full-size transit bus. There are six existing Valley 
Feeder Service Areas in Jackson County: the Lower 
Table Rock Road area east of Central Point, the Sage 
Road area in northwest Medford, the Upper Table 
Rock Road area and White City area in White City, 
the Brookdale area near Providence Hospital and the 
Kings Highway area in southwest Medford. In fiscal 
year 1993/1994, 4,925 Valley Feeder trips serviced 
9,254 passengers. Presently, there are no Valley 
Feeder Service Areas in Ashland.

COUPON CONNECTION (10.17.09)
The Coupon Connection program is a service for 
people whose disability or age may prevent them from 
using a bus or from traveling to a bus stop. This pro-
gram is considered “comparable paratransit service” 
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

The program uses local taxis under contract with 
RVTD. People who meet the eligibility requirements 
receive coupons that they use to pay for their taxi trips. 
Coupon Connection clients make arrangement for their 
trips with the local taxi company of their choice. Ride 
requests can be made from up to 14 days in advance 
to within an hour of a rider s̓ appointment. Coupon 
Connection service is available from any origin to any 
destination within the RVTD service area.

PURPOSE OF PUBLIC TRANSIT TRIPS
FOR ASHLAND RESIDENTS

Commuting to/from work... 27%
Travel to school/college... 14%
To go shopping... 24%
Travel to recreation... 11%
To visit friends... 11%
To medical care... 0%
Special events... 11%
Other... 3%

(from “Public Awareness and Perception Study”, Spring 1994,
by Laurel Research for RVTD)
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In fiscal year 1993/1994, there were 1,921 Coupon 
Connection rides made by 137 Ashland residents. 
Districtwide, 38,167 Coupon Connection rides were 
provided in the same time period.

VALLEY RIDESHARE (10.17.10)
Through the Valley Rideshare program, RVTD pro-
vides detailed information and planning support to 
Jackson County residents and employers interested 
in carpooling and vanpooling programs. Workplace 
surveys help match employees interested in sharing 
rides. Approximately 40 people are enrolled district 
wide in the Valley Rideshare program.

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM 
(10.17.11)
RVTD s̓ Alternative Transportation staff provides 
information and referrals regarding various transporta-
tion services, activities and organizations. RVTD is 
also a regional clearinghouse for information about 
telecommuting. Telecommuting enables employees to 
work from home using telephone and computer equip-
ment as an alternative to commuting daily by car.

Future transportation projects, including public transit 
projects, currently planned and funded are described 
in Appendix A.

10.18 Public Transit Needs
As with other transportation concerns, Ashland 
citizens gathered at several neighborhood meetings 
held by the City between February and April 1994. 
At these meetings, residents contributed many ideas 
for public transit facility and service improvements. 
Appendix B includes a complete set of comments 
expressed at the neighborhood meetings concerning 
public transit.

Among them were several common ideas, which indi-
cate specific areas of concern. People were interested 
in new connections within the city to the Ashland 
Hospital and nearby medical offices, on East Main 
Street and Walker Avenue and to neighborhoods. A 
park and ride, an express commute service between 
Ashland and Medford, daily routes to Grants Pass and 
Yreka and an interstate bus depot were identified as 
regional needs. Residents suggested extending service 
hours to the evening and to Sundays and expand-
ing the frequency of service in the downtown area 
during the tourist season. Regionally, bus stops were 
described as needing such improvements such as shel-
ter from the weather, maps and bus schedules on-site, 
lighting, drinking fountains, bathrooms, telephones 
and newspaper machines.
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The future viability of public transit in Ashland is 
dependent on two factors. One involves Ashland 
residents  ̓perception of public transportation. The 
other factor concerns tangible improvements, such 
as adding new routes and amenities to bus stops and 
providing shuttle service to outlying neighborhoods.

PERCEPTION OF PUBLIC TRANSIT (10.18.01)
As discussed earlier in this document, Ashland citi-
zens must change their priorities in order to make 
public transportation more viable. In the 1980s 
although the population increased 8.5%, the number 
of vehicle trips increased by 39%. When surveyors 
asked people living in Ashland why they hadnʼt used 
public transportation, 46% said, “I drive my own car” 
and 10% said “1 donʼt have a need for it.” Only 29% 
of respondents cited reasons such as “inconvenient 
times, not available in the area or too expensive.”

These figures suggest that over one-half of Ashland 
residents do not see the bus as an alternative to driv-
ing their cars. Ashland residents think of public trans-
portation as a product of necessity, not choice, and 
they only ride the bus when their car is not available.

Unfortunately, Ashland residents see RVTD services 
as being good for other people in the community, 
but not necessarily as being advantageous for their 

own families and businesses. While 56% of Ashland 
residents rate RVTD services as excellent or as a 
good value to the community, only 24% rated RVTD 
services as high value to their families, and only 19% 
rated RVTD services as high value to their businesses.

The RVTD Board of Directors has long directed 
services and promotional activities toward non-driv-
ers -those who are unable to drive a car or who do 
not have access to a car. Providing access to this core 
group is important and should be considered the very 
minimum level of service. Future efforts however, 
should concentrate on persuading people who have 
and drive personal automobiles to become public 
transportation users. The public perception of public 
transit as a “product of necessity” needs to be shifted 
to public transit as a “product of choice.” The City 
should work with RVTD to expand the range of users 
while maintaining the minimum level of service.

FACILITY AND SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS 
(10.18.02)
Current and future facility and service needs for 
Ashland and the entire RVTD service are outlined 
in the districtʼs Ten Year Community Transportation 
Plan for 1996 to 2006. Although RVTD is directly 
responsible for identifying and addressing the needs, 
the City of Ashland has been an active partner in 

...over one-half of 
Ashland residents do 
not see the bus as an 
alternative to driving 
their cars.
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facilitating this process. In the interest of viable 
public transit, the City will continue to work with 
RVTD and SOSC.

10.19 Public Transit
Goals and Policies

GOAL (10.19.01)
To create a public transportation system that is 
linked to pedestrian, bicycle and motor vehicle 
travel modes, and is as easy and efficient to use as 
driving a motor vehicle.

POLICIES (10.19.02)
1)  Develop pedestrian and bicycle networks that are 

linked to the public transportation routes.

2)  Zoning shall allow for residential densities and 
a mix of commercial businesses within walking 
distance (one-quarter to one-half mile) of existing 
and planned public transit services which support 
use of public transportation.

3)  Work with the local public transit provider to pro-
vide service within one-fourth of a mile of every 
home in Ashland.

4)  Promote and support express commuter service 
between cities in the Rogue Valley.

5)  Incorporate needs of people who donʼt drive when 
developing transit routes and facilities.

6)  Provide pleasant, clean, safe, comfortable shelters 
along transit lines.

7)  Require residential and commercial development 
within one-quarter of a mile of existing or future 
public transit services to provide transit shelters, 
bus access, and bus turnaround areas.

8)  Install bike racks or lockers at transit stops.

9)  Identify park and ride, bike and ride and walk and 
ride lots in Ashland to support ridesharing.

10)  Develop a transportation center in Ashland.

11)  Encourage promotional and educational activities 
that encourage people who own cars and school 
children to use public transit.

12)  Work with the local public transit provider to 
address the specific public transportation needs of 
Ashland.

13)  Participate and show leadership in interacting with 
counties, cities and other special governments in 
Southern Oregon to develop regional public trans-
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portation services to reduce the frequency and 
length of vehicular trips.

14)  Establish aggressive but realistic performance tar-
gets for increasing public transit use for the short, 
medium and long run.

10.20 Commercial Freight
and Passenger Transportation
INTRODUCTION (10.20.01)
Commercial freight and passenger transportation in 
and connecting to Ashland takes place via the air, 
rail, water, pipeline and highway systems. Air, rail, 
water, pipeline and highway freight transportation is 
discussed below. Public passenger transportation is 
discussed in the Public Transit section. 

10.21 Air Transportation
ASHLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (10.21.01)
Ashland Municipal Airport is located on approxi-
mately 94 acres, 3 miles northeast of downtown 
Ashland at the extreme eastern boundary of the city 
limits. Airport elevation is at 1,894 feet mean sea 
level (MSL). Access to the airport is provided by 
Dead Indian Memorial Road, which connects to East 
Main Street. Interstate 5 is located one-half mile west 
of the airport, with access provided via Greensprings 
Highway. The airport is bordered on the east, west 

and south by sloping valley lands surrounded by 
rising mountainous terrain.

The Ashland Municipal Airport is classed as a general 
aviation airport by the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA). General aviation includes every type of 
civil flying other than the certified air carriers — busi-
ness, commercial, instructional and personal. Ashland 
Municipal Airport is owned and operated by the City 
of Ashland under the Department of Public Works. 
The City holds an operating agreement with a fixed 
base operator to administer tie-down and hangar rents, 
fuel flowage fees, etc.

The airport was established at its current site in the 
1940s. The airstrip was developed by Sumner Parker, 
a local pilot, and leased to the City of Ashland for use 
as a public airport. The City continued to lease the 
property and make improvements to the airfield into 
the 1960s. In 1964, the City purchased the airstrip 
and the property surrounding it, and received Fed-
eral approval of the site. At that time, the airport was 
renamed Ashland Municipal Airport - Sumner Parker 
Field. For a complete description of existing airport 
facilities, see chapter 3 of the Airport Master Plan.

The City, in cooperation with the Oregon Department 
of Transportation (ODOT), under a Federal Aviation 
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Administration (FAA) grant, retained SFC Engineer-
ing Company to update the Airport Master Plan to 
determine airport facilities required to serve the vicin-
ity through the year 2012. The City Council adopted 
the plan as a supporting document to the Comprehen-
sive Plan on March 2, 1993.

Aviation demand forecasts from the Airport Master 
Plan indicate airport operations will grow at a rela-
tively modest rate through the year 2012. Based on 
the forecasts and an inventory of the existing facili-
ties, the plan includes an airport layout and capital 
improvement plan for recommended airport improve-
ments to meet forecast aviation demand during the 
20-year planning period. Recommended improve-
ments include the development of new hangar facili-
ties, aircraft storage and business-oriented aviation 
activity, addition of airport security fencing around 
the perimeter of the airport, construction of a heli-
copter landing area, provision of a non-precision 
instrument approach, and upgrading of runway edge 
lighting from low to medium intensity.

The Airport Master Plan is the ruling document con-
cerning airport development and is hereby adopted by 
reference. Any transportation system improvements 
involving air transportation or development which 
may impact or be impacted by the Ashland Municipal 

Airport should consult the Airport Master Plan for the 
City of Ashland, October 1992.

ROGUE VALLEY INTERNATIONAL-
MEDFORD AIRPORT (10.21.02)
The Rogue Valley International - Medford Airport 
provides the nearest scheduled commercial service 
carriers for passengers and/or freight, approximately 
16 miles northwest of Ashland. The airport provides 
both air carrier and regional air service to cities 
throughout the Northwest and connections to larger 
markets and beyond. The airport lies on 989 acres 
within the city limits of Medford, and approximately 
three miles north of the central business district of 
Medford on Biddle Road near Interstate 5.

The airport was established at its current site in 1940. 
It was a military airport and was turned over to the 
City of Medford at the end of World War II. In 1971, 
Jackson County became responsible for the airportʼs 
operation. In January 1995, the airport was designated 
as a foreign trade zone and became an international 
point of entry.

OTHER FACILITIES (10.21.03)
Other air facilities in the region include a public 
general airport and Air National Guard Base in Klam-
ath Falls, and small strips in Shady Cove, Beagle and 
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Cave Junction. Klamath Falls and Coos Bay are also 
recognized as foreign trade zones.

10.22 Rail Transportation
The Siskiyou Line of the Southern Pacific Rail 
System runs from Springfield, Oregon through Rose-
burg, Grants Pass, Central Point, Medford, Phoenix, 
Talent and Ashland. The portion of the line running 
south from Ashland through the Siskiyou Mountains 
to Montague, California is known as the Black Butte 
Line. Both lines are limited to the transport of freight. 
At the time of this writing, the Siskiyou and Black 
Butte lines were owned by Rail Tex and operated by 
Central Oregon and Pacific Railroad, Inc. (COPR), a 
subsidiary of Rail Tex.

Ashland citizens gathered to discuss transportation 
concerns at several neighborhood meetings held by 
the City between February and April 1994. At these 
meetings, residents expressed a desire to have com-
muter rail service between Ashland and Grants Pass. 
Appendix B includes a complete set of comments 
expressed at the neighborhood meetings.

An analysis conducted for the Rogue Valley Regional 
Transportation Plan found land use development 
based on current zoning projected to be at densities 
that are too low to support a commuter rail service. 

(The Rogue Valley Regional Transportation Plan 
is the long-range transportation plan for the Rogue 
Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization, a geo-
graphic area established by the Governor encompass-
ing Medford, Central Point, Phoenix and White City.) 
As stated in the Street System Section, alternatives 
such as commuter rail service cannot succeed if an 
auto-oriented low-density development pattern con-
tinues throughout the region. Regional land use pat-
terns must change so that non-auto travel modes can 
be viable options in the future.

10.23 Water Transportation
The rivers in Southwest Oregon are used primarily for 
recreational purposes such as river rafting, fishing and 
kayaking. The largest river in the area is the Rogue 
River, with sections protected under the Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Act. Water transportation is not feasible 
on the Rogue River and small water sources such as 
Bear Creek.

The Port of Coos Bay located approximately 178 
miles northwest of Ashland is an international/
national shipping facility and is the closest Oregon 
port to Ashland. The Oregon Transportation Plan 
identifies the Port of Coos Bay as a major inter-modal 
hub facility. (The Oregon Transportation Plan defines 
an intermodal hub as a facility where two or more 
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modes of transportation interact so that people and/or 
goods can be transferred from one mode to another, 
for example, from a bus to an airplane or from a truck 
to a train.) The port serves as a link to the interna-
tional marketplace with access to multi-modal con-
nections, including air and rail freight service.

10.24 Pipeline Transportation
WP Natural Gas, a subsidiary of Washington Water 
and Power, serves Jackson County with a 10-inch 
steel high pressure main from its origin at the Grants 
Pass terminus of the Northwest Pipeline transmission 
facility. The pipeline is located in the Interstate 5 cor-
ridor.

At the time of this writing, a new WP gas trans-
mission from Klamath Falls to Ashland was under 
construction. The new line is intended to increase 
capacity and thereby meet increasing demand for 
service in the greater Southern Oregon region. For 
further information, refer to the Oregon Pipeline 
Transportation Plan.

10.25 Highway Freight
Transportation
Highway freight transportation is the movement of 
goods and services by truck. The key to providing 
effective freight movement is a boulevard and avenue 
street system that can support truck traffic and has 

continuous connections within the city and to inter-
modal hubs and interregional routes. The Oregon 
Transportation Plan suggests streets used for freight 
transportation should provide a Level of Service C 
(LOS C) during off-peak periods.

Trucks are permitted to use all boulevard and avenue 
streets in Ashland, with the exception of Oak Street, 
which has weight limitations. Highway freight trans-
portation in the Rogue Valley metropolitan planning 
region is concentrated along designated truck routes. 
These designated truck routes include Interstate 5, 
Crater Lake Highway and Lake of the Woods High-
way.

As Ashlandʼs future street network is planned, truck 
access to the city from the north and south and cir-
culation of truck traffic within the city needs to be 
reviewed. The provision of truck facilities should be 
considered in conjunction with the goals and policies 
of the Economic Element of the Ashland Compre-
hensive Plan. The Economic Element encourages a 
diverse economy that retains Ashlandʼs high qual-
ity environment. Clearly, the type of truck facilities 
the City provides needs to match the type, size and 
freight requirements of current and future businesses 
in Ashland. On a regional and state basis, truck travel 
needs to be coordinated with highway freight systems 
outlined in the Rogue Valley Regional Transportation 
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Plan, Oregon Transportation Plan and Oregon High-
way Plan.

Future transportation projects currently planned and 
funded are described in Appendix A.

10.26 Commercial Freight
and Passenger Transportation
Goals and Policies

GOALS (10.26.01)
To provide efficient and effective movement of 
goods, services and passengers by air, rail, water, 
pipeline, and highway freight transportation while 
maintaining the high quality of life of Ashland.

POLICIES
1)  Review development within the Airport Overlay 

Zone to ensure compatibility with the Ashland 
Municipal Airport.

2)  Explore intra-city commuter rail service on exist-
ing rail lines.

3)  Mitigate railroad noise through the use of berming 
and landscaping in developments adjacent to the 
railroad and which are impacted by railroad noise.

4)  Maintain boulevard and avenue street facilities 
adequate for truck travel within Ashland.

5)  Coordinate with County, regional, State and Fed-
eral jurisdictions to maintain and develop inter-
modal hubs, which allow goods and passengers to 
move from truck or automobile to rail to ship or 
plane.

6)  Encourage the use of rail transport for the move-
ment of goods and passengers as a means of 
conserving energy and reducing reliance on the 
automobile. 

10.27 Summary
In the preceding five sections, the Transportation Ele-
ment of the Comprehensive Plan has examined many 
of the critical issues that face Ashland as it plans a 
viable and livable future. As the population grows in 
coming decades, pedestrian, bicycle, public transit 
and motor vehicle transportation will figure promi-
nently in decisions that affect the communityʼs quality 
of life. As stated earlier in this document, the Trans-
portation Element is intended as a guide to Ashlandʼs 
development in residential, commercial and indus-
trial neighborhoods, and it offers the groundwork for 
sound transportation planning. The joint efforts of 
citizens, planning staff and government representa-
tives should ensure that thoughtful decisions are made 
and implemented for the future.
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10.28 APPENDIX A:
Committed Facilities
INTRODUCTION (10.28.01)
Committed facilities, as defined by the Oregon Trans-
portation Planning Rule, are proposed transportation 
facilities and programs that have approved funding. 
The following section summarizes the committed 
facilities in place at the time of writing. Section

CITY AND STATE TRANSPORTATION 
(10.28.02)
Capital Improvement Projects The City Capital 
Improvements Plan, 1996-97 Through 2001-02, 
includes 15 transportation projects. Status in the 
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 1996-
1998 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program 
is noted for projects involving the State. The con-
struction and funding of projects on state highways is 
largely determined by ODOT. Further project details 
and costs are detailed in the City of Ashland Capital 
Improvements Plan, 1996-97 through 2001-2002 and 
the 1996-1998 Statewide Transportation Improvement 
Program.
•  Sidewalk Installation throughout the City — This 

project includes design and construction of side- 
walk facilities throughout Ashland. The purpose 
is to provide greater continuity in the sidewalk 
system.

•  Ashland Street Redesign — This project includes 
side- walk expansion and landscape improve-
ments beginning a t the intersection of Siskiyou 
Boulevard and Ashland Street. The purpose of the 
project is to increase pedestrian and bicycle use of 
the area.

•  Bikeway from Railroad Park to Shamrock Lane 
— Construction of a 1.3-mile bicycle/pedestrian 
path adjacent to the railroad tracks. The purpose 
is to provide a safe pathway through the city for 
bicyclists and pedestrians. This project is included 
in the 1996-1998 Statewide Transportation 
Improvement Program.

•  Siskiyou Boulevard Redesign — Construction of 
.57 miles of bikeway along Siskiyou Boulevard. 
The project is designed to provide a direct, con-
venient and safe travel route through the city for 
bicyclists. The installation of bike lanes on High-
way 99 from Valley View Road to Walker Avenue 
is included in the 1996-1998 Statewide Transpor-
tation Improvement Program.

•  Bus Shelters — This project will replace four 
shelters and construct two new shelters at exist-
ing bus stops. The six shelters will be located in 
the following areas: on the plaza, in front of the 
library, in front of Safeway, at Palm Avenue and 
Siskiyou Boulevard, at SOSC near Bridge Street, 
and on the Water Street overpass on Lithia Way. 
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The shelter areas will be improved to include 
lighting, a bicycle rack and a drinking fountain. 
The position of the shelters will be changed 
slightly to provide a view sight of the oncoming 
bus. The new shelters are designed to encourage 
ridership by offering a more attractive and useful 
environment in which to wait for the bus.

•  Senior Shuttle Bus — Purchase of a 17 to 21 pas-
senger bus equipped with wheel chair lift kit, air 
conditioning and a mobile radio. The bus is used to 
transport local senior citizens to various locations.

•  Reconstruction of East Main Street from Railroad 
Tracks to Walker Avenue — East Main Street 
will be re-paved, have storm drains installed and 
have sidewalks constructed on both sides from the 
railroad tracks near California Street to Walker 
Avenue.

•  Realignment of the Intersection of Indiana Street 
and Siskiyou Boulevard — Reconstruction of 
the intersection, including curbing, crosswalk 
and storm drain construction. The purpose of 
the project is to improve pedestrian and vehicle 
movement and efficiency from Indiana Street to 
Siskiyou Boulevard.

•  Rebuild Sherman Street from Siskiyou Boulevard 
to Iowa Street — Sherman Street will be com-
pletely torn out and replaced including the curb, 
gutter and storm drain system.

•  Rebuild Union Street from Siskiyou Boulevard to 
Auburn Street — Union Street will be completely 
torn out and replaced including curb, gutter and 
storm drain system.

•  Signals at the Intersection of East Main Street and 
Mountain Avenue — This project includes the 
installation of new turn signals at the intersection 
of East Main Street and Mountain Avenue. The 
purpose of the project is to address increasing cur-
rent and future traffic flows.

•  Airport Security/Fencing — Construction of chain 
link fencing around the perimeter of the Airport 
property. The purpose of the project is to pre-
vent people and animals from roaming onto the 
runway.

•  Eight Unit T-hangars — Construction of a new 
block of eight T-hangars adjacent to the 18 T-
hangars currently being used. The purpose of the 
project is to meet consistent demand for enclosed 
hangars.

•  Six Unit T- hangar and Turf Tie Down Area 
— Construction of a six unit T-hangar and an area 
dedicated and equipped as a turf tie down area. 
The purpose of the project is to meet demand for 
aircraft storage facilities.

•  East Area Access to Taxi Lanes — Construction 
of a road, including grading and drainage, for 
access to the eastside of the airport.
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The following projects are included in the 1996-1998 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, but 
are not included in the Cityʼs Capital Improvement 
Program.
•  Ashland Park and Ride Lot — This is a RVTD 

project scheduled for construction in 1997.
•  Bear Creek Greenway from South Valley View 

Road to Ashland — This is a Jackson County 
project scheduled for construction in 1996.

SIDEWALK LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 
(LID) (10.28.03)
The City began a Sidewalk Local Improvement Dis-
trict program in July 1995. Through the program, the 
City pays 25% of sidewalk construction, and provides 
engineering and inspection for residential neighbor-
hoods that form a LID for sidewalk improvements.

PRIORITY WALKING CORRIDORS (10.28.04)
The City began a Priority Walking Corridor program 
in July 1995. The purpose of the program is to iden-
tify sidewalk needs for high priority construction 
funding.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT 
(CDBG) SIDEWALK PROJECTS (10.28.05)
Beginning July 1994, the City was entitled to receive 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds 

from the federal Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD). A portion of the funds was 
earmarked for sidewalks in eligible neighborhoods. 
As defined by HUD, a neighborhood having 51% 
or more of the residents earning at or below 80% of 
median income is eligible.

Sidewalk projects are selected on a yearly basis. 
There are two restrictions on the use of the CDBG 
funds: The funding can not be used to install side-
walks in front of commercial property; and 2) the 
sidewalk improvements can not be constructed along 
an boulevard or avenue. Continuation of CDBG side-
walk project funding depends on two factors: 1) the 
“entitlement” status of the City, and 2) the future of 
HUD as a federal program.

10.29 APPENDIX B: Comments 
from Neighborhood Meetings

INTRODUCTION (10.29.01)
The transportation planning process began with six 
neighborhood meetings in February and March 1994. 
Participants identified their issues, concerns and needs 
relating to transportation in the city. One meeting was 
held in each of the neighborhoods shown on the map 
below.
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The neighborhood meetings generated a wide variety 
of comments. The following two tables summarize 
the citizen input gathered at the meetings. The mate-
rial is, whenever possible, verbatim comments citi-
zens gave at the neighborhood meetings.
•  Table l/Comment Highlights-comments concern-

ing pedestrian, bicycle, public transit and other 
subjects that repeatedly came up. Specific ideas 
about issues in neighborhoods are also included.

•  Table 2/Automobile Comment High- lights-com-
ments concerning driving in Ashland. Presented in 
a separate table because the comments tended to 
focus on specific areas more than the information 
in Table I. 
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TABLE 1 – COMMENT HIGHLIGHTS (for neighborhood meeetings)

Mode

PEDESTRIAN

General

more benches, bathrooms 
& water; complete sidewalk 
network/make connections

dramatically mark crosswalks

educate public on pedestrian 
laws—utility bills & cable t.v. 
safety programs

tree barrier between sidewalk 
& streets (wider)

post pedestrian crossings

improve existing curb cuts & 
install more

separate pedestrians from 
bicycles

hand rails on steep sidewalks

incorporate neighborhood 
pathways to neighborhood 
parks

retrofit pedestrian crossing—
raise to increase pedestrian 
safety, widen to width of cars

stamped concrete identifying 
pedestrian/vehicle intersection

traffic calming measures to 
slow autos in pedestrian areas

City Wide

difficult crossing Siskiyou at 
SOSC

islands on Ashland St.

crosswalks across N. Main

traffic light across 3rd & Lithia 
Way for pedestrian safety

sidewalk on Ashland St.

need white step off zone at 
crosswalks to stop cars—espe-
cially N. Main, Lithia Way & 
Siskiyou

library crosswalk unsafe for 
pedestrians

clear crossing at Water & E. 
Main (diagonal)

greenway plan—open space/
natural area/park “nodes” with 
connection to walking paths

Neighborhood

crosswalk on Ashland St. & 
Ray Lane

sidewalk on Walker

sidewalk on Oak

crosswalk at Hersey & Oak

pedestrian path from Williams 
Way to RR district

sidewalks on Nevada St.

additional pedestrian scale 
lighting B St.

sidewalks on 8th St.

sidewalks on Scenic

sidewalk on Nutley from Gran-
ite to Winburn Way

sidewalks on Tolman Creek 
Road

need path from alley to Hill-
view

sidewalk or path on Wimer

Orange St. parkrow
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED – COMMENT HIGHLIGHTS (for neighborhood meeetings)

Mode

BICYCLE

General

bike racks on busses

bike racks at bus shelters—
covered and secure

improve paving/grates are 
hazardous

benches, bathrooms, shelters 
& water for cyclists

educate cyclists & public on 
safety—in schools

keep paths free of debirs

bike paths that don’t compete 
with traffic

additional bike paths/lanes

level bike routes/gradual 
slopes

make paths closer to stores

park/ride for bike w/locked 
facilities

direct bike routes

bike parking near doors of 
buildings

City Wide

real bike path through down-
town—on Lithia Way & E. Main

use RR tracks for bike path

bike lane on N. Main

need a safe way for cyclists to 
get all the way through town

paths on Siskiyou would be 
safer for cyclists, pedestrians 
& cars

safe path from N. Main to 
library

link Bear Creek trail to Ashland

Neighborhood

safer access on B St.

lane on Oak to Greenway

lane on Helman

lanes on hillside streets

no more building on Wimer 
without provision for cyclists

lane on A St. to Mountain

path on C St. 
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED – COMMENT HIGHLIGHTS (for neighborhood meeetings)

Mode

PUBLIC TRANSIT

General

park & ride areas

more covered bus stops

bathrooms at bus stops

extend evening hours

stops closer to neighborh-
hoods or shuttles

lighting at bus stops & 
approaches

encourage hotel/motel guests 
to use bus

need on-call service

increase timeliness of buses

more frequent runs

service on Sunday

need on-site bus info & maps 
at stops

need free zone in core area 
of city

City Wide

bus service to hillls

express bus earlier for com-
muters to Medford

need turnouts on N. Main so 
don’t stop on street

bus route to hospital & medical 
offices

bus route on E. Main—regular 
route/school time route

interstate bus depot

bus to Grants Pass & Yreka

Neighborhood

bus to Oak St. & Helman St.

service to hillside area
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED – COMMENT HIGHLIGHTS (for neighborhood meeetings)

Mode

OTHER

General

better street lighting—motion 
sensitive

revise taxi ordinance for flex-
ibility for rickshaws, golf carts, 
electric carts

scooter parking

encourage mopeds

keep horses off sidewalks—
road apples are dangerous

encourage alternative auto use 
(electric, golf carts)

use children/bikes/residential 
neighborhood signs to 
increase awareness of neigh-
borhood

separate modes

delivery service for large pack-
ages for people using alterna-
tive modes

trolley/trams like San Luis 
Obispo

City Wide

better access to Bear Creek

access to Ashland Creek

special lane on Siskiyou for 
3-in-car, bike, bus

electric rail from plaza to 
Medford

Neighborhood

signs on Oak St. obscured by 
trees

zoning changes for corner 
groceries in Quiet Village

water fountains in Helman area

access for school children 
to Helman School from Oak 
across creek

neighborhood market needed 
by hospital

more short cuts for pedestri-
ans & bicyclists—RR district 
to Hersey, Oak to Helman, 
Hersey to Patterson

need park in Briscoe neighbor-
hood so don’t have to travel 
so much
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TABLE – AUTOMOBILE COMMENTS (for neighborhood meeetings)

Mode

INTERSECTION

General

control parking near intersec-
tions

visibility concern at intersec-
toins

City Wide

install signal at E. Main & 
Gresham

signal at Siskiyou & Walker

realignment of Siskiyou & 
Indiana

traffic light needed at Tolman & 
Siskiyou

need no turn on red light sign 
at Siskiyou & Mountain

need longer turn signal at 
Walker & Ashland St.

light or 4-way stop at E. Main 
& Mountain

3rd & Main dangerous inter-
section

E. Main should have stop signs 
at Tolman Creek, Walker & 
Mountain

bad intersections Maple & N. 
Main, Wimer & N. Main

stop light at Lithia & Oak

Neighborhood

1st & B St. intersection vis-
ibility

stop sign at Hillview & Peachy

visibility going up hill at Scenic 
& Church

need stop signs by minimarket 
by VanNess

difficult to cross or turn left on 
E. Main from Mallard or North 
Wightman
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11.01 Introduction
Things have changed since the 1982 Comprehensive 
Plan was developed. The cityʼs supplier of electricity 
is now the Bonneville Power Administration, the 
Northwest Power Planning and Conservation Act was 
passed, and many requirements of the Act have been 
implemented at both the regional and local level. The 
electric energy surplus of the 1980ʼs is dwindling 
faster than many people anticipated only a few years 
ago. Energy is still fundamental to the quality of life 
we all enjoy in Ashland and America. National con-
cerns about global warming, acid rain and dependence 
on unstable international oil supply provide a national 
framework for city energy activities. At the commu-
nity level, energy and water usage is related to many 
planning facets, most notably transportation, land use 
and site design, new construction, air quality, housing 
and economic development.

In reviewing the 1982 energy element, it is remarkable 
that the majority of the goals, policies and objectives 
have been largely satisfied. However, much remains 
to be done. All the reasons to use our resources 
wisely are still relevant – possibly even more impor-
tant today in 1991. Changes in the electric utility 
industry require wise energy usage not only from a 
customer service point of view, but also to remain 
competitive in the 90ʼs.
Meanwhile, the job of fostering wise resource usage 

is becoming more difficult because so much has 
already been done. It will be difficult to continue this 
momentum because the earlier, easier savings have 
already been acquired. We will need innovative ideas 
and programs to get these harder to reach resource 
opportunities. Our regional successes prove that not 
only can conservation be acquired, but also that it is 
the most cost effective way to meet the northwestʼs 
future energy needs.

Ashland is regionally recognized as a leader in insti-
tuting and providing energy conservation. We need 
to continue this leadership, but to also enhance our 
position by developing ways to conserve water and air 
quality. This is the first step in moving our community 
on to the next level of achievement. While it is only 
the first step, it is probably the most important, as it 
sets the tone and direction for City policy. Therefore, 
it is very important that the aims presented here be 
sufficiently challenging to motivate that public com-
mitment which will be necessary to achieve success. 
Our aspirations are high, for the goal to be obtained is 
of critical importance.

11.02 Historical Perspective
The City of Ashland is the second oldest municipal 
utility in Oregon. We have been providing wholesale 
electric energy since 1909. In February 1982, the 
City began purchasing wholesale electricity from the 

Our regional 
successes prove that 
not only can conser-
vation be acquired, 
but also that it is 
the most cost effective 
way to meet the north-
west s̓ future energy 
needs.
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Bonneville Power Administration as a full require-
ments preference customer. Prior to this time, we 
purchased power from Pacific Power and Light. The 
Cityʼs power sales contract with BPA, currently in 
effect, will expire in 2001.

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) provides 
wholesale power to the City as a preference cus-
tomer. BPA is a Federal marketing agency of the U.S. 
Department of Energy. It is responsible for marketing 
the hydroelectric energy produced by the federally 
owned dams on the Columbia River System. Bonnev-
ille Power Administration. supplies electrical power 
to preference citizens (municipal utilities, rural elec-
tric co-ops and public utility districts), direct service 
industries (DSIʼs) which are mostly aluminum smelt-
ers, and investor owned utilities. Surplus or non-firm 
energy and capacity are also sold both outside (mainly 
California) and inside the region. BPA̓ s firm utility 
customers are located in Washington, Oregon, Idaho 
and Western Montana. BPA̓ s resource mix in 1987 
consisted of 90% hydroelectric generation and 10% 
thermal resources.

11.03 Pacific Northwest Electric 
Power Planning And Conservation 
Act of 1980
In December 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed 
the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and 

Conservation Act (NW Power Act). This very signifi-
cant piece of legislation introduced many changes in 
the way that electric power issues would be dealt with 
in the Northwest. While the Act is very complex, a 
number of the more significant changes were:

Created the Northwest Power Planning Council. This 
Council, made up of two gubernatorially appointed 
representatives from each of the four states of Wash-
ington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana, was mandated 
to determine the northwestʼs electric needs and to 
develop a plan for the most cost effective resources to 
meet these needs.

Gave BPA a much more active role in acquiring new 
resources to meet the future needs of the Pacific 
Northwest. Prior to the Act, BPA could only market 
the output of the federal dams on the Columbia. Now 
it can actually acquire all the needed resources for its 
Northwest citizens.

Set up a list of priorities for the Council to use in 
determining which new resources BPA would acquire. 
This list of priorities, in order, was:

1) Conservation
2) Renewable resources
3) Co-generation
4) Thermal resources
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In addition, the Act gave a 10% cost advantage to 
conservation over any other resource type. This meant 
that any conservation resource could cost 10% more 
than a competing resource and still be selected over 
the other resource.

Mandated that the Northwest Power Planning Council 
adopt a 20-year load forecast and a 20-year resource 
plan to meet the energy requirements of the forecast 
by 1983.

On April 27, 1983, the Northwest Power Planning 
Council adopted the 1983 Northwest Conservation 
and Electric Power Plan. True to the requirements of 
the Act, the plan did include a 20-year load forecast 
predicting the future electricity needs of the North-
west. However, the Council decided that accurately 
forecasting the actual energy needs of the region over 
a 20-year time span was next to impossible. There-
fore, the load forecast in the 1983 Plan contained a 
range of forecasts instead of one single guess. The 
idea was to plan for different growth scenarios and 
then develop a plan which could respond to any of 
them with the most cost effective resources. The 
Councilʼs Plan followed the resource priority of the 
Act by relying mainly on conservation for each of the 
growth scenarios.

Another key element of the plan are the Model Con-
servation Standards. These are construction standards 
for new residential and commercial buildings. The 
Act directed the Council to develop these standards 
which “must secure all the power savings that are 
cost effective to the region. In addition, they must be 
economically feasible for consumers.” The 1983 Plan 
called for these standards to be implemented by the 
regionʼs utilities, local governments and code agencies 
by January 1, 1986. And it also required BPA to 
develop a surcharge policy to be levied on utilities not 
implementing these standards by the deadline.

In January, 1986, the 1986 edition of the power plan 
was adopted. Like the 1983 plan, this plan empha-
sized conservation and called for no immediate devel-
opment of new resources except for lost opportunity 
resources. Lost opportunity resources are resources 
which, if not acquired, will be lost forever to the 
region. One example occurs when a new home is 
built. If that home is not constructed to maximum 
conservation levels, it will be impossible to ever 
acquire that conservation. You may be able to retrofit 
the home with some of the conservation measures, but 
it will be much more costly and will never be as effec-
tive as correctly building the home initially. This plan 
reemphasized the need to get the Model Conservation 
Standards in place because they represent the most 
significant opportunity to protect a resource that could 
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otherwise be lost to the region forever. These new 
buildings are likely to last for a considerable time 
and all cost-effective conservation measures should be 
captured at the time of initial construction.

The Council is presently in the process of reviewing 
and developing an updated version of the Northwest 
Power Plan. Also, it is considering strengthening the 
requirement of the commercial Model Conservation 
Standards. The updates will provide additional direc-
tion to BPA and the regionʼs utilities.

11.04 State Energy Plan
The Oregon Department of Energy is directed by 
State law to prepare an energy plan for the State 
every two years. The 1989 State Energy Plan is the 
third biennial plan. It guides policies and programs to 
ensure Oregonʼs energy needs will be met in accord 
with State goals. This plan states:

Oregon should build and maintain the capability to 
meet energy demand at the lowest cost. This means 
the state should:
1) Commit to and develop resources as close as pos-

sible to the date that power will be needed.

2) Secure all cost-effective conservation in new 
structures; capture renewable resources that 
would be lost if not developed now.

3) Pursue pilot and research conservation programs 
so conservation can be acquired when needed; 
pursue renewable resource research, development 
and demonstration.

4) Ensure that financial incentives to utilities pro-
mote least-cost resources.

5) Promote market competition that lowers costs and 
improves services.

Oregon supply policies and actions should guard 
against rapid price increases and supply shortages. 
Should they occur, state government should be pre-
pared to lessen their impacts.

Oregon should promote wise use of energy resources 
in accord with our social, environmental and eco-
nomic goals.

Oregonʼs energy supply choices should weigh all ben-
efits and costs, including costs to the environment and 
the public.

Activities of the City of Ashland should be considered 
in light of regional and State energy policies and rein-
force and implement them whenever feasible.
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11.05 Regional Energy System
The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) provides 
wholesale electricity to the City of Ashland.

BPA is an arm of the U.S. Department of Energy. It 
was created by the Congress in 1937 to act as market-
ing agent for power from Bonneville Dam, which 
was nearing completion. Bonneville Dam was the 
first large dam built by the U.S. Government on the 
Columbia River or its tributaries.

When Grand Coulee Dam neared completion in 1941, 
BPA was designated to also market the power from 
this project. BPA has since been made marketing 
agent for 28 other Federal dams in the Northwest.

To accomplish its mission, BPA has designed and 
built the nationʼs largest network of long-distance, 
high-voltage transmission lines. This system has 
grown in the past 45 years to become the main grid 
for the Northwest.

BPA does not build dams or powerplants. The federal 
dams are built and operated by the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation. Most 
Corps and Bureau projects are multipurpose. That is, 
they are designed to provide flood control, navigation, 
recreation, and other public benefits - as well as to 
generate electricity.

The power features of the federal dams, together 
with the BPA̓ s transmission system, are operated as 
a single unit known as the Federal Columbia River 
Power System.

BPA̓ s service area includes that portion of the Colum-
bia River drainage basin that lies within the United 
States. The full service area covers about 300,000 
square miles.

Most of the federal power is generated east of the 
Cascade Mountains. BPA transmits large amounts of 
energy over the mountains to bulk power stations 
near load centers west of the Cascades. Most of the 
northwestʼs major cities are west of the mountains.

BPA̓ s transmission system is connected with other 
transmission systems. Besides scheduling and dis-
patching power from the federal dams—which have a 
total peaking capacity of about 19 million kilowatts—
BPA “wheels” (transmits) over its grid large amounts 
of additional power from non-Federal utilities.

The Federal system supplies about 50 percent of the 
power generated in the region. BPA̓ s transmission 
network provides nearly 80 percent of the transmis-
sion capacity in the region. This network serves as the 
“backbone” grid for all interconnected utilities in the 
Northwest.
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BPA wholesales power to 148 Northwest citizens: 54 
cooperatives, 37 municipalities, 26 public utility dis-
tricts, 15 industrial firms, 8 investor-owned utilities, 6 
federal agencies, the Washington Public Power Supply 
System, and an irrigation district. It sells power 
outside the northwest to 14 utility citizens when no 
market exists for this power inside the region.

11.06 Ashland’s Electric System
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (11.06.01)
The City of Ashland purchases electrical power from 
BPA via PP&L̓ s Ashland and Oak Knoll Substations. 
PP&L owns and operates the 115-kV high voltage 
bus, circuit breakers, two 12,000/16,000/20,000-kVA 
(65–C) 115/12.47-kV transformers, one in each sub-
station, and the 12.47-kV main and transfer bus. Ser-
vice is provided to Ashland at the 12.47-kV bus with 
BPA primary metering installed ahead of the feeder 
reclosers. Both substations are fed by the Baldy to 
Copco 115-kV transmission line. The transformer 
capacity available is calculated by PP&L to be 24.4 
MVA at winter peak for each power transformer.

The City of Ashland does not own or operate any 
substations. The City does own and operate the 
Ashland Substation 12.47- kV main bus, which serves 
four feeders, the Morton Street, Mountain Street, the 
North Main and business district circuits. All of the 
15-kV type W reclosers on the four feeders at Ashland 

Substation have nominal current ratings of 400 amps. 
PP&L owns and operates the two circuit breakers at 
Oak Knoll Substation which provide protection for the 
Highway 66 and Highway 99 feeders. These circuit 
breakers are rated at 600 amps continuous current.

The City of Ashlandʼs primary electrical distribution 
system consists of six 12.47-kV distribution feeders 
serving an area entirely within backbone primary lines 
consisting of 336.5 AAC conductors. Feeder branches 
and tap lines consist of #6 AWG solid copper through 
#2 ACSR conductor. Underground cables include 
1,000 kcmil aluminum for substation get-a-ways at 
Ashland Substation and #2 AL cables for use in resi-
dential areas and primary underground taps. #2, 2/0, 
4/0AL cables are used for 30 commercial and large 
residential developments.

The primary City-owned electric system consists of 
single circuit pole lines and some double circuit pole 
lines near the substations. All feeders have tie points 
to other feeders with normally open air switches or 
disconnects. The ability to switch and transfer load to 
other feeders is limited by the thermal capacity of the 
Highway 66 and Highway 99 circuits in the summer 
and by the transformer capacity at both Oak Knoll 
and Ashland Substations in the winter. The existing 
electric system is well maintained and construction 
practices conform with industry standards.
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Some electric distribution facilities within the City 
limits of Ashland are owned by PP&L. As a result, 
there are several distribution lines in Ashland that 
are City-owned but used by PP&L to serve load. The 
City will be acquiring these PP&L facilities since this 
un-metered load is already being served by the Cityʼs 
facilities. This would result in a simpler, safer and 
more reliable overall electrical distribution system 
within Ashland.

ELECTRIC SALES (11.06.02)
In 1990, the City of Ashland purchased 160,753,170 
kWhʼs from BPA and generated 1,855,000 kWhʼs 
at the Reeder Hydrogenerator. Total sales for 1990 
equaled 162,608,170 kWhʼs and line losses equaled 
9,813,423 kWhʼs. 152,794,742 kWhʼs of these sales 
were metered and 2,439,323 were un-metered sales. 
Of the metered sales, 75,689,251 kWhʼs (or 49.6%) 
were residential sales, 58,363,054 kWhʼs (or 38.2%) 
were commercial/industrial sales, 14,671,087 kWhʼs 
(or 9.6%) were government sales, and 3,468,098 
(or 2.3%) were municipal sales. Total revenues of 
$2,949,505 (or 47.1%) were residential; $2,446,417 
(or 39.1%) were commercial/industrial; $669,150 (or 
10.7%) were governmental; and $195,789 (or 3.1%) 
were municipal. The City generates electricity at the 
Reeder Gulch Hydroelectric Plant, produced from the 
Cityʼs water supply. In 1990, 1,855,000 kWhʼs were 
generated at Reeder. In 1988-1989, the general and 

street funds received $1,868,318 in electric utility 
taxes and fees.

END USE SECTOR ANALYSIS (11.06.03)
The City of Ashlandʼs utility serves about 6,200 
residential accounts. While we do not know precisely, 
estimates made in developing the original energy ele-
ment in 1980, assumed about 3,100 (or 50%) of these 
citizens relied on electric heat. Electric water heating 
saturation is higher and estimated at about 4,960 (or 
80%).

Commercial/industrial accounts are numbered at 900. 
Very little is known about this sectorʼs energy using 
habits. The only large industrial accounts are Croman 
Corporation and Parsonʼs Pine Products, both lumber 
related businesses. Commercial/industrial sales 
equaled 37.8% of the total sales in 1990. 11.9% of 
total sales were for municipal and other governmental 
operations. The largest use among this group is South-
ern Oregon State College.

LOAD PROFILE (11.06.04)
The City of Ashland is a winter peaking utility. This 
is due to the large amount of electric space heating, 
increased lighting needs in the winter (i.e. less day-
light hours), and larger amounts of hot water usage, 
combined with lower incoming water temperature.
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All of these factors contribute to a winter peaking util-
ity load profile. To indicate the size of this load diver-
sity—in June 1988, our system peak equaled 20,690 
kW. However, on December 21,1990, we encountered 
an all-time system peak of 45,110 kW, or over twice 
the capacity of June 1988. The City also has a daily 
load profile which results in maximum usage between 
8:00 and 9:00 a.m., and a second smaller system peak 
around 7:00 or 8:00 p.m.

Annual Load Factor is defined as the total mount of 
kilowatt hours produced divided by 8,760 (# of hours 
in one year) divided by the highest demand during the 
year. Calculating the annual load factor for Ashland 
for 1990 results in:

159,875,070 ÷ 8,760 = .405
          45,110

The higher the load factor a utility achieves, the 
better, because utilities which have a constant 
year-round energy demand will operate more effi-
ciently. This means that building facilities will be 
easier, as there is not a major difference between 
months in demand for energy. Facilities can operate 
at the same level year round, not at half capacity for 
part of the time and full capacity for the remainder 
of the time. Ashlandʼs load factor is low because our 
winter peak is nearly double our summer peak. As 

will be illustrated later, activities which increase our 
load factor, and therefore decrease peaking, can have 
beneficial effects on electric utility systems.

BPA BILLING SYSTEM (11.06.05)
The City of Ashland is billed monthly by BPA for 
wholesale power purchases. The bill is separated by 
our two points of delivery (i.e. Nevada and Oak 
Knoll substations) of electricity. The bill consists 
of energy (kWhʼs) and demand (kWʼs) components. 
Under BPA̓ s present rate structure, energy is billed 
at $.0144/kWh during April, May, June, July and 
August, and $.0184 for the remaining seven months 
of the year.

Demand or capacity is billed year round at $3.46/kW. 
We are billed for demand on a non-coincident peak 
for each substation, which means that the maximum 
amounts of electricity used for one hour at each sub-
station are added together to determine total demand 
for the month. Non-coincident means that highest 
single hour at each substation, regardless if they occur 
at different times, are still added together to determine 
total demand for the month.

In 1990, the City total wholesale power bill equaled 
$3,942,795, of which $2,691,574 (or 68.3%) was for 
energy and $1,251,221 (or 31.7%) was for demand.
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The current rate structure is scheduled to remain in 
effect until 1991, at which time, BPA will institute 
new rates.

BPA CONTRACTS AND
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS (11.06.06)
The City presently has a contractual agreement with 
BPA to purchase wholesale power (Power Sales 
Contract), and acquire residential energy conservation 
(Residential Weatherization Buy-Back Agreement). 
We also have cooperative agreements for the Super 
Good Cents new home grant program and the Energy 
Smart Design Assistance Program for commercial 
buildings. The residential Weatherization Buy-Back 
Program Agreement is scheduled to expire in 
September 2001.

OTHER ENERGY PROVIDERS (11.06.07)
The cityʼs electric service territory is totally sur-
rounded by Pacific Power & Light. Power purchased 
from BPA is delivered to the city on PP&L lines and 
delivered through two PP&L-owned substations.
C.P. National provides natural gas service to almost 
all of Ashland. For the last couple of years, it has 
advertised extensively in an effort to get citizens to 
select natural gas for space and water heating in new 
construction, and to encourage existing citizens to 
switch from electricity to natural gas. The current 
low price of natural gas, coupled with this exten-

sive media campaign has resulted in more citizens 
using natural gas than at any other time in the past. 
C.P. National has been tentatively sold to Washing-
ton Water Power. This sale must be approved by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission before it will 
become finalized.

The 1980 census data indicated that 558 citizens used 
oil for space heating. Our experience indicates that 
this number has declined over the last decade, but we 
have no idea just how many citizens have oil heat and 
will probably have to rely on the 1990 census for new 
data.

11.07 Ashland’s Energy
Conservation History
ENERGY ELEMENT OF THE 1982
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (11.07.01)
While Ashland had tried various ways to informally 
encourage energy conservation prior to 1982, the first 
official movement in this direction was the adoption 
of the Cityʼs energy element in 1982. It is commend-
able that the goals and policies of this element have 
nearly all been satisfied to some extent. This element 
aggressively pursued conservation and provided the 
impetus for our actions during the 1980ʼs. Fortunately, 
our partnership with BPA enabled progress in many 
areas which the goals and policies addressed.
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SOLAR ACCESS (11.07.02)
In August, 1980, the City of Ashland passed a 
city-wide solar access protection ordinance. This 
code was a pioneering effort which paved the way 
for many other jurisdictions to follow during the 
1980s. Presently, there are solar access ordinances in 
effect in 30 Northwest jurisdictions and communities. 
Ashlandʼs leadership in this area no doubt facilitated 
similar efforts throughout the region.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND ENERGY 
DENSITY BONUSES (11.07.03)
When the City passed the Performance Standards 
Development Ordinance in 1981, a number of objec-
tives were being sought. One of the major goals was 
to encourage people, by increased building densi-
ties, to construct energy efficient housing. The fact 
that many developers are choosing to build energy 
efficient housing under this code demonstrates how 
successful it is. While the code has been amended and 
fine-tuned over the past decade, the energy bonuses 
are still a very positive and popular way to use mar-
ket-based incentives to encourage energy efficient 
housing.

WATER HEATER WRAP PROGRAM (11.07.04)
The first BPA-sponsored conservation program was 
the Electric Water Heater Insulation Program. This 
program was begun in late 1981 and under it, a City 

employee installed R-11 water heater blankets on citi-
zens  ̓electric water heaters free of charge. The City 
was reimbursed on a per unit basis for every blanket 
installed under this program. A total of over 1,120 
water heaters were insulated under this program. We 
estimated that about 199,000 kWhʼs are saved annu-
ally as a result of this program.

STREET AND AREA LIGHTING PROGRAM 
(11.07.05)
In 1982, the City began converting all of the City 
owned street lights from mercury vapor to high pres-
sure sodium lights. Under this BPA-funded program, 
over 1,215 City-owned lights and an additional 220 
school district and Southern Oregon State College 
owned lights were converted. Energy savings in these 
lighting conversions is estimated to be about 235,000 
kWhʼs per year.

RESIDENTIAL WEATHERIZATION BUY-BACK 
PROGRAM (11.07.06)
In April of 1982, the City implemented the BPA-spon-
sored Weatherization Buy-Back Program. Under this 
program, BPA purchases first year electric energy 
savings at .32/kWh. Houses are eligible for ceiling, 
wall, floor and duct insulation, storm or replacement 
windows, clock thermostats, caulking and weather-
stripping. Weatherization funds for this program are 
paid directly to the homeowner as a one-time cash 

In August, 1980, the 
City of Ashland 
passed a city-wide 
solar access protec-
tion ordinance.
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grant, which can cover up to 60% of the total costs 
of weatherization. Certified low-income citizens are 
eligible for up to 100% funding. These grant funds 
do not have to be paid back to BPA or the City. In 
addition, a loan program through Valley of the Rogue 
Bank can be utilized by qualified borrowers to cover 
the portion of the costs not covered by the BPA grant. 
During the period June 1982 through June 1989, a 
total of 1,450 residences had been weatherized. The 
yearly savings for this program is estimated to be 
about 8,628,000 kWhʼs. The total amount of money 
spent for weatherization measures is $2,169,537, and 
an additional $266,205 has been paid to the City for 
administration of the program.

SOLAR AND HEAT PUMP WATER HEATER 
MARKET TEST (11.07.07)
From November 1985 to September 1987, the City 
offered $300 cash rebates to electric water heating cit-
izens who installed qualified solar or heat pump water 
heaters. This was part of a BPA-sponsored Pilot Hot 
Water Incentive Program operated by eleven different 
utilities in the Northwest. It was designed to test 
whether marketing and/or financial incentives could 
persuade citizens to install these alternative water 
heating devices. This program resulted in 7 heat 
pump water heaters and 106 solar water heaters being 
installed. $33,900 were paid to Ashland participants 
as rebates, and the City received $12,035 for adminis-

tration of the program. Savings for these 113 systems 
is estimated to be about 248,600 kWhʼs per year.

COMMERCIAL AUDIT PROGRAM (11.07.08)
In late 1984 and early 1985, a total of 69 commercial 
businesses in Ashland received a free energy audit. 
This was done under the BPA-sponsored Commer-
cial Audit Program, as it selected engineering firms 
to provide this service to citizens of various public 
utilities throughout the Northwest. The Eugene office 
of Brown and Caldwell Consulting Engineers did all 
of the audits in Ashland. The program only involved 
providing the auditing service. No money was allo-
cated for implementing the recommended energy 
conservation measures. No follow up was provided 
to see how many of the recommended measures were 
implemented by our commercial citizens.

SUPER GOOD CENTS PROGRAM (11.07.09)
Since May 1985, the City has been implementing the 
Super Good Cents energy efficient new home certifica-
tion program. This program is sponsored by BPA and 
uses marketing, promotion and certification to encour-
age new homes to be built to energy efficiency levels 
in excess of the Oregon Building Code. Since the 
program s̓ start, a total of 178 buildings had been certi-
fied as of June 30, 1989. These 178 buildings repre-
sent 305 residential units. These houses use one-third 
to one-half less electricity for space heating than a 
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standard home. Savings for these 305 units is conser-
vatively estimated to be 762,500 kWh s̓ per year.

HEATING SYSTEM EVALUATION PROGRAM 
(11.07.10)
This City-sponsored program provides energy infor-
mation to existing Ashland residential citizens who 
are considering a change in their heating systems. 
A thorough energy audit, heat loss calculation, heat-
ing system sizing calculation, and an operational 
cost comparison of various types of heating systems 
are provided to citizens. In addition, a personal loan 
from Valley of the Rogue Bank, is available for citi-
zens who install an electric zonal heating or retrofit 
heat pump and associated weatherization, which is 
required as part of the heating system upgrade. So far, 
only 7 installations have been financed under this pro-
gram, but an additional 11 systems were installed with 
owner financing outside the program. This program is 
relatively new and active promotion of its existence 
was only begun in August, 1989. Estimated savings 
for these 18 systems is conservatively estimated to be 
36,000 kWhʼs per year.

ENERGY SMART DESIGN ASSISTANCE PRO-
GRAM (11.07.11)
This BPA-sponsored program provides professional 
energy design assistance for new commercial build-
ings or major renovations/remodels of existing com-

mercial buildings. BPA pays professional engineering 
firms for computer modeling and other design ser-
vices that identify energy savings, cost and economics 
of energy efficient design options. Special awards are 
provided for buildings that achieve electrical energy 
savings 10% to 30% over Oregon Building Code 
requirements.

The total yearly estimated electric energy savings, as 
a result of these programs, has been summarized in 
Table XI-1.

OTHER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 
(11.07.12)
As a provider only of electricity, the Cityʼs conserva-
tion programs are mainly aimed at conserving electric 
energy. However, other programs are made available 
to Ashlandʼs citizens by other fuel providers and the 
State of Oregon.

TABLE XI-1
YEARLY ELECTRIC SAVINGS
DUE TO ASHLAND’S CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

Water Heater Wrap Program 199,000 kWh’s
Street and Area Lighting Program 235,000 kWh’s
Weatherizatoin Buy-Back Program 8,628,000 kWh’s
Solar and Heat Pump Market Test 248,600 kWh’s
Super Good Cents Program 762,500 kWh’s
Heating System Evaluation Program 36,000 kWh’s

Total 10,109,100 kWh’s
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C.P. National Gas Company, the supplier of natu-
ral gas to Ashland and under a franchise agreement 
with the City, provides a free energy audit and a cash 
rebate of $350, or a 60.5% loan for weatherization of 
gas heated homes. It will also finance gas water heat-
ers and furnaces to Ashland citizens.

The State of Oregon, through the Oregon Depart-
ment of Energy, provides weatherization services to 
homes heated with oil, propane, butane, or kerosene, 
or heated solely with wood. This program, called the 
SHOW (State Home Oil Weatherization) Program, 
provides 50% rebates for low and moderate income 
citizens and can also facilitate loans for oil heat 
customers at 6.5% interest for one-half of the costs of 
weatherization not covered by the rebate.

In addition, tax credits are available from the State of 
Oregon for residents who install alternative energy 
water heating systems. This credit is based on the per-
formance of the solar system. To qualify, the system 
must be certified by DOE. On average, one to two 
solar collectors will provide enough energy to qualify 
for the maximum tax credit. The maximum credit is 
$1,500. The credit can be carried forward five years 
from the year of approval.

The State also offers businesses tax credits for proj-
ects which conserve or use renewable resources to 
produce energy. The credit is a State corporate income 
tax credit equal to 35% of the eligible project costs. 
The credit is taken over five years - 10% in each of 
the first two years, and 5% in the third, fourth and fifth 
years. Unused credits from one year may be carried 
forward up to three years.

The Oregon Department of Energy also has a program 
called the Small Scale Energy Loan Program (SELP). 
Loan funds are available for projects that conserve 
natural gas, electricity and oil, or projects that produce 
energy from water, wind, geothermal, solar biomass, 
waste materials or waste heat. Individuals, businesses, 
non-profit organizations and municipal corporations 
are all eligible for SELP loans.

ELECTRIC LOAD GROWTH AND MANAGE-
MENT (11.07.13)
Purchased electricity from BPA since 1983 is depicted 
in Table XI-2. This table also gives the largest 
monthly demand per year.

As a provider only 
of electricity, the 
City s̓ conservation 
programs are mainly 
aimed at conserving 
electric energy.
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The city has also generated electricity since 1985 at 
the Reeder Hydrogenerator. Table XI-3 shows the 
production figures for those years. This data reflects 
a steady increase in loads since 1983, despite quite 
active and aggressive conservation programs. Since 
monitored results of BPA̓ s regional conservation pro-
grams have confirmed that energy is being saved, we 
must conclude that load growth would be even higher 
in absence of our conservation efforts.

We have also experienced growth in capacity required 
to serve our citizens. An all time system peak was 
set on December 21, 1990 of 45,110 kWʼs. This 
particular day was atypical in that we had low tem-
peratures of about 0N F. This worst case weather 
scenario also caused system peaks for BPA and other 
public and private utilities in the Northwest. Since 
BPA̓ s wholesale electric bill includes demand charges 
of $3.46/kW, the monthly demand component for 
December 1990 was $156,680. Programs which can 
move energy sales from peak to off-peak hours could 
have considerable cost benefits to Ashlandʼs util-
ity. The main reason for this is that our winter peak 
is mostly made up of residential electric space and 
water heating. Since residential accounts only pay 
energy charges, programs which move energy sales to 
off-peak times without an overall sales reduction will 
result in identical sales revenue generated, but will 

Programs which can 
move energy sales 
from peak to off-peak 
hours could have con-
siderable cost benefits 
to Ashland s̓ utility.

TABLE XI-2

Year Total Energy Maximum Monthly Demand

1983 125,632,000 kWh’s 28,523 kWh’s
1984 128,947,000 kWh’s 30,705 kWh’s
1985 131,872,000 kWh’s 31,303 kWh’s
1986 128,860,000 kWh’s 30,490 kWh’s
1987 135,498,000 kWh’s 33,403 kWh’s
1988 142,154,000 kWh’s 33,902 kWh’s
1989 151,307,000 kWh’s 41,048 kWh’s
1990 160,753,170 kWh’s 45,110 kWh’s

TABLE XI-3
kWh’s

Year Total Purchased Total Generated Total

1983 125,632,000 – 125,632,000
1984 128,947,000 – 128,947,000
1985 131,872,000 1,659,000 133,531,000
1986 128,860,000 3,168,000 132,028,000
1987 135,498,000 2,056,000 137,554,000
1988 142,154,000 2,402,000 144,556,000
1989 151,307,000 2,818,000 154,125,000
1990 160,753,170 1,855,000 162,608,170
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also reduce the demand component of our wholesale 
bill from BPA. Even programs reducing total sales 
but significantly shifting loads could be attractive if 
revenue reductions are smaller than wholesale bill 
reductions.

Demand management is evolving quite rapidly as 
more and better products appear in the market place. 
This technology ranges from total utility control 
of certain appliances remotely, to smart appliances 
which control themselves. Additional technology 
includes customer control of appliances and demand 
metering or time of use metering which encourages 
load shifting for bill reduction reasons. Since there is 
a large potential for savings, it is in the Cityʼs interest 
to consider demand side management in planning for 
future metering, rate setting and other related utility 
decisions.

FUEL CHOICE AND FUEL SWITCHING 
(11.07.14)
Since the City has a dual role of electric utility and a 
municipal government, our attitude toward influenc-
ing citizens  ̓fuel choices creates a dilemma. While 
most electric utilities in the Northwest are aggres-
sively promoting the benefits of electricity over other 
fuels (especially for space and water heating), our 
position has traditionally been that all fuels should be 
conserved, and we have not tried to influence citi-

zens  ̓fuel choice. Faced with a very aggressive gas 
company promotional campaign aimed at convincing 
our citizens to switch to gas water and space heating, 
the City began considering ways to get accurate fuel 
choice appraisal information to our citizens.

This effort resulted in the heating system evaluation 
program. Its purpose was to allow the City to provide 
a full picture with all of the facts to our citizens 
contemplating a major heating system change. One 
of the main thrusts was not to convince people to 
switch from gas to electricity, but to try and give 
unbiased information to citizens. Our Super Good 
Cents Program, which pays cash incentives for every 
new Super Good Cents home, has probably caused 
some people to select electricity to heat their homes.

While we have not promoted electric load growth, 
we have two programs which have effected citizens  ̓
fuel choices. While our City governmentʼs goal is to 
promote the efficient use of all resources, the Conser-
vation Divisionʼs goal has been to promote efficient 
electricity use.

Because we believe strongly in our programs  ̓merits 
and our zeal to make them successful, we have prob-
ably emphasized the promotion of the efficient elec-
tricity use over conservation of fuel sources. It is 
important to point out, however, that in both the Super 
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Good Cents Program and the Heating System Evalu-
ation Program, that while citizens choose electricity 
for space heating, the increased insulation and weath-
erization required in the programs still results in our 
citizens using electric energy more efficiently.

It is important to note that power supplied by BPA is 
predominantly hydro produced electricity, which is a 
renewable resource. And while there are environmen-
tal costs associated with these dams, most of these 
costs are fish and wildlife related and are subject to an 
extensive mitigation plan being implemented as part 
of the Northwest Power Planning Council Northwest 
Fish and Wildlife Plan, and being paid for by the 
regionʼs ratepayers. However, with this fact in mind, 
it is preferable to select the renewable resource over 
other non-renewable resources.

Since the Cityʼs electric utility is publicly owned, 
there is less income drain for electricity purchases 
than by purchasing from other fuel suppliers who pay 
profits to shareholders. However, it would not be good 
policy to promote the use of electricity at the expense 
of our citizens solely for this reason.

The current price of natural gas is lower than it 
has historically been for some time. For this reason, 
using natural gas for space and water heating in some 
instances will result in the lowest operating cost for 

the consumer. But since water and space heating sys-
tems are expected to last 10-25 years, we need to try 
and determine the relative price of gas and electricity 
in the future. The 1989 Oregon Energy Plan attempts 
to project the price of gas and electricity into the 
future. Table XI-4 gives the estimates from the State 
Energy Plan.

If these forecasts indicate future changes, customer 
fuel-choice decisions based on current prices could 
lead to unwise decisions which, if looked at over a 
longer time frame, are not economically prudent.

THE ROLE OF THE CITY AS AN ENERGY 
CONSERVATION PROVIDER (11.07.15)
Part of the problem with only supplying one fuel but 
trying to conserve all fuels, is that costs of conserving 

TABLE XI-4
kwh’s
BECK REPORT ENERGY USE FORCASTS

Year Total Energy Maximum Monthly Demand

1990 154,049,000 36,636
1991 158,889,000 37,788
1992 192,807,000 38,719
1993 166,664,000 39,637
1994 171,052,000 40,680
1995 175,637,000 41,771
1996 180,349,000 42,891
1997 185,192,000 44,043
1998 190,159,000 45,224
1999 195,274,000 46,441
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other fuels cannot be paid out of rates. The Conserva-
tion Division is funded by the cityʼs electric utility and 
thus the cityʼs users of electricity fund the energy con-
servation activities of the department. Thus, we tend 
to emphasize conservation of electricity over other 
fuels. This is illustrated if you look at the new con-
struction process in Ashland. Homes built with elec-
tric space heat are scrutinized by the Cityʼs Energy 
Conservation Staff. We perform a computerized heat 
loss analysis of the home and then try to convince 
the builder or owner to take part in the Super Good 
Cents Program. Because of the current high level of 
new home construction, it takes all available staff time 
just to keep up with the electrically heated houses. 
Thus, no analysis of gas heated homes by the Energy 
Conservation Staff occurs. While the Building Divi-
sion still requires the new building to comply with 
the State Energy Code (Chapter 53), no attempt to 
encourage additional energy conservation is made.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE NORTHWEST 
POWER ACT (11.07.16)
In the foreword of the first Northwest Power Plan, 
it states: “This plan does not create one additional 
kilowatt of energy in the region.  To accomplish its 
purpose, the plan must be implemented by Bonneville 
and other federal agencies, the regionʼs utilities, state 
and local government, private businesses, and the 
people of the Northwest.”

Because the City has a dual role of both a local 
government and a public utility, our responsibility to 
implement the plan is greater.

The 1986 plan states that “a central purpose of the 
Councilʼs Plan is to provide the lowest cost energy 
future for the Northwest.” It goes on further to say 
“If the provisions of this plan are implemented, the 
Council forecasts that average retail rates over the 
next 20 years will be stable or decrease (adjusting for 
inflation) in all but the highest growth scenario.”

Since keeping electric rates stable has many important 
benefits for the Cityʼs utility and Ashlandʼs citizens, 
the City should do all in its power to implement the 
provision of the Power Plan. This includes provid-
ing a leadership role to other utilities in the region. 
Ashlandʼs “can do” attitude in the area of energy con-
servation has already made our existing conservation 
efforts very successful and recognized regionally.

TABLE XI-5

Year Electricity ($/kWh) Natural Gas ($/Therm) Oil ($/Gallon

1989 4.62 0.57 0.70
1990 4.55 0.59 0.73
1991 4.50 0.61 0.77
1992 4.43 0.64 0.80
1993 4.39 0.67 0.84
1994 4.34 0.70 0.87
1995 4.31 0.73 0.92
1996 4.29 0.77 0.97
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One example of how this benefits the region is the 
Super Good Cents Program. Our early success and 
high rates of participation by local builders influenced 
other utilities to get involved in the program. We also 
provided training and technical assistance to utilities 
just starting the program. As always, our belief in the 
programʼs merits was reflected in our operation and 
this attitude contributed to the success of the program. 
Successful operation of such programs proves that the 
attitude of the implementing agency has considerable 
effect on the programʼs success.

Regional efforts toward energy conservation will 
proceed at a more rapid pace because aggressive 
utilities like Ashland lead the way. We should ensure 
that our regional leadership continues in existing and 
new conservation programs in the years to come. As 
the Northwest moves from a surplus energy situation 
in future years, more conservation will be needed in 
our region. Since the cornerstone of the northwestʼs 
energy future lies in successfully capturing energy 
conservation in areas that have yet to be tapped, 
leadership in the successful implementation of these 
new conservation programs will be vitally important. 
Ashland should help this effort by operating future 
conservation programs with the same measure of pro-
fessionalism and enthusiasm embodied in our current 
programs. Our successful programs will signal to the 
region that “if it works in Ashland, it can work here.”

11.08 Air Quality
INTRODUCTION (11.08.01)
The Bear Creek Valley, including Ashland, contains 
one of the highest propensities for air pollution in the 
nation because of the physical geographic situation of 
the valley, its particular land forms, and the prevailing 
climatic conditions.

The topography of the bowl-shaped valley, ringed by 
mountain ridges on all sides, leads to frequent, pro-
longed periods of stagnant air and frequent violations 
of State and Federal air quality standards. Tempera-
ture inversions trap the polluted air in the valley, 
reducing visibility and threatening the health of the 
community.

The State Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) has designated the Medford-Ashland area as 
an Air Quality Maintenance Area (AQMA).

EMISSIONS (11.08.02)
Air pollutants are emitted from a wide variety of 
sources. These sources can be classed into three broad 
categories - point sources, area sources and mobile 
sources.

Point sources emit large volumes of pollutants from a 
stationary location. Some examples include manufac-
turing plants, lumber and paper mills, and rock quar-

Regional efforts 
toward energy conser-
vation will proceed at 
a more rapid pace 
because aggressive 
utilities like Ashland 
lead the way.
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ries. Area sources are collective groups of relatively 
small sources of pollution spread over a broad geo-
graphical area. Woodstoves, field burns, slash burn-
ing and road dust are some examples of area sources. 
Cars and trucks are examples of mobile sources.

POLLUTION TYPES (11.08.03)
The following pollution types are monitored by DEQ 
for compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards established by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA).

CARBON MONOXIDE (CO) (11.08.04)
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, highly toxic 
gas. Medford is the only city in the county with a CO 
pollution problem. The vast majority of this CO prob-
lem is produced by motor vehicle emissions. The last 
five years of available data indicates that this problem 
is being steadily reduced. According to the 1988 Air 
Quality Annual Report, Medford exceeded CO stan-
dards on 24 days in 1983, 18 days in 1984, 35 days in 
1985, 16 days in 1986, 4 days in 1987 and 2 days in 
1988. When this is compared to 1977, when the CO 
standard was exceeded on more than 200 days, this 
dramatic improvement is demonstrated. A number of 
reasons combined to bring about this improvement 
in air quality with respect to CO in Medford. They 
include traffic pattern changes, vehicle inspection and 

maintenance program (I/M), and a gradual reduction 
of older non-catalytic equipped automobiles.

PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS (11.08.05)
Photochemical oxidants are hydrocarbons and oxides 
of nitrogen which react with sunlight to produce 
ozone (03) and a mixture of other noxious and irritat-
ing chemicals, commonly known as smog. While this 
problem was quite severe in the late 1970ʼs (the stan-
dard was exceeded on 40 days in 1977), the latest 
data indicates that Medford has had no days when the 
ozone exceeded the minimum standard from 1983 to 
1987. However, it is important to note that the ozone 
standard was relaxed by the federal government in 
1982. Even this relaxed standard was exceeded on one 
day in 1988.

PARTICULATE EMISSIONS (11.08.06)
Federal Standards for particulate emissions until 1987 
were in the form of Total Suspended Particles (TSP). 
Effective in July 1987, this standard was replaced by 
a standard for particles with a diameter of 10 microm-
eters or smaller. These smaller particles (called 
PM10) require different sampling equipment than did 
TSP. DEQ, in anticipation of the standard change, 
began sampling for PM10 in 1983. Therefore, the his-
toric data for PM10 only dates back to 1983. Medford 
exceeded the PM10 standard 0 days in 1983, 5 days in 
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1984, 13 days in 1985, 2 days in 1986, 5 days in 1987 
and 7 days in 1988. There is also an annual PM10 
standard. This standard has been exceeded in Medford 
from 1984 to 1988.

In May 1987, the Jackson County Board of Commis-
sioners appointed the Jackson County Woodburning 
Task Force to reevaluate the particulate air quality 
issues and advise local governments on the most 
appropriate woodburning control measures. The 
Task Force made the following recommendations in 
December 1987:
1) Mandatory curtailment of woodstove and fire-

place use (with limited exemptions) during peri-
ods of air stagnation.

2) Comprehensive public education program.

3) Clean air utility rates for electricity and natural 
gas.

4) Financial incentives and subsidies for cleaner 
woodburning units.

5) Ban on installation of non-certified woodstoves.

The Task Force report was given to the Jackson 
County Board of Commissioners and cities in the 
Rogue Valley. The recommended strategy targeted a 
75 percent reduction in residential woodburning emis-

sions on peak PM10 days and a 50-60 percent annual 
reduction. Jackson County has initiated efforts with 
the cities of Medford and Central Point for a coordi-
nated action plan.

The Department has identified additional control 
requirements for wood product industry in the Med-
ford-White City area. These include tighter emission 
requirements for veneer driers and wood-fired boil-
ers, more comprehensive industrial requirements for 
continuous emission monitoring and/or operation 
and maintenance, and more restrictive offset require-
ments. Such additional industrial measures are needed 
to help meet daily or annual standards and avoid more 
drastic, if not impractical, controls on residential 
wood heating in the future.

State rules would be needed for these industrial 
measures; the Department has drafted these rules and 
intends to request authorization from the Commission 
to hold a public hearing on them once local govern-
ments have made decisions on the wood heating 
strategies.

In the Medford-Ashland AQMA, there has been an 
overall decreasing trend in particulate emissions as 
a result of reduced emissions from industry. Improve-
ment in the efficiency of wood used for home heating 
and curtailment during bad air quality are the areas 
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that can make the most impact in efforts to improve 
the Countyʼs air quality with respect to particulates.

WOODBURNING ADVISORY (11.08.07)
Jackson County instituted a voluntary woodburning 
advisory in 1985. This program designates days as 
red, yellow or green during the months of November, 
December, January and February. The number of red 
days since the advisory was instituted have been 19 
in 1985-86, 30 in 1986-87, 3 in 1987-88 and 19 in 
1988-89.

Follow-up studies done by the County indicate vol-
untary compliance with the advisory was very low. 
Therefore, both the City of Medford and Jackson 
County instituted mandatory woodstove curtailment 
ordinances to control woodstoves on red days.

COSTS OF AIR POLLUTION (11.08.08)
Air pollution impacts the health of humans, wildlife 
populations, the vegetative environment, the natural 
ecosystem, and local climates. It reduces visibility, 
aesthetic quality, and even the amount of usable solar 
radiation that reaches the ground. It is a scientific 
fact that diseases like bronchitis, emphysema, asthma, 
tuberculosis, lung cancer, pneumonia, and others are 
related to air pollution. It can also accelerate deterio-
ration of many man-made and natural materials.

ASHLAND’S ROLE (11.08.09)
Many residents of Ashland perceive air quality as a 
Medford-Central Point-White City problem, not Ash-
landʼs. While it is true that Ashlandʼs air quality is 
better than those areas of the AQMA, it is still impor-
tant to realize that we are all in the same airshed and 
pollutants caused by Ashlandʼs residents contribute to 
the overall problem. It is very important that we estab-
lish that it is a county-wide problem, which can only 
be solved by efforts by every county resident. Ashland 
should use its resources as both a local government 
and a municipal electric utility to foster the wise use 
of energy and enhance the valleyʼs air quality.

The Ashland Citizenʼs Air Quality Advisory Com-
mittee was appointed by the Mayor in 1989. Itʼs goal 
was to develop an overall air quality enhancement 
program to present to the Ashland City Council for 
adoption. Things considered were education, ways to 
make the wood burning advisory have higher com-
pliance rates, financial incentives and/or subsides 
for increasing the efficiency of wood usage, bans on 
installation of non-certified woodstoves, clean air util-
ity rates, outdoor burning regulations, and many other 
ideas. These actions should guide the City in trying to 
improve the valleyʼs air quality.

Ashland should use its 
resources as both a 
local government and 
a municipal electric 
utility to foster the 
wise use of energy and 
enhance the valley s̓ 
air quality.
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11.09 Water Conservation
INTRODUCTION (11.09.01)
The issue of water conservation was not considered in 
the 1982 Comprehensive Plan. However, a number of 
reasons have surfaced since then to merit this special 
section in the Cityʼs Conservation Element.

First, the City, in 1989, funded a water supply report 
by R.W. Beck and Associates. The study concludes 
that “Ashland must augment its water supply capabili-
ties within the next 10 years.” It makes sense that any 
new water supply resource should be delayed as long 
as possible through cost-effective demand reduction 
programs.

Second, planning for water systems has traditionally 
focused on new supply options, much like electric 
energy planning did in the 1970ʼs. The lessons learned 
by the electric industry in the 1980ʼs can be applied 
to develop the most cost effective combination of 
demand side reduction and new supply options as a 
future source of water for the City.

Third, the Cityʼs successful energy conservation pro-
grams can be used as models to develop demand side 
reduction programs for the water utility.
Fourth, efficient use of water can accrue direct finan-
cial benefits to Ashlandʼs residents and businesses.

Fifth, the Beck report calls for bonded indebtedness 
to finance the new supply. Getting voter approval for 
this could be politically difficult. On the other hand, 
an effective demand side program, coupled with 
revenue generation for a new supply, along with a 
delayed date for a new supply, could result in financ-
ing the new supply without bonded indebtedness.

Sixth, a number of new water conservation products 
are now available in the marketplace. These products 
provide the same or better levels of water services 
with lesser amounts of water usage.

ASHLAND WATER DEMAND (11.09.02)
National data indicates that Americans use about 77 
gallons per day per person for inside water usage. 
Outside water usage equals about the same amount as 
inside usage. Therefore, the national average of about 
150 gallons/person/day shows that Ashland residents 
use about the same amount of water as typical Ameri-
cans.

WATER CONSERVATION POTENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL RETROFIT (11.09.03)
Many new products are now available that conserve 
water but still provide the service that people expect. 
According to an article in the July/August 1988 issue 
of Home Energy Magazine, “A home retrofitted with 
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advanced water-conserving devices inside and out 
saves 20 to 55 percent of the total 150 gallons/ person/
day, depending on which devices are installed and 
which modifications are made to existing appliances.”

Another article looks at successful retrofit water 
efficiency programs across the nation. In programs 
in both San Jose, California and Phoenix, Arizona, 
savings equaled ten gallons/ person/day. These were 
measured savings, not calculated savings. Both of 
these programs saved water by concentration on 
indoor water usage, not outdoor watering. There may 
exist a number of cost effective measures which could 
be implemented in existing water usage to extend our 
existing supply. We need to look at these alternatives 
and weigh their effect on the timing of a second water 
source.

NEW CONSTRUCTION (11.09.04)
The City has a number of options to reduce future 
demand from new growth which could result in less 
incremental demand per new residences than pres-
ently occurs. Many other jurisdictions have utilized 
codes and other methods to reduce water usage in 
new homes.

A study done by the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), 
in looking at a proposed dam for Denver, found that 
indoor water usage can be reduced from 80 gallons/

day/per capita to 53 gallons, or 33.8% by installation 
of one gallon per flush toilet, two gallons/minute low 
flow showerheads, and aerators for kitchen and bath-
room faucets. This study states that this equipment 
is readily available, involves no change in lifestyle, 
works at least as well as conventional equipment and 
looks as attractive as equipment in use today. This 
study states “Engineering tests under laboratory con-
ditions and in house performance data show many 1.0 
to 1.5-gallon-per-flush toilets perform substantially 
better than 3.5 gpf models.” It recommends passing 
building code plumbing requirements as the proper 
first step in the orderly development of a water effi-
ciency program.

The City should make efforts to ensure that all new 
residential construction is built with water efficient 
equipment. Code requirements for new water service 
have already been adopted in California by Goleta, 
Monterey, Santa Monica, and Los Angeles. Glendale, 
Arizona; Highland, New York; and the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts have enacted similar require-
ments.

RATES (11.09.05)
Our current rate structure is not geared to encourage 
efficient water usage. Our rates encourage more use 
by offering volume discounts. An inverted rate struc-
ture should be considered both to encourage effi-
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ciency and generate revenue for future needs. Inverted 
rates are a more equitable way to generate revenue 
for future demand or supply side water options, as the 
basic household needs would not cost more. But the 
“luxury” use of water beyond the minimum amount a 
household needs for its use would be at a higher cost.

THE FUTURE (11.09.07)
We can only be sure that future energy and resource 
usage in the next 20 years will be characterized by 
change which could be profound and significant. The 
City must monitor changes and be able to adapt pro-
grams and policies to accommodate these changes. 
Deregulation of the natural gas industry, more diver-
sified investor owned electric utilities, mergers and 

buy-outs of utility companies, acquisition pressures 
on small systems both public and private, wider 
transmission access, more independent power produc-
ers, new forms of energy generation, technological 
production breakthroughs, more competition in the 
marketplace, new products which utilize energy and 
resources, more informed consumers and citizens, 
global warming, acid rain, and increased environmen-
tal regulations are a few of the things that loom on 
the horizon.

This new set of rules will potentially impact the oper-
ation of our conservation programs and priorities. It 
is vitally important that we monitor and identify these 
changing conditions and be flexible enough to adapt 
to these changes.

In this changing future, we must keep in mind that our 
city should continue to operate and provide programs 
which are sensitive to our citizens  ̓wants, but also in 
the best long term interest of all of the citizens of 
Ashland. This may require us to do things and provide 
programs outside our current scope of operation. We 
need to keep an open mind and continually monitor 
all of our options with forward looking vision and not 
be constrained by our past history or the activities by 
other utilities or BPA.

In this changing 
future, we must keep 
in mind that our city 
should continue to 
operate and provide 
programs which are 
sensitive to our citi-
zens  ̓wants, but also 
in the best long term 
interest of all of the 
citizens of Ashland.

TABLE XI-6
ASHLAND WATER CONSUMPTION

 Production System Losses Per Capita
Year (Million Gal) (Per Cent) Usage (GPCG)

1977 1,031 36% 190
1978 1,098 34% 209
1979 1,161 40% 216
1980 1,224 32% 226
1981 1,191 28% 214
1982 1,102 27% 199
1983 1,101 35% 196
1984 1,067 27% 187
1985 1,180 30% 204
1986 1,258 30% 217
1987 1,281 23% 219
1988 1,180 24% 198
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ASSUMPTIONS (11.09.08)
Conservation of energy, air quality, and water 
resources will continue to be very important in the 
region and especially in Ashland. Through its policies 
and programs the City is in an excellent position to 
effect significant energy savings and resource conser-
vation. City policies and programs directed toward 
energy efficiency and resource conservation are firmly 
in place in Ashland and we are recognized regionally 
for our success and leadership in these areas.

The current transitional nature of the energy situation 
will require and reward a vigorous planning effort, 
which is flexible enough to adopt as changes occur.

GOALS (11.09.09)
The city shall strive, in every appropriate way, to 
reduce energy consumption within the community. 
Water conservation and air quality enhancement 
should also be promoted programs should empha-
size greater efficiency in end use, rather than sacri-
fices in living standards. 

In general, policies that effect change through a com-
bination of economic incentives and public education 
shall be considered more appropriate than policies 
involving strict legal requirements or mandates. 

The city shall give due attention to energy and 
resource conservation and air quality enhancement in 
all planning actions and city activities. 

POLICIES (11.09.10)
1) Information and Education

a) The City shall continue to develop clear infor-
mation for the general public to help educate 
them on energy conservation, load shaping, 
water conservation and air quality enhance-
ment.

b) By relying on education as a cornerstone of 
City policy, we can be assured that programs 
will be accepted and embraced by Ashlandʼs 
citizens. It is very important that all staff, but 
especially everyone in direct contact with the 
public, understand and believe in the impor-
tance of these programs and how they benefit 
not only individual citizens, but also the City 
and the utility.

c) The City shall strive to ensure that policies 
from various City departments do not conflict 
with each other but enhance not only each 
other, but also the overall goal of fostering 
wise resource usage.
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d) The City shall continue to provide creditable 
energy information to the general public. The 
competitive energy markets of today should 
not bias City policy or the reliability of our 
information. We should not promote the use of 
one fuel over another, but strive to reduce all 
forms of energy and resource usage.

e) The City can gain invaluable information 
and assistance from other utilities and utility 
organizations. We should continue our active 
role and communication network with these 
entities. That way we can learn from their 
programs and experiences.

f) The Cityʼs utility billing process provides us 
with a valuable means of communication with 
our citizens. We should continue to utilize bill 
inserts to inform and educate our citizens, and 
promote our goals and programs.

2) Existing Housing
a) Homes already in existence will continue 

to constitute the vast majority of the Cityʼs 
housing stock. Moreover, the older, exist-
ing homes typically have a greater need 
for weatherization due to poorly developed 

insulation technology and a lack of concern 
for energy efficiency at the time of their con-
struction. While the City has weatherized over 
1,450 electrically heated residential units, we 
estimate that at least 1,400 more units with 
electric heat are in need of additional weath-
erization. These units will be more difficult to 
reach because a high percentage of them are 
not owner-occupied. We need to continue to 
aggressively operate the BPA-funded residen-
tial retrofit weatherization program and its 
success to weatherize as many of these units 
as feasible.

b) Weatherization of homes that heat primarily 
with wood heat can greatly enhance the 
Countyʼs air quality. Replacement of older 
wood stoves with new certified clean burn-
ing woodstoves should also be encouraged. 
The State Home Oil Weatherization program 
(SHOW) and the Cityʼs Save Our Livability, 
View and Environment (SOLVE) program 
provide funding mechanisms (i.e. grants and 
loans) to help citizens weatherize wood heated 
homes. The City shall make efforts to publi-
cize and facilitate using these programs for 
this purpose.
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c) Program experience from other areas indicates 
that water conservation in existing homes can 
provide additional water for growth. Programs 
aimed at acquiring this resource shall be 
thoroughly evaluated on equal footing with 
new supply options.

d) Energy efficient appliances represent a cost 
effective energy conservation resource. People 
should be encouraged to install energy effi-
cient appliances. Incentive programs, codes 
and rebates are possible ways to foster this 
policy.

e) The cost of photovoltaics continues to decline. 
At some point in the future, they could be cost 
competitive with alternative forms of energy 
generation. The City needs to monitor this 
technology and accept and embrace it when 
it becomes cost effective for our citizens to 
utilize.

f) Lighting technology is evolving quite rapidly. 
This area could also provide a cost effective 
strategy to pursue in homes. The City shall 
keep updated as this technology evolves and 
help educate citizens who could benefit from 
these technological advances.

g) Passive solar design and sun tempering has 
application in existing homes. Also, solar 
water heating technology and photovolta-
ics might prove to be very cost effective in 
the future in existing homes. Consequently, 
solar access protection is still very important. 
Therefore, we shall continue our aggressive 
policy of protecting solar access.

h) Energy rating and certification systems for 
existing homes are gaining more prominence 
throughout the United States. They utilize the 
competitive marketplace to reward energy 
conservation efforts. There exists potential 
in Ashland to encourage weatherization and 
appliance upgrades by such a system. We shall 
explore the costs and benefits of employing 
such a system.

i) Solar water heaters, coupled with State tax 
credits, can be a cost effective investment for 
some households in Ashland. We shall make 
tax credit information, technical assistance, 
and economic analyses available to Ashland 
citizens for whom solar water heaters are an 
attractive investment.
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j) Multi-family housing is difficult to weatherize 
because most owners do not pay heating bills, 
but their tenants do. Therefore, other types 
of motivation is necessary to encourage weath-
erization of multi-family units. However, util-
ity weatherization programs, coupled with the 
State Business Energy Tax Credits (BETC), 
can sometimes sufficiently motivate owners. 
The City shall promote and educate landlords 
to the benefits of weatherization along with the 
BETC to reach this difficult market.

3) New Housing
a) The Cityʼs Super Good Cents new home certi-

fication program has been very successful in 
encouraging new energy efficient electrically 
heated homes to be built. We shall continue 
to aggressively market this program and assure 
its continued success.

b) Some new homes are not built to the efficiency 
levels of Super Good Cents homes. Efforts 
shall be made to educate all builders in the 
benefits of energy conservation and encourage 
higher levels of conservation in all new homes.

c) New homes and apartments are being built 
which do not utilize the latest technological 

advances in water consuming devices. The 
City shall use any legal means to insure that 
only water conserving equipment be installed 
in new construction. This should be done to 
accommodate growth with lesser incremental 
water demand and also to eliminate the need 
to return to these homes later to retrofit them 
with water conserving devices.

d) Passive solar design and sun tempering are 
very cost effective in new home construction. 
They shall be encouraged in new housing 
developments and individual houses.

e) The City shall address overall energy usage 
of new developments instead of just looking 
at houses on an individual basis. Areas to be 
considered could be transportation energy, 
recycling, composting, communal gardens, 
water usage and solar access protection.

f) Appliance efficiency shall be encouraged in 
new housing. This could be done through 
existing programs (i.e. Super Good Cents), by 
codes, by education or by incentive programs 
(i.e. density bonuses). All of these options 
shall be considered in trying to achieve this 
goal.
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4) Commercial and Industrial Sectors
a) Very little energy conservation has occurred in 

this sector in Ashland. BPA will be sponsoring 
commercial conservation programs in the next 
decade to begin capturing this resource. The 
City shall keep abreast of these developments 
and offer these programs to our commercial 
customers as they become available.

b) The State Small Scale Energy Loan Program 
and Business Energy Tax Credit can help 
finance energy conservation in the 
commercial/industrial sector. The City shall 
publicize their existence in conjunction with 
any commercial conservation programs we 
offer and to any other interested businesses.

c) The Cityʼs Energy Smart Design Assistance 
Program, sponsored by BPA for new commer-
cial buildings and major commercial remodels, 
can have a significant effect on energy usage 
in commercial buildings. The City shall con-
tinue to aggressively market this service and 
also encourage BPA to continue the program 
beyond the initial three year period.

d) If BPA does not make a commercial energy 
auditing program for existing businesses avail-

able by 1993, the City shall investigate starting 
our own commercial energy auditing program. 
Such a program could rely on reliable infor-
mation, education, awards, civic pride, peer 
pressure and possibly even financial incentives 
to encourage energy and water conservation in 
this sector.

e) The City knows very little about the potential 
for water use efficiency in this sector. We need 
to begin gathering data about this sector so 
water conservation can be evaluated for busi-
nesses in Ashland.

f) The City shall ensure that Chapter 53 of 
the Oregon Building Code, which deals with 
energy conservation, is adequately enforced 
for businesses being constructed in Ashland. 
The Cityʼs new Electrical Inspector could be 
especially helpful in this by evaluating light-
ing systems for not only code compliance, 
but also for cost effective investments beyond 
code requirements.

5) Land Use Planning and Zoning
a) The energy efficiency density bonuses in the 

Cityʼs performance standard ordinance have 
been very successful in encouraging new 
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homes to be built more efficiently than Oregon 
building code requirements. This bonus shall 
be preserved and maintained in future versions 
of this code.

b) Performance Standards  ̓density bonuses for 
energy efficient housing have not been utilized 
in multi-family developments on R-2 and R-3 
zoned land. This is because the base density 
is high enough that additional density is not 
needed. The base density in R-2 and R-3 
developments shall be reduced accordingly so 
developers will have an incentive to building 
energy efficient multi-family housing.

c) Many housing developments require a Condi-
tional Use Permit because they are proposed 
for land not zoned residential (i.e. E-1 or 
C-1 land). The City shall have the policy of 
requiring as a condition of approval that these 
developments be built to the energy efficiency 
standards of the Performance Standards Ordi-
nance in all of these conditional use approvals.

d) All planning applications for new commercial, 
industrial or large residential buildings (i.e. 
Site Reviews, Conditional Use Permits, Vari-
ances, etc.) shall include the following infor-

mation as part of the application or prior to 
building permit issuance:
1) Building plans to scale of the proposed 

structure including elevations showing all 
windows on all sides of the structure.

2) Proposed material and levels (R-Values) of 
insulation of the ceiling, floor and all walls 
of the structure.

3) Type and size of the proposed lighting and 
heating system for the structure.

4) A description of the proposed lighting 
system for the structure.

5) A description of any types of energy used 
during the production of a product or 
service delivered or produced by the use. 
(This applies mostly to industrial uses.)

6) A description of the method of water 
heating, if any, proposed for the structure. 
This information shall also include your 
best estimate as to the total annual amount 
and temperature of hot water that will be 
required for the proposed use.
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7) A description of the method of refrigera-
tion, if any, proposed for the structure. 
(This is usually associated with food and 
frozen food.) This information shall also 
include an estimate of the total amount of 
the annual refrigeration load of the pro-
posed building.

8) Any other energy information which will 
aid the Cityʼs Conservation Division in 
computing the above items.

6) Load Control and Shaping
a) The City shall investigate the cost and benefits 

of various load control strategies for residen-
tial electric water heating systems and space 
heating systems.

b) Our citizens have very little understanding of 
the distinction between energy and capacity (or 
demand). If properly educated on this concept, 
many people might voluntarily change discre-
tionary energy usage patterns in a way which 
could help shape the City-wide electric load.

c) Energy and demand rate structures can be used 
to encourage commercial/industrial consum-
ers to reduce their total electric demand on the 
Cityʼs electric system. As rates are changed in 

the future, the goal of load management shall 
receive due consideration in these rate setting 
matters.

d) The newly installed remote metering systems 
at our substations could provide instantaneous 
readouts of electric usage through use of a 
phone line, computer and modem. The City 
needs to investigate the cost and benefits of 
setting up this system.

e) On-peak and off-peak electric rates and/or 
demand charges could give the correct pric-
ing signals to consumers in encouraging load 
reductions. However, the Cityʼs present meter-
ing system does not have this capability. Any 
changes in our metering system should con-
sider this capability and the cost and benefits it 
could provide.

f) Load management programs should share the 
cost savings with citizens providing the load 
management savings. Also, they should be 
designed so as to not inconvenience the cus-
tomer or reduce his standard of living.

g) The Cityʼs largest electricity consumers could 
possibly alter their load patterns and result in 
wholesale electric bill savings for the City. We 
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should work with these citizens and see if this 
is feasible and cost effective.

7) Water Conservation
a) Water rates currently are flat in the residential 

and commercial sector. An inverted or 
increased block rate (i.e. more water usage 
costs more per unit) can help give the correct 
pricing signals to citizens. The City shall con-
sider changing the water rates to encourage 
water conservation and reduce waste.

b) The public needs to be educated about water 
usage and water conservation. Typical water 
usage by application needs to be publicized 
so citizens can make more informed decisions 
about water usage.

c) Irrigation is a large water usage and it also 
can be accomplished with lower quality water. 
Therefore, water conservation efforts shall be 
directed toward an overall reduction of water 
usage (conservation) and substitution of lower 
quality water for outdoor irrigation.

d) Under current state law, as lands with TID 
irrigation rights use annexed to the City and 
converted to urban uses, the TID water right 

must be surrendered. If these uses could con-
tinue to utilize TID water for landscaping and 
irrigation, new water demand could be signifi-
cantly reduced on newly annexed land. The 
City shall explore ways to see if these could 
be facilitated.

e) The City shall maintain City facilities which 
deliver TID water to City residents to ensure 
that this system is usable to the maximum 
extent for irrigation.

f) The water supply portion of any future system 
development charge should be used to raise 
money to pay for increased water supply or 
water conservation programs.

8) Future Considerations
a) There would be advantages to the City if we 

were to become a full energy provider. There-
fore, if the gas company becomes available 
for sale, the City should thoroughly evaluate 
this option of purchasing the gas companyʼs 
infrastructure within the city limits.

b) The future will be quite dynamic and volatile 
in the energy arena. The City needs to actively 
keep abreast of new advances in technology 
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and embrace and encourage ones which can 
benefit water conservation, air quality, energy 
conservation or production.

c) Smart homes, computer and other new elec-
tronic devices will require a higher level of 
electric service and expertise than currently 
required. The City has to take whatever 
measures necessary to ensure that this quality 
electric service and expertise is available for 
our citizens.

d) Small scale energy production systems are 
becoming less expensive and more common. 
The City needs to make sure that we accom-
modate this change and integrate into our 
electric system so citizens will not be tempted 
to bypass our electric system entirely.

e) Utilities are beginning to learn that we can no 
longer just sell our product. We must continue 
to educate people on the wise use of energy. 
Our responsibility no longer ends at delivering 
power to the meter, it extends throughout the 
entire process of using our product. Conserva-
tion shall serve as the foundation of programs 
designed to meet this new challenge.
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12.01 Introduction
The purpose of the Urbanization Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan is to ensure an orderly transition 
of land from rural to urban uses. The main tools of 
urbanization control in Oregon are the urban growth 
boundary and annexation policies. This element 
spells out the method and logic used in drawing the 
urban growth boundary and the policies the City will 
use when considering annexation of land within that 
urban growth boundary. The criteria which are used to 
determine the location of the urban growth boundary 
must include LCDC Goal l4 and the seven findings 
which it requires.

The area within the urban growth boundary but 
outside the City limits, and, in some cases, areas 
outside the urban growth boundary are also subject 
to a joint management agreement between the City 
and the County where both jurisdictions will be able 
to comment on the effect of land use decisions, while 
the County retains a final authority. The urban growth 
boundary may also determine the area in which urban 
facilities can be planned, such as sewer and water 
facilities, etc. Because of this, it forms an essential 
element to the Capital Improvements Program of the 
City.

12.02 Drawing the 
Urban Growth Boundary
As mentioned before, one of the basic criteria for 
drawing an urban growth boundary is the seven find-
ings required by Goal 14—Urbanization. The findings 
are as follows:
1) Demonstrated need to accommodate long-range 

urban population growth requirements consistent 
with LCDC goals. 

2) Need for housing, employment opportunities, and 
livability;

3) Orderly and economic provision for public facili-
ties and services;

4) Maximum efficiency of land uses within and on 
the fringe of the existing urban area;

5) Environmental, energy, economic, and social con-
sequences;

6) Retention of agricultural land as defined, with 
Class I being the highest priority for retention and 
Class VI the lowest priority; and

7) Compatibility of the proposed urban uses with 
nearby agricultural activities.

The main tools of 
urbanization control 
in Oregon are the 
urban growth bound-
ary and annexation 
policies.
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The general methodology used to determine the 
amount of land needed during the planning period has 
been carried out in the other elements of the Plan, 
most importantly the Housing and Economic Ele-
ments. The method used based land need projections 
on the City  ̓s population projections. Then assump-
tions were made regarding such factors as the pro-
jected income of future residents, the types of housing 
they would need, the level of economic activity in 
the City, estimates of the density of housing, the 
number of persons per dwelling unit, and the number 
of employees per acre. Combining these numbers 
yielded an estimate of the number of acres needed for 
housing and economic growth in the City between the 
present and the year 2000.

It is important to note that, because of the number 
of assumptions made, the level of accuracy of these 
projections is not great. Small changes in each of 
those assumptions would result in large differences 
in the amount of acres projected to be used by 
the City. Therefore, the figures are not written in 
stone, but are simply extrapolations of existing and 
past trends. Since they are only estimates, the urban 
growth boundary cannot be located solely to imple-
ment the estimates made in this Plan.

Once the number of acres needed for urbanization 
has been determined, the lands in the City limits 

which are suitable for development must be deter-
mined. These lands, according to State law and City 
policy, are to be used first. If lands are not available in 
the City limits, then additional acreage must be sup-
plied by lands presently in the County. This will help 
determine the eventual amount of land in the urban 
growth boundary. Lands which are in the County but 
are presently supplied with City services and are com-
mitted to urbanization should also be included in the 
urban growth boundary. From all of the above criteria, 
a boundary line is then drawn showing the extent of 
urbanization for the City.

12.03 Land Needs
Table XII-1 shows the land needs which have been 
estimated from prior elements of the Comprehensive 
Plan. For the specific methodology of estimating the 
land needs, refer to the appropriate section.

12.04 Buildable Lands Inventory
Table XII-2 shows the buildable lands presently avail-
able in the City limits. In assessing the buildable lands 
in Ashland, the City used relatively conservative crite-
ria. There are large numbers of small parcels of land 
which, while technically divisible under the minimum 
lot size criteria of the prevailing zoning in the area, 
probably will not be divided and not be available 
for buildable lands. Also, there are lands which are 
too steep or are in a 100-year flood plain and will 

In assessing the 
buildable lands in 
Ashland, the City 
used relatively con-
servative criteria.
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probably not be fully utilized. These lands cannot be 
counted as buildable lands.

Therefore, the following criteria was used for estab-
lishing buildable land:
1) All lots in areas designated single-family residen-

tial of less than one acre in size were discounted 
if they contained at least one single-family home.

 
2) All land which was over 40% average slope was 

discounted as being not buildable.

3) All lands within the 100-year flood plain were 
also discounted as being nonbuildable.

4) In addition, a large amount of land on the north 
side of Bear Creek presently accessed by Moun-
tain Avenue was discounted in the buildable lands 
inventory. While this land is in the City limits and 
has been since the early 1900s, it presently con-
tains very limited utility services and is accessed 
by a single unpaved road. Due to its distance from 
the existing urbanization in Ashland, we have not 
considered that this area will develop over the 
next 20 years unless major public expenditures 
are made to bring paved streets, sewer and water 
to this area.  Therefore, in this particular instance, 
land was also rated as not buildable.

When more land is 
needed than can be 
supplied by buildable 
land in the City, these 
needs must be met 
by land presently not 
in the City limits or, 
in other words, land 
in the urban growth 
boundary.

TABLE XII-3
LAND NEEDED AND AVAILABLE IN UGB

 LDR SFR SR MFR C E* I

Land Needs 127 388 83 54 98 202 104
Buidable in City 256 342 0 13 8 52 3
Needed in UGB 0 46 83 41 * 139 *
Available in UGB 0 160 89 49 5 138 27
Difference 0 +114 +6 +8 * +1 +

* Zoned “employment”; may be used for either commercial or industrial uses.
Represents total demand for both commercial and industrial needs.

TABLE XII-1
ESTIMATED LAND NEEDS

Housing Needs Acres

Low-Density Residential 127
Single-Family Residential 388
Townhouse Residential 83
Multi-Family Residential 54

Economic Activity Needs

Commercial 98
Industrial 104

TABLE XII-2
BUILDABLE LANDS IN THE CITY LIMITS

Residential Land

Zoning RR-.5 R-1-10 R-1-7.5 R-1-5 R-2
Acres 179 102 85 155 13

Commercial & Industrial Land

Commercial Zones Employment Zones Industrial Zones
 8.3 52.4 3
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12.05 Methodology
To determine the amount of buildable land, all parcels 
in the City were inventoried and identified by the type 
of land use present on the parcel. This map was final-
ized in January, 1980, and was used as the basis for 
determining acreage of buildable land. The final totals 
shown on Table XII-2 are the Cityʼs best estimates of 
the lands which are vacant and available for building 
sites in the City limits. Table XII-3 also shows the 
buildable lands minus the needs of the City which 
have been identified in the Comprehensive Plan. 
When more land is needed than can be supplied by 
buildable land in the City, these needs must be met by 
land presently not in the City limits or, in other words, 
land in the urban growth boundary.

12.06 Special Cases
Table XII-3 shows that Ashland has a great deal more 
land designated Low-Density Residential in the City 
limits than it is projected to use (about 129 acres), 
and more land in the urban growth boundary zoned 
Single-Family Residential than it is projected to use 
(about 114 acres). Both these special cases deserve 
some explanation.

The City annexed a great deal of land in the early 
1900s. The City limits were drawn in a large rectan-
gle, following section and township lines rather than 

any specific property lines. The northwest and south-
west corners of this old annexation are still visible 
in the present City boundaries. The northwest sector 
was addressed in the buildable lands inventory. The 
southwest sector, however, has services available to 
it and is largely vacant. It has very severe terrain, 
with slopes generally over 30%, and locally up to 
100%. The hills are covered with a pine-madrone 
vegetation which has a great wildfire hazard. While 
these problems do not in all cases prevent develop-
ment from occurring, they do limit density to less than 
two dwelling units per acre. Because of the amount of 
land in the City limits of this type, the land available 
for low-density development exceeds the projected 
demand. However, this does not conflict with Goal l4 
(Urbanization) as they are not resource lands.

Three areas have been included in the urban growth 
boundary as Single-Family Reserve. Two outside the 
City limits, (Wrightʼs Creek area, and Crowson Road 
area), and one inside (North Mountain Street). This 
is either because the land may or will be within the 
service boundary of the sewer or water supply because 
of topographic reasons, or is already committed to 
development due to small parcel sizes. The North 
Mountain and Crowson Road areas are for the most 
part already served by City sewer and water. The areas 
are not needed for the projected housing demand.
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With the exception of these special areas, all of the 
land within the urban growth boundary is projected to 
be needed for urban uses.

12.07 Drawing the Urban
Growth Boundary
The urban growth boundary must include all land 
which will be urbanized by the year 2000. Table XII-3 
shows the amount of land needed in the urban growth 
boundary produced by the above methodology and 
shows the amount of land actually available in the 
urban growth boundary. There is a fairly close match 
in all of the categories except in the single-family 
residential areas, where there are 124 acres more 
than are needed, using the strict mathematical meth-
odologies described above. However, as mentioned 
above, there are reasons other than the strict applica-
tion of our assumptions for including land within the 
urban growth boundary, especially for areas which 
have been partially urbanized and are served by City 
services but are not presently in the City limits.

12.08 Description of the Urban
Growth Boundary
The Ashland Urban Growth Boundary is relatively 
compact for a city of its size, even for the moderate 
growth description of each segment of the urban 
growth boundary uses the points of reference in Map 
XII-1.

Beginning at point A, which is on the north side of 
I-5, the urban growth boundary follows the City limits 
down to point B. This area is North Mountain Street, 
an area that is presently in a semi-rural state. While it 
has been in the City limits for some time, it remains 
sparsely developed. It is included in the urban growth 
boundary because of the availability of City water, 
sewer and electrical utilities, and its status as land 
committed to urban development. From point B the 
line leaves the City limits to enclose the area around 
Fordyce Street to point C. This is an area which is 
highly parcelized and contains City water service. 
There are several houses in a rural environment in this 
area, and it is included as single-family residential 
land.

The urban growth boundary then follows East Main 
Street, including areas which are designated for 
future expansion by Southern Oregon State College, 
single-family residential, townhouse residential, and 
multi-family residential areas. Across the freeway, the 
urban growth boundary continues along East Main 
until it comes to the Cityʼs Municipal Airport and 
two areas reserved for expansion of the Municipal 
Airport. However, there are no plans for any resi-
dential development in this area. The urban growth 
boundary continues across the northern boundary of 
the Airport to point E, where it intersects Dead Indian 
Road. The urban growth boundary continues down 

The Ashland Urban 
Growth Boundary is 
relatively compact for 
a city of its size.
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Dead Indian Road to Highway 66 at point F and 
includes homes across from the present City limits 
which have water and sewer service from the City. 
The urban growth boundary then crosses the freeway 
at point G.

From this point, the urban growth boundary parallels 
Crowson Road, including additional homes serviced 
by City water, to Siskiyou Boulevard, again reaching 
the City limits near Tolman Creek Road at point 
H. The area enclosed by this boundary includes 
land needed for economic development uses. The 
urban growth boundary then follows closely the City 
limits line, including two small areas of County land 
between point J and K and points L and M. The 
next point of departure for the urban growth boundary 
line is including a small area on the east side of 
Thornton Way starting from point N to point O. This 
area is included since a portion of the area has been 
divided in an old 1910 subdivision and contains future 
rights-of-way. Also, this small area can be served 
by existing urban facilities on Thornton Way, while 
expansion of the Thornton Way area will require a 
sewer to be placed through the middle of this area, 
along Wrights Creek. The urban growth boundary 
then includes an area which is partially urbanized on 
Ashland Mine Road. From here, the urban growth 
boundary encloses the north Ashland area, an urban-
ized area in the County which grew up around the 

intersection of Highway 99 and Valley View Road, 
with its access to the I-5 freeway. The urban growth 
boundary returns to the City limits at point Q.

The only other departure of the urban growth bound-
ary is point R to point S, where it includes the Cityʼs 
sewage treatment plant and a portion of the Bear 
Creek Greenway.

12.09 Goal
It is the City of Ashlandʼs goal to maintain a 
compact urban form and to include and adequate 
supply of vacant land in the City so as not to 
hinder natural market forces within the City, and 
to ensure and orderly and sequential development 
of land in the City limits. 

12.10 Policies
1) The City shall strive to maintain at least a 5-year 

supply of land for any particular need in the City 
limits. The 5-year supply shall be determined by 
the rate of consumption necessitated in the projec-
tions made in this Comprehensive Plan.

2) The City shall incorporate vacant land only after 
a showing that land of similar qualities does not 
already exist in the City limits, or if annexation 
is necessary to alleviate a probable public health 
hazard.
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3) The City shall enter into a cooperative agree-
ment with Jackson County. This agreement shall 
designate the Cityʼs and Countyʼs joint policies 
for land not urbanized. Generally speaking, land 
not in the Cityʼs urban growth boundary is to 
be maintained in a rural state. Land between the 
City limits and urban growth boundary is to be 
maintained in a rural state until annexed by the 
City. Urban level development in the County, but 
within the urban growth boundary, is inappropri-
ate to the needs and desires of the City of Ashland 
to implement its urbanization goal.

4) The City shall develop its Capital Improvement 
Program to accommodate all the land within the 
urban growth boundary with an adequate level 
of urban services for the needs expressed in the 
Cityʼs Comprehensive Plan.
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Implementation
This chapter is included to insure that each policy is implemented by some positive action by the City. 
The policies are usually implemented by ordinance. Some policies, by their nature, are not implemented by 
ordinance, but represent ideals and general goals the City feels are important enough to warrant a policy 
statement. Other policies will require future action by the City. This chapter should be used to determine how 
any specific policy is implemented.
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Chapter I
Historic sites and Structures
GOAL
To preserve historically significant structures and sites 
in Ashland.

POLICIES
I-1   The City recognizes that the preservation of his-

toric sites and buildings provides both tangible 
evidence of our heritage and economic advan-
tages.

I-2   The Historic Commission shall offer recommen-
dations to the City Council and Planning Com-
mission concerning the alteration or disposition 
of structures, sites, or neighborhoods within the 
historic interest areas in Ashland.

I-3   The Historic Commission shall review all build-
ing, sign, demolition, or moving permits occur-
ring in the areas of historic interest, using 
procedures established by law, in order to offer 
its opinion on the proposalʼs impact on historic 
preservation.

I-4   The Historic Commission shall encourage and 
promote general educational programs to inform 
the public of the values of historic preservation.

1) General policy, not implemented by law or 
through the land use process.

2) Chapter 2.24 and 18.74 of the Ashland Municipal 
Code

3) Chapter 18.74 of the Ashland Municipal Code.

4) Chapter 2.24, of the Ashland Municipal Code, 
policy.
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I-5   The Historic Commission shall seek the official 
designation of important historic buildings and 
districts by national, state and local organizations. 
The Commission shall assist the Planning Staff 
and Planning Commission in exercising appropri-
ate controls on the external appearance and dispo-
sition of such buildings and districts.

I-6   The City shall identify and inventory its signifi-
cant historic buildings, structures, sites, objects 
and districts employing photographic, written and 
oral documentation, and maps, and shall protect 
those resources identified as significant.

I-7   The City shall develop and implement through 
law design guidelines for new development as 
well as for alteration of existing structures within 
the historic interest areas for structures and areas 
that are historically significant.

I-8   The Historic Commission shall take appropriate 
measures to encourage City communication with 
local, state and federal agencies which can supply 
funding, information and political support for 
Ashlandʼs historic preservation activities.

I-9   The City shall develop and maintain guidelines 
for analyzing and resolving conflicting uses of its 
historic resources, and shall encourage traditional 

5) Chapter 18.74, Chapter 18.72, AMC

6) General policy

7) Chapters 18.72, 18.74, AMC

8) General Policy

9) General policy, not implemented through the land 
use process.
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uses of historic resources.
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Chapter III
Citizen Participation
and Involvement
GOAL
To maintain a citizen involvement program that 
ensures the opportunity for citizens to be involved in 
all phases of the planning process.

POLICIES
III-I   Continue the existing Ashland citizens  ̓Plan-

ning Advisory Committee to assist the Ashland 
Plan- significant planning issues, implementing 
ordi- nances, and all LCDC and Comprehensive 
Plan goals.

III-2   Ensure, as much as possible, that the 16-mem- 
ber citizens  ̓Planning Advisory Committee 
represents a geographic, occupational and 
ideological cross-section of the citizenship of 
Ashland. All future selections to the Commit-
tee should be with the ideal of representing a 
cross-section of Ashlandʼs population.

III-3   Ensure in the future that all citizens are given 
the opportunity to contribute their views to 
planning issues through the public hearing 
process.

1) Chapter 2.27, 18.108 AMC.

2) Chapter 2.27 of the Ashland Municipal Code.

3) Chapter 2.27 of the Ashland Municipal Code.
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III-4   The City shall sponsor informal workshops 
during the development of significant elements 
of the Plan or implementing ordinances, so that 
complex issues may be better understood by the 
public.

III-5   The City should develop education materials 
such as guidelines, handouts, etc. to increase 
under- standing of the City codes by the general 
pub- lic. When necessary, the City should spon-
sor seminars and classes to better inform the 
public.

4) City policy.

5) City policy.
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Chapter IV
Environmental Resources
GOAL
To guarantee that there is an adequate supply of gran-
ite available for use in and around the city of ashland, 
while ensuring that the incompatible effects of mining 
are sufficiently mitigated.

POLICIES:
IV-1   Restrict the three existing granite quarries to 

operations within the confines of their existing 
tax lots, subject to the non-conforming use sec-
tion of the Land Use Ordinance.

IV-2   Forbid the expansion of the quarries through the 
Conditional Use Permit procedure as spelled out 
in the Cityʼs implementing ordinances.

IV-3   Prevent the establishment of any additional 
quarrying sites within the City due to the 
incompati- bility of mining with other urban 
uses.

IV-4   Ensure that all the existing private and public 
quarries are reclaimed and revegetated after 
mining activities are completed.

1) Chapter 18.14, 18.16, and 18,68.080 of AMC.

2) Chapter 18.14, 18.16, and 18,68.080 of AMC.

3) Chapter 18.14, 18.16

4) Chapter 18.68.080 of the AMC.
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GOAL
To have sound soil conservation and erosion control 
practices in and around ashland.

POLICIES
IV-5  Require that development be accommodated to 

natural topography, drainage, and soils and make 
maximum use of existing vegetation to minimize 
erosion.

IV-6   Prevent development and land management 
18.84, practices which result in rapid runoff and 
accelerated erosion.

IV-7   Require site-preparation procedures and con-
struction practices which minimize erosion and 
sedimentation.

IV-8   Protect essential hillside drainage areas for 
18.84, absorption of storm runoff, and other 
areas subject to severe soil erosion, unless con-
trol can be established.

IV-9   Incorporate site drainage practices that reduce 
runoff velocity and volume, by utilizing the 
natural prop- erties of the soils and vegetation in 
conjunction with sound engineering practices.

5) Chapter 18.62, 18.72, 18.84, and 18.88 of the 
AMC.

6) Zoning map, WR and RR zones, 18.62, 18.72, 
and 18.88 of the AMC.

7) Chapter 18.62, 18.72, 18.84, and 18.88 of the 
AMC.

8) Zoning map, WR and RR zones, 18.62, 18.72, 
18.88 of the AMC.

9) 18.62, 18.72 and 18.88 of the AMC.
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IV-10  Insure that areas of general slope over 30% are 
zoned for two dwelling units per acre or less, 
and permit total lot coverage to be no more 
than 20%.

IV-11  Restrictʼany new partitioning or subdivision of 
land on slopes greater than 40%.

IV-12  Forbid any new development or cuts and fills 
on slopes greater than 50% unless absolutely 
necessary and scientific and geologic evidence 
is available showing that it may be done safety.

IV-13  Use development performance standards based 
on the natural topography, drainage, soils, lot 
coverage, and densities in place of arbitrary 
subdivision standards to ensure that natural 
features are an integral part of the design phase 
of future developments.

GOAL
To reduce the impact of urbanization and other land 
uses on the quality of water in and around ashland 
in order to ensure that the city water supply is of the 
highest possible quality and is drawn from dependable 
sources.

10) Zoning map, WR and RR zones.

11) 18.62 of the AMC.

12) 18.62 of the AMC.

13) 18.62, 18.72, ,18.84, and 18.88 of the AMC.
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POLICIES
IV-14  Encourage public awareness of problems of the 

Ashland watershed and their causes.

IV-15  Prevent any development or activity, future or 
Council existing, ʻ which has an adverse effect 
on the watershed.

IV-16  Maintain and improve the quality of both sur-
face and ground water resources, and prohibit 
new practices and developments which. cannot 
meet water quality standards.

IV-17  Cooperate with agencies, firms and citizens  ̓
use groups in improving water quality and the 
condition of the watershed.

GOAL
To protect the quality of riparian resource lands, and 
preserve their wild- life habitats.

POLICIES
IV-18  Identify, protect and seek conservation ease-

ments throughout significant riparian areas 
(streams, stream banks, and flood plain areas), 
and wildlife habitat areas.

IV-19  Encourage more public access to waterways, 
but define what public activities can take place. 

14) Council policy, not implemented by the land use 
process.

15) Chapter 18.62, Zoning Map, WR zone, and 
policy.

16) Chapter 18.62 of the AMC, WR zone.

17) Council policy, not implemented through the land 
process.

18) 18.72, 18.76, 18.80, 18.84, 18.88 of the AMC.

19) 18.72, 18.76, 18.80, 18.84, 18.88 of the AMC, 
Open Space Plan.
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Ensure that such access does not result in water 
and visual pollution.

IV-20  Where possible, utilize water-related areas for 
visual relief, pockets of wildlife habitat, land-
scaping amenities, natural site design elements, 
recreational uses, bike paths, and pedestrian and 
jogging trails.

IV-21  Utilize local resources to form a technical advi-
sory committee to identify plants and animals 
which rely on riparian habitat for their contin-
ued existence. Retaining these areas in a natural 
state should be of high priority, and develop-
ment should consider and accommodate the 
habitat utilized by these plants and animals.

GOAL
To preserve and protect significant wetlands, and to 
mitigate potential impacts on these areas due to devel-
opment and conflicting uses.

POLICIES
IV-22  Evaluate the quantity and quality of wetland 

resources inside the City Limits and within the 
Urban Growth Boundary through the compila-
tion of an inventory of significant wetlands.

20) 18.72, 18.76, 18.80, 18.84, 18.88 of the AMC, 
Open Space Plan.

21) 18.62, 18.72, 18.76, 18.80, 18.84, and 18.88 of 
the AMC.

22) Adoption of the wetland provisions of 18.62 of 
the AMC.
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IV-23  Develop site review procedures and perfor-
mance 18.88. standards, Using buffering tech-
niques, setbacks, and mitigation measures, to 
reduce the impacts of development on signifi-
cant wetland areas.

IV-24  The City should actively pursue the use 
of Transfer of Development Rights, dedica-
tions, direct-lease arrangements, and purchase 
or other acquisition strategies as viable methods 
for preserving and insuring public access to 
significant wetland areas.

IV-25  Examine the Physical and Environmental Con-
straints AMC. chapter of Ashlandʼs Land Ordi-
nance concerning wetland and riparian areas, 
and insure that existing zoning regulations 
maintain these valuable areas in a natural state.

IV-26  Utilize local resources to form a technical advi-
sory committee to identify plants and animals 
which rely on wetland habitat for their contin-
ued existence. Retaining these areas in a natural 
state should be of high priority, and develop-
ment should consider and accommodate the 
habitat utilized by these plants and animals.

23) 18.72, 18.76, 18.80, 18.84,

24) Open Space Program

25) Chapter 18.62 of the

26) 18.62, 18.72, 18.76, 18.80, 18.84, and 18.88 of 
the AMC.
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GOAL
To protect life and property from flooding and flood 
hazards, and manage the areas subject to flooding to 
protect the publicʼs interest.

POLICIES
IV-27  The City shall continue to participate in the 

National Flood Insurance Program, complying 
with all applicable standards.

IV-28  In flood prone areas, allow alternatives to urban 
development, such as agriculture, open space, 
parks, wildlife habitat, natural areas and recre-
ational uses through the physical and environ-
mental regulations in the City code.

IV-29  Development in any flood prone area is not a 
guar- designing anteed right, but depends upon 
whether the benefits to the public outweigh 
problems which would be caused by develop-
ment, especially problems which may occur 
upstream or downstream during flooding.

IV-30  New development (including fill) shall be 
allowed in floodways only upon the finding 
that obstruction of flood waters is minimized. 
Non-structural solutions to flooding are prefer-
able to structural solutions.

27) 15.10, 18.62 AMC.

28) R, C, and E zoning code, 18.62 of the AMC.

29) City Policy used in flood plain regulations.

30) 18.62 of the AMC.
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IV-31  Fill of flood fringe areas shall require a 
permit as specified in the physical and environ-
mental constraints regulations and fill ghall be 
engineeredʼand compacted to City standards. 
Fills shall be kept to the minimum neces- sary 
to achieve project purposes.

IV-32  Apply special physical and environmental 
restrictions to all areas of Ashland which are 
identified as flood-prone, streams in the federal 
study, and other significant drainage ways.

IV-33  All existing natural drainage ways as identified 
on the physical and environmental constraints 
map shall be left in a natural state or modified 
only after City approval.

IV-34  As proposed with active streambeds, an 
analysis of potential runoff from upstream 
hard-surface areas shall be conducted, and 
streambed profiles shall be adapted to accom-
modate the flow to prevent flooding of adjacent  
residences. The City shall acquire easements to 
maintain the carrying capacity of said stream-
beds.

31) 18.62 of the AMC.

32) 18.62 of the AMC.

33) 18.62 of the AMC.

34) 18.62, 18.72 of the AMC.
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GOAL
To preserve forest areas within and around the City 
for their visual, environmental, wildlife habitat, and 
water quality values.

POLICIES
IV-35  Require that commercial logging of forest lands 

within Ashlandʼs City limits be subject to a 
special permit.

IV-36  Emphasize the preservation of forest vegetation 
to the maximum extent possible as forested 
areas of the City are converted to urban uses.

IV-37  Use low-density zoning to ensure that develop- 
ment of the forested hillsides is kept at a 
level that maintains the forested integrity of the 
areas.

GOAL
To direct density development at less than two dwell-
ing units per acre on areas of greater than 30% slope. 
permit only low intensity development of steep lands, 
with strict erosion control and slope stabilizing mea-
sures.

IV-38  Develop erosion control standards to ensure that 
development of these forested areas will not 
cause erosion problems.

35) WR zoning (18.14.030(H))

36) 18.88 of the AMC.

37) WR, RRzones.

38) 18.62 of the AMC.
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IV-39  Restrict creation of new lots on land that is 
greater than 40% slope, unless a buildable area 
of less than 40% slope is available on each lot.

IV-40  Zone all lands which have a slope generally 
greater than 30% for development that will 
have no more than 2 dwelling units per acre or 
20% lot coverage by impervious surfaces.

GOAL
To preserve existing wildlife habitats and natural areas 
within the city wherever possible.

POLICIES
IV-41  Encourage educational programs documenting 

the value of Ashlandʼs environmental resources 
and current trends in their quality.

IV-42  As a means to provide habitat, implement an 
open space programs that will 1) ensure open 
space, 2) protect scenic and natural resources 
for future generations and 3) promote a healthy 
and visually attractive environment in harmony 
with the natural landscape.

IV-43  Continue to strengthen the site review process 
to assess accurately the environmental impact 
and ensure that changes in land use acknowl-

39) 18.62 of the AMC.

40) Zoning Map, application of the RR zone.

41) Council Policy

42) Chapter VIII of the Comprehensive Plan

43) Council Policy.
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edges limitations and opportunities of the site 
and have as little detrimental impact as possible.

IV-44  Some areas in the City limits cannot be urban-
ized. Those areas, mostly flood-prone areas 
and steep hillsides in the southwest area of the 
City, should be protected by low-density and 
open-space zoning. This low-density zoning 
designation would also provide suitable buffers 
between urbanized land in the City and adja-
cent forest lands in the County.

GOAL
To protect life, property and environmental resources 
in Ashlandʼs urban/wildland interface area from the 
devastating effects of wildfire. Lessen the possibility 
of wildfire spreading to the ashland watershed from 
the urban/wildland interface area.

POLICIES
IV-45  Require installation and maintenance of a 

40-foot fuel break around each dwelling unit or 
structure.

IV-46  Require multi-dwelling unit developments to 
install and maintain a perimeter fuel break to 
prevent fire from entering the development, or 
to prevent a fire spreading from the develop-
ment and threatening the Ashland Watershed. 

44) Zoning Map, use of the WR zone.

45) Chapter 18.62 of the AMC

46) Chapter 18.62 of the AMC
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(Width of break is dependent on topography, 
aspect, vegetation, types and steepness of 
slopes.)

IV-47  Where vegetation needs to be maintained for 
slope Education stability in a fuel break area, 
require plantings of fire- resistant or slow-burn-
ing plants. The City shall make a list of such 
plants available to the public. (See “Wildfire 
Hazard Management in the Urban/Wildland 
Interface in Southern Oregon,” by Claude 
Curran - May, 1978.)

IV-48  Require more than one ingress/egress route 
or road widths wide enough to accommodate 
incoming fire apparatus and evacuating resi-
dents simultaneously in an emergency situation.

IV-49  Require roofs to be constructed of fire-resistant 
materials. Wood shake or shingle roofs would 
not be allowed.

IV-50  Encourage road placement to function as fire 
breaks in urban/wildland interface develop-
ments.

IV-51  Require chimneys of wood-burning devices 
to be equipped with spark arrester caps and/or 
screens.

47) Chapter 18.62, Fire Department Program.

48) 18.62, 18.76, 18.88 of the AMC.

49) 18.62 of the AMC.

50) 18.62 of the AMC.

51) 18.62 of the AMC.
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IV-52  Install all new electrical distribution circuits 
in the urban/wildland interface underground if 
technically feasible.

IV-53  The City shall encourage and support educa-
tion/ information programs dealing with wild-
fire hazards in the urban/wildland interface. 
Information shall be made available through the 
City Building and Planning Depart- ments to 
developers and builders wishing to build in the 
urban/wildland interface.

GOAL
To make a continuing effort to reduce noise levels, 
and insure that new development is developed in a 
way to minimize noise impacts.

IV-54  Establish a noise decibel standard both for 
enforcement of noise complaints from existing 
noise sources, and for evaluating the potential 
for new noise pollution.

IV-55  Insure that residential development is kept away 
from the maximum noise area around that Ash-
land Airport, and that new residential develop-
ment near the Airport is aware of the potential 
for noise, and waives the right to file nuisance 
suits in the future.

52) City policy, Subdivision Standards.

53) City Policy.

54) Chapter 9.08.170, AMC.

55) Chapter 18.60, A-1 Overlay Zone
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IV-56  Discourage new residential areas near the Rail-
road and 1-5 freeway, and where it occurs, 
insure that new development meets that follow-
ing standards: 40dB in the sleeping quarters, 
45dB in the rest of the home, 55 dB for no more 
than 50% of the time in the outdoor spaces, 
and a maximum of 70dB for occasional noise 
sources such as the Railroad.

IV-57  Use the Site Review process to insure that new 
development will meet the Cityʼs noise stan-
dards.

56) Chapter 18.68, General Regulations.

57) Chapter 18.72, Site Design
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Chapter V
Population Projections and Growth
GOAL
To provide for the needs of the expected population 
growth in Ashland to the year 2005, and maintain a 
diversity of income, cultural, and age groups in Ash-
landʼs population, consistent with other plan goals.

POLICIES
V-1  Develop a growth management strategy that 

will exceeds monitor Ashlandʼs size and rate 
of growth. If needed, develop methods to keep 
the growth within the expected population projec-
tion, while accommodating the cyclical nature of 
growth.

V-2  All other plans and projections by the City should 
use the same population projection, for consis-
tency of planning, unless compelling reasons exist 
for using alternative projections.

V-3  Review and revise, if necessary, the population 
projections after data from the 1990 Census is 
available.

V-4  Strive to maintain a diversity of population groups 
in Ashland, especially if increased growth pres-
sure leads to more expensive housing. Concen-
trate on population groups that are important to 

1) Council Policy, implemented if growth the 
expected range for more than three consecutive 
years.

2) Council Policy

3) Planning Division work program

4) Council Policy, Affordable Housing Plan.
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Ashlandʼs character, such ʻ as students, artists and 
actors, employees of the city, school district, and 
college, service personnel who work in the tour-
ism industry, hourly wage earners in local indus-
tries, and local residents who have not retired and 
live on fixed incomes.

V-5  Strive for an equal proportion of cultural minori-
ties as a whole in both the Cityʼs population and 
in municipal employment.

V-6  Develop a system that derives the revenue needed 
Charges to pay for growth related costs from the 
development that is most directly responsible for 
the growth. Only derive the revenue from the 
growth that can be justified as the incremental 
cost that can be identified with the growth. Rev-
enues received should only be spent on projects 
that will alleviate the problems associated with 
the growth. Take steps to reduce financial hard-
ships caused by the growth taxing system where it 
adversely impacts targeted low income groups or 
needed economic development.

V-7  Monitor the proportion of tourist population to 
local population.

5) Council Policy

6) Chapter 4.20, Systems Development

7) Council Policy
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Chapter VI
Housing
GOAL
To ensure a variety of dwelling types and provide 
housing opportunities for the total cross-section of 
Ashlandʼs population, consistent with preserving the 
character and appearance of the city.

POLICIES
VI-1  Given the scarcity and cost of land as a limited 

resource, conserve land and reduce the impact of 
land prices on housing to the maximum extent 
possible, using the following techniques:

a) Use the absolute minimum street widths that 
will accommodate traffic adequately in order 
to reduce aesthetic impacts and lot coverage 
by impervious surfaces.

b) Allow a wide variation in site-built housing 
types through the use of the Cityʼs Perfor- 
mance Standards ordinance. The use of at- 
tached housing, small lots and common open 
spaces shall be used where possible to devel- 
op more moderate cost housing and still re- 
tain the quality of life consistent with Ash- 
landʼs character.

c) Consistent with policies relating to growth 
form, City policy should encourage develop- 

1a) Chapter 18.88 (Performance Standards).

1b) Same as VI-la.

1c) Urban Growth Boundary; see also Urbanization 
goals (Chapter XII).
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ment of vacant available lots within the ur- 
ban area, while providing sufficient new land 
to avoid an undue increase in land prices. This 
shall be accomplished with specific annexation 
policies.

d) Zone lands in the single-family designation 
consistent with the surrounding neighborhood 
if the area is mostly developed. Generally, 
lands south of Siskiyou Boulevard-North Main 
should be R-1-7.5 and R-l-10, and lands south 
of the Boulevard should be R-l-5.

VI-2  Using the following techniques, protect existing 
neighborhoods from incompatible development 
and encourage upgrading:

a) Do not allow deterioration of residential 
areas by incompatible uses and develop-
ments. Where such uses are planned for, clear 
find- ings of intent shall be made in advance 
of the area designation. Such findings shall 
give a clear rationale, explaining the rela- tion-
ship of the area to housing needs, trans- por-
tation, open space, and any other perti- nent 
Plan topics. Mixed uses often create a more 
interesting and exciting urban environ- ment 
and should be considered as a develop- ment 
option wherever they will not disrupt an exist-
ing residential area.

1d) Zone Map,

2a) Conditional uses allowed in R-2 zones (18.24).
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b) Prevent inconsistent and disruptive designs 
in residential areas through use of a limited 
design review concept, in addition to using  
Historic Commission review as part of the site  
review, conditional use permit, or variance  
approval process.

c) Develop programs and efforts for rehabil-
ita-  tion and preservation of existing neigh-
bor-  hoods, and prevent development which is 
in-  compatible and destructive

VI-3  Regulation of residential uses shall be designed 
to complement, conserve and continue the aes-
thetic character of Ashland through use of the 
following techniques:

a) Slope protection and lot coverage performance 
standards shall be used to fit development to 
topography, generally following the concept 
that density should decrease with an increase 
in slope to avoid excessive erosion and hillside 
cuts. This objective shall be used consistent 
with the desire to preserve land by using the 
smallest lot coverage possible.

b) Site and design review shall be used to ensure 
compatible multiple-family structures. Density 
incentives shall be used to encourage innova-

2b) Chapter 18.74 of the AMC

2c) Council Policy, Zoning Code.

3a) Zoning Map, Chapter 18.62, 18.88, AMC.

3b) Chapters 18.88 (Performance Standards);   18.72 
(Site Review).
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tive, non-standardized design in single- family 
areas.

c) Performance standards shall be used to regu- 
late new development in Ashland so that a 
variety of housing types built for the site and 
imaginative residential environments may be 
used to reduce cost and improve the aesthetic 
character of new developments and decrease 
the use of traditional zoning and subdivision 
standards.

d) Street design and construction standards shall 
promote energy efficiency, air quality, and 
minimal use of land. To this end, the City 
shall:
1) Adopt a master conceptual plan of future  

streets by size and use category.

2) Adopt minimum street width standards 
which provide only what is needed for 
adequate traffic flow and parking.

3) Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian traffic  
planning in street design.

4) Limit street slopes, requiring curvilinear  
streets along contours in steeper areas.

3c) Chapter 18.88 (Performance Standards).

3d) Chapter 18.68, ʻ18.82, Chapters 18.88 and 18.80, 
Transportation Plan.
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VI-4  Create and maintain administrative systems that 
will assist in all phases of housing and neigh-
borhood planning through use of the following 
techniques:

a) Establish and maintain a data base system 
which includes measurement of: vacant 
land and land consumption; housing 
conditions; land use, land values, and any 
other perti- nent data.

b) Simplify and strengthen the processing 
approval mechanism so that the intent of 
state and local laws is fulfilled with the 
greatest possible thoroughness and effi-
ciency.

c) Cooperate fully with the Jackson County 
Housing Authority in locating low-income 
units in Ashland when this can be done 
in low-impact, relatively small develop-
ments, or through funding of individual 
homeowner loans or rental assistance.

VI-5  The residential sector is the major user of energy 
in Ashland. Consistent with other housing goals, 
the City shall strive to promote, encourage or 
require energy-efficient design in all new resi-
dential developments.

4a) Not implemented by law; Planning Dept. func-
tion.

4b) Chapter 18.108 (Procedures).

4c) Council policy.

5) Council policy, density bonuses for energy effi-
ciency in residential zones.
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Chapter VII
Economic Element
GOAL
To ensure that the local economy increases in its 
health, and diversifies in the number, type and size 
of businesses consistent with the local social needs, 
public service capabilities, and the .retention of a high 
quality environment.

VII-1  Policy—The City shall zone and designate 
within the Plan Map sufficient quantity of lands 
for commercial and industrial uses to provide 
for the employment needs of its residents and 
a portion of rural residents consistent with the 
population projection for the urban area.

VII-2  Policy—The City shall design the Land Use 
Ordinance to provide for:

a) Land division and development within 
employment and manufacturing districts, 
and continue the employment zoning district 
which will provide for service, retail and light 
industrial uses consistent with specific perfor-
mance standards relative to heavy truck traffic, 
noise, dust, vibration, and non-work related 
single- passenger vehicle trips.

b) Controlled access along Ashland Street to 
ensure limited points of common access to 

1) Zoning Map.

2a) 18.80, 18.40, AMC

2b) 18.72, AMC.
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businesses that are developing or undergoing 
development in this area.

c) Specific development guidelines which will 
ensure that:
1) New development or redevelopment in the 

Historic District will be compatible with 
the character of the district.

2) Development along Siskiyou Boulevard 
and Ashland Street will not primarily be 
automobile-oriented, but will also include 
attractive landscaping and designs that 
encourage pedestrian, bicycle, and mass 
transit forms of travel.

3) Strong sign regulations exist which ensure 
that the number, size and placement of 
signs are the minimum required for recog-
nition by the public of the business at the 
site.

4) Retail, office, and travelerʼs accommoda-
tions and neighborhood shopping in resi-
dential areas, at development intensities 
that are appropriate to the area.

5) Commercial or employment zones where 
business and residential uses are mixed. 

2c) 18.72, 18.74, 18.24, 18.28, 18.32, 18.40, 18.54, 
in the AMC. 
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This is especially appropriate  ̓as buffers 
between residential and employ- ment or 
commercial areas, and in the Downtown.

6) Medical uses as permitted uses in a desig-
nated, zoned area surrounding the Hospital 
and Maple Street.

7) Clear and objective standards for devel-
opment reviews that provide for a quick 
and predictable approval process with a 
reduced amount of uncertainty.

VII-3  Policy—The City shall develop and implement 
an economic development program which will 
attempt to increase the number, variety and size 
of family wage retail, service, and light indus-
trial activity employers within the urban area, 
with particular emphasis on employers paying 
wages at or above the median County wage, 
and employing from 5 to 100 people, or who 
are locally owned. The City shall work with 
regional economic development agencies on 
coordinating regional economic development 
activities.

VII-4  Policy—In accordance with policies VII-2 and 
VII-3 above, the City shall take such actions as 
are necessary to ensure that economic develop-

3) Council Policy not implemented by the Land Use 
Ordinance.

4) Council Policy not implemented by the Land Use 
Ordinance.
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ment can occur in a timely and efficient manner. 
Such actions may include the following:

a) Use of the Local Improvement District 
process to reconstruct or install public 
facilities to commercial, employment, 
and manufacturing zoned lands. Land and 
buildings should be suitable for use by 
small service and manufacturing industries 
of about 10 to 50 employees. Two areas 
of the City that would benefit from this 
policy are those lands designated Employ-
ment served by Exit 14 of the I-5 freeway 
and Hersey Street and “A” Street.

b) Utilization of available grants and loans to 
finance the extension of public facilities to 
lands zoned or planned for commercial or 
industrial use.

c) Inclusion within the Capital Improvement 
programs facilities improvements which 
will help achieve long- range development 
goals and policies.

VII-5  The City shall encourage economic devel-
opment of the local resources and enhance 
employment opportunities for existing resi-
dents. The Cityʼs policy is that economic 
development shall always have as its primary 

5) Council Policy not implemented by the Land Use 
Ordinance.
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purpose the enhancement of the communityʼs 
economic health.

VII-6  The City shall work with the College to 
encourage the growth of research. and gradu-
ate programs. The City shall encourage the 
establishment of the Asian Studies facility, and 
other such facilities that provide a bridge to the 
international marketplace.

VII-7  The City is clearly unsuitable for the following 
types of businesses:

a) Businesses which use large amounts of 
water, especially when Ashlandʼs water 
needs peak.

b) Businesses that emit large amounts of air 
pollution.

c) Businesses that create toxic wastesʼthat 
require specialized disposal techniques not 
available locally.

The City shall include in the Land Use Ordinance 
a specific list of businesses that are prohibited from 
operations in the City Limits, or specific performance 
standards that would define uses that are unacceptable 
because they meet one or more of the above criteria.

6) Council Policy not implemented by the Land Use 
Ordinance.

7) City Policy, Zoning Code.
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Chapter VIII
Parks, Open Space, and Aesthetics
GOAL
To provide the people of Ashland with a variety quan-
tity and quality of parks, park facilities, open spaces, 
trails, and visual resources sufficient for their needs

POLICIES
VIII-1  Develop a parkland acquisition and develop-

ment plan in accordance with community 
growth and projected park demand. Accom-
plish acquisition according to a plan developed 
by the City and the Parks and Recreation Com-
mission.

VIII-2  Assist in the development of the Bear Creek 
Greenway, including the Ashland Creek por-
tion of the city park system.

VIII-3   Encourage school-park joint developments.

VIII-4  Coordinate parkland acquisition and design 
with other agencies involved with park usage. 
Agencies should include Jackson County and 
the public school system.

VIII-5  Encourage the development of private 
common open space areas in new residential 

1) Chapter VIII, Council and Parks Commission 
Policy.

2) City Policy not implemented by law.

3) City and Parks Commission Policy.

4) City and Parks Commission Policy.

5) Chapter 18.84, 18.88, AMC.
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developments to offset the demand for addi-
tional public parks.

VIII-6  The City shall adopt an official map that will 
identify the planned areas for parks, new natu-
ral areas, conservation areas and t-rails. Where 
only a portion of the property is required for 
park or open space use, development can occur 
on the remainder of the property. When only a 
small portion of the property is required for a 
public purpose, and the new development will 
benefit from the public area, dedication may 
be required. Otherwise, the City will purchase 
the property, paying fair compensations. When 
development is possible, if the City does not 
have the funds available for the intended 
purchase within a reasonable amount of time, 
the City shall release the land from the Parks 
designation and allow the development consis-
tent with other plan policies.

VIII-7  Develop the system of corridors, linear park 
routes and trails outlined in the Park and 
Open Space map. Encourage interconnections 
between parks, open spaces, bicycle paths, 
easements, irrigation ditches, scenic roadway 
routes, railroad rights-of-way, etc. Require that 
commonly used trails across private property 
be preserved when developed.

6) Parks and Open Space Map, Chapter 18.72, 
18.76, 18.80, 18.84, and 18.88 of the AMC, 
Council and Parks Commission. Policy, Article 
XIX and XIXA of the City Charter.

7) Chapter 18.72, 18.76, 18.84, 18.88, and 18.82 
AMC.
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VIII-8  Establish, where possible, trails along non-ur-
banized sections of stream corridors, ensuring 
that stream ecology and any residences are 
protected. Prohibit development that would 
prohibit stream corridors from being utilized 
for trails.

VIII-9  Require all new residential, commercial and 
industrial developments to be designed and 
landscaped to a high standard to complement 
the proposed site and the surrounding area.

VIII-10  Encourage improvement programs for exist-
ing areas with consideration to such items as 
exterior maintenance, landscaping, signs, and 
underground placement of utilities.

VIII-11  Require high standards of design and land-
scaping for development adjacent to major 
arterials, and encourage dividers in any new 
access routes into Ashland.

VIII-12  Require, where possible, that the original 
vegetation be retained and require the restora-
tion of new vegetation if it is removed.

VIII-13  Require street trees in all new residential, 
commercial and industrial developments.

8) Chapter 18.72, 18.76, 18.84, 18.88, and 18.82 
AMC.

9) Chapter 18.72, AMC.

10) Council Policy not implemented by law.

11) Council Policy, Chapter 18.72, AMC.

12) Chapter 18.72, AMC.

13) Chapter 18.72, 18.76, 18.84, and 18.88 AMC.
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VIII-14  Views of Pompadour Bluff, Van Dykeʼs 
Cliffs, Mt. Ashland, Grizzly Peak, and the 
surrounding ridges are irreplaceable assets 
to Ashland, and should be protected through 
cooperation with Jackson County.

VIII-15  Insure that the Tree Commission has an 
opportunity to review and comment on all 
significant landscaping in the city, public or 
private.

VIII-16  Develop an urban forest plan for the City 
including a street tree and a non-street tree 
section, a tree resource inventory, a plan for 
preservation and renewal of trees of stature 
and native species, long range maintenance 
plan, a plan to promote the greater use of 
trees and shrubs on both public and private 
land, and plan to educate the public regarding 
benefits of trees on public right-of ways.

VIII-17  Take necessary steps to annually be a Tree 
City, USA.

VIII-18  Establish a Plant Arboretum and/or a direc-
tory of notable trees in the City.

14) Council Policy

15) Council Policy, Chapter 2.25, AMC

16) Council Policy

17) Council Policy

18) Future action
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VIII-19  Increase the portion of the city covered by a 
tree canopy, especially parking lots and other 
paved areas.

VIII-20  Develop an urban forest interface plan to 
enhance the aesthetic and recreational oppor-
tunities created by this resource. The plan 
will also include wildlife enhance- ment 
measures and a fire control plan.

VIII-21  Establish criteria and map the visual 
resources of Ashland, from selected points 
outside the city looking in, and from strategic 
points within the city looking out.

VIII-22  The City will cooperate and when necessary, 
negotiate with the county, USFS and BLM 
concerning activities within the viewshed that 
would impact the visual integrity of the area.

19) Council Policy, Chapter 18.72, AMC.

20) City Policy, future action.

21) Future action, not currently implemented.
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Chapter IX
Public Services
GOAL
To provide public utilities, services and facilities in an 
orderly, efficient and environmentally sensitive way 
and in sufficient quantity to meet City needs now and 
in the future.
IX-1  Provide urban areas with the level of services 

appropriate to the density of the settlement and 
resultant service demand.

IX-2  Provide services in a timely, coordinated and or- 
derly manner that minimizes costs and incon- 
development.

IX-3  Prevent urban sprawl and “leap-frogging” by 
pro- viding full services in a staged manner: first 
to areas within the City limits, then to the area 
within the Urban Growth Boundary.

IX-4  Encourage the underground placement of utility 
lines, with any above-ground facilities designed 
to fit the landscape.

IX-5  Encourage early planning and acquisition of 
sites for needed public facilities (e.g., fire sta- 
tions, schools, roads, parks, etc.).

1) Urban Growth Boundary and Annexation policies.

2) Urban Growth Boundary and Annexation policies.

3) Same as IX-2.

4) Chapters 18.80 (Subdivisions); 18.88 (Perfor-
mance Standards)

5) Council policy; Capital Improvement Program.
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IX-6  In conjunction with studies of housing, land 
use, downtown policies, etc., identify and imple- 
ment innovative service teqhniques in anticipa- 
tion of major trends, needs, and economic or en- 
vironmental changes, rather than waiting to react 
when all options are closed.

IX-7  Use Capital Improvement planning to ensure that 
long-term public facility planning be as cost-
effective as possible.

IX-8  Consider system development charges to fund 
large capital costs caused by growth.

GOAL
To provide sanitary sewers that meet environmental 
standards for all areas within the city limits.

IX-9  Encourage early planning for new sewage treat-
ment facilities, outlining site requirements, use 
of sewage treatment by-products, costs and 
financing.

IX-10  Where feasible, require all development within 
the City to use Ashland treatment facilities.

IX-11  Encourage productive use of sewage treatment 
by-products.

6) City Council policy.

7) Same as IX-5.

8) Chapter 4.20 (System Development Charges).

9) Council policy; Capital Improvement Program.

10) Chapter 14.081020 (D)

11) Council policy.
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IX-12  Consider the modification of the Cityʼs sewage 
treatment facility to a tertiary treatment facility 
as part of the Cityʼs overall Capital Improve- 
ment Plan.

IX-13  Require annexation or contract annexation in 
order to receive sewer service in unincorpo-
rated areas.

IX-14  Size future sanitary sewers to provide for pro-
jected growth within the Urban Growth Bound-
ary, based upon the Cityʼs Comprehensive Plan, 
and for anticipated future growth for the life of 
the facility.

GOAL
To provide sufficient water supply for ashland resi-
dents.

POLICIES
IX-15  The City should continue to acquire priority 

water rights on Ashland Creek as they become 
available.

IX-16  The City should attempt to purchase additional 
Talent Irrigation District water from confirmed 
owners.

12) Council policy; Capital Improvement Program.

13) Existing Chapter 14.20 of Municipal Code.

14) Council policy.

15) City Council policy.

16) Same as IX-15.
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IX-17  The City should further study the construction 
of a new impoundment on Ashland Creek at 
the Winburn site to augment the Cityʼs storage 
capacity in the watershed.

IX-18  The City should prioritize and implement 
needed water system improvements, as identi-
fied by the City Water Plan, as part of the Cityʼs 
overall Capital Improvement Plan.ʼ

IX-19  The City should develop water conservation 
meas- ures which can be implemented in criti-
cal water years.

IX-20  The City should exert pressure on the U.S. 
Forest Service to manage the watershed in 
ways which are compatible and not detrimental 
to Ashlandʼs future use of the watershed as 
the Cityʼs water supply. Uses of the watershed 
which cause increased sedimentation in Reeder 
Reservoir should be very strongly opposed by 
the City.

IX-21  Ensure that the Cityʼs efforts to remove sed-
iment from Reeder Reservoir have as little 
harmful en- vironmental impacts on Ashland 
and Bear Creeks as possible.

17) Council policy.

18) Capital Improvement Program.

19) Council policy.

20) Council policy.

21) Council policy.
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GOALS
To provide an adequate storm water drainage system 
throughout the entire City of Ashland.

POLICIES
IX-22  The City should fund and develop an overall 

storm water management plan for the entire City.

IX-23  Ensure that all new developments include 
a drainage system which protects adjoining 
proper- ty as much as possible.

IX-24  Encourage drainage systems that utilize natural 
drainage ways and minimize the amount and 
rate of surface runoff.

IX-25  Consider necessary improvements to the Cityʼs 
storm water system as part of the Cityʼs overall 
Capital Improvement Plan.

IX-26  In all new developments, discourage the pump-
ing of storm water drainage, including the use 
of sump pumps.

GOAL
To provide systematic control of the solid waste pro-
cess from collection to storage, emphasizing efficiency, 
resource recovery and environmental protection.

22) Council policy.

23) Chapters 18.72 (Site Review); 18.92 (Parking); 
18.80 (Subdivisions); 18.88 (Performance Stan-
dards); 18.62 (Physical Constraints).

24) Chapters 18.88 (Performance  Standards); 18.72 
(Site Review);  18.62 (Physical Constraints).

25) Capital Improvement Program.

26) Same as IX-23; Council policy.
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POLICIES
IX-27  Encourage opportunities for recycling and 

resource recovery in all solid waste collection 
programs.

IX-28  Encourage high environmental and aesthetic 
stan- dards in the collection, resource recovery 
and disposal of solid waste.

IX-29  The City shall coordinate with Jackson County 
on the provision of solid waste disposal sites to 
meet current and long-range needs.

GOAL
To make maximum effort toward utilization of present 
and future educational and recreational facilities and 
resources through public, private and city cooperation.

POLICIES
IX-30  Encourage cooperation between the City and 

School District when new school facilities are 
con- sidered or when City action affects the 
School District.

IX-31  Encourage early acquisition of school sites of 
sufficient size for school/park facilities.

27) Council Policy, Chapter 18.72 (Site Design)

28) State and Federal regulations.

29) Council policy.

30) SOSC-City agreement.

31) Capital Improvement Program.
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IX-32  Assess the impact of large-scale proposed 
devel- opments and their effect on the schools 
which they impact.

IX-33  The City shall coordinate with Jackson County 
on the provision of solid waste disposal sites to 
meet current and long-range needs.

GOAL
To make maximum effort toward utilization of present 
and future educational and recreational facilities and 
resources through publicense, private and city coop-
eration.

POLICIES
IX-34  Encourage cooperation between the City and 

School District when new school facilities are 
con- sidered or when City action affects the 
School District.

IX-35  Encourage early acquisition of school sites of    
sufficient size for school/park facilities.

IX-36  Assess the impact of large-scale proposed 
devel- opments and their effect on the schools 
which they impact.

32) Existing public notice requirements.

33) Council policy.

34) City Policy.

35) City Policy.

36) Existing public notice requirements, communica-
tion with School Board.
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Introduction 
The Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Plan is the product of a 
comprehensive regional land-use planning effort undertaken by the 
cities of Ashland, Central Point, Eagle Point, Medford, Phoenix, 
Talent, and Jackson County to address long-term urbanization 
needs of the region, including the establishment of goals and 
policies.  
 
The most significant product of the Regional Plan is the 
establishment of requirements which affect the form and function 
of future urban-level development and the creation of an Urban 
Reserve (UR) for each of the cities, the purpose of which is to set 
aside a 50-year supply of land for future urban-level development 
to accommodate the anticipated doubling of the region’s 
population. The method of establishing an urban reserve is defined 
in state law (see ORS 195.137–145).  
 
Adoption milestones:  
 On March 18th, 2009 by Ordinance No. 2980, the City of 

Ashland signed the Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional 
Problem Solving Participants’ Agreement, acknowledging and 
supporting the continued efforts in completing and adopting a 
long-term regional plan for the continued urbanization of the 
Greater Bear Creek Valley.  

 On November 23rd, 2011 the Jackson County Board of 
Commissioners adopted Ordinance No. 2011-14 approving the 
Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Plan (Regional Plan).  

 The Regional Plan was considered by the Oregon Land 
Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) on March 
15th, 2012 at which time it identified a number of issues that 
needed to be further addressed prior to acknowledgement of the 
Regional Plan.  

 On May 24, 2012 Jackson County initiated a limited re-opening 
of the adopted Regional Plan to address the issues initially 
identified by LCDC.  Following hearings before the Jackson 
County Planning Commission and the Jackson County Board of 
Commissioners in May and June of 2012, the Board adopted a 
revised Regional Plan on June 27, 2012.   

 Concurrently with Jackson County’s adoption of the revised 
Regional Plan, each of the six participating cities conducted 
hearings to adopt new Regional Plan Elements into their 
respective Comprehensive Plans to incorporate the applicable 
portions of the County-adopted Regional Plan.    The City of 
Ashland conducted hearings before its Planning Commission 
and City Council in June, July and August of 2012, and 
ultimately adopted this new Regional Plan Element as Ordinance 
3069 on August 8, 2012.   
 

The City of Ashland is the only participating city to not identify 
urban reserves as it was determined that existing lands within the 
city limits and urban growth boundary were sufficient to 
accommodate anticipated growth over the planning period.  
Ashland however remains a full signatory participant in the 
Regional Plan and any future identification of urban reserves for 
Ashland will be subject to the Regional Plan’s requirements.  The 
purpose of this Comprehensive Plan element is to acknowledge by 
reference the entire Greater Bear Greek Valley Regional Plan 
(Regional Plan) 1, and to incorporate those sections of the Regional 
Plan that are applicable to the City of Ashland or that will become 
applicable when the City identifies urban reserves, and in so doing 
commence implementation of the Regional Plan. 
 

                                                       
1 The entirety of the Regional Plan can be found in the Jackson County Comprehensive 
Plan. 
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14.01  Regional Plan Goals and Policies 
The Regional Plan contains three goals and guiding policies2 that 
form the basis of the Regional Plan: 1) Manage future regional 
growth for the greater public good; 2) Conserve resource and open 
space lands for their important economic, cultural and livability 
benefits; and 3)  Recognize and emphasize the individual identity, 
unique features, and relative competitive advantages and 
disadvantages of each community within the Region.  These goals 
and the associated policies are made a part of this Regional Plan 
Element. 
 
14.02  Urban Reserve  
The following describes the context in which the City made the 
decision not to identify urban reserve areas. Appendix A of this 
Element has been reserved for maps to be adopted when Urban 
Reserve Areas are identified for Ashland.  Appendix B has been 
reserved for a detailed description of the selection process for 
future Urban Reserve Areas, and Appendix C has been reserved 
for a future Urban Reserve Management Agreement to be mutually 
agreed upon by Jackson County and the City of Ashland when 
Urban Reserves are identified for Ashland.  
 
14.02.01  City Descriptions   
Ashland is a unique community in Oregon, well known for its 
downtown, its network of parks and trails including Lithia Park, 
the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, and Southern Oregon University.  
Ashland functions as a regional specialty area for shopping and 
entertainment, with many fine restaurants and boutiques.  The 
community has garnered accolades over the years as one of the top 
communities in the nation for the arts, outdoor recreation, and as a 

                                                       
2 Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Plan, Chapter 1, Section 5.3.2 

place to retire.  It also serves as a regional center for higher 
education.  
 
The geographical realities of the City’s location limit the ultimate 
growth of the community, as Ashland has chosen not to jump over 
the I-5 freeway to accommodate additional growth on the foothills 
of the Cascades, nor keep lengthening an already linear 
community.  The community has taken strong steps to preserve its 
livable character, from adopting an Open Space Program funded 
by a local meals tax, to restricting “big box” retail development, to 
enacting strong design standards for all developments.  Ashland 
also has taken the direction of strong controlled growth, carefully 
annexing new properties into the community based on need and 
public good, and encouraging affordable housing whenever 
possible in new residential developments.   
 
14.02.02  City Growth Guidelines and 
Policies  
The City of Ashland’s decision in 2003 not to request any urban 
reserve areas was the culmination of a process of studies by the 
City Council and Planning Commission, and with the cooperation 
and involvement of interested parties and the general public.  The 
Ashland Planning Commission held a series of open public 
meetings to explore options for growth areas and to develop a 
vision of the City’s future identity.  These events drew in partner 
districts and agencies to share their needs and the needs of their 
constituencies for such things as housing, economic opportunities, 
recreation, and other quality of life issues.  Extensive public input 
on potential growth areas was gathered at Planning Commission 
meetings on April 22nd, August 26th and October 28th, 2003.  This 
input culminated in a series of Planning Commission meetings in 
late 2003, with final adoption of Resolution #2003-037 by the City 
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Council on December 2nd, 2003 to formalize the decision to 
request no urban reserve areas for the City as part of the regional 
planning process.   
 
14.02.03  Urban Reserve Areas and Land 
Uses  
The City of Ashland has not identified any Urban Reserve Areas 
(URAs) through the regional planning process.  Any future 
proposal to establish a URA or expand Ashland’s existing Urban 
Growth Boundary (UGB) by not more than 50 acres will require a 
minor amendment of the Regional Plan as detailed more fully in 
Section 4.4 below.  
 
14.03  Regional Obligations 
The City agrees to comply with all applicable requirements of the 
Regional Plan, Chapter 5, which follow below. The City may not 
unilaterally amend these requirements.  
 
14.03.01  Performance Indicators 
ORS 197.656(2)(b)(C) 
To effectuate the Regional Plan, Jackson County shall adopt the 
Regional Plan in its entirety into the County Comprehensive Plan. 
The Participating cities then shall incorporate the portions of the 
Regional Plan that are applicable to each individual city into that 
city’s comprehensive plan and implementing ordinances, and shall 
reference the Plan as an adopted element of Jackson County’s 
Comprehensive Plan.  After the County and all participating cities 
have completed the adoptions, the amendments must be submitted 
to the State of Oregon Department of Land Conservation and 
Development for acknowledgement by the Land Conservation and 

Development Commission. Only after this acknowledgement does 
the Regional Plan become effective. 
 
Progress following the acknowledgement of the Greater Bear 
Creek Valley Regional Plan by the State of Oregon will be 
measured against a number of performance indicators to determine 
the level of compliance by participating jurisdictions with the Plan 
or the need to refine or amend it.  The measurable performance 
indicators listed below are those identified as necessary for the 
acknowledgement of the Plan and as appropriate for monitoring 
compliance with the Plan.   
 
County Adoption. Jackson County shall adopt the Regional Plan 
in its entirety into the County Comprehensive Plan and 
implementing ordinance. 
 
City Adoption. All participating jurisdictions shall incorporate the 
portions of the Regional Plan that are applicable to each individual 
city into that city’s comprehensive plan and implementing 
ordinances, and will reference the Plan as an adopted element of 
Jackson County’s Comprehensive Plan.  
 
Urban Reserve Management Agreement. Participating 
jurisdictions designating an Urban Reserve Area (URA) shall 
adopt an Urban Reserve Management Agreement (URMA) 
between the individual city and Jackson County per Oregon 
Administrative Rule 660-021-0050. Adoption shall occur prior to 
or simultaneously with adoption of the URAs.  
 
Urban Growth Boundary Management Agreement. If there is 
an inconsistency between the Regional Plan and an adopted Urban 
Growth Boundary Management Agreement (UGBMA), the city 
and Jackson County shall adopt a revised UGBMA. When an 
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inconsistency arises, provisions in the Regional Plan and 
associated URMA shall override the provisions in the UGBMA, 
until the UGBMA is updated. 
 
Committed Residential Density. Land within a URA and land 
currently within an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) but outside of 
the existing City Limit shall be built, at a minimum, to the 
following residential densities. This requirement can be offset by 
increasing the residential density in the City Limit. 
 

City 
Dwelling units per gross acre 
2010–2035 2036–2060 

Ashland (UGB only) 
Central Point 

6.6 
6.9 

n/a 
7.9 

Eagle Point 6.5 7.5 
Medford 6.6 7.6 
Phoenix 6.6 7.6 
Talent 6.6 7.6 
 
Prior to annexation, each city shall establish (or, if they exist 
already, shall adjust) minimum densities in each of its residential 
zones such that if all areas build out to the minimum allowed the 
committed densities shall be met.  This shall be made a condition 
of approval of a UGB amendment. 
 
Mixed-Use/Pedestrian-Friendly Areas. For land within a URA 
and for land currently within a UGB but outside of the existing 
City Limit, each city shall achieve the 2020 benchmark targets 
for the number of dwelling units (Alternative Measure no. 5) and 
employment (Alternative Measure no. 6) in mixed-use/pedestrian-
friendly areas as established in the 2009 Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP) or most recently adopted RTP. Beyond the year 2020, 

cities shall continue to achieve the 2020 benchmark targets, or if 
additional benchmark years are established, cities shall achieve the 
targets corresponding with the applicable benchmarks. 
Measurement and definition of qualified development shall be in 
accordance with adopted RTP methodology. The requirement is 
considered met if the city or the region overall is achieving the 
targets or minimum qualifications, whichever is greater. This 
requirement can be offset by increasing the percentage of dwelling 
units and/or employment in the City Limit. This requirement is 
applicable to all participating cities. 
 
Conceptual Transportation Plans. Conceptual Transportation 
Plans shall be prepared early enough in the planning and 
development cycle that the identified regionally significant 
transportation corridors within each of the URAs can be protected 
as cost-effectively as possible by available strategies and funding. 
A Conceptual Transportation Plan for a URA or appropriate 
portion of a URA shall be prepared by the City in collaboration 
with the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization, 
applicable irrigation districts, Jackson County, and other affected 
agencies, and shall be adopted by Jackson County and the 
respective city prior to or in conjunction with a UGB amendment 
within that URA. 
 
Transportation Infrastructure. The Conceptual Transportation 
Plan shall identify a general network of regionally significant 
arterials under local jurisdiction, transit corridors, bike and 
pedestrian paths, and associated projects to provide mobility 
throughout the Region (including intracity and intercity, if 
applicable). 
 
Conceptual Land Use Plans. A proposal for a UGB Amendment 
into a designated URA shall include a Conceptual Land Use Plan 
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prepared by the City in collaboration with the Rogue Valley 
Metropolitan Planning Organization, applicable irrigation districts, 
Jackson County, and other affected agencies for the area proposed 
to be added to the UGB as follows: 
 
Target Residential Density. The Conceptual Land Use Plan shall 
provide sufficient information to demonstrate how the residential 
densities of Chapter 5, Section 2.5 will be met at full build-out of 
the area added through the UGB amendment. 
 
Land Use Distribution. The Conceptual Land Use Plan shall 
indicate how the proposal is consistent with the general 
distribution of land uses in the Regional Plan, especially where a 
specific set of land uses were part of the rationale for designating 
land which was determined by the Resource Lands Review 
Committee to be commercial agricultural land as part of a URA, 
which applies to the following URAs: CP-1B, CP-1C, CP-4D, CP-
6A, CP-2B, MD-4, MD-6, MD-7mid, MD-7n, PH-2, TA-2, TA-4. 
 
Transportation Infrastructure. The Conceptual Land Use Plan 
shall include the transportation infrastructure required in Chapter 
5, Section 2.7.1. 
 
Mixed Use/Pedestrian Friendly Areas. The Conceptual Land Use 
Plan shall provide sufficient information to demonstrate how the 
commitments of Chapter 5, Section 2.6 will be met at full build-out 
of the area added through the UGB amendment. 
 
Agricultural Buffering. Participating jurisdictions designating 
Urban Reserve Areas shall adopt the Regional Agricultural 
Buffering program in Volume 2, Appendix III into their 
Comprehensive Plans as part of the adoption of the Regional Plan. 
The agricultural buffering standards in Volume 2, Appendix III 

shall be adopted into their land development codes prior to a UGB 
amendment. 
 
Regional Land Preservation Strategies. Participating 
jurisdictions have the option of implementing the Community 
Buffer preservation strategies listed in Volume 2, Appendix V of 
the Regional Plan or other land preservation strategies as they 
develop. 
 
Housing Strategies. Participating jurisdictions shall create 
regional housing strategies that strongly encourage a range of 
housing types throughout the region within five years of 
acknowledgement of the Regional Plan. 
 
Urban Growth Boundary Amendment. Pursuant to ORS 
197.298 and Oregon Administrative Rule 660-021-0060, URAs 
designated in the Regional Plan are the first priority lands used for 
a UGB amendment by participating cities. 
 
Land outside of a city’s URA shall not be added to a UGB unless 
the general use intended for that land cannot be accommodated on 
any of the city’s URA land or UGB land. 
 
Land Division Restrictions. In addition to the provisions of 
Oregon Administrative Rule 660-021-0040, the following apply to 
lots or parcels which are located within a URA until they are 
annexed into a city:  
 
The minimum lot size shall be ten acres; 
 
Development on newly created residentially zoned lots or parcels 
shall be clustered to ensure efficient future urban development and 
public facilities, and this shall be a condition of any land division; 
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Land divisions shall be required to include the pre-platting of 
future lots or parcels based on recommendations made by the city 
government to which the urban reserve belongs; 
 
Land divisions within a URA shall not be in conflict with the 
transportation infrastructure identified in an adopted Conceptual 
Transportation Plan; and 
 
As a condition of land division approval, a deed declaration shall 
be signed and recorded that recognizes public facilities and 
services will be limited as appropriate to a rural area and 
transitioned to urban providers in accordance with the adopted 
URMA.  
 
Rural Residential Rule. Until the City of Ashland adopts an 
Urban Reserve Area, the minimum lot size for properties within 
one mile of the Urban Growth Boundary of Ashland shall continue 
to be ten acres, as outlined in Oregon Administrative Rule 660-
004-0040(8)(c).  
 
Population Allocation. The County’s Population Element, as 
recently amended to be more consistent with Ashland’s actual 
population growth and projections in Ashland’s Comprehensive 
Plan, shall be updated per statute to be consistent with the gradual 
implementation of the adopted Plan. If changes occur during an 
update of the County’s Population Element that result in 
substantially different population allocations for the participating 
jurisdictions of this Regional Plan, then the Plan shall be amended 
according to Chapter 5, Section 5.2  of the Plan. 
 
Greater Coordination with the RVMPO. The participating 
jurisdictions shall collaborate with the Rogue Valley Metropolitan 
Organization (RVMPO) to: 

Prepare the Conceptual Transportation Plans identified in Chapter 
5, Section 2.7. 
 
Designate and protect the transportation infrastructure required in 
the Conceptual Transportation Plans identified in Chapter 5, 
Section 2.7.1 to ensure adequate transportation connectivity, 
multimodal use, and minimize right of way costs. 
 
Plan and coordinate the regionally significant transportation 
strategies critical to the success of the adopted Regional Plan 
including the development of mechanisms to preserve rights-of-
way for the transportation infrastructure identified in the 
Conceptual Transportation Plans; and 
 
Establish a means of providing supplemental transportation 
funding to mitigate impacts arising from future growth. 
 
Future Coordination with the RVCOG. The participating 
jurisdictions shall collaborate with the Rogue Valley Council of 
Governments on future regional planning that assists the 
participating jurisdictions in complying with the Regional Plan 
performance indicators. This includes cooperation in a region-wide 
conceptual planning process if funding is secured. 
 
Expo. During the first Coordinated Periodic Review process for 
the Regional Plan, Jackson County shall consider including the 
land occupied by the Jackson County Expo to the City of Central 
Point’s Urban Reserve Area.  
 
Agricultural Task Force. Within six months of acknowledgement 
of the Regional Plan by the Land Conservation and Development 
Commission (LCDC),  Jackson County shall appoint an 
Agricultural Task Force made up of persons with expertise in 
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appropriate fields, including but not limited to farmers, ranchers, 
foresters and soils scientists, representatives of the State 
Department of Agriculture, the State Forestry Department, the 
State Department of Land Conservation and Development, Jackson 
County, and the cities participating in the regional planning 
process.   
 
The Agricultural Task Force shall develop a program to assess the 
impacts on the agricultural economy of Jackson County arising 
from the loss of agricultural land and/or the ability to irrigate 
agricultural land, which may result from Urban Growth Boundary 
Amendments. The Agricultural Task Force shall also identify, 
develop and recommend potential mitigation measures to offset 
those impacts. Appropriate mitigation measures shall be applied to 
Urban Growth Boundary Amendment proposals. 
 
14.03.02  Incentives and Disincentives 
ORS 197.656(2)(B)(D) 
The state requires that participants in an RPS process delineate the 
factors, mechanisms, or outcomes that constitute the most 
compelling reasons for participants to comply with the Regional 
Plan over the identified planning horizon. Accordingly, the 
Participants have agreed to the following: 
 
INCENTIVES 
Continued regional cooperation through the five-year review 
process and ten-year coordinated periodic review may improve the 
region’s ability to respond to challenges and opportunities more 
effectively than it does presently. 
 
Adherence to the adopted Regional Plan may provide the region 
with a competitive advantage, increase the attractiveness of the 

region to long-term investment, and improve southern Oregon’s 
profile in the state. 
 
Adherence to the adopted Regional Plan may produce significant 
reductions in transportation infrastructure costs by minimizing 
future right-of-way acquisition costs, encouraging mixed-
use/pedestrian-friendly development, and improving the overall 
long-range coordination of transportation and land use planning. 
Adherence to the adopted Regional Plan will provide participating 
jurisdictions with population allocations that are predictable, 
transparent, and based on the relative strengths of the different 
participating jurisdictions. 
 
The adopted Regional Plan offers compelling regional 
justifications and state agency support for the Tolo Area of Central 
Point and the South Valley Employment Center of Medford and 
Phoenix that may not have been available to an individual city 
proposal.   
 
Adherence to the adopted Regional Plan will permit jurisdictions 
to implement the flexibility provided by the concept of the 
“Regional Community”, in which cities, in the role of “regional 
neighborhoods”, enjoy wide latitude in their particular mix, 
concentration, and intensity of land uses, as long as the sum of the 
regional parts contributes to a viable balance of land uses that is 
functional and attractive to residents and employers and in 
compliance with statewide goals.  
 
DISINCENTIVES 
The region’s failure to adhere to the adopted Regional Plan may 
damage its competitive advantage, the attractiveness of the region 
to long-term investment, and southern Oregon’s profile in the state. 
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Adherence to the Regional plan may be a rating factor for MPO 
Transportation Funding. Transportation projects of jurisdictions 
not adhering to the adopted Regional Plan may be assigned a lower 
priority by the MPO when considered for funding. 
 
Jackson County may reconsider the population allocations of 
jurisdictions signatory to the Agreement not adhering to the 
adopted Regional Plan. 
Participating jurisdictions not adhering to the adopted Regional 
Plan will need to provide corrective measures in order to have a 
UGB amendment approved by the County. 
 
The failure of a participating jurisdiction to adhere to the adopted 
Regional Plan will compromise its ability to implement the 
concept of the “Regional Community”, and will not provide the 
participating cities with as wide a latitude in their desired 
individual mix, concentration, and intensity of land uses.   
 
14.03.03  Monitoring - ORS197.656(2)(b)(E) 
 
Monitoring. Participating jurisdictions shall maintain a monitoring 
system to ensure compliance with the Regional Plan and future 
amendments. Specific indicators against which performance will 
be judged are listed in Chapter 5, Section 2. Monitoring to ensure 
compliance with the adopted Regional Plan will be a shared 
responsibility. 
 
Regional Plan Progress Report. On a regular basis, beginning in 
2017 and every five years thereafter, all participating jurisdictions 
shall participate in a regular Regional Plan review process. Jackson 
County shall initiate the Regional Plan review process by 
providing notice of the Regional Plan review to each participant 
and requiring that each participant submit a self-evaluation 

monitoring report addressing compliance with the performance 
indicators, set out in Chapter 5, Section 2, to the County within 60 
days after the date of the notice. 
 
A standardized format for the review and report shall be developed 
by Jackson County and agreed upon by the jurisdictions. The 
reports shall include descriptions of their jurisdiction’s activities 
pertinent to the Regional Plan for the preceding five-year period, 
analysis as to whether and how well those activities meet each of 
the performance indicators, and a projection of activities for the 
next five-year period. Jackson County will distribute these 
monitoring reports to all participants and make them available to 
the public. 
 
Coordinated Periodic Review. On a regular basis, beginning in 
2022 and every ten years thereafter the participating jurisdictions 
in the Regional Plan may, at their discretion, participate in a 
process of coordinated Periodic Review. This process may be 
initiated by any of the participating jurisdictions but requires 
agreement between all participants to proceed.  
 
14.03.04  Corrective Measures and Plan 
Adjustments - ORS197.656(2)(B)(F) 
 
Corrective Measures. 
If a Regional Plan Progress Report (see Chapter 5, Section 4.1.1.) 
indicates that a particular city is not meeting the performance 
measures, the city shall propose corrective measures as an 
addendum to the Regional Plan Progress Report. The corrective 
measures shall be approved by the Policy Committee. 
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Cities that choose to expand their UGBs into land not designated 
as a URA will be required to go through the Regional Plan minor 
or major amendment process prior to or concurrent with any other 
process. 
 
If land outside of a URA is included in a UGB while URA land 
remains available to that city, an equivalent amount of land shall 
be removed from the remaining URA land. Land removed shall be 
of equal or higher priority in relation to the land included. 
Additionally, if land determined part of the region’s commercial 
agricultural base by the RLRC is included, the land removed shall 
also be land with that designation (if available). 
 
A proposal for an UGB amendment will be required to 
demonstrate how the Regional Plan performance indicators have 
been met. A UGB amendment will not be approved by the County 
unless the Regional Plan performance indicators have been met or 
corrective measures are proposed which demonstrate how the 
performance indicators will be met. 
 
Approval of a UGB amendment shall be subject to the condition 
that it be zoned and developed in a manner consistent with the 
Conceptual Land Use Plan submitted in the UGB amendment 
proposal. After the UGB Amendment has been approved, all 
subsequent Comprehensive Plan Amendments by a city to amend 
land uses which will result in an inconsistency with the Conceptual 
Land Use Plan shall be reviewed by the county prior to 
development. The amendment shall be processed as a Type 4 
permit. 
 
A UGB amendment to add land not designated as a URA shall 
only be considered through a quasi-judicial application when the 
land to be added is industrial. 

Regional Plan Amendments. 
Regional Plan Amendment Responsibility. Processing amendments 
to the adopted Regional Plan shall be the responsibility of Jackson 
County, and shall only be proposed by the governing authority of a 
participating jurisdiction. In acknowledgement of the collaborative 
process by which the adopted Regional Plan was created, Jackson 
County shall have available the assistance of the participating 
jurisdictions through a Technical Advisory Committee and Policy 
Committee.  Both committees serve on an as-needed basis, and 
both serve in an advisory capacity to Jackson County as follows: 
Technical Advisory Committee. The TAC shall be comprised of 
planners and senior-level staff from signatory jurisdictions and 
agencies, and each signatory shall have one vote, irrespective of 
the number of participating representatives.  Recommendations to 
the Policy Committee or directly to Jackson County shall be made 
by at least a supermajority vote (simple majority plus one) of a 
quorum of signatory jurisdictions and agencies. 
 
Policy Committee. The Policy Committee shall be comprised of 
elected officials or executive staff from signatory jurisdictions and 
agencies.  Each signatory jurisdiction shall designate a voting and 
alternate voting member, and each signatory jurisdiction will have 
one vote. Recommendations to Jackson County shall be made by at 
least a supermajority vote (simple majority plus one) of a quorum 
of jurisdictions. State agencies, the MPO, and Rogue Valley Sewer 
Services, while Signatories, shall not be voting members of the 
Policy Committee. 
 
Regional Plan Amendment Type. When an amendment to the 
adopted Regional Plan is proposed, Jackson County shall make a 
preliminary determination regarding whether the proposed 
amendment is a Minor Amendment or Major Amendment, as 
defined below, shall notify signatory jurisdictions and affected 
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agencies of the County’s preliminary determination, and shall 
solicit input. Based on its preliminary determination and input 
received, Jackson County shall review the proposed amendment 
according to the procedures for Minor Amendments or Major 
Amendments set out below. Proposed amendments to the adopted 
Regional Plan shall adhere to the following provisions: 
 
Minor Amendment. A minor amendment is defined as any request 
for an amendment to the adopted Regional Plan that does not 
conflict with the performance indicators and does not propose an 
addition of more than 50 acres to a city’s URA established in the 
adopted Regional Plan or more than a 50-acre expansion of the 
UGB into non-URA land. 
 
In the case of Ashland, which did not establish a URA during the 
development of the Regional Plan process, a proposal to establish a 
URA or expand its UGB of not more than 50 acres shall be 
considered a minor amendment. 
 
Should a city exceed its limit of 50 acres for adding to its URAs 
during the Planning Horizon for the Regional Plan, it may not use 
the minor amendment process for further additions to its URA. 
Should a city exceed its limit of 50 acres for expanding its UGB 
into non-URA land during the planning horizon, it may not use the 
minor amendment process for further expansions of its UGB into 
non-URA land. 
 
Any participant jurisdiction may initiate a minor amendment to the 
adopted Regional Plan. The proposing jurisdiction must clearly 
identify the nature of the minor amendment, and specify whether 
the minor amendment would require any other signatory 
jurisdiction to amend its comprehensive plan. Should any signatory 
jurisdiction other than the proposing jurisdiction and Jackson 

County be required to amend their comprehensive plans as a result 
of the proposed minor amendment, the affected signatory 
jurisdiction shall be a party to the minor amendment proceeding.   
 
Jackson County’s process and the proposing jurisdiction’s process 
for a minor amendment to the Regional Plan shall be equivalent to 
the state and local processes required for a comprehensive plan 
amendment. 
 
Signatories and agencies shall be provided with notice of the 
County’s and proposing jurisdiction’s final decision on each minor 
amendment within five working days of the adoption of the final 
decision.   
 
Major Amendment. A major amendment is defined as any 
requested amendment to the adopted Regional Plan that does not 
meet the definition of a Minor Amendment. 
 
If multiple signatory jurisdictions are involved in a single request 
for a major amendment, a lead jurisdiction shall be selected by the 
affected jurisdictions. 
 
Notice containing a detailed description of the proposed change 
shall be forwarded by Jackson County to all signatories and 
affected agencies. 
 
Staff from signatory jurisdictions and agencies shall meet as a 
Technical Advisory Committee and generate a recommendation to 
the Policy Committee by vote of at least a supermajority of a 
quorum (simple majority plus one). 
 
Decision-makers from signatory jurisdictions and agencies shall 
meet as a Policy Committee and consider the proposal and the 
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Technical Advisory Committee recommendation. The Policy 
Committee shall generate a recommendation to Jackson County by 
vote of at least a supermajority of a quorum (simple majority plus 
one). 
 
Should an existing city or a newly incorporated city desire to 
become a participating jurisdiction, increased population shall be 
added to the regional projected population adequate to 
accommodate the projected population growth of the newly 
incorporated city for the remainder of the Planning Horizon for the 
Regional Plan. The addition of a newly incorporated city to the 
Regional Plan, the establishment of Urban Reserve Areas and other 
such actions shall be accomplished through the major amendment 
process. 
 
Jackson County’s process, and the proposing jurisdiction’s 
process, for a minor or major amendment to the Regional Plan 
shall be equivalent to the state and local required process for a 
comprehensive plan amendment, in addition to the Regional Plan-
specific provisions.  Signatories and affected agencies shall be 
provided with notice of the final decision on each major or minor 
amendment within five working days of the adoption of the final 
decision.  Jurisdictions or agencies shall be noticed according to 
Figure 5.1 of Chapter 5.  
 
Figure 5.1 Jurisdictions and Agencies to Receive Notification 
of Proposed Amendments to the Adopted Regional Plan 

Jurisdiction or Agency Routine As 
Needed 

City of Eagle Point X  
City of Central Point X  
City of Medford X  

Jurisdiction or Agency (cont.) Routine As 
Needed 

City of Phoenix X  
City of Talent X  
City of Ashland X  
Oregon Department of Transportation X  
Oregon Department of Land Conservation 
and Development 

X  

Oregon Department of Environmental 
Quality 

X  

Oregon Economic and Community 
Development Department 

X  

Oregon Department of Agriculture X  
Oregon Housing and Community 
Development Department 

X  

Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning 
Organization 

X  

Rogue Valley Sewer Services X  
Medford Water Commission X  
Rogue Valley Council of Governments X  
Rogue Valley Transit District X  
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife  X 
Division of State Lands  X 
Ashland School District #5  X 
Central Point School District #6  X 
Jackson County School District #9  X 
Medford School District 549C  X 
Phoenix-Talent School District #4  X 
Eagle Point Irrigation District  X 
Medford Irrigation District  X 
Rogue Valley Irrigation District  X 
Talent Irrigation District  X 
Jackson Soil & Water Conservation District  X 
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14.04  Urban Reserve Management 
Agreement 
Should the City of Ashland at some point in the future opt to 
identify urban reserves through a minor amendment process, the 
adoption of an Urban Reserve Management Agreement (URMA) 
between the City and Jackson County will be required. All 
development within any future Urban Reserve Areas identified for 
the City of Ashland would be regulated in accordance with the 
URMA, and Appendix C of this element is reserved for the 
approved URMA for Ashland’s future Urban Reserve Areas when 
they are identified. 
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Appendix A  
[Reserved for future Urban Reserve map to be included when 
Urban Reserves are identified for Ashland.] 
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Appendix B 
[Reserved for future details of Urban Reserve selection process to 
be included when Urban Reserves are identified for Ashland.] 
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Appendix C 
[Reserved for future Urban Reserve Management Agreement 
(URMA) to be agreed to jointly by Jackson County and the City of 
Ashland at the time Urban Reserves are identified for Ashland.] 
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Appendix A: Technical Reports and Supporting Documents 

 

Periodically, the City may choose to conduct studies and prepare technical reports to adopt by reference within the Comprehensive Plan to 

make available for review by the general public. These studies and reports shall not serve the purpose of creating new city policy, but rather 

the information, data and findings contained within the documents may constitute part of the basis on which new policies may be 

formulated or existing policy amended. In addition, adopted studies and reports provide a source of information that may be used to assist 

the community in the evaluation of local land use decisions. 

   

Chapter II, Introduction and Definitions  

The following reports are adopted by reference as a 

supporting document to the Ashland Comprehensive Plan, 

Chapter II, Introduction and Definitions. 

 

1) Croman Mill Site Redevelopment Plan (2008) by Ordinance 3030 

on August 17, 2010 

2) Normal Neighborhood Plan Framework (2015) by Ordinance 

3117 on December 16, 2015 

   

Chapter IV, Environmental Resources  

The following reports are adopted by reference as a support 

document to the Ashland Comprehensive Plan, Chapter IV, 

Environmental Resources. 

 

1) City of Ashland Local Wetland Inventory and Assessment and 

Riparian Corridor Inventory (2005/2007) by Ordinance 2999 on 

December 15, 2009 

   

Chapter VI, Housing Element  

The following reports are adopted by reference as a support 

document to the Ashland Comprehensive Plan, Chapter VI, 

Housing Element. 

 

1) City of Ashland: Housing Needs Analysis (2012) by Ordinance 

3085 on September 3, 2013 

   

Chapter VII, Economy  

The following reports are adopted by reference as a support 

document to the Ashland Comprehensive Plan, Chapter VII, 

The Economy. 

 

1) City of Ashland: Economic Opportunities Analysis (April 2007) 

by Ordinance 3030 on August 17, 2010 

   

   

A1 

http://www.ashland.or.us/files/CromanMill_Ord3030_ExhibitA.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/files/CromanMill_Ord3030_ExhibitA.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/121515%20Normal%20Plan_Ord1_ExB.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/121515%20Normal%20Plan_Ord1_ExB.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/files/WRO_LocalWetlandInventory.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/files/WRO_LocalWetlandInventory.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/files/WRO_LocalWetlandInventory.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/Adopted_2012-2040_HNA.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/Adopted_2012-2040_HNA.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/Files/Ashland_EOA_Adopted8.2010.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/Files/Ashland_EOA_Adopted8.2010.pdf
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Chapter XII, Urbanization 

The following reports are adopted by reference as a 

support document to the Ashland Comprehensive Plan, 

Chapter XII, Urbanization. 

 1) City of Ashland: Buildable Lands Inventory (2011) by Ordinance 

3055 on November 16, 2011 

 

 

 

 

A2 

http://www.ashland.or.us/Files/2011_BLI_approved.pdf
http://www.ashland.or.us/Files/2011_BLI_approved.pdf



